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“Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening our circles of
compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in its
beauty.”
Albert Einstein
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Part One: Moving Experience

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Globalisation
This thesis is written in the context of a globalised and globalising world society.
More specifically it is written in the context of The Netherlands, a country in
which citizens and organisations are learning to deal with rapidly increasing cultural diversity and social complexity. This book has taken ten years to write.
During this time the increasing cultural diversity in The Netherlands and in societies around the globe has led to more and more simplistic “us” and “them”
thinking about migrants, cultures and acculturation in the public arena, often
resulting in a negative, polarised discourse (RMO, 2009) in the media and
skewed perceptions about foreigners and migrants. There is low vocational participation of minority groups, comparatatively high percentages of members of
minority groups in our penitentiary institutions and regular outbursts of unprecedented aggression and violence in societies around the globe. These issues make
it quite clear that there has never been a greater need for intercultural sensitivity
and for an awareness of how cultural plurality can lead to intercultural misunderstandings in communication. The lack of such awareness often misleads us to
avoidance of intercultural discourse, fear, confusion and mistrust.
Today, working as a career consultant in Amsterdam, one of the more culturally
diverse cities in the world, I see more and more individuals longing to transform
urgent global and societal issues related to discrimination, poverty and pollution
by seeking vocational environments that better fit the yearnings of their souls.
From this position I have also witnessed the struggles experienced by tertiary educated refugees and migrants, with subtle and blatant issues of discrimination as
they seek to participate in the Dutch workforce. For many years I have worked as a
psychotherapist and coach in Singapore and The Netherlands in my private practice “Moving Experience.” I feel privileged that so many clients have trusted me
with their stories and experiences. I feel a need to make their stories more known
in a wider circle and relate them to theoretical developments in the social sciences
so that we may collectively make an attempt to free ourselves from the prison of
our outdated cultural mental images by “widening our circle of compassion” (Einstein, 1950). This in order to explore, recognise and update some of our mental
images on cultural hybridity and migrants that may no longer be in keeping with
modern times.
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“More than 191 million people live outside their country of origin (United Nations, 2009a). In addition to international immigrants, there are 14 million refugees and asylum seekers who have been involuntarily displaced across international borders (USCRI, 2009). There are also short term immigrants, such as
the almost three million international students in tertiary institutions on a world
wide basis and an estimated 30 million expatriates, employees and their family
members (Anber, 2007; UNESCO, 2009). Above and beyond increasing international migration is within society intercultural contact among diverse ethnic and
cultural groups and over 300 million indigenous peoples around the world
(United Nations, 2009b). The sheer volume of intercultural contact and the challenges presented by socio cultural and political change demand the attention of
psychologists and other social scientists.” (Ward and Kagitcibasi 2010: 98).
Approximately two thirds of the world’s population is either bi- or multilingual,
yet within clinical psychology relatively little attention is paid to the effect that
being bilingual has on identity, emotions and mental health (Jones & Bradwell,
2007). In consultancy, coaching and therapeutic relationships it is still largely the
monocultural professional dealing with an increasing majority of bilingual clients. As we are all rapidly being moved into a new cultural reality we must learn
to live with the increasing population of our inner space (Hermans, 2006) and
learn to deal constructively with the feelings of confusion and uncertainty (Kinnvall, 2004) that this complexity may evoke. In order to deal with the increased
cultural diversity in the environment and within the self, we need to discover
ways in which to understand and deal with the psychological adaptation and acculturation process of host and migrant alike. We need to learn to better understand the stresses related to the increasing complexity of our selves in our multicultural societies in order to learn to live and work well in the in between of
cultural frames of reference.
The issues that are explored in this thesis are relevant to millions of people today
in our globalising societies, not only to local citizens, managers and professionals
that are adapting to environments with increasing diversity, but also to refugees,
migrants, immigrants, emigrants, expatriates, global nomads and their descendants (second and third generation migrants), as they live their lives in countries
in which they are, at times, still seen as not fully belonging. This book aims to
enhance the professional skills of practitioners in multicultural societies by providing them with stories, experiences, concepts, theories, methods and tools to
improve their work with the increasing numbers of migrants and people with
bicultural frames of reference. With the experience, theories and methodology
documented in this book I hope to provide others with the inspiration of tipping
the precarious balance of the scales in the direction of mutual understanding and
trust, dialogue and cooperation, so that we may keep our beautiful world sustainable for coming generations. In my mind this starts with open, inquisitive, posi-
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tive experiences and relationships between locals and migrants. This is of vital
importance in our global village in the age of global warming, global polarisation
between rich and poor, intercultural and religious misunderstandings. We need to
be able to build solid intercultural relationships in which we can figure out how to
solve the problems that we have created by our one sided “economic” perspective
on health and happiness (Kunneman, 2005). In a society where the upper classes
are consumed by greed, and the lower classes are consumed by fear it is perhaps
up to the layer of professionals to restore the balance not only in individual societies, but also on a global scale (Kunneman, personal communication, 2010).

1.2 A plurality of paradigms
In a sense I am a product of this globalisation. This book is rooted in the many
“moving experiences” I had growing up as a global nomad and studying in the
Netherlands and Germany and living, learning and working, at times as a trailing
spouse, in different countries around the world. From these perspectives I have at
times experienced the confusion caused by developing multiple cultural frames of
reference within the self, how changeable the self becomes when placed in different cultural contexts and the joy of life long intercultural friendships. I have come
to cherish the confusion, humour and fascinating learning experience of living
and working in and in between different cultural paradigms.
From the narrative perspective of the self reflective practitioner I weave together
and reflect on the story of my personal, emotional, professional, theoretical, conceptual and spiritual learning process about culture, identity and acculturation
and relate it to the complex development of diversity in organisations within our
developing multicultural Dutch and global societies.
“In the theoretical context of self reflective practitioners (normatieve professionalisering) personal development at the level of individual life stories is related
through meaningful and moral work to widespread developments in society”(van
den Ende & Kunneman 2008: 86).
Reflection and dialogue are important aspects of the theoretical context of selfreflective practitioners and professionals (Smaling, 2008). I reflect on my personal moving experiences and professional development and relate stories and experiences of many dialogues that have found their way into this book. I hope that
this narrative will lead to more understanding about the developmental process
and complexity of hybrid identities, be they bicultural or multicultural, the process like nature of acculturation and what it takes to develop dialogical thinking
in multicultural spaces and societies. This thesis on Moving Experience is a nomadic subject (Braidotti, 1994), not rooted in one scientific environment. Instead
it moves across the boundaries of scientific contexts, flexibly making use of in-
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sights that have been developed in various fields: body psychotherapy, clinical,
personality and narrative psychology, anthropology, sociology, diversity management and career coaching. My research fills a conceptual, theoretical, methodological and ethical gap related to the ongoing psychological acculturation process to
diversity as migrants move between cultures and develop bi- and multicultural
identities - so-called hybrid identities - and local citizens and professionals are
exposed to the increasing diversity in society.
Conceptually, this thesis is rooted in the theory of integrative movement
psychotherapy (Petzold, 1985) and the theory of the dialogical self (Hermans,
1999; 2001a; 2001b; 2002; 2003; 2006).
In my empirical research I situate, explore and expand the theory of the dialogical self in the context of culture and embodied cultural identity. The important
theoretical contribution I make is that I introduce the body to culture by exploring
the dialogical self on the border zones of culture. I show that migrants recognise
and emotionally value the different embodied cultures to which they have been
exposed in their personal biographies. I also build a bridge towards critical diversity studies by presenting a composition of voices about how the valuations of
personal cultural identities are influenced by the contextual discourses related to
migrants in contemporary society.
Acculturation is often considered to be the task of the acculturating migrant.
From the dialogical point of view which – following Hermans – is adopted in this
research, I show that in a developing multicultural environment local citizens,
professionals and migrants all need to acculturate to the shifting cultural dynamics. In a number of safe spaces I theorise the complexity of hybrid identities
and show that in our rapidly developing multicultural societies today, hybrids tend
to hide and disenfranchise salient cultural voices. I also show that local or sedentary people regularly experience the confusion of the cakewalk of shifting cultural
paradigms caused by the influx of so many people of different cultural backgrounds causing them to retreat from initial feelings of insecurity, ambivalence
and fear. Both strategies are equally inadequate to increase diversity in society,
but with the help of dialogue in safe spaces bridges may be built between acculturating citizens.
Building on my personal experiences as a migrant, professional background as a
clinical psychologist and integrative movement psychotherapist, using the theory
of the dialogical self and the Self Confrontation Method (Hermans & HermansJansen, 1995) as stepping stones I develop and explore a methodological framework in an empirical context with which the professional exploration of hybrid
identities may be improved in coaching, psychotherapy and career consultancy
trajectories.
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Important concepts in this thesis are the concepts of movement, emotion, dialogue and power. Subtle issues of power are at play in the experiences of migrants
and locals alike. They are discerned in the feelings that my research candidates
associate with their personal cultural positions and the feelings the career coaches
voiced as they started coaching bicultural clients, which I describe in the second
part of the book. Emotions, which I see as inner “moving experience”, always
accompany valued experience. Reflecting on these emotions helps individuals to
unravel subliminal unconscious meanings, stored in their visceral archives.
Moving experience is about developing a sense of agency and self-direction
within the context of liminality by reflecting from the stance of a metaposition
and an in-between position on personal cultural positions and emotions and voicing them to define one’s identity in a context of diversity and transformation.
It becomes apparent that voicing the self in internal and external dialogues and
reflecting on these dialogues is the vehicle with which individuals can learn to
share their complex histories, find new paths to take and construct bridges between divergent cultures. In a mutually respectful dialogue, where the professional is no longer the only expert in the professional relationship, a co-constructed reality is shown to be worth the effort of reflective exploration. This
enables a better understanding of the personal developmental process and expanding consciousness experienced during cross cultural migration and the way
that different cultural contexts affect identity, self image and emotions. Over the
years this procedure has been found to be valuable in enhancing personal agency
and empowering hybrid individuals to voice themselves in order to unfold the
multicultural space within society.
Ethically the book is concerned with developing openness and tolerance towards
different ways of living and experiencing the world. It challenges and updates the
way migrants are perceived in the dominant migration discourses in contemporary Dutch society. I also hope to empower migrants to see themselves as a potent
and vital source of information, innovation and enhanced understanding of the
complexity of global issues in globalising societies.

1.3 Structure of the thesis
The general layout of the thesis is that in the first part (chapter two), I begin by
describing the complexities of my own intercultural learning process, growing up
as a global nomad, the humus that fed the thoughts developed in this thesis. By
doing this I use myself as a longitudinal case study to illustrate the cultural complexity in the sense of cultural positions that are the result of global moving. In
this way I also try to make my personal cultural bias as explicit as possible. This
may challenge the reader somewhat as the boundaries between “me” as author of
the text and “me” as a research subject are blurred. Then I relate these experi-
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ences to my professional and theoretical development while working as a psychologist, integrative movement psychotherapist and career coach with people from
many different cultures in different cultural contexts. Having struggled with the
complexities of acculturation and how to determine my identity in different cultural contexts I was curious to find out how other global nomads define, emotionally value and manage their personal cultural complexity.
In the second part of the book (chapters three and four) the theory of the dialogical self and valuation theory are used to develop the theoretical and methodological framework of my empirical research with thirteen global nomads, whom
I invited to this project as co-researchers. I consider global nomads to be experts
in the experience of dealing with the complexity caused by global moving. I explore the INTRA personal dialogical dynamics of their hybrid identities to discover the cognitive and emotional strategies that have helped them to deal with
living on the in between of different cultural environments. The dialogical self, as
conceptualised by Hermans (2001a), extends the notion of the self towards the
environment by incorporating the voices of the valued other and valued experiences into the realm of the self. In chapter three I explore whether this extension
of the self towards the environment goes as far as valuing the cultures to which an
individual has been exposed. I show that global nomads can identify different
personal cultural positions and that dialogues between personal cultural positions
introduce new meanings into the personal meaning system (Hermans, 1999).
The concepts of constructive and encapsulated marginality (Bennett, 1993), or as
I prefer to call it constructive and encapsulated “in betweenness” (Said, 1994), are
used to analyse narratives voiced between personal cultural positions. By focusing
on global nomads as experts in the process of intercultural learning, valuable information may be gleaned on the development, management, challenges and pitfalls of a multicultural identity in globalising societies.
In chapter four the Self Confrontation Method (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995) is used to explore at a deeper level the intrapersonal dialogical dynamics of
the global nomads’ personal cultural positions, the dialogues that they construct
between two of their personal cultural positions, and the statements voiced from
an in between and a metaposition. This deeper level is achieved by exploring the
emotional connotations of their different positions and dialogues. The methodology that is explored and developed in this way allows for narrative reflection,
text analysis and affective valuation of the statements made. Subsequently I relate
the personal discourses and their emotional valuations to the discourses about
migrants and foreigners in the current societal context and the historical habitus
in The Netherlands, showing that personal meanings and relevant feelings are
constructed in subtle dialogical exchanges with dominant discourses in society
and culture.
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In chapter five I provide a historical macroperspective of globalisation, hybridity
and diversity.
I discuss Oudenhoven's (2005) migration phases where he sees the country as
on the verge of entering the 4th migration phase to provide a larger frame of
reference through which to better understand the described phenomena. I reflect
on nomadic subjects (Braidotti, 1994) and hybridity as a challenge to the status
quo (Joseph, 1999) and explore the connotations that the term hybridity has had
over the years in the literature, to show how dramatically they have changed in the
shifting, liquid (Bauman, 2000) historical contexts of the last sixty years. I also
delve into the literature on the historical development of diversity and human
resource theory in organisations and introduce the concepts of places of difficulty
(Kunneman, 2005) and safe spaces (Steyaert and Janssens, 2001).
In the third part of the book in chapters six and seven I show how I have implemented the developed theory and research into practice. First the INTER personal
dialogical dynamics of intercultural adjustment are explored by describing a project, that was developed from 2005 onwards, to enhance the diversity of the client
population of a prominent career consultancy firm in The Netherlands. During
this project the acculturative learning process of Dutch career consultants was
monitored in Balint (1957) intervision sessions, held once every six weeks, as they
started coaching graduated refugees searching for work that would fit their talents
and ambitions. In the initial sessions my colleagues voiced feelings of confusion
and showed emotional reactions, which reminded me of the feeling of “walking
on eggs” I myself had experienced when first working as a psychotherapist with
clients from Asian cultures in Singapore. Using Bennett's (1993) developmental
model of intercultural sensitivity, I show that this is an initial stage in an acculturative learning process. In a multicultural society many professionals are increasingly becoming involved with clients from a heterogeneous cultural background and it becomes important to enhance their understanding and
professionalism in dealing with these clients. In the theoretical context of the self
reflective practitioner it is important for professionals to initiate and develop these
intercultural learning processes. The Balint (1957) intervision method was used to
reflect on the intercultural learning process of the coaches as they started to coach
clients from different cultural contexts. In this way they became aware of how
subtle emotions influence their behaviour, which may result in avoidance, exclusion, domination and segregation of their multicultural clients, by implicitly
moulding them to fit their own paradigm, or by disregarding elements of their
stories that are incompatible with their own implicit frames of reference. By
learning to understand their own implicit values, embedded in personal norms,
preferences and feelings they became aware of ingrained behavioural patterns
and developed better methods for dealing with the evolving complexity.
In chapter seven, within the context of career consultancy, I explore whether the
method that was developed in the empirical research with global nomads can be
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used as a coaching tool with bi- and multicultural clients, to enhance their personal wellbeing by self reflection and articulation of their personal cultural complexity in the cultural in between. In this way career coaching trajectories were enhanced by exploring, developing and managing personal diversity to facilitate the
acculturation process. Multicultural clients may become cultural change agents in
their search for work in the new cultural context. I also describe a number of
dialogical strategies that were employed to enhance sensitivity to issues of diversity in organisational contexts.

1.4 Moments of awe
A serendipitous side effect of my learning process were moments of awe, or in
more contemporary language “wow” moments. These were surprising moments
when an inner wisdom or deep intuitive knowing, combined with a mystic sense
of wonder became manifest, rich in levels of meaning that were impossible to
fully grasp with the rational mind. Some of these moments of awe were induced
by the use of creative methods and meditative techniques. It seems that as the
complexity in the world increases we need to find new ways of “knowing” other
than the learning we do with our rational, empirical minds. I shall further explore
this thought in a meditation between part two and three of this thesis. To give just
one example, a very memorable moment relevant to the writing of this thesis was
the following, which I experienced at the age of 49. During a summer recess with
my colleagues at Van Ede & Partners I participated in a group of female colleagues, where we explored what we would most like to be doing in our professional
lives. An exercise that we did was to trace (in pairs) the circumference of each
other’s bodies onto a large sheet of paper. The silhouettes were hung on the walls
of the room in which we were working. The group was asked to voice what they
saw in the pictures. According to my colleagues, my silhouette resembled a suitcase carrying person and it was unclear whether she was coming or going. I
became very emotional listening to the descriptions given, as this picture was
metaphorical for the story of my life: continued moving from one place to the
other and I was in fact at that time preparing for my next move from Friesland to
Loosdrecht, wondering when the cycle of moves would finally stop and where I
would find my next working environment. A person in the group asked what it
would be like for me to put the suitcases down and unpack, what would there be
in the suitcases, and I realised that what there was to unpack was perhaps loads of
“Moving Experience”. Later in the afternoon we asked each other questions about
what kind of work gave us the most pleasure, and I came up with the sentence “I
would like to write stars”, remembering how proud I was of the essays I had
written as a schoolchild in Rhodesia that were rewarded with golden stars and
later Cambridge certificates. A colleague gently corrected me saying “you would
like to write!”. I told her “I would like to write STARS.” In the following year, the
year that I turned fifty I wrote two applications that won prizes or “Stars” for Van
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Ede & Partners, the Spirit at Business Award in New York and the second prize in
a diversity competition in The Netherlands. I also published my first book called
“Birds of Passage” (König, 2008). I was hooked on writing and unpacking my
travelling bags of “moving experience” at the same time, a next step in my professional development! I describe a few more of these moments of awe in my personal story in chapter two, written in italics.
In working on this thesis, parallel to working in the field of career consultancy, I
have become convinced of the importance of creating safe dialogical spaces in
society: spaces for dialogue in which there is room for individuals to express dissonant personal voices, and spaces for silence and meditation in which we are
able to learn to move between the rational, emotional and spiritual meaning
making capacities of human thinking and awareness. Safe and silent dialogical
spaces are vital to explore the complexities of intra- and interpersonal reconstructive and revitalising dialogues in a society that is increasingly being experienced
as unsafe. The personal wellbeing of migrants and locals alike is aimed for in this
thesis by fostering mutual understanding and respect of divergent identities and
different ways of living together in the in between of developing multicultural
societies. For us as a species to survive we need to help each other to become
aware of our cultural conditioning in an intersubjective, social relational and
socio-culturally bounded space, a safe dialogical space. As we learn to occupy this
space, flexibility and novelty are introduced into our experience of the world and
our horizons of understanding are expanded. In this way we may create the opportunity to view “reality” from new and different perspectives.
Jutta König
Loosdrecht
May 2012

Chapter 2: Personal Story

Heimat
Du fragst, was Heimat sei und wie man sie erkennt.
Ob man den Ort wo man geboren ist, die Heimat nennt?
Ist Heimat nur ein so dahin gesproch’nes Wort,
Das viel und nichts bedeuten kann, mal hier, mal dort.
Ich will Dir sagen, wo ich meine Heimat finde,
Und was ich mit dem Worte Heimat eng verbinde.
Zunächst, die Heimat ist kein fester Ort.
Sie wandert mit Dir, in Dir immerfort.
Das Wörtchen Heimat ist mehr ein Gefühl!
So wie Du Schmerz empfindest, Freude, warm und Kühl.
Die erste Heimat, ja, das war mein Elternhaus.
Ich ging dort unbekümmert ein und aus.
Es kam die Zeit, ich wandelte auf eignen Pfaden,
Und hatte Freunde, echte Kameraden.
Sie waren Heimat mir, ich fühlte mich geborgen.
Ich war zufrieden, hatte keine Sorgen.
Dann trat ein Mensch in mein noch junges Leben.
Er wollte mir Vertrauen, echte Liebe geben!
Und ich gab ihm das Gleiche gern zurück.
Das war für uns die Heimat und das grosse Glück!
Auch liebe Freunde trugen sehr viel dazu bei,
Dass diese Heimat und das Glück vollkommen sei.
Vielleicht ist’s schwer, den Sinn der Deutung zu erkennen
Drum lass mich meine Heimat so benennen:
Die Heimat ist für mich, wo meine liebsten sind,
Die Heimat ist für mich, wo ich die Freunde find.
(Frischbier, 2001)
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A) Personal Story
This story was originally written in Dutch at the end of 2008 as I participated in a
masterclass conducted by Halleh Ghorashi and Christien Brinkgreve, in which 15
women from different cultures wrote their life stories, exploring the question of
where they considered “home” to be. It gave me the liberating opportunity to reflect on and share my complex personal history in a group of women that had
similarly complex histories due to our common migration experiences. I thank
the group for providing the safe space that made it possible to write the story that
was published in a book called “Light and Shadow” (Ghorashi & Brinkgreve,
2010), together with fourteen other life stories of women immigrants in The
Netherlands. The first copy was presented to Princess Maxima on 1 March 2010.
I started to translate the text into English in the period between October 2009 and
February 2010 as I wanted to use the text as a prelude to this thesis. As I translated the original Dutch text into English I realised that a simple translation did
not really work. Somehow it did not feel right to my translating English self, to
simply translate the Dutch words in the original text into English. For instance I
struggled with the past and present tense. The Dutch text was written in the present, but for the English text the past tense felt more appropriate. From my English point of view my English self was in the past. Also new stories emerged as I
was translating which I had not written in the Dutch text. To solve the dilemma I
started writing a new English text while translating the original Dutch text. The
new English text, which is in the second part of this chapter, is written in chronological order and includes insights I had gleaned during my integrative movement and body psychotherapy training in The Netherlands and Germany, my experiences of working as a psychotherapist in Singapore and the beginning of the
integration process of the theory of the dialogical self, once back in The Netherlands.

A) Personal Story: Translated Dutch voice
I am thirteen and hear from my father that we are moving back to Germany. I do
not want to move. I feel at home in Africa, with my girl friends, my horse riding
and the Valentine card sent to me by my first boyfriend. I spend long lazy afternoons in the garden, after school, lounging in my favourite bush, a five metre
high and wide web of leaves and branches on which I spread a blanket to read a
book, take a nap or make up stories about the wondrous dragons and castles that
weave their way in and out of the ever changing clouds. Our dog, Trudy, lies
curled up beside me, comfortable and totally at peace. I loved the Wednesday
afternoons when my father and I visited the tobacco plantation of a Polish immigrant friend where I rode Teddy Bear, my favourite horse, in a flat gallop across
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the dusty fields. I wanted to stay in Rhodesia and go to boarding school, when my
parents left for Germany with my two brothers, do my A levels and then go on to
study literature in Cambridge.
I had lived on four continents and in six countries by the age of thirteen and had
moved many times, and now did not particularly feel like leaving behind my
home again. At the age of ten we had moved from Mt. Pleasant to Greendale, a
different suburb in Salisbury, to a different house and a new school. I used to cry
myself to sleep at night under the blankets and regularly woke up, vomiting. I
missed my closest friend who used to live around the corner from us when we
were in Mount Pleasant. We often spent the weekends at each other’s houses and
were always woken up in the mornings at her house with a quiet knock on the
door and a subdued whisper of “early morning tea”.
From the ages of five to eight I live in Canberra, in Australia. Kangaroos hop
across the playing field at school and we visit Aborigines who teach us how to
throw boomerangs. They can catch a bird flying in the air, with the boomerang
landing right beside their feet after it has made its wondrous circling arc across
the sky. In scented eucalyptus landscapes we see koala bears and watch hordes of
penguins waddle out of the sea across the shore.
Later, while living as an expat in Singapore for five years from the age of thirty
nine to forty four, I travel with my husband and children from Singapore to Africa
to visit the “early morning tea” friend, who at that point in time again lived in
Zimbabwe with her French diplomat husband. In this way I am able to show my
children the house in which I grew up. I immediately feel at home and know my
way around in spite of the fact that I have been away for forty odd years. We also
return to Australia to revisit our old house in Canberra. I take my children to the
public swimming pool in which I went swimming early in the mornings with my
father and suddenly see the faded tile with 8ft on it with adult eyes which I remembered seeing as a child. A most memorable experience, a homecoming!
While wandering around Sydney in the milling crowd along the boardwalk a
mime player stands catching the attention of the crowds. Just behind him an old,
aborigine woman slowly pulls her faded T shirt over her head, and stands desolately with her clenched fist upheld, baring her old rimpled breasts. No one seems
to see her or pay her any attention.
I am five and play with my piggy bank, teasing the coins out of the slot and
sliding them back in. I hold a coin in my hand and for a while sit quietly
with it. After a while I open my hand… and see many coins. In amazement
I wonder if I really did only have one coin in my hand… or was I just imagining… and now so many? I do it again... and now I am quite sure. I really
take just one coin and sit very quietly with it. After a while I carefully reopen
my hand… and again I see on my somewhat grubby and sweaty palm many
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coins, which I can barely hold on to as I quickly reclench my fist. I am
happy… and scared… I am a magician!
I am four… in Paris. We scuff with our feet through the autumn leaves on our way
to a small shop that sells the most delicious bubble gum in the world. I scream
with fear and delight as we sway and stumble on the back of the dromedary in the
Bois du Boulogne. At the age of fourteen I revisit Paris and stay with our old
neighbours in Chatou to practice my French and am introduced to that lovely city
by my charming host. “il faut courir a Paris” he calls cheerily as we rush from
Rodin to the Louvre, while showing me les Halles. I love their meals, first “la
salade”, then “les charcuterie”, et puis la viande, et apres desert et le fromage.
Every day the same festive ritual with this delightful elderly couple.
I am two in Bernkastel Kues where I live with my mother, grandmother and bed
ridden grandfather and am delighted when the hairdresser comes to cut my
grandfather’s hair in bed. It is my job to sprinkle sweet smelling hair lotion over
his greying stubbles. I hide behind the bed sheet, on which we project films and
pictures, to play peek a boo and delight in making him laugh at my antics. My
father is learning to be a diplomat in Bonn with Claus von Amsberg at the Auswärtige Amt (the ministry of foreign affairs). Piko takes care of me when my
mother goes to visit my father in Bonn, because my grandmother must care for
my bedridden grandfather. Piko is wonderful; she has a knot of grey hair in a hair
net and walks with me up to the castle on the hill. On our way we study “Weinbergschnecken”, (vineyard snails). She fled from East Germany and lives with her
sister, the sole survivors of a whole family; her brothers died during their escape
over the Baltic sea in a boat. She makes us a game of ludo on a huge piece of
cardboard that we can play with toy cars. I am happy to hear that she will move
with us to Paris to take care of me and my brother, who is born two years after me
in Bonn. My other brother is seven years younger than I am and was born in
Australia. He learns to walk on the Italian boat that takes us from Australia to
Genoa.
I was born in Washington DC in America where my father was studying for his
PhD in Economics at George Washington university and embarking on his career
as a German diplomat. He chose this career in accordance with his desire to restore international relations with Germany after the Second World War. My parents both grew up in Germany, my mother on the Mosel in Bernkastel Kues, and
my father in Ravensburg in “Schwabenland”. They met in Germersheim where
they were studying English and French just after the end of the Second World
War. After completing his language studies my father travelled to America to
work at the German consulate in Chicago. He invited my mother to come to
America so that they could get married. As her parents had never met him, he
sent his youngest brother to visit my mother’s family as proof that my father was
a suitable beau and to persuade them to let her travel to America on her own,
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which she did, arriving by boat in New York in 1953. Owing to the heavy traffic my
father was late picking her up, but eventually appeared carrying a bunch of red
roses. They snatched two witnesses from the streets for the wedding ceremony
that was performed by Ivan Illich, whose books (the medical nemesis) I later studied at Leiden University as a student of psychology. (Small world!).
My birth was induced and I was born with forceps. My mother was sedated with
sniffs of gas to reduce the pain of the contractions. This was my first relocation,
forced out of the comfort of the womb into the outside world. I had two clubfeet at
birth. During the first weeks of my life they were corrected with plaster casts,
several times a week. I discover during my postgraduate training as a body and
movement therapist how these early life experiences have determined me. During
a regression therapy session with one of the therapists, an orthopaedic surgeon, I
re-experienced how painful the treatments were in which my feet were manipulated into the “right stance”, before applying the plaster cast. I heard (with adult
ears) the pain expressed in the shrill, high-pitched cries of the child that I once
was. The memories stored in my body revealed to me how painful and strange it
was learning to walk as a small child with those “corrected” feet. Because of this
treatment I have been able to enjoy a life of sports and competitive movement in
which I feel my strength and freedom. At times I think this is a reaction to the
restriction of movement I felt by the plaster casts at that early age. The regression
therapy session helped me to realise how every experience is stored in the archives of our bodies.
While my mother types my father’s doctorate thesis I spend hours playing with
my toys in the shallow water of the bathtub. Even today I feel in my element in
and on the water. This early pattern in my life was often repeated in the many
relocations during the careers of my father and later my husband, where I was
always hesitant to leave a familiar environment and where I learn to walk (in a
metaphorical sense) with pain and effort in a new environment. After every move
I want to feel that I belong as quickly as possible, to be in the “right stance”. I do
not want to be noticed and qualified as “different” because I do not know the
language, the rituals and habits of the new environment. After a few years I feel
comfortable and at home in the new environment, because I have made new
friends, developed new routines and learned to fit in. Now as an adult I can see
that every new environment has offered me opportunities to develop new aspects
of myself. With every door that closes a new door is opened!
My parents believe that I am too young to be left behind in Rhodesia at the tender
age of thirteen and decide that I must leave the country with the family. We knew
for a long time that at a certain point we would have to move again, and so for
many years we saved our pocket money to pay for our dog’s ticket to make sure
that she, Trudy, could accompany us to our next destination. And so she travelled
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with us to Europe, first in a rickety baggage wagon of the dusty train that wound
its way across southern Africa from Salisbury to Durban. For three days we
stumbled through the shaking train to change her water, stroke and comfort her,
to make sure she was doing well. On the freight ship from Durban to Lisbon we
walked her three times a day on the top deck, where the animal cages were, as the
harbours of Port Elisabeth, Cape Town, Gran Canaria and Madeira passed by and
at last we arrived in Lisbon. In those six weeks the seasons changed from the
African summer to the European winter. My father gave us, unwilling students,
lessons and homework to do, so that we would not be too far behind in our
schooling as a result of the move. On board, in our spare time, we would help the
sailors with their painting, and I spent hours at the stern of the boat watching the
flying fish with their rainbow coloured wings jump in and out of the silver water.
Occasionally one would accidentally land on the deck of the boat and I watched its
gaping mouth gasping for air and the frantically beating wings on the sun
bleached green deck of the boat. So this is what it feels like to be out of your
element. And I would throw the shivering shimmering creature back into the
waves. We smuggle tid bits of food sneaked from the dinner table to Trudy and to
a small monkey, which one of the crew has taken aboard without the captain
knowing about it. That is our big secret.
As it grows colder Trudy, who is a German shepherd dog, grows a thick winter
coat, which we brush daily to remove the soft summer fur that falls out as the
thicker hairs grow and we see the monkey shiver from the cold. A passenger
starts knitting a colourful striped coat for the monkey to protect it from the cold.
With everyone in on the secret we hold a ceremony during which the monkey is
dressed in its new colourful coat, as we sail by Funchal in a thick mist. He looked
like a circus artist!
Once in Lisbon we walk off the boat’s gangplank into thickly falling snow. My
father goes on ahead to the hotel with the suitcases. We wait with Trudy for the
next taxi to arrive, only to hear that dogs are not allowed in taxis. After waiting for
a long time we finally find a taxi chauffeur who will take us, as long as the dog is
kept hidden under a jacket in front of the back seat on the floor. It was quite a
chore to keep the confused and thirsty dog out of sight. At that point we did not
know that dogs were not allowed in hotels (we smuggled her in through a back
door), or in the train that took us to Ravensburg in Germany, where my father’s
family lived… (smuggled again through the baggage compartment into our
coupé!). From there we travelled by rented car to my mother’s parents in Bernkastel Kues. Finally Trudy was able to reassume her familiar space at my mother’s
feet, in the front of the car. On arriving in Bernkastel Kues we heard that my
mother’s father had passed away during our boat trip. No one had been able to
contact us, during our travels.
In Bernkastel I spend a few months at school, as I usually do during our “Heimat
Urlauben” (home leaves) once every three years. We do not yet know where we
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will be going or when. On my first day at school I feel very selfconscious and
conspicuous in my yellow and turquoise striped sweater and trelanca pants, I
look like a parrot and feel so out of place! Everyone walks rounds on the school
playground, under an umbrella, in black sweaters, jackets and jeans (so drab!). I
want jeans, I don’t know the hits of the local pop music, don’t understand the
humour and long for the next letter from my friends in Africa, I live for those
letters… my lifeline with home. In the summer there are swimming competitions
at school. I can swim faster than the boys in the final year, because of my swimming training at my old school in Rhodesia.
A few months later we move to The Hague in The Netherlands. Against my will
I am sent to the German school. I would have preferred an English, American or
International school as I felt more English than German at that point in time and
I am shocked when I realise that my new environment sees me as a “blanke koloniaal” (a white colonial) and thus as a racist. PERS GEEN AFRIKANEN UIT
(Don’t Squeeze out Africans) the bold letters shout on the many anti Outspan
orange posters in the city that depict an African head, cruelly being squeezed like
an orange on a citrus press. Soon I stop saying that I am from Africa. Just as we
had to hide our dog on arrival in Lisbon I now hide my African identity in The
Netherlands and wonder how they think they can really know what goes on in a
country on the other side of the world. In Rhodesia the morale at school was
“children should be seen not heard” and suddenly I find myself in a German
classroom at the end of the sixties, where students get into heavy debates with
their teachers about the grades they are given. This to me is an upside down
world! It is confusing to discover that history is very different when taught from a
German cultural perspective. In Africa history was stories about Chaka Zulu,
Cecil Rhodes and Lobengula, who were nowhere to be found in our German history books.
For the first time I encounter the collective feelings of guilt that Germans have
in relation to the Second World War and I see how much effort goes into raising
the consciousness of school children to issues of discrimination and prejudice so
that the atrocities of the Second World War are not repeated. There are eleven
children in my class: all of them, like me, are and are not German… now I know
that they are children with hybrid identities, who grew up in Egypt, South America, Spain, China, Czechoslovakia… children of diplomats, refugees and businessmen, who grew up migrating between different cultures. Children who feel a little
bit at home everywhere and nowhere really. In a sense meeting these new school
friends was a homecoming, as they were cultural misfits just like me! I especially
enjoyed the company of a boy from Egypt with whom I could speak English and
sing English songs that he accompanied on his guitar. I taught younger children
gymnastics, directed a beat play “Macbeth in five minutes”, and played billiards in
the dark cafes in the vicinity of Hollands Spoor, the railway station in The Hague.
When first living in The Hague I took Trudy for walks in Klein Zwitzerland, the
park opposite our house, and climbed into trees there. But no matter how long I
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sat in them, the old safe and familiar feeling did not return. Later I discovered the
dunes and the sea in Scheveningen and enjoyed swimming in the sea in all seasons.
I am fourteen, it is summer and we are visiting my grandmother in Bernkastel Kues from The Netherlands during the summer holidays. With a
friend I go on a long hike into the forest. We hike uphill for three to four
hours, the scent of ferns and moss around us accompanied by the gentle murmurs of a stream. We want to spend the night in their family hut, hidden
deep within the forest. On arriving we build a campfire, fry the sausages we
have brought with us and then decide to sleep outside as it is a perfect star
studded night. We lie in our sleeping bags and gaze up at the stars. Regularly
one falls through the skies. As we ponder the endless starry sky we wonder
what is behind that dark deep blanket with starry holes and try to imagine
what nothing is… what is nothing… the thought is unsettling… everything we
think of is something… but what is nothing?
In 1973 I do my “Abitur” (final exams) without Dutch lessons, because everyone
seems to think that I will go on to study in Germany. I am seventeen and decide
that I do not want to move to a different country again, especially not to Germany,
where, in spite of my German passport, I have never lived. My father warns me
that later, it will not be easy to find work in The Netherlands as a German. He was
well aware of the negative Dutch sentiments towards Germans, which he encountered at close hand in his work as a German diplomat during the court proceedings with the three of Breda. My brother was once spat at by Dutch boys while
cycling, because they heard him speaking German with his school friends.
It is quite difficult to decide what it is that I want to become… a veterinarian: I
do not like the sight of blood and operating on animals appals me. Sports would
be too much of a strain on my joints as I grow older. Chinese, cultural anthropology, journalism, interior design, physics, popsinger, film maker? I think “if I do
something with people, because people do all kinds of things, then I will stay
connected to many different areas” and choose psychology. Almost all of my
school friends go on to study in Germany. I go to Leiden University on my own,
not yet realising that I am moving yet again, this time not to a different country
but to a different culture. From the German into the Dutch culture. Half a year
later my parents and brothers leave The Netherlands and move to a house in the
vicinity of Bonn for the next step in my father’s career. I stay behind on my own as
a student in The Netherlands. I miss my family in the weekends, as the city empties itself of the first year students who all spend their weekends at home. Luckily
most of the books are in English and because all the lessons at the faculty of
psychology are in small groups I quickly learn to speak Dutch fluently. I don’t
want people staring strangely at me when I open my mouth with a strange
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accent. In this period I write a paper on suicide (in English). I feel lost and write
this poem in my diary:
Tu et moi
Tu es moi
Tuez moi
When my old classmates come to visit, I introduce them to my new Dutch friends
and play the role of translator for them… and feel that I belong nowhere. Hitch
hiking to visit my friends in Germany I notice how luxurious and materialistic
their lives are in their “Wohngemeinschaften”, with their cars and political ideas.
In comparison life in The Netherlands is sober, we ride our bicycles, I learn team
sailing, become a member of the theatre commission of the Leiden Academic Art
Centre and enjoy selecting theatre productions throughout the country for performances in Leiden. In my free time I become a photographer, do voluntary
social work in the weekends, bake pottery and act. Towards the end of each
month we pool our resources, take turns to cook for hungry friends and eat
peanut butter sandwiches. I try to make my being different, in this case my being
German, as invisible as possible. When I succeed my Dutch friends speak about
“moffen” (a slang word for Germans with negative connotations). In those situations I fall fearfully into silence.
At home, when I hitch hike to visit my parents in Germany, I discover how difficult it is to tell them in German about all the nuances I am learning in Dutch and
English about psychology. I do not have the right words. My tongue, accustomed
to speaking Dutch, feels strange and uncomfortable in my mouth when I speak
German in the short intermezzos at home. From Bonn, my parents move every
three years to Warsaw, Kinshasa and then San Francisco. My two brothers aged
seventeen and thirteen stay in the family home near Bonn as there are no international schools in Warsaw and Kinshasa at that time. I visit my parents and
brothers, and they come to stay with me for longer periods of time, when they are
on home leave or holiday. Such a visit feels like a homecoming in spite of the fact
that it is always in a strange environment. Delicious food and animated conversation, the curiosity with which we explore each other’s experiences and developments in the period that we have not seen each other, and the travelling together
to explore new environments is for me closely connected to my feeling of home.
Hospitality goes without saying, people and friends have always visited our family,
each with their own stories and these stories colour our world and our lives.
My mother, who at first was supportive of my father’s career, later developed an
aversion to the partying so common in diplomatic circles and immerses herself in
homeopathy and natural healing. She developed high blood pressure while living
with my father in Poland, Zaire and San Francisco, with my brothers in Germany
and me in The Netherlands. When leaving Zaire for San Francisco she refuses to
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go without her Zairean cook, Felicien, who was raised as an orphan by Jesuit
priests and whom she has emotionally adopted as a fourth child. She succeeds in
talking around my father and Felicien accompanies them to the USA, leaving
behind his young wife with five children. Eventually he acquired a green card in
the USA and evacuated his wife and six children (his youngest, Gisele, was
named after my mother) in time from Zaire, just before the country was destabilised by riots and war. They are all well settled now in the USA.
I am swimming slowly through the blue water of a Greek bay, my mouth
beneath the water’s surface my nose just above it. I see fish swimming on the
bottom of the sea with their intrepid movements, slow air bubbles rising to
the surface, the crystal blue water that rocks me gently as I swim, the reflection of my eye in the water watching, lined by wrinkles of laughter, and the
mountains, covered by olive trees, the sun and the skies reflected on the surface of the water. I see all these dimensions in a glance. A magical moment…
I lie and watch and barely breathe, because when I do the picture is scattered
on the water’s surface. If I breathe in and out ever so calmly, so that my
breathing does not distort the water, I can keep watching. I take this miracle
deep inside me, to remember.
During my psychology studies I do internships in Noordwijkerhout, Munich,
Dundee and San Diego, and in this way reconnect to my familiar English and
German languages, in which I feel at home. I choose clinical psychology and
enjoy subjects such as psychodrama and group dynamics, subjects in which an
invisible connecting reality between people becomes manifest, by being together
in silence, by occasionally saying something from the heart. Then a different reality is revealed. I want to learn more about the body in psychology, because the
language of the body seems to go beyond the language of the word, and do a
course in Pessotherapy and integrative movement therapy at the interfaculty of
movement sciences at the VU University in Amsterdam. In this group I act as a
translator for the German guest professor Hilarion Petzold, who speaks rusty
English and not a word of Dutch. He is a White Russian who studied in Paris,
and we have good chemistry. He offers me a scholarship for postgraduate psychotherapy training at his institute, the Fritz Perls Academy in Germany where
later I become a trainer and teacher. I am thrilled and in this way become a psychodrama, gestalt, body and integrative movement psychotherapist.
My first job which, by the way, was not at all difficult to find, was at the Medical
Faculty at the University of Maastricht where I developed a curriculum in doctorpatient communication. I write, produce videotapes, teach colleagues, sing in a
student band and act in my free time!
Together with Jos, whom I met during an internship in California, I move into
a spacious apartment in an old cloister in the heart of this beautiful medieval
town. He starts working for Philips in Eindhoven as a manager, and wants to
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travel abroad. I want to stay where I am… a relationship with many negotiations.
We live together in Leiden, Maastricht, Belgium, Friesland, Singapore, and Loosdrecht, and over the years are accompanied by our three magnificent sons, Marc,
Bas en Thijs.
As an adult, the moves that are induced by my husband’s profession are for me
often difficult, emotional, confusing but also exciting moments of transition in
which I again feel the pain of letting go of a familiar environment, while at the
same time enjoy exploring new environments. I always try to recreate the situation I left behind by working hard. Three times I have an accident during the first
year after a move in which I break or strain bones in my ankles and twist my
knee, which are then set in plaster. In this way I learn quite literally to take my
time to land in new surroundings - to make space for an inner process of acclimatisation, to get used to a new environment , instead of running after plans. I learn
literally “met vallen en opstaan” (by falling and getting up) that it is impossible to
recreate an old situation in a new context, and that memories stay.
After the birth of my second son I work as a psychology teacher for nurses and
develop a postgraduate curriculum for managers in the health profession at the
Polytechnic for Health Sciences in Sittard as the school holidays work better with
my children’s holidays. After moving to Friesland from Belgium I find work in
Leeuwarden and develop a curriculum on organisation and information technology at the Northern polytechnic. Parallel to this work I build a private practice as a
psychotherapist, supervisor and trainer in order to be able to organise my own
time and care for my children.
I am twenty nine and visit an exhibition in a church in Zadar in Croatia,
where I do a two week training seminar in body therapy. I look at a picture,
painted in black and white and see the silhouette of a village with houses and
a church, the peaceful countryside and in the foreground an enormous tree.
Just below the place where the roots of the tree disappear beneath the surface
of the earth, the painter has painted a large red orange spot. This spot attracts my attention. Looking at it I see hidden in between the roots of the
tree, skulls, the faces of screaming women, guns, murder, fear and disembowelment. I am shocked and revert my eyes to the peaceful scenery of the
landscape, and then again to the mayhem depicted in the roots of the tree. I
stand there and ponder this picture for a long time, and often think back to it
during the Balkan war. As I walk through the church and stand in front of
the altar I suddenly feel bathed in an intense stream of light, it is as if I hear
enchanted, heavenly music. I am caught in the stream of light, and stand
there enjoying a feeling of intense happiness, at the thought, the sudden certainty, that I feel deep inside that I am quite perfect, just the way I am…
what a revelation!
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In Friesland a dream comes true. We buy our own house, an old farm with stables
and land just like on the farm in Rhodesia where I used to go riding on Wednesday afternoons. As our new neighbour Anton steers his cows safely across the
road in front of our house he asks me where I am from. Enthusiastically I begin
to tell him my story… his eyes glaze over (and I have only reached Australia!)… My
life is beyond the understanding of this rooted peer. I learn to speak in one-liners
about my past. In Friesland we are, for a long time, known as “the Belgians” because at the beginning of our stay we have a Belgian number plate on our car. In
Friesland I literally put my roots down. Every year I plant and reap a full vegetable
garden. I learn the names of all the plants in my garden by sitting beside them,
searching for their names in the gardening books that I love to buy. Our sheep
breed lambs, chicken hatch chicks and our children visit the village school of
Siegerswoude with forty-five other children and potter around the farmyard in
the afternoons on their red and blue skelter. Within six weeks our eldest son
Marc has lost his Limburg/ Belgian accent and addresses us with “heit” and
“mem” (Frisian for mum and dad).
Or third son Thijs is born. As the premonitory pains roll through my body my
best friend from Rhodesia calls. Or should I say Zimbabwe, as Rhodesia ceased to
exist in 1980. She now lives in Scotland with her Dutch husband and teaches
mathematics and yoga. Over the telephone she demonstrates how to breathe. In
the garden pheasants wander through the mist and Jos is offered a job with Philips in Singapore. I decide to go with him if I can work there. I find out that that is
possible as psychologists are scarce. I think to myself: great, then I can learn Chinese and acupuncture! We rent out our beloved farm for five years to a British
family while living in Singapore and return there with our family. I believe it to
be important for my children and for me to have a place we can call home. In the
summers when we are on holiday in The Netherlands we visit our home and pick
raspberries in our garden.
In Singapore I work as a psychotherapist and a trainer for an American company that was started after the end of the Vietnam War to support American expatriates moving to Singapore. Over the years this company evolved to provide
counselling and educational services to all expatriates in Singapore. I enjoy working in different languages, with many people from different cultures and discover
that my moving experience, which for years I have considered my weakness, is of
immense value in this multicultural environment because I can fully understand
and empathise with the experiences expats and their children have. I study Chinese, acupressure and practise chi gong in the botanical gardens on Sundays, and
teach yoga type lessons “the Five Tibetans”, to reduce the stress that many expats
experience. Against all expectations I thrive in this new environment. The layer of
British colonial culture in Singapore brings back memories of my youth in Australia and Rhodesia… the architecture, the climate, the outdoor living, the English
language. I feel welcome and can make myself of use in the German, Dutch and
French communities. After two years I want out of the expat bubble. It seems
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strange that in Asia I am not meeting Chinese, Indians, and Malays, who are
often second and third generation migrants and have studied in Great Britain,
Australia and USA and speak excellent English.
For the third time I start my own company “Moving Experience” in a new environment. I discover the name during a period of fasting. Moving Experience, in
the sense of moving house, movement psychotherapy, and deep emotions in important transition experiences. In this way I discover the richness and complexity
of shifting multicultural identities and interactions and become aware of the implicit cultural norms in my field. I discover that many bicultural clients wrestle
with their hybrid identities, in different contexts. How this causes feelings of depression, fear, and confusion that can lead to suicide, psychosis, alcohol and drug
abuse and divorce, while others seem to thrive effortlessly in the multicultural
arena. How can these differences be explained?
One Saturday morning I receive a phone call from a man who tells me that his
French wife is standing in the botanical gardens with their two small children,
wielding knives to ward off strangers… I call a Chinese psychiatrist with whom I
regularly work and we agree that he will send an ambulance and admit her to a
psychiatric ward of a hospital and that I will visit her regularly for psychotherapy.
In the many conversations that we have, she tells me that her Cambodian husband fled Pol Pot’s regime of terror to France as a young boy. I meet them as a
couple and am surprised at how little her husband reveals of his past; it seems as
if his emotions have been delegated to his wife and I find myself wondering if she
was acting out his repressed emotions in that park… during her psychotic episode. How can this behaviour be explained?
At a conference in Jakarta called “Counselling Expats in Asia” I present a paper
with the title “Moving causes a temporary identity crisis” and learn from a
member of my audience the term “global nomad”. In this way I discover that my
condition has a name! I keep gravitating towards people with similar backgrounds
from many different cultures, which results in an amazing connection which
feels like a homecoming every time!!
I become aware of the fact that for years I have adapted myself to new environments, which has caused me to neglect, hide, and disenfranchise parts of myself.
I realise that I have suppressed and hidden my German and African self as much
as possible in The Netherlands. In the diverse and multicultural society of Singapore all of my cultural facets are valued and useful and it makes me feel incredibly
alive! Singaporeans often asked me what I thought of Singapore and invited me to
tell them all I could about The Netherlands. They showed genuine interest, and I
realised how little of that interest I had experienced in The Netherlands. With my
partner and children we spend holidays visiting the houses where I used to live in
Zimbabwe and Australia. It is a healing sensation to realise that my memories are
accurate and that I immediately feel a physical reconnection with my old environments. In the memory of my body so many more memories are stored than in my
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mind. I can anticipate the bumps in the road and see myself sitting in the back of
the grey Mercedes my mother drove when she took me to school each day as we
revisit the environment in which I spent my younger years.
While visiting Mother Theresa’s children’s home in Calcutta, I ask her where
she feels at home, because she has established homes in many different places.
This tiny woman lays her hand on my head, looks deeply into my eyes and says,
“the world is my home”. I am deeply moved by her simple and forthright answer,
touched by her pure presence. In this way I learn to see that I feel at home in
many places, and that feeling at home for me is strongly connected with being
authentic and congruent, daring to be who I am in spite of being different. Also
living in the moment, in the present where I am here and now, not in the past or
in the future. Now I feel at home when I am true to myself, when I say what I
think, even if it is a dissonant voice. I vow not to hide away my diversity and
multiculturality and start thinking about doing a PhD on the development of multicultural identity to relate my practical experience to theory.
In Singapore I feel at home in the Dutch community with my Dutch husband and
children.
Applying for my residency papers on arriving back in The Netherlands in 1999,
having spent five years in Singapore I was told in pidgin Dutch by a policewoman
“You only allowed stay in Netherlands if you stay with husband… you leave husband, you OUT!” The fact that I addressed her in perfect Dutch and explained to
her that I had lived in The Netherlands for twenty years before moving to Singapore did nothing to change her behaviour. Looking at my German passport,
issued by the German Embassy in Singapore it was obvious to her that I needed
to be addressed in this manner. I was shocked and confused. My sense of identity
in Singapore, married to a Dutchman, with three Dutch children, had become
Dutch and here I was addressed as a foreigner at the very moment of coming
“home”. What had happened in The Netherlands while I had been away? Ever
since I have felt like a “hidden alien” in The Netherlands, sympathising strongly
with migrants and refugees, who keep hearing that they must integrate into
Dutch society. What is actually being said, is that they must assimilate the norms
and values of this country. Integration is only possible if you can be yourself and
are valued for who you are in your unique way and when you can find work that
fits your talents, dreams and ambitions. And a language is best learned by being
immersed into an environment where it is spoken a lot.
I no longer want to adjust and disenfranchise parts of myself in order to fit into
the Dutch monoculture. I want to follow my own red thread, and explore the
effects of migrating between cultures and the development of multicultural identity and try to help The Netherlands to become a thriving multicultural society
where difference is welcomed and valued, not ignored. It seems as if The Netherlands is experiencing culture shock. It is as if the learning process with which I
have grappled for most of my life is now the path of the Dutchman who, without
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moving, is being confronted with a considerable increase of cultural diversity because his environment is changing so quickly.
I read an article by professor Hermans (2001b) about mixing and moving cultures and send him an email to ask if I can do a PhD with him. In this way I
discover the Self Confrontation Method (SCM) (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995) and the theory of the dialogical self (Hermans, 2001a) and start working
with him and his successor, a German professor Ingrid Josephs. I build up my
private practice for coaching and psychotherapy, study water shiatsu and the Self
Confrontation Method. An old university friend informs me that a prominent
coaching and outplacement company is looking for a psychologist in Groningen.
I have my first interview just before going to a Tina Turner concert. My son reads
a comic book on the couch during the interview. I change into more comfortable
clothes in the parking lot and, while sailing on the Ijsselmeer, hear that I have
been accepted for the job. It feels like a homecoming to work in this organisation
that explicitly includes spirituality in its core values. The work is all about empowering people to do that which comes naturally to them, to become entrepreneurs with their talents, so that work becomes like playing and life becomes rich
and meaningful.
I am forty two. It is a Saturday morning and while I sleepily wander into the
kitchen I see a deer standing in the field, staring at me. I stare back at it and
so we stare at each other for the longest period of time. Suddenly I know that
I must visit my aunt who lives in southern Germany. It is one of the scarce
weekends when our children are all out of the house visiting friends, it is
possible. We drive there on Saturday and return on Sunday. My aunt dies
on the Monday. My aunt has cancer. On each visit I promised her that I
would see her again. I am intensely happy that I managed to do this until
the very last time.
In the swirls of this life story the stories in italics in the boxes light up as a chain
of red orange spots, a chain of revelations of a deeper reality than the events we
usually consider to be reality. In these events reality seems to become more dense
and intense, to reveal a reality that is magical, where a thought can create a world,
where communication is telepathic, a world in which everything is connected to
everything else, and where a man is a magician. In 2006 I spent ten days in Los
Angeles at a workshop conducted by Byron Katie. “Who would you be without
your story?” was an intriguing question that was asked. Who would I be without
my story, a preposterous question that made me feel a little bit like pondering the
question of nothingness under the stars in the forest with my friend. Who would
I be without my story? A person of flesh and blood, endless potential, tabula rasa,
an unwritten page, undefined by history, in potential able to write a new history at
any given moment. What a prospect for the future! We all construct stories about
ourselves, based on our experiences and the world around us and consider them
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to be reality. But are they true? Could they not become a different story when
perceived from a different perspective?
Over the past years I have discovered how passionate I have become about
making The Netherlands more open for people that are different. In this I feel
there is a tremendous potential for the future. These “different” people can teach
us so much about the complexity of the world, about our limiting thoughts. They
can offer us new perspectives which show how important it is to work together
across the borders of countries to try to solve the problems that are threatening all
of us: poverty, the environment, the unequal spread of power and wealth, and the
tendency to neglect and ignore our natural diversity.
During my last move from Friesland to Loosdrecht I took a year to relocate my
roots because I desperately wanted to learn how to land in a new environment
without breaking or spraining bones. On each trip from my old to my new house
I took a plant from my beautiful Frisian garden to plant in my new garden in
Loosdrecht. I was able to transplant my work for Van Ede & Partners to the offices
in Amsterdam and Zeist, and for the first time in my career experienced continuity in my work during a relocation!
I have learned to take time to mourn what I have left behind, and to take time
to discover fitting opportunities and challenges in my new environment. I have
learned to take one step at a time, here and now instead of running beyond myself
in an impossible attempt to recreate what has gone.
In my work as a psychotherapist and career consultant with Van Ede & Partners
I coach people in their personal growth and work related transformational processes. In Amsterdam I once again enjoy working with clients from all over the
world. It is strange to realise that the multicultural society in which we live is still
virtually invisible in many companies and organisations. It is sobering to realise
that clients coming from different cultures experience repeated discrimination
during their job search campaign. Parallel to writing my dissertation the company
celebrated its 25th anniversary and started offering free coaching trajectories to
university-trained refugees by joining forces with the University Assistance Fund
(UAF). In this way the project “Birds of Passage” was introduced into the organisation to learn more about diversity. Birds of Passage are people from different
cultures looking for work that will fit their talents and ambitions. While coaching
these new clients and reflecting on our experiences together in Balint (1957) sessions, it became apparent that many of my colleagues experienced a reaction similar to the one I had had in Singapore, of “walking on eggs”. We started to
wonder if perhaps these uncomfortable emotional experiences played a part in
the fact that diversity was so slow in developing in organisations. Sharing and
reflecting on these confusing emotional experiences in intervision sessions we
learned about culture appropriate coaching. We have started to offer intervision
sessions as a tool for intercultural learning to HR managers and incompany
teams to facilitate a process of intercultural learning.
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Birds of Passage facilitate the rite of passage of The Netherlands into a working
multicultural society. Closely connected to the Birds of Passage is the theme of
diversity, of approaching, learning to deal with and valuing difference. I feel that
it is important and worthwhile to invest my energy and moving experience in this
cause. Sometimes it feels like magic to pool resources and ideas with the many
other people working towards the same goal. I hope that this thesis will inspire
many other professionals to immerse themselves in the rich and rewarding world
of cultural diversity.
Jutta König
Loosdrecht, October 2008
Translated 20 May 2010
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B) Personal Story: the English voice
An ABC of body, self and culture
a) Antics of the dialogical self during translation
As described above, from the perspective of my English position there was not
only hesitation in respect to the tense in which the story was described but there
was also a subtle feeling of resistance to all the chronological jumping around and
revisiting that was apparent in the original Dutch text. In spite of this subtle resistance I have maintained this chronological inconsistency in the English text
above. New stories emerged, voiced by the English position, which here and
there I have smuggled into the text above, and there was a clear tendency to
delete the paragraphs describing the moments of awe. I have been fiddling with
integrating pieces of a life story I had written in English into the originally Dutch
text to satisfy my English self, while at the same time writing the second more
chronological English text below. I realise now that I could have told so many
more stories! According to valuation theory (Hermans & Hermans-Janssen,
1995) man is a motivated storyteller and from his position in the present he has a
certain perspective on the past and the future. As the moment in the present
shifts in time so does his perspective of past and future. So awareness is in constant flux. Depending on the stance in the present different perspectives of past
and future may appear. This is just one example of the play of the cultural dimensions of the dialogical self. The self moves across the multiple perspectives of
different personal cultural positions, which in different environments were developed within the self, and may voice different stories from each perspective depending on the context at hand. After much hesitation, (not wanting to take up
too many pages with my personal biography), I have decided to include both of
these stories in chapter two so that they may be read as a play of the bi-cultural
dialogical self in translation.
I now continue with the different story that appeared from the position of my
translating English self, into which the knowledge and experiences of my German
and Singaporean cultural positions were also incorporated. In the remains of this
chapter I tell the story of my own migration as a child, from my English point of
view and gradually relate that story to theoretical and professional contexts and
concepts within which I have learned and worked along my way, making explicit
my own developmental process and personal bias. This is an excellent practice in
cultural anthropological research, which I as a psychologist have gladly adopted.
We always see the world through our own lenses and it is important as a researcher and as a professional to be aware of, and explicit about, these lenses. I am a
product of globalisation, I do not fit any set paradigm, I am a global nomad, a
term that has helped me to come to terms with my own cultural complexity: terminally different. I have learned how important it is to voice my story to reinforce
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and construct my identity in spite of forces in society that, at times, see me differently or will me into silence.

b) Childhood
As a child I travelled to many countries, as it were in a diplomatic bag, with my
family in the wake of my father’s career as a German diplomat. I had lived on four
continents and in six countries by the age of thirteen. I was made welcome in
many cities and countries: Paris (France), Canberra (Australia), Salisbury (Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe), and The Hague in The Netherlands. This mobile childhood
has led me to discover and appreciate different cultures, languages, environments
and climates. It instilled in me different places where I feel at home, a varied
repertoire of personal cultural positions and a complex multivoiced perspective of
myself and the world around me. It showed me how different I became and was
seen depending on the context at hand. It led me to experience many a cultural
misunderstanding or paradox between differing cultural frames of reference, that
initially caused unnerving and uncomfortable feelings, but ultimately resulted in
a learning experience that has broadened my horizon. In this thesis I use myself
as a case study to illustrate the cultural complexity in the sense of cultural positions that are the result of global moving.
I was born in Washington DC, where my father was studying for his PhD in
Economics and embarking on his career as a German diplomat. When I was one
and a half we moved to Bernkastel Kues in Germany, where we stayed with my
mother’s parents for two years while my father was doing his diplomatic studies
in Bonn. As the story goes my first word was “boy”. I was seen as enthusiastic
about the opposite sex at that tender age. In retrospect I think I was really verbalising the American “Oh boy!”, a phrase regularly used in the USA at that time to
express surprise and amazement. I imagine now that I was uttering surprise and
amazement at all the new sights, sounds and smells presenting themselves to me
in this new and unfamiliar environment. Was this my first cultural misunderstanding?

Table 1: Ages and Places of Moving Experience (König, 2005)
0 Born in Washington D.C., USA
1 Bonn, Germany
3 Paris, France
5 Canberra, Australia
8 Salisbury, Rhodesia
13 Den Haag, The Netherlands

17 Leiden, The Netherlands
24 Maastricht, The Netherlands
28 Lanaken, Belgium
34 Friesland, The Netherlands
39 Singapore
44 Friesland, The Netherlands
49 Loosdrecht, The Netherlands
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When I was three years old my father was posted as cultural attaché to the
German Embassy in Paris and the family consisting of my parents, my brother,
who was born in Bonn, and myself moved there for two years. Pico accompanied
our family as a friend and companion to take care of us children while my parents
enjoyed the cultural challenges of Paris. Pico had fled the former East German
Republic, together with her sister and family, during the building of the Berlin
Wall, which for many years divided Eastern from Western Germany. She and her
sister were the only two members of a family of five who survived the ordeal of a
boat trip across the Baltic Sea to freedom. In Paris she took us for long walks in
the Bois du Boulogne, where we enjoyed kicking up the brightly coloured red and
yellow autumn leaves with our feet on our way to buy the most delicious bubble
gum we had ever tasted. After Paris my father was posted to Canberra in Australia
for three years. We travelled there on an Italian cruise ship, leaving from Genoa.
On board we enjoyed the delicious Italian food, songs and playful atmosphere
created by the Italian crew. In Australia it was surprising and delightful to have
kangaroos hopping about the schoolyard and first hand encounters with cuddly
koala bears. My parents hired a sourish British babysitter called Mrs. Lemon to
watch over us when professional duties took them out of the home in the evenings. We took an intense dislike to her as children and a Greek au pair, with
hairy armpits and a furry smell, quickly replaced her. On one holiday to Melbourne we lived in an apartment which belonged to a colleague of my father. In
this apartment we were able to spy on her as she washed herself in the bathroom,
which was an added holiday attraction.
At the age of eight we travelled back to Europe on another Italian passenger
ship, reconnected with my mother’s family and my father’s brothers and sisters
who were scattered all over the southern part of Germany and then flew to Rhodesia.
I remember well an incident on my first day at school. A classmate had bought
a cardboard box to school and in it was a furry animal. Excitedly I called my brother Eckart to come and have a look at the rabbit. “It’s a guinea pig” my classmate
corrected me pointedly. I felt mortified, with cheeks blushing with embarrassment I silently willed that the red highveld earth would swallow me alive. I felt
like such an idiot, as I had been able to camouflage my difference because I could
speak English well; however not knowing what a “guinea pig” was exposed me as
the stranger I was in my new environment. She later became the early morning
tea friend whom I mentioned in my previous story. When I told my mother the
story in the afternoon after school, she was sympathetic. The next day I received a
pair of guinea pigs that I called Salt and Pepper, which produced a long lineage of
little guinea pigs.
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c) Adolescence
The country we arrived in was called Southern Rhodesia. This was a part of the
old Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, which disbanded in 1963 when Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland were granted independence by the UK, becoming
Zambia and Malawi respectively. In 1965 Ian Smith’s government declared unilateral independence from the British government and the country became Rhodesia. There followed sanctions and ultimately all diplomatic ties were severed
and we had to leave that beautiful country within three days. There followed the
liberation struggle or terrorist war (depending on who you were) which eventually
culminated in the Lancaster House agreement and elections in 1980. Mugabe
was declared prime minister and the country officially became independent on 18
April 1980 when it changed its name to Zimbabwe. Salisbury became Harare in
1982. These name changes were deeply significant as a break from the colonial
past. Since then there has been much brutality and coercion turning paradise into
poverty (Godwin, 1997; 2006).
After leaving we travelled through Africa by train to Durban from where we took a
freight ship along the West African coast to Portugal… a sea trip lasting about six
weeks, in which we organically experienced the changing of the seasons from the
African summer to European winter. On arriving at my mother’s parents’ home
we heard that her father had unexpectedly passed away, while we were travelling.
The family had been unable to contact us at sea.
After spending half a year with my grandmother in Bernkastel Kues in Germany where I reconnected with friends I had made there when I was much
younger, my father was posted to The Hague in The Netherlands. This was perhaps my most difficult transition. I was thirteen and had abruptly left behind a
lovely home, close friendships with school friends that had been building for five
years, a budding romantic relationship after having received my first Valentine
card, the sun and the laid back outdoor lifestyle. The Netherlands were a shock.
We had previously arrived in Rotterdam harbour by a freight ship in a dense mist
and drizzle. After moving there permanently I spent days climbing trees in the
park at Little Switzerland listening to the unfamiliar sounds of nature, pining for
all that was familiar and had been left behind.
I was sent to the German school, because it was available in The Hague. Up
until that moment my first language had been English, with unwelcome Saturday
morning German lessons at a German convent in Salisbury to maintain the
German, which my parents felt was my mother tongue. I would have preferred to
go to the British, American or International School but my father was adamant…
“you are a German girl, so you must go to the German School”. At that point I did
not feel myself to be the slightest bit German. Apart from holiday visits to family
and relatives I felt that I had never really lived in Germany. I spoke English with
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my siblings, loved to read English literature and anxiously waited for English letters sent to me regularly by my English friends in Rhodesia.
At the German school, learning about the Second World War, I was surprised
when I was the only one to answer “Israeli” when the history teacher asked,
“What do you think of when someone comes from Israel?” Everyone else answered “a Jew”. At this school I was taught history from the German perspective
and was amazed that the stories of the Armada and the world wars were completely different from the stories I had heard from the English perspective. It was
confusing to see facts (which at that age we assume are written in books) turned
upside down and back to front proving a very different truth. Gradually it dawned
on me that truth is contextually relative. No one at this school had even heard of
Lobengula, Chaka Zulu, or Cecil Rhodes, and the lineage of British kings and
queens, heroes and heroines with which our heads had been filled at school in
Rhodesia.
At the German school in my small class of eleven were many children who had
grown up in different countries and as adolescents we quickly became a dissident
group, hanging out in bars and cafes in The Hague, experimenting with hashish
and on the side line being drawn into the democratic school and student movement. This was a very different environment from the demure “children should
be seen not heard” environment of the British School system in Rhodesia. My
boyfriend and solid friend from the age of fourteen was Egyptian and it was wonderful to spend time out of school speaking English with him and learning to play
guitar, singing familiar English songs together. On a school trip to Berlin he introduced me to jazz and only recently told me the story of how I had spent the
whole evening crying as the band played to the only two adolescents witnessing
the performance. The music had tugged at the strings of my heart and perhaps I
had heard the longing of the displaced slaves in the jazz music that has its origins
in the slave trade.
As an adolescent, having been uprooted yet again from Africa to The Netherlands at the age of thirteen I felt displaced, confused, out of place and not at all
sure of where I belonged. Coming from Africa I was seen as a white colonial and
a racist by some of my peers at the German school in The Hague, my new
environment – identifications that were not congruent with the way I had seen
myself up to that point in time. It caused me to conceal my African identity and
to stop speaking about this formative period of my life.

d) University
After my Abitur exam at the German School in The Hague, my parents once
again decided I should continue my studies in Germany and my father had already enrolled me in Freiburg for English and Physical Education, which were
my best subjects. I was shocked. I had no intention whatsoever of moving
AGAIN, let alone to go to Germany to live in a country where I had never con-
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sciously lived before. I put my foot down and said that I wanted to stay in The
Netherlands, that I did not want to move to a new environment again and that I
wanted to study psychology at Leiden University. I decided to stay in The Netherlands as I had had enough of moving from one country to the next as an adolescent, mourning distanced friendships, missing beloved environments, and losing
a coherent sense of self during each crosscultural move.
“Fine,” my parents said, “then organise it.” My father cautioned me, knowing
the anti-German mind set in The Netherlands, that it would not be easy for me to
find a job! I organised it, called the Ministry of Education and heard that I needed
to apply for a student permit. This permit was renewed every year and I always felt
rather uncomfortable as the only white skinned person in the waiting room at the
police office was always allowed to skip the queue of darker skinned applicants.
This student permit allowed me to enroll and study at Leiden University and I was
informed that the introductory week was in late August. When the time came I
took the train to Leiden and was welcomed by a group of students. A dean for
international students loaned me her sleeping bag and I was engulfed by a host
of cultural and informative activities on Leiden as a student city. By chance I met
someone who offered me a room in a student house, which I gladly accepted, and
by the end of the week I was set up in Leiden… much to my parents’ surprise.
My family moved to Bonn half a year later and I stayed in The Netherlands on my
own. After spending my last four years of high school at the German school in
The Hague I did not realise that I was moving once again, this time not to a new
country but into a new cultural and linguistic environment.
My parents lived in Bonn for three years and I regularly hitch hiked to visit
them there. After that they spent three years in Poland, four in Zaire and five in
San Francisco. I visited them wherever they were when I went home; so all these
places have connotations of home for me.
It was somewhat strange and unnerving to be alone in The Netherlands. I
missed being able to cycle home to The Hague at short notice. All my friends
went home in the weekends while I stayed in a city empty of students. At times I
experienced intense feelings of loneliness and depression as a first year student
staying on in The Netherlands on my own after my parents moved back to Germany. I became a bookie at the racecourse Duinzigt in The Hague, which helped
to fill the empty weekends. I was pleased with the fact that textbooks were in
English but had very little experience with the Dutch language. All lessons were
in small groups. Every time I opened my mouth people would look at me strangely and ask me where I came from. This was a good incentive to learn to speak the
language quickly, without an accent, learning to fit in so that I would not be so
obviously different, a most uncomfortable feeling. One of my roommates, who
quickly became a close friend, was most helpful in correcting my blatant language
mistakes. I used to say things like: “Ik heb zo een pijn in mijn kruis”, intending to
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say I have such a pain in my lower back in a literal translation of the German “Ich
habe Kreuzweh” which in Dutch translates to “ I have such a pain in my crotch!!”

e) Encapsulated in betweenness
It was hard to tell the story of where I was from to people I met because people
always seemed to expect a one liner answer to that question and here I was with a
long tale to tell. Who was I, where did I fit in? I belonged nowhere, had my roots
in many places and I did not really know where to call home. I felt jealous of
people who had grown up in one town and had many friends from school around
them, whereas I was always feeling like a perpetual and uncomfortable stranger.
When friends from school in The Hague, who had all moved to Germany to
study, came to visit me I found myself in the role of translator between my Dutch
and German group of friends. They got on very well together and I was constantly
shifting between their different worlds. The Dutch seemed more philosophical
and frugal, the Germans were more politically active and materialistic, I found as
I observed the subtle differences between my familiar frames of reference.
I was having a hard time explaining to my parents what I was learning at university. It seemed as if the German language did not have the subtleties of emotional expression that I was learning in Dutch and English. My tongue felt cumbersome and untrained when I suddenly switched to a rapidly becoming rusty
German when I visited my parents for longer periods of time.
At the end of my first year at university we had to write a paper and I wrote it on
suicide, studying Alvarez, Sylvia Plath and Goethe’s “Leiden des Jungen
Werthers”. During this intensely lonely period, and absorbed in depressing literature, I surprised myself by nearly walking into a car. One evening a Czech friend
from school, who had left her country during the political turmoil came by to tell
me that she was worried about me… was I suicidal? Was I suicidal? I don’t know,
but the fact was that I certainly had suicide on my mind at that time. Since then I
have worked with and known many adolescents of mixed cultural backgrounds
who also felt confused and lost at that age, and have either commited suicide or
made an attempt at it. As a young student I wrestled with my complex cultural
identity where in the Dutch environment my German roots were associated with
Hitler, deportation of Jews and the Second World War and my African life was
associated with colonial domination. However I gradually adapted to Dutch student life, helped by kind and considerate friends who patiently corrected and improved my language skills.

f) Migration Genogram
While studying I was most impressed by a psychodrama workshop in which we
were invited to draw a genogram of our family history. A genogram is an instrument with which to explore hybrid identities and migration experiences in a dia-
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logical way and helps to reconstitute a strong personal sense of identity in the case
of migration between cultures (Jesserun, 1994). It was fascinating to see that the
finished picture of my genogram resembled a helicopter. In the ensuing psychodrama that was staged we playfully depicted different family members parachuting out of the helicopter to land in Germany, The Netherlands, Poland, Zaire and
California. At that time this was a healing way of symbolising the emotional tragedy of my family in diaspora. It allowed me to share hidden parts of myself with
my fellow students and made my inside and outside story more congruent. It
helped me to become aware of the rootedness of my mother’s ancestors who had
worked the vineyards in the Moselle valley, where a great grandfather had invented a wine press and an engine for a Moselle steamship. My father’s ancestors
had run a timber mill near the Bodensee, his father being a secondary school
teacher and organist at the municipal church of Ravensburg. I also discovered
that one of my father’s grandfather’s brothers had fought in the Namibian war,
and that another ancestor had immigrated to Uruguay. Perhaps this had triggered
my father’s ambition to travel to foreign lands?

g) An urge to travel
During my studies I, too, regularly succumbed to an urge to travel. I financed my
travels by working as a travel guide for German and American tourists in The
Netherlands and Europe during my holidays. I was able to “greyhound” around
America after working as a camp America counsellor. I cycled through England,
hitchhiked around Scandinavia, sailed the Frisian lakes or basked in the sun in
the South of France, making it a point to travel annually to Paris and London to
explore the bookshops there. I did my internships in the psychiatric wards of
Noordwijkerhout in The Netherlands and Dundee in Scotland and was able to
compare the state of psychiatric care in these two countries. At the Max Planck
Institute in Munich I worked with anorexia patients and in San Diego with drug
addicted women and their children in a therapeutic community. During that internship I explored psychodrama stages up and down the West coast of California
and met my future husband there. Together with friends we travelled the Baja
California to Mexico City, New Orleans and back to New York.

h) Embodied self and culture
I specialised in clinical psychology and chose as special subjects Drama in Leiden
and Integrative Movement Psychotherapy with Petzold, which I studied at the VU
University in Amsterdam. I was first introduced to movement psychotherapy
when, disillusioned by the body- and cultureless psychology taught at Leiden University, I went searching for a healthy alternative which I found at the Interfaculty
for Physical Education at the VU in Amsterdam in a Pesso workshop in 1978.
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What never failed to amaze me in mainstream psychology at that time is that all
theories of the self are completely disembodied. The self is conceptualised as a
myriad of thoughts, feelings, memories, impulses and wishes, traits and characteristics that seem to float around in time and space but are never actually connected to the very physical reality of our bodies and environments. This was obviously a remnant of the Cartesian split which so pervades our sciences
(Damassio, 1994). Only during the last ten or fifteen years has this gradually
become subject to criticism, as neuroscientific and neonatal research forcefully
develop and provide existing disciplines with powerful new insights on the workings and interconnectedness of our brains, bodies and environment (Fogel et al.,
2002; Shapiro, 1995; Petzold, 1988). The link that tends to be overlooked is that
all knowledge about our selves and environments comes to us through our
senses: sight, smell, taste, hearing and touch, from our first moments of life to
our last breath. Outside of mainstream psychology in the areas of body and movement psychotherapy theorists like Pesso and Petzold have developed integrated
mind-body forms of psychotherapy which are increasingly generating interest
and attention in mainstream psychotherapy (Petzold, 1986; 1988; van Attekum,
2009).
Three theoretical basics are inherent to Pesso body psychotherapy (Baardman,
2000):
— Body as historical archive
— Action reaction
— Positive body experiences.
These ideas imply that the body with all its inherent archives of experiences, painful and pleasurable, its unfulfilled needs and well practiced routines is an ideal
starting point for diagnosis and therapy. As these basic theoretical starting points
are related to psychotherapy I will now give a few examples to situate them in a
cultural context.

Body as historical archive
The most important concept is the idea that the body is the archive of our history.
Everything we have repressed, in the Freudian sense, is stored in our bodies in
the form of chronic muscle tension. This chronic muscle tension may cost us a lot
of energy, certainly at the outset. Later tissue is formed around the shortened
muscle. This misused energy reduces our vitality and obviously permanent
muscle tension influences body posture, motoric suppleness, breathing, use of
voice and energetic flow. We are literally blocked. I would like to add here that not
only are repressions stored in our bodies but also experiences made by living on a
day-to-day basis. The following remark by an acquaintance illustrates this: When I
talked to her about the fact that I was interested in body and culture, she spontaneously said “Oh you mean like when I first revisited Indonesia after twenty years
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and they opened the door of the plane and I smelled the air coming in, that I burst
into tears”. In this case the trigger for her emotions was the smell she remembered from her childhood which made her conscious of her unfulfilled longing to
reconnect with her old environment.

Action – reaction:
A second idea is that our bodies make us capable of action and that action is
always looking for a compatible reaction. If in our childhood the fitting reaction
to our actions was unavailable, the original action will extinguish. In the form of
tension, body posture, unconscious gestures and facial expressions the need for
an adequate interaction will remain visible. When I first started roaming the
streets of Singapore I kept on bumping into Chinese people. After a while I realised that this was happening because we both assumed that the other person
would move out of the way. In The Netherlands this happened automatically, culturally programmed bodies instinctively gauge action and reaction and move accordingly. However in Singapore where I was a foreigner and had not yet learned
the implicitly accepted culturally determined codes of conduct, I literally needed
these bumps to learn, to understand what was going on and to change my behaviour to a culturally appropriate response. In Singapore traffic drives on the left
hand side of the road, a remnant of the British colonial past. I however was accustomed to driving on the right hand side of the road, and even on the pedestrian
pavements our habitual driving and structuring mode had precedence. The Chinese assumed that I would move out of their way as this was their territory, and I
was the foreigner. Once I understood what was happening and I started to move
out of their way and walk on their “correct” side of the pavement the bumping
stopped. I had learned a culturally appropriate action reaction sequence.

Positive body experiences
A third idea is that our bodies enable us to have important positive and successful
experiences. Bosscher (1991) did research on a jogging programme with depressed patients and within three months their physical condition improved as
well as their self-respect and attributional style. Different societies offer different
positive body experiences. The massage cultures of Asia provide individuals from
the Western hemisphere with new and positive ways of relating to their bodies. In
Asia a whole different medical paradigm has been developed based on centuries
of experience and practice. This medical system (acupuncture, acupressure, ayurveda, yoga, massage, meditation, chigong and tai chi) is based on prevention and
cure. These approaches are also generally speaking holistic whereas Western
medicine tends to be reductionist. They offer a completely different understanding of our bodies from the Western medical paradigm, which is based more on
cure than prevention, and is a mechanistic paradigm rather than an energetic one
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(Cohen, 1997; Reid, 1993). In a sense these two systems are complementary.
Where one fails, often the other may provide relief.

An example encorporating all three:
In Africa the smile is on everyone’s faces as a physical expression of welcome or
greeting to a fellow human being or perhaps as a physical representation of the
sun, omnipresent in this continent. On returning to France from Africa a friend
mentioned that the thing she was missing most was the African smile as the
habitual facial expression of the Parisian was the frown. This casual remark triggered a memory of a sequence in a therapy session when applying for my psychotherapy training (a few years after I returned from living in Africa for five
years). The therapist after observing me for a period of time asked me why I was
smiling so much. I reacted with confusion… I had no idea. He put my smiles
down to nervousness, to a strategy of befriending a stranger by smiling etc.
which may all have been partly true. However in retrospect I am certain that the
smile I was showing was the African smile, a remnant of my African self stored in
the archives of my embodied self. Sadly many parts of Africa have now lost their
smile.

i) Postgraduate studies: Integrative Movement Psychotherapy
Towards the end of my clinical psychology studies I felt very much at home in The
Netherlands. I started my career as a curriculum developer of doctor patient communication at the Skillslab of the medical faculty of Maastricht University. I was
accepted for this job because during my student days I had worked as a patient
actor at the medical faculty, where role-playing sessions were used to teach students effective communication skills. My husband started his career with Philips
in Eindhoven. We chose to live in the beautiful medieval city of Maastricht as we
started our respective careers. Parallel to my first job I did my postgraduate psychotherapy studies at the European Institute of Gestalt and Integrative Movement
Psychotherapy in Germany, continuing my work with Hilarion Petzold. He offered me a scholarship as I had been an informal translator during his classes at
the VU in Amsterdam.
The model of identity that I learned while studying integrative movement psychotherapy takes the body (in German: Leib) as the fundament of human existence.
According to Petzold (1988),
“The body as ‘sujet incarnee’ or ‘total sensory organ’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1966; 1976;
1964) encompasses the physical, the soul and spiritual dimensions of a human
being in an inseverable relationship with its social and ecological environment, its
life space (Lewin, 1963), and its life world (Husserl, 1954; Schütz, Luckman 1973,
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Sprondel, Grathoff, 1979, Coenen, 1979, Waldenfels, 1985). This approach which
starts with the perceptive, memorative and expressive body makes it possible to
approach the other on the level of physical coexistence as a subject ‘Mitsubjekt’
independent of differences in language, education, role and status at the level of
coexistence” (Petzold, 1988: 31).
The self develops its identity through interactions with its environment.
“The embodied subject and its life world must be seen in their historical context
of a personal biography and its collective history. Identity (I) is seen as the
achievement of the self as the result of the collaborative process between Body (B)
and Context (C) in the continuity of time (T). I = T(B,C). Identity is articulated at
the cutting edge of context and continuity in the here and now of embodiment
and interaction with the environment. This placed the concept of identity and
personality in a process oriented model as is used in Gestalt therapy. This is a
more dynamic and developmental model of identity and very different from the
structural model of identity as was described by Freud. In this concept of identity
we see that identity evolves out of interactions between body and context in time.
The social environment is always present in the personality, which with the constantly changing context, body and personality is in constant change and flux as
well” (Petzold, 1988: 40).
At the age of twenty-four, during my postgraduate psychotherapy training in Germany, I was invited to draw a picture of my cultural identity. I drew an E, which
was my picture for my German, English and Dutch identities and something that
ran through all three. For me the E stands for eclectic. Try as I might I could not
draw a nicely rounded singular cultural identity as many of my German classmates had done. This in spite of the fact that I held a German passport (König,
2005). Until that moment I thought that a passport from one’s country of origin
signified a cultural identity. The experience of drawing my cultural identity was
my first realisation of my cultural difference as a global nomad. In table 1 I have
shown the ages and places in which I have lived during my life. If you asked me
what my cultural identity is now, I would add an African, Asian and a French
position, having spent many holidays in France, lived in Singapore and having
rediscovered my African identity that became disenfranchised after being called a
racist at the age of thirteen in The Netherlands. I would divide my Dutch position
into a Frisian country bumpkin part and a growing middle of The Netherlands
identity (König, 2005). All in all nowadays I consider myself to be a cosmopolitan
and in The Netherlands of today a hidden immigrant. From this self introspection
we can see that the development of cultural identity is a continuing process,
formed by different contexts in which people have lived, as well as dialogues between their personal cultural positions, which they value in the construction of
their personal sense of identity.
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j) Pillars of identity and migration
Later, while studying the Self Confrontation Method (1995) with Hermans, I
learned that James (1890) was one of the first to encorporate the environment
into the realm of the self with his historical sentence “not only his body and his
psychic powers, but his clothes and his house, his wife and children, his ancestors
and friends, his reputation and works, his lands and horses, and yacht and bank
account:” (James, 1890: 291 in Hermans, 1996: 32). This encorporation, literally
meaning “in the body”, of elements outside the self shows that the self is not an
entity that is separate from its environment but that it is oriented towards its
environment; so much so that the environment becomes a part of the self. The
aspects of the self that James (1890) mentions in his statement show remarkable
similarity to the five pillars which Petzold & Heinl (1983) see as upholding the
lintel of an individual’s identity (see Figure 1):

Figure 1: Five pillars of identity (Petzold & Heinl 1983)
1. Health (Leiblichkeit: physical wellbeing, body and psychic powers)
2. Finance (materielle Sicherheiten: financial security, lands, horses, yachts and
bankaccounts)
3. Social (soziales Netz: social networks, wife, children, ancestors and friends)
4. Work (Arbeit und Leistung: work and/or realising one’s full potential, reputation and works)
5. Beliefs (Werte): beliefs, norms and values
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The only pillar that James does not mention is the fifth pillar in Petzold’s thinking: “Werte” i.e. beliefs, norms and values. This area of personal values may include religion, spiritual, political or any other belief system that upholds an individual’s identity.
The five pillars of identity provide a useful framework for examining the state
of an individual’s identity while moving into a new cultural environment. Hermans’ valuation theory (Hermans & Hermans-Janssen, 1995) and the theory of
the dialogical self (Hermans, 2001a) fold perfectly into this theoretical framework,
which I shall discuss in more depth in the following pages (chapters three and
four).
I have often felt and experienced a move to a different culture as an intensive
learning process, in which new dimensions of myself are developed. In moving
between cultures first as a child with my parents and later as an adult with my
husband and children I discovered that my sense of self changed quite dramatically as:
— my body adapted to different ecosystems
— my social circle of friends changed
— my work situation changed
— my material securities were undermined by leaving jobs behind, and
— my norms and values changed through prolonged interaction with a new environment.
In my early thirties we moved as a family to Belgium and later to Friesland in the
wake of my husband’s career. I continued working in different settings as a curriculum developer in health management and later in organisation and information technology. I started a part-time private practice as a psychotherapist, and
occasionally worked as a trainer at the institute of Integrative Movement Psychotherapy in Germany and Norway. In my late thirties my husband’s career with
Philips took us as a family to Singapore, and I decided to work there as a psychotherapist, trainer and coach in the international community. Moving once
again as an adult offered me the opportunity to consciously experience the acculturation process for which I was well prepared with courses at the Royal Tropical
Institute in Amsterdam (KIT) and Hestia.
My adult expatriate experience was a thought provoking one and I quote a piece I
wrote in the magazine for The Dutch Businessmens Association in 1997:
“An expat lives his life in three dimensions. He maintains as close as possible
contact with the life and friends he had before moving and returns there to participate periodically. He interacts as well as he can with his current environment,
and on returning to Singapore in that nebulous jetlagged state has the opportunity to view his present life from a distance and critically make necessary changes.
Thirdly he holds the perspective that this life, too, – is temporary and that the
future can shatter the present at any given moment, that it lies just beyond the
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horizon and can be moulded to fulfill the next dream. A tentative fourth dimension is the international contacts one makes in the international arenas where one
discovers the many forms of truth a multicultural arena provides” (König, 1997).
While living in Singapore and experiencing yet another process of acculturation to
a different environment, but now not as a child but as an adult, I developed the
concept of the identity pillars in the context of cultural mobility and hybridity, and
held a lecture in Jakarta at the annual “Expats in Asia” conference, “Moving
causes a temporary identity crisis”, using the pictures displayed in this chapter. A
member of my audience approached me after the lecture and asked me if I was
aware of the term “Global Nomad”, which for me was quite a pivotal moment.
Suddenly my condition had a name!! Global Nomads (McCaig, 1992) are seen as
people who live in the unclaimed territory between the boundaries of one culture
and another. It is a constructivist outlook where identity is formed in a process of
self-verification founded on both the universality of being human and the diversity of constructed worldviews.

Figure 2: Crumbling pillars of identity during migration with work
I have adapted the Pillars of Identity to illustrate how the various pillars are influenced when an individual leaves a familiar environment to become a migrant, to
show how identity is affected by migrating to a different culture. In Figure 2, I
illustrate how the identity of an expatriate worker assigned overseas is affected.
In this case the Financial pillar usually remains intact.
The Health pillar is affected as the body adjusts to new ecosystems and food
practices.
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The Social pillar collapses completely as one leaves behind friends and family
networks, and it takes time to restructure the social pillar in a new environment.
The Work pillar may crumble slightly as one adjusts to a new working culture.
The pillar of Personal Beliefs and Values remains more or less intact, depending on how different the beliefs and values are of the new environment, and the
extent to which an individual is exposed to them.

Figure 3: Crumbling pillars of identity during migration without work
For a formerly working spouse or refugee things are somewhat different. While
the Health pillar may crumble slightly due to the effects of the new ecosystem, the
Financial and Social pillars collapse completely, due to loss of work and a familiar
environment. The pillar of Beliefs, be they spiritual, religious or politically inspired values may sustain the identity or erode gradually depending on the
amount of interaction with the new environment and the learning of new cultural
codes. It could be that if new immigrants are refused the opportunity for intimate
contact, by lack of opportunities for work, education and interaction with the new
environment, their value pillar may remain intact, as it is the only pillar sustaining their identity in their new environment. Finding work that fits with talents
and ambitions in a new environment is helpful in rebuilding the work, financial
and social pillars. The learning of new cultural codes in interaction with colleagues is easier if there is an opportunity to share experiences about the environment where one has come from. In this way a negotiation process is developed
between the old and new environment, through which the individual himself and
the social environment may be enriched and transformed. A lack of opportunites
to participate fully in a new environment can lead to isolation and alienation from
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the new cultural environment, which can have disastrous effects on health and
wellbeing. The more pillars crumble the stronger the need to maintain the one
pillar that is relatively independent of the environment: beliefs and values. Perhaps it is not so strange that Islamic and other migrants maintain their value
system after immigration as they experience the relative social isolation imposed
by the asylum policies and procedures in The Netherlands.
With exposure to and interaction with the new environment a new system of pillars gradually emerges as the cumulative result of an intercultural learning process. Integration into a new environment is facilitated when people are able to
rebuild the pillars of identity in their new context in a dialogical way, by learning
the language, studying, finding work compatible with their talents and aspirations, making new friends and colleagues who help them to learn culturally appropriate behaviour and values and develop a culturally appropriate sense of self.
From my personal experience this process of intercultural learning is not a linear
straightforward process from culture A to culture B. It is experiential, never
ending, full of surprises, jumps, hiccups and setbacks, and depends to a large
extent on the experiences one has in a new environment, how one is perceived
and welcomed by the environment. As a child I adapted more or less easily to the
new environment, as my family was my main point of reference. However as an
adolescent I experienced pangs of homesickness for friends left behind, and never
really felt I belonged anywhere. As an adult every crosscultural move threw me
into a temporary identity crisis, illustrated by the crumbling pillars above. With
the gradual adaptation, accommodation and interaction in the new environment
a revised sense of self eventually emerged. This self was built on the layered residues of previous selves that are constantly present but become dormant the more
I adapt to the new cultural environment. However, aspects or, as Hermans
(2001a) would say, positions of previous selves, resurface immediately when triggered by specific cues from the environment.
Each new culture gave me the enriching experience of different ways of living
life and different body selves. New positions developed and occasionally previously cherished positions went underground because dominant voices in the
new culture disapproved of them. As we accommodate to different cultures we
adopt different lifestyles and develop different aspects of our self while maintaining memories and connections with past selves and environments, which may be
triggered as the context changes.
This learning process is accompanied by a myriad of intrapersonal dialogues
between the old identity and the new environment. Gradually out of this dialogue
a new cultural identity is developed and the old cultural identity may retreat to the
periphery of the personal repertoire of cultural voices of which we carry memories and residues in our visceral archives, our sub- or unconscious self. This
development results in a hybrid identity that is familiar with two or more cultural
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contexts. The old identity may easily resurface when involved with a familiar old
environment, as I experienced most vividly in the example described below.
In 2001 I was driving along the Linnaeusstraat in Amsterdam at about 11 o’clock
in the evening. Suddenly I remembered walking along this same street as a student, some twenty-five years earlier, lugging my sleeping bag looking for the
house where a friend was celebrating his birthday with a party. I wondered why
this memory surfaced with no warning at that exact moment and concluded that
my body’s sensory organs had registered the environment and triggered the old
stored memory. This memory then popped into consciousness and made me
aware of the fact that I was driving down the same street I had walked along
some twenty-five years earlier.
In Figure 5 we see a series of rebuilt columns in the colours of the flags of the
countries one has encorporated into one’s identity. The moving and mixing of a
kaleidoscope (Botman, Jouwe & Wekker, 2001; Pleister-Ten, 2008) would have
been a more adequate picture which does justice to the dynamic play between
context and personal positions than the static drawing presented below. But so far
digital printing processes have not been realised to do justice to the fluidity of the
interplay between personal positions, the different cultural selves and the environment of the hybrid self. This model adds an extra layer of complexity in the
sense of different cultural identities that may interact in the personal position
repertoire of the self. It adds more complexity and at the same time more interfaces for establishing contact.

Figure 4: Layered Multicultural, Transcultural or Hybrid identity
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k) Cultural hybridity
After moving to our new house in Singapore I prepared myself to pay my respects
to my new Chinese neighbour. Tentatively I pressed her doorbell and when she
opened the door my first somewhat hesitant question was “Do you speak English?
I am your new next door neighbour”. To my utmost surprise she responded in a
beautiful Oxford English accent and said “Oh how lovely, you simply must come
upstairs for a cup of tea”, thus shattering for ever any fantasies I may have had on
what a typical Chinese in Singapore is. Married to a Malay husband who worked
as a lawyer for BP, she had lived in Australia, Canada and England during her life.
Her parents had fled from Singapore during the Japanese invasion. Her second
home was in London where both her children were studying. They regularly, both
manifestly Asian in appearance, complained in broad English accents while on
holiday in Singapore, “Oh mummy it’s so terribly hot here!”, as their parents
made vain attempts to reculturalise them to Asia by showing them cultural highlights. This neighbour spent about half of her life in England with her children,
the other half in Singapore with her husband, commuting with bags full of local
goodies from both sides of the globe to sell on the other side, making a pretty
profit in the proceedings. She had set up a business in Laos where she would
provide local women with attractive designs for shawls, which they would weave
and she would sell in upmarket Kensington boutiques, thus enormously improving the lifestyle of the women in the Laotian village.
I found Singapore to be a nation of global nomads, second and third generation
migrants, as people from many different cultures - China, India, Malaysia, England, Portugal, The Netherlands and Switzerland - had migrated there generations
ago. There I kept on finding multicultural richness in chance conversations with
strangers, which immediately led to feelings of connectedness and recognition; a
real homecoming. The fact of our cultural hybridity was enough to establish a
connection. I found myself wondering if there was a new global race in the
making and became curious as to what the cultural parameters of this new cultural race were. Here the seeds of this thesis were sown.
After the initial discomfort of the culture shock, the hot climate and overpowering smells of food, I gradually fell in love with Asia. I witnessed and thrived on
the celebration of different cultures in multicultural Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia. Singapore also made me aware of how much I had adapted to the Dutch
monoculture by hiding elements of my identity that felt less welcomed by the
Dutch environment, like my German and African colonial identities. In this cosmopolitan hub I rediscovered and revalued my cultural complexity and found it to
be an enormous asset. I loved working as a psychotherapist, coach and consultant
with the German, Dutch, French and English speaking communities in the rich
cultural environment which Singapore as a contemporary cosmopolitan city provided. This experience has helped me to reconnect with my own diversity, and
enabled me to use all of the languages I had learned during my childhood while
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working with clients from many different cultures. I was fascinated by the richness of the stories people with multicultural experience told me.
I remember how helpless I sometimes felt when advice that was sound for a
Dutch client did not work well for an Indian or Chinese client. For example a
Chinese lawyer wanted therapy as she felt terrible because her husband had
decided to take a concubine and was spending his time partly with her and her
son, and for the other part with his (in Chinese circles legitimate) mistress.
When I asked her if filing for a divorce would help her to feel better she explained that with the closely knit ties between her family and her work in Singapore she would not only run the risk of losing her work, but her family, too, would
consider her a disgrace and perhaps ostracize her from the family circle. These
experiences made me realise how little theoretical and practical preparation my
studies had provided me for working in this multicultural arena. I became my
clients’ student, partially relinquishing my role as psychological expert, and developed a dialogical way of working with and exploring my clients’ stories, incorporating our respective cultural experience and expertise into our conversations. In
this way I learned about the intricacies of a “We” oriented culture as opposed to
the “I” oriented culture in which I had recently been acculturated.
Roland (1996) argues that self-esteem plays a very important role in Asian relationships. “Asians live in very close, long lasting family and group intimacy relationships that depend on enormous interpersonal sensitivity. In Japan, this is referred to as “omoiyari” or concerned empathy, that is central to relationships on
all levels in the society. In the pervasive hierarchical relationships of Asians, there
is a constant reciprocity in which subordinates are empathically attuned to the
needs of superiors, displaying deference, respect and loyalty to enhance the
esteem of the superior; while in turn, superiors are expected to be attuned to the
needs of their subordinates, including offering direction and criticism in a tactful
way that enables them to maintain their own esteem. The cultural psychological
norm is to be constantly sensitive to the norms of the other or to those of the
family or group itself, rather than to one’s own; but then to fully expect that the
other(s) will be attuned to one’s own needs without having to voice them. Within
this overall norm, important variations may occur with gender, between different
Asian societies, and between Westernised/modernised and traditional segments
of a given Asian country” (Roland 1996: 103).
When criticism is offered, it is important not to do it in a team setting, so that
there is no “loss of face” in front of peers and the esteem of the person receiving
criticism is sustained. Another factor that Westerners find confusing and at times
even exasperating is the indirect communication and the tendency to avoid all
“no’s”, both of which are aspects of Asian communication that serve to maintain
and enhance self esteem in hierarchical relationships (Young, 1994 in Roland,
1996). In contrast to the American and Dutch emphasis on verbal articulateness
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and expression, in intimate relationships Asians often convey their empathic
awareness non-verbally. In Korea this is called heart to heart communication. To
verbally express thanks or appreciation in close intimate relationships is considered to be impolite and even insulting as this is behaviour that is expected of outsiders or strangers. Another puzzling aspect of Asian communication for Westerners is that Asian women communicate in their families with dozens of different
kinds of silences (Roland, 1996).
Many years later at a conference I witnessed a Japanese/American colleague elaborate on his research into “I”/”We” cultural differences. His style of presentation
was eloquent and engaging and he clearly explained the difference between “I”
and “We” cultures and confirmed them with his research results. At the end of
his lecture I asked him how he himself dealt with these two different cultural
frames of reference within his own personality. Instead of the eloquent answer
that I had expected suddenly, to my dismay, his face fell and I realised that he was
responding from his Japanese side and that he felt that my question had caused
him to lose face before his audience. I was amazed at how this bicultural colleague seemingly unquestioningly perpetuated the cultural “I”/“We” norm in his
own research despite his own obvious hybrid identity. This is just one example of
how cultural positions in hybrid identities may suddenly shift and change depending on the context and how old systems of thinking are perpetuated in research communities in spite of the changing context in which hybrid identities
are increasingly becoming the norm in societies around the world.
In Singapore I was able to reconnect to my British roots, not only by thriving in
the international English-speaking arena but also by literally revisiting Zimbabwe,
(Rhodesia no longer exists) and Australia with my family. It was a healing experience to show my children the places I had lived as a child, and as I walked
through the garden of my old home in Zimbabwe, I not only saw and admired
the changes to the house but also saw and heard myself playing and laughing with
my brothers, rabbits and guinea pigs amongst the trees we climbed to pick guavas
and avocados. I also relished the opportunities of travelling in Asia and visited
Bhutan, the many magnificent islands of the Indonesian archipelago, Malaysia,
Thailand, Burma, India, Nepal, Laos, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Japan, New Zealand
and the Philippines, and dived in the Anambas islands, an idyllic uninhabited
group of islands three days’ sail from Singapore.

l) Moving experience
After five years, confronted with yet another move at the age of forty-three from
Singapore back to The Netherlands, I took some time to reflect on where I wanted
to go next in my personal and professional life. The continuity in my life had been
change and movement, be it moving as a child with my German diplomatic par-
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ents, or with my husband, resulting in many career moves professionally in medical, management, psychotherapeutic, educational and organisational contexts. As
a movement psychotherapist, trainer and career consultant, I found myself helping others to explore their own moving (emotional) experiences to realise change
in their lives. A result of this lifestyle is the fact that I love travelling and exploring
new environments, meeting new people, experiencing different lifestyles and
deeply appreciate the many ways life can be lived. On returning to The Netherlands for the third time I started my company “Moving Experience” in a new
environment. I discovered the name with a sudden clarity, during a period of fasting. Moving Experience, in the sense of moving house, movement psychotherapy,
and deep emotions in important transition experiences. Starting to write this
thesis on “Moving Experience” was my way of maintaining my refound multiculturalism on returning to the relative monoculture of Friesland in The Netherlands.
In Singapore I had felt at home in the Dutch community with my Dutch husband
and children. Applying for my residency papers on arriving back in The Netherlands in 1999, having spent five years in Singapore, I was told in pidgin Dutch by
a policewoman “You only allowed stay in Netherlands if you stay with husband…
you leave husband you OUT!” The fact that I addressed her in perfect Dutch and
explained to her that I had lived in The Netherlands for twenty years before
moving to Singapore did nothing to change her behaviour. Looking at my
German passport, issued by the German Embassy in Singapore it was obvious to
her that I needed to be addressed in this manner. This was a moving experience,
which shook the fundaments of my identity. I had felt very much at home in
Singapore with my Dutch husband and children in the Dutch community. On
coming “home” to The Netherlands I have started to feel like a “hidden alien”,
invisible in my being different but sympathising strongly with migrants and refugees, who keep hearing that they must integrate into Dutch society. What actually
is being said is that they must adjust to the norms and values of this country,
acculturate and forget about their original cultural identity as quickly as possible.
I know from experience that integration is only possible if you feel accepted in a
new environment in spite of being different. It helps the integration process to
find work that fits with unique personal talents and ambitions, where individuals
are valued for who they are in their own unique way. In this kind of an environment language skills are quickly developed and improved because there is an
innate human tendency to belong to, understand and be understood by a social
environment. As second language classes in international schools show, languages are learned quickly by being immersed into the environment where the
language is spoken and where difference is respected, welcomed and valued.
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m) Different cultural values and types
Traditionally, culture was defined in terms of actions, rituals and customs. Culture (like the group) was out there, perceived as something outside the self. Hofstede (1980) defined culture in terms of the way people think, feel and act. He
defined culture as the collective programming of the mind, distinguishing the
members of one group or category of people from another. The category can refer
to nations, regions within or across nations, ethnicities, religions, occupations,
organisations or genders. A simpler definition is “the unwritten rules of the
social game”. He describes a number of mostly unconscious value scales along
which nations differ: power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism and
masculinity. Later the values long-term orientation and indulgence vs restraint
were added. Kramer (2009) writes that Lewis (1999) following in this tradition
distinguishes three different cultural types in his book When Cultures Collide:
Managing Succesfully Across Cultures: Linear actives, multi actives and reactives.
Linear actives are those who plan, schedule, organise, pursue action chains and
do one thing at a time. Germans and Swiss are in this group.
Multi actives are those lively, loquatious peoples who do many things at once,
planning their priorities not according to a time schedule, but according to the
relative thrill or importance that each appointment brings with it. Italians, Latin
Americans and Arabs are members of this group.
Reactives are those cultures that prioritise courtesy and respect, listening
quietly and calmly to their interlocutors and reacting carefully to the other side’s
proposals. Chinese, Japanese and Finns are in this group.
If we listen to the music of the Japanese reed flute as opposed to a concerto by
Bach or Latin American salsa music, we can even hear and visualise these different cultural styles.
Each group collects information in a different way – the linear actives relying
mostly on data, the multiactives on face to face encounters and dialogue and the
reactives on a combination of both styles. In his model Lewis places many different cultures in a triangle depending on the proximity of different cultural styles
and ancient roots of culture.
These models however do no justice to the complex intermingling of cultures
within the self. When we encounter a new culture, be it by moving there or meeting a representative of that culture we are first and foremost confronted with differences. We find ourselves comparing the strange environment with situations
and environments that are familiar to us. In this way we are trying to make sense
out of a new situation, trying to relate it to constructs of reality that we have already come to terms with. In this phase we are often judgemental, thinking that
familiar is comfortable, thus good, and difference is uncomfortable, thus not
good. Gradually, as a new culture grows on us, as we become more familiar with
it, our understanding of it grows and we allow ourselves to understand the unique
aspects of it and value it accordingly. I found myself wondering whether the mul-
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tiactive dialogical style common to Italians, Arabs and South Americans is not a
result of years of cultural interactions propelled by the growth of the Roman
Empire, the Spanish conquistadores and the Silk Route. I also wonder if, as our
world becomes more complex and diverse, we would ultimately not be more effective if we were able to learn and encorporate the reactive and multiactive adaptive behaviours of other cultural types into our habitual linear way of being in the
world?

n) Body, Dialogical Self and Culture
“Traditionally, culture was defined in terms of actions, rituals and customs. Culture (like the group) was out there, perceived as something outside the self. More
recently, anthropologists and cultural psychologists have been concerned with culture in more cognitive terms, as structures and processes in the self (e.g., Schweder & Levine, 1984). With this shift, the boundary between self and culture, similar to the boundary between self and group, becomes blurred, and the study of the
self becomes a cooperative enterprise of psychologists, sociologists, and anthropologists” (Hermans, 1996: 47).
“From a theoretical perspective, the idea of the Cartesian individualistic and centralised self, which is separated from group and culture, can be contrasted with a
dialogical approach that opens the realm of collective voices. As Bakhtin observed,
dialogicality includes, but also extends far beyond face to face contact” (Hermans,
2001: 262).
“I see culture and self as deeply intertwined. […] the notion of the essential, objective rational self is not compatible with a dialogical, social relational self” (Hermans 2001: 24).
Inspired by Hermans’ ideas about mixing and moving cultures (Hermans, 2001)
I sent him an email to ask if I could do a PhD with him, to which he agreed,
provided I study his Self Confrontation Methodology. In this way I started to
learn about coaching with the Self Confrontation Method (SCM), (Hermans and
Hermans-Jansen, 1995) and started thinking about applying the theory of the dialogical self to a culture related research project in cooperation with Professor Hermans and his successor (after his retirement), the German professor Ingrid Josephs. While studying the Self Confrontation Method, I reviewed Hermans’
(1996) article “Voicing the Self” and made a first attempt to relate the concepts
described in the article to the concept of culture and the concepts I had learned
while studying Integrative Movement psychotherapy with Petzold. This chapter is
partly based on that first exploration. Gradually the qualitative participative research project with thirteen global nomads described in chapters three and four
was developed in which my perceptual knowledge is related to the global nomads’
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perceptual knowledge and the conceptual knowledge gleaned from the literature.
Unfortunately, Ms Josephs returned to Germany after a few months, leaving me
dangling with my unfinished research project. I tried to find a new university to
finish the project, among others the university of Amsterdam, Tilburg, Leiden
and Groningen. Due to the fact that the theory of the dialogical self is still relatively new and that my research is qualitative and related to different academic
fields the people I spoke to in disciplinary monocultures did not feel that I fitted
in with their research programmes.
According to Pieters (2010), “Lászlo has identified a certain tendency towards
fragmentation in the sciences, which he considers the result of a drive for specialisation of current scientific enterprises. He states that one of the problems of this
drive for specialisation is “[…] the tendency of patterns of knowledge to create
closed bubbles in their own right” (70). These speciality bubbles, according to
Lászlo, have the unfortunate consequence that […] knowledge, instead of being
pursued in depth and integrated in breadth, is pursued in depth and isolation
(2)” (Pieters, 2010: 315).
I felt that in this process aspect of my thesis there was a subtle echoing of the
story of my life where I never really did fit in anywhere properly! I was delighted
when finally my thesis found a home at the University of Humanistics, and that
Harry Kunneman turned out to be an observant, supportive and empowering professor and Halleh Ghorashi a meticulous, knowledgeable and critical second promoter.

o) Voicing the self and metaphors in self psychology
In his article “Voicing the Self” Hermans (1996) analyses two metaphors which
have become of particular relevance in contemporary self psychology research
with respect to the concepts of voice and dialogue. He writes: “The computer
metaphor, rooted in physical sciences and focused on the organisation of knowledge (Pratkanis & Greenwald, 1985), has stimulated a great deal of research activity and has been particularly fertile from an empirical point of view. The narrative
metaphor, having a clear affinity with the humanities, in which story and story
telling are guiding principles for the self, has shown a recent upsurge in a great
diversity of psychological subdisciplines and is well on its way to occupying a
central place in academic psychology” (Hermans 1996: 31).
Sarbin (1986) and Pepper (1942) considered the narrative approach as deriving
from the root metaphor of contextualism. Pepper noted that philosophical systems tend to cluster around a few distinct “world hypotheses”. Each world view is
characterised by a distinctive underlying root metaphor and truth criterion. A
world view's root metaphor roughly corresponds to its views about the nature of
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being or existence (e.g. whether the universe is deterministic or not). Truth criteria are inextricably linked to their root metaphors and provide the basis for evaluating the validity of analyses. A world view's truth criterion roughly corresponds
to its views about the nature of knowledge and truth (e.g. whether it is discovered
or constructed). The root metaphor of contextualism is the “act in context”, whereby any event is interpreted as an ongoing act inseparable from its current and
historical context. The truth criterion of contextualism is often dubbed “successful
working”, whereby the truth and meaning of an idea lies in its function or utility,
not in how well it is said to mirror reality. In contextualism, an analysis is said to
be true or valid insofar as it leads to effective action, or achievement of some goal.
Contextualism is Pepper's term for the philosophical pragmatism developed by
Charles Sanders Peirce, William James, John Dewey and others.
Descriptive contextualists seek to understand the complexity and richness of a
whole event through a personal and aesthetic appreciation of its participants and
features. This approach reveals a strong adherence to the root metaphor of contextualism and can be likened to the enterprise of history, in which stories of the
past are constructed in an attempt to understand whole events. The knowledge
constructed by the descriptive contextualist is personal, ephemeral, specific, and
spatio-temporally restricted. Like a historical narrative, it is knowledge that reflects an in-depth personal understanding of a particular event that occurred (or
is occurring) at a particular time and place. Most forms of contextualism, including social constructionism, dramaturgy, hermeneutics and narrative approaches,
are instances of descriptive contextualism. The central element in contextualism
is the historical event that can only be understood when it is located in the context
of time and space. History and story are the two main manifestations of contextualism and in both there is a constant change in the structure of situations and in
positions occupied by the actors. Petzold writes:
“A fragmentation of a person, a severance from his relevant surroundings is rejected in the same way that Cartesian subject object splitting, body soul splitting
or parallelism and the splitting of inside and outside is rejected. A holistic, more
systems oriented thinking is appreciated in the connection between inside and
outside (Waldenfels 1976) where the connection between figure and ground and
the reciprocal connection between a human being and its environment must be
understood (verstanden und begriffen).” (Petzold, 1986: 360).
When a combination is made between the viewpoints expressed so far then the
following conclusion seems logical. If holistic systemic thinking is advocated
where the connection between figure and ground and the two sided connection
between man and environment is stressed then the narrative approach is especially appropriate to study migrant phenomena and the consequences and influences of severance from a habitual environment on the life span and the relevance of context or culture on the development of the self.
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According to Hermans (1996), on a metaphorical level both the computer and the
narrative analogies allow voice and intersubjective exchange to play an important
part in the organisation of the self. However, in actual theory and research this
dialogical potential is often neglected. He elaborates that “This can be done by
extending the cognitive multifaceted self toward the multivoiced self and by including in the narrative self not only the temporal dimension but also the spatial
dimension. The result is a highly active process of positioning and repositioning,
expressed in the dynamics of self-negotiations, self-oppositions and self-integrations” (Hermans, 1996: 47).
Hermans (1996) builds on a number of different authors in his exploration of
dialogicality: “The uttered pronoun I stands for the author; the Me for the actor or
narrative figure. The I as an author can imaginatively construct a story in which
the Me is the protagonist. Such narrative construction is possible because the I as
author can imagine the future, reconstruct the past, and describe him- or herself
as an actor (Crites, 1986). Moreover, narrative construction is a means for organising episodes, actions and accounts of actions (Sarbin, 1986)” (Hermans, 1996:
32). The narrative metaphor opens for study the inner world of the self, through a
dialogue of internal positions in the form of an interpersonal relationship. He
also argues that according to Bakhtin, (1973), what Dostoyevski does in his innovative polyphonic novels is to see all things as being coexistent, as if in space
rather than in time. This then leads him to dramatise in space even the inner
contradictions and stages of development of a single person. Thus the polyphonic
novel as a metaphor goes one step further than Sarbin’s narrative structure. “It
permits one and the same individual to live in a multiplicity of worlds, with each
world having its own author telling a story, relatively independent of other authors
of other worlds” (Hermans, 1996: 33). It carries “the potential of advancing
beyond existing conceptions of the self” (Hermans, 1996: 33). Extending the multifacetedness of the self towards the multivoicedness of the self is interesting in
respect to culture as the voice (the accent, timbre, pitch, intonation, etc.) often
betrays a person’s cultural heritage, not to mention the languages one speaks. So
in this sense the voice as the first introduction of the body into psychology resonates with archaeological clues to the space, time, and context structure of the
self.
Extending the multifacetedness of the self towards multivoicedness is familiar to
psychodrama therapists as a therapeutic intervention. The protagonist’s unfinished business, in the sense of persistent and repetitive life stories, is dramatised
in the here and now. Every thought is personalised by an actor and these interact
in the present, enabling the protagonist to gain a new perspective and understanding of these internal scenes, and introjections of people, things and places
that have had an impact on his life. In Pesso therapy, after re-enacting old painful
scenes they are then acted out in a more ideal way so that new neurological im-
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pressions are made and new memories formed, which serve to overlay old traumatic scenes with fresh alternatives and so provide a client with a new understanding of himself and life. This playing of roles and scenes is a more powerful
therapeutic tool than merely discussing and verbalising a life story because the
whole body partakes of the new transformative experience. Actual embodied remedies are experienced and integrated. Another powerful phenomenon in body
therapy is the ability of the person to regress to the self at an earlier age, and to reexperience that self in the here and now. This inherent ability makes it possible
for people to experience past and present selves simultaneously, to juxtapose past
and present in space instead of in time, thus enabling them to learn to understand themselves in their temporal and spatial continuity. When a person regresses to an earlier age, the voice becomes more childish and even the nonverbal expression of the actual “child that was” reappears. During my psychotherapy training I experienced regression to the early age of a one year old. To my
surprise – witnessed as an adult from a less dominant than usual position – I
kinesthetically experienced that the food on my plate was too hot, that my accustomed mouthful of food on the fork was too large to fit into my mouth, and that I
had eaten my fill, as a child, long before my adult plate was actually empty.
“In our bodies our histories are stored, in its archives, its memories, my past is
buried, and in its vitality and dynamics lies my future. In every wrinkle of pain or
laughter in my face, the phenomenon of ‘eingefleischter Geschichte,’ of body
time is clear” (Petzold 1985: 358).
The theory of the multivoiced dialogical self makes it possible to understand and
conceptualise these fascinating physical regressive phenomena inherent in these
therapy forms. Internal positions representing different introjections of significant others, or periods of one’s life may enter into dialogue with each other, thus
constructing new presently unthought of meaning structures, which then change
the perception of reality and ultimately reality itself. An interesting aspect of Hermans’ approach is that when we explore and include the concept of “voicing the
self” we are taking a gigantic step towards finally introducing the body by starting
with the voice into self-theory and psychology. Our bodies function as highly specialised information processing devices and we are able through the telling of our
(hi)stories to relate to the narrative metaphor as well. The body is in a sense the
core connection between the two prevalent metaphors in psychology and so the
commonality of voice could be taken one step further to include the body by focusing attention on physical emotions and their embodied stories.
To quote Petzold: “The body as “sujet incarnee” as “sensory organism” (MerleauPonty, 1966) includes the physical, psychological and spiritual dimensions of the
human being and the interconnectedness with the social and ecological environment in the Lebensraum (Lewin 1963), and Lebenswelt” (Petzold, 1985: 356). As
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the environment (social and physical) fall into our senses (Merleau-Ponty, 1966),
we develop cognitive structures through which we learn to understand and act
upon our environment. This cultural programming happens largely unconsciously as we encorporate messages sent by significant others in our environment. The body and culture represent two domains that have been sorely neglected in the psychology of the self.
When our environment changes radically, for instance during a cross-cultural
move, we come up against a world that has been programmed differently.
Coming from the same psychoanalytic context as Klein (1952) and Fairbairn
(1952), Akhtar (1995) speaks of the migration process as a third individuation
referring to the reorganisation of the identity of the adult when he is placed in a
new cultural matrix. This reorganisation of the self once again shows how interconnected self and environment are when a change in environment irrefutably
leads to a redefinition and renegotiation of the self in relationship and dialogue,
be it verbal or non verbal with the new environmental parameters. In the following pages I shall discuss how the notion of the multivoiced dialogical self helps to
explain phenomena experienced during migration. Some of these phenomena are
related to the interactions between body and culture. According to Hermans
(1996) “this theoretical extension opens the gate to two research domains, which
represent two neglected areas in the psychology of the self: the existence of dominant relationships between positions and the working of collective voices. Research in these areas is particularly needed because the intensifying communication in a multivoiced world society calls for an open, dynamic, dialogical self”
(Hermans, 1996: 47).

p) Perspectives of a dialogical view: dominance or social power.
Hermans (1996) writes:
“[…] As long as the self is studied as a multiplicity of parts that are interrelated
in mechanical ways or studied as part of a fixed interpersonal pattern, changes in
dominance or social power among those parts fall outside the questions typically
asked within these approaches. The relative autonomy of the voices within the
dialogical self opens the possibility that one of the voices may become dominant
over the others so that the existing power structure of the system as a whole is
challenged. A dynamic view on dominance is needed because dialogue is not
only horizontally structured (moving from here to there and vice versa among
communicating positions) but also vertically structured (moving from up to
down and vice versa between power positions” (Hermans, 1996: 45).
“Sarbin (1995) emphasised that credibility of memories is conferred in a social
context through interchange and communication” (Hermans, 1996: 45). From a
dialogical perspective one may be interested in the ways people question and cri-
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ticise the collectivities, groups or culture to which they belong, and how dominant
cultural voices affect the internal power structure within the self.
The following personal example shows how collective cultural voices can cause
an individual to question previously undoubted parts of his experience, and
change the power structure of cultural voices within the self to become congruous
with the values expressed by the surroundings.
As a thirteen year old coming from Rhodesia to The Netherlands, I quickly
learned to suppress and hide my African self as the collective Dutch view of
Africa was at that time symbolised in the gory African head being squashed on a
citrus press with the words “Pers geen Afrikanen uit”, a slogan against Outspan
oranges. The collective Dutch mind seemed to be programmed thus: “Oh she’s
from Africa so she must be a racist”. I had never thought of myself as a racist and
carried with me, among many other fond memories, recollections of playing in
the dust with African playmates and sitting at a kraal watching the dancing in the
dust of African medicine men with painted white masks.
I was reluctant to let these fond memories go in order to realign my sense of
self to the collective voices of my new environment, but my memories were incompatible with the values in my new environment and the collective voices were
so powerful that I regularly found myself wondering if I had been blind to blatant
racist practices, while a different part of myself knew this was not so. At that time
the collective criticism against South African racism had generalised to many
other African countries that were under white rule.
Hermans (1996) argues, “[…] agreement and disagreement are, like question and
answer, basic dialogical forms. It should immediately be added that both agreement and disagreement may result from asymmetrical relationships. At first sight
disagreement is more strongly associated with social power than is agreement.
This view however, would cloud the fact that participants of asymmetrical encounters may seemingly agree, if the dominant party is able to establish a position in
the less dominant party, which derives its power from the authority attributed to
the dominant party. Under such conditions, the less dominant person adheres to
memories, intentions and goals associated with the new established position because the less dominant person wants to maintain a relationship with the power
holder. When the same person however, enters into contact with a different,
evenly influential other, this may result in a repositioning with the implication
that other memories and concerns may become more prevalent” (Hermans,
1996: 45).
As far as collective voices go, Hermans (1996) quotes Samson (1993b) arguing:
“[…] that there is a variety of collective movements, including women, gay men
and lesbians, African Americans and members of the Third World, who have
been denied their own voice in establishing the conditions of their lives and in
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determining their identity and subjectivity. In talking about members of other
groups, people typically use implicit standards that function as normal and reasonable reference systems rooted in the groups to which they themselves belong.
To make these standards explicit, Sampson used the traditional figure-ground distinction as particularly useful to articulate the often implicit working of collective
voices. He referred to Lutz's (1985, 1988) work in anthropology for an illustrative
example. When the child-rearing practices of a particular culture are described as
indulgent (figure), the observer implicitly uses some group’s standard – usually
the anthropologist’s home culture – as the basis (ground) for this description.
From a relational point of view, the statement about a culture’s child-rearing practices is at the same time about the nonindulgence of European American children. In this view, indulgence is not a property the other culture possesses but a
statement that is built on the comparison with an implicit standard. This example
illustrates that the figure is usually seen, noticed, and described whereas the
ground remains hidden, implicit and absent from view. A so-called objective property is in fact a comparative process made against an absent standard. Sampson’s
purpose was to demonstrate that collective movements (women, etc.) are typically
judged and discussed on the basis of the implicit standards of the dominant
groups. Psychology as a discipline, as far as it reflects the views of dominant
groups in society as a whole, is also using implicit standards that may shape and
give form to theories, concepts, and research activities in a self-evident way”
(Sampson, 1993b in Hermans, 1996: 46).
It would be interesting to see how global nomads voice their personal cultural
positions, what issues they address and how they negotiate and renegotiate between their different selves in each new environment. A story is always told, and
thus cannot be separated from the act of telling and from the audience listening.
The telling of a story is a dialogical process and in fact a co construction between
teller and listener (Hermans, 1996). Hermans draws on the work of the early
symbolic interactionists (Baldwin & Holmes, 1987) who started from the assumption that a sense of self is experienced in relation to an audience: people who are
present or imagined, specific or generalised, actual or fantasised. They referred to
the common observation that most people respond at different times to a range of
different significant others, who often represent distinct ways of evaluating the
self. Such an evaluating other was termed a private audience and could include
such divergent figures as a spouse, best friend, religious leader or business colleague. So, often when people say things they are simultaneously addressing an invisible audience in their dialogue, adding another layer of analysis to their utterances, which may be related to relational experiences earlier in their lives or
dominant voices in the culture out of which they have come or to which they
belong.
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In many ways this phenomenon reminds us of the impossibility of there ever
being “objective research” as the paradigms of the researcher inevitably colour
what he is seeing and hearing in the environment. In this sense for a while it was
important for researchers to define their own bias, which to a certain extent I have
been doing in the text so far. However, I could also have told the story from the
perspective of being for instance a sister, a daughter, a wife or a lover, and each
time a different story would have emerged. Important in the social construction
of self-narratives is to incorporate the moment in time when the self-narrative was
made as this defines the perspective from which the story can be understood. In
this sense the stories people tell can differ enormously depending on the stance
in the here and now from which they are told. And obviously the person to whom
the stories are told influences the themes and depth the stories take on.

q) Propositional and Narrative thinking and what it leads to…
According to Hermans (1996) “Bruner proposed that there are basically two
modes of thought: argumentation (propositional thinking) and storytelling (narrative thinking). Each mode of thought provides a distinct means for ordering experience and has its own criteria for well formedness. Arguments are formulated
to convince someone of their truth; stories are intended to convince someone of
their lifelikeness. Whereas propositional thinking has a deductive quality, storytelling has an imaginative quality. The former refers to the ability to see possible
formal connections before one is able to empirically prove them; the latter leads to
believable drama and historical accounts. Whereas propositional thinking seeks to
transcend the particular by reaching for higher and higher levels of abstraction,
narrative thinking is concerned with the intentions of human beings and the particular consequences that mark their course. The narrative mode describes the
(general) human condition in terms of the particulars of experience and attempts
to locate experience in time and space (Bruner, 1986: 13). Because argumentation
and story telling work on different levels of abstraction, they also imply different
kinds of inference. One leads to a search for universal truth conditions, the other
to a search for particular connections between events” (Hermans, 1996: 36).
In my work on global nomads, I started off by writing a novel about my experiences as a child. This work was a result of recurring scenes and memories which
constantly surfaced in my daily life, sometimes interfering with the here and now,
sometimes providing pleasant moments of dreaming and distraction. I thought
that if I wrote these stories out on paper, they would be committed to eternity and
in this sense laid to rest, so that the necessity for them to be kept alive and awake
by constantly interfering in my daily stream of thought would become less prominent. I used the computer metaphor “clearing the hard disk” for this undertaking.
I spent many an enjoyable hour writing out these old stories and scenes, and
gradually found myself wondering what experiences other global nomads had as
children and if there were common trends and experiences in this group of
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people that shared similar life backgrounds. Having read the passage above I now
realise that I have been switching between thought modes in my undertaking and
that with this switching back and forwards the same theme comes to stand in a
completely different light. In a sense the two thought modes are incompatible
with each other as they search for different goals, yet somehow, if it were possible
to combine the one with the other they would provide a more holographic vision
of the theme, than each individual approach could. Asking people about their life
stories triggers different information than asking people to provide answers to
preconstructed multiple choice questionnaires.
As I was writing out scenes from my childhood I started to wrestle with the
dilemma of providing a truthful account of what had happened, as could be observed from the outside by an observant observer, or providing a truthful account
from the inside as experienced by my self. Suddenly the terminology “inside” and
“outside” did not make sense any more, because from the position of my self my
inside was as observable in much the same way as my outside was observable by
an outsider.
This dilemma I now understand has a lot to do with the distinction between
semantic and episodic memory as conceptualised by Tulving (1983) and the afore
mentioned distinction between propositional and narrative thought.
Hermans (1996) writes:
“According to Tulving (1983), a great deal of the literature on memory can be
conceptualised by distinguishing two types that are qualitatively distinct: semantic
memory and episodic memory.
Vitz (1990) argued that this distinction is very close to the distinction between
propositional and narrative thought. Semantic memory is involved “with the
knowledge of the world and is independent of a person’s identity and past” (Tulving, 1983 pg. 9); episodic memory, in contrast, consists of “the recording and
subsequent retrieval of memories of personal happenings and doings” (pg. 9).
Some of the differences between the two types of memory are as follows: Semantic (propositional) memory is organised conceptually, episodic (narrative) memory
in time; semantic memory refers to the universe, episodic memory to the self;
semantic memory is verified by social agreement, episodic memory by personal
belief and semantic memory units consist of facts and concepts, episodic memory
units of events and episodes” (Hermans, 1996: 37).
Code switching is something people who are biculturally effective do automatically (La Fromboise, Coleman, & Gerton, 1993) and I found myself wondering if
the switching apparent in my novel endeavour has something to do with code
switching that is generalised to other parts of my system.
This issue became especially critical in the area of sexual fantasies, an area
usually not prone to outside observation or public discussion, which did take up a
sizeable amount of my mental time. As I started to write out these sexual fanta-
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sies, originally more from the point of view that a good novel must have some
good sexual passages, I found myself wondering just why sexuality occupied such
a prominent position in my mind. Having always been fond of the saying “a dirty
mind is a joy forever” - a derivation of Shakespeare’s “A thing of beauty is a joy
forever”- sexuality is for me a central part of living. This is not a novelty for many
individuals, but what truly fascinated me was when I came across research by
Anderzen & Arnetz (1999), who had taken blood samples from expatriates
before, during and after their stay abroad and compared these with samples of
people who did not migrate. Interestingly enough the samples of the migrants
after one year showed higher levels of prolactin, (a female sex hormone which is
a positive stress related hormone and an indicator of psychosocial stress), compared to the time before relocation, and compared to the non moving group in
Sweden. The increase in prolactin secretion was related to individual differences
showing that those employees with lower self confidence, weak stress handling
capacity, poor family relations, low internal locus of control, weak social support,
fewer life events and poor knowledge of language showed the largest stress responses.
Also the expatriate group showed an increase in liver enzymes after one year
abroad, indicating an increased alcohol consumption. Another significant finding
was that the children of the relocated group developed a considerably increased
sensitisation to allergies compared to the non moving group. After one year
abroad the proportion of children with allergy tendencies in the relocated group
was doubled. The increase was not related to climate.
Recent research has shown that stressful life events are associated with altered
immune functions. On relocating the stress sensitive hormone cortisol increased
significantly. An increased cortisol secretion is related to feelings of distress, helplessness and depression. Furthermore, stress related symptoms such as stomach
and sleep complaints were associated with the relocation phase. Their general
conclusion was that readjustment back to the home organistion caused much
more stress than the actual assignment abroad. The reading of this article coincided with a chat I had with a woman who was married to a global nomad who as
an adult has developed a psychiatric practice where he treats patients all over
Europe during monthly intervals and who during the weeks that he is at home
manifestly shows a tremendous sexual appetite. She was not sure if this sexual
appetite finds release during his travels or if it is a build up of sexual tension
during his celibate absence, and I found myself wondering if it had something to
do with the chemical and physical makeup of migrants.
In a way these fragments of shared stories connected with the experiences I had
as a psychotherapist working in Asia where I regularly counselled women whose
husbands had left them and the children for a permanent relationship with a local
woman, or counselled women who had fallen for the charms of local men and
wrestled with the dilemmas of juggling a marital relationship with an extramarital
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affair. The British have termed this fairly common phenomenon “going local”.
The incidences that this occurred in my practice in Singapore were much more
frequent than they ever were in my practice in The Netherlands.
Previously seemingly unrelated occurrences in this narrative account start to
form a pattern and it seems valid to make this the subject of a study by carrying
out empirical research. The heightened prolactin levels after migration and cortisol levels after remigration both show that migration and remigration are stressful events, and that the body is hormonally readied and prepared to deal with the
new situation. Traditional physical reactions to stressful situations are fight, flight,
freeze or befriending. The heightened liver enzymes show one way of dealing
with stress: alcohol, to help the body relax and numb the senses, (an example of
flight or freeze?). The sexual stories show a different way of construing and reducing the heightened stress levels: sexual activity as an over the top befriending? Is
the violence so often ascribed to migrant street youth a fighting reaction? These
examples show that our physical system is hormonally prepared to deal with the
stressful situation of migration. Perhaps the way we react depends on how welcoming the environment is? Obviously in this area there is the additional difficulty that sexual issues are relatively taboo and often not freely discussed with
strange researchers. It definitely belongs to an area of culture and the body that
would be worth exploring. Not in this book, but perhaps in another…

r) Culture as imago or organising position within the self
According to Hermans (1996), “McAdams (1985a) proposed to describe the self
as a number of affectladen imagoes. ‘The term imago is defined as an idealised
and personified image of self that functions as a main character in an adult’s life
story’ (p.116). To emphasise the integrative power of the narrative approach, McAdams drew on a number of divergent developments in psychology in support of
the concept of imago. One of the arguments comes from the psychoanalytic
object relations approach to personality theory represented among others in the
writings of Klein (1948), Fairbairn (1952), Jacobsen (1964) and Guntrip (1971). In
this approach, the internalisation of significant objects (e.g. the father and the
mother) is considered a sine qua non of interpersonal relationships. Fairbairn,
for example, described the ego as object seeking from birth. As the ego gains
experience in interpersonal relationships, external objects are invariably internalised to become personified parts of the self. Once internalised, moreover such
objects have an organising influence on these same relationships. […] As the
main characters in one’s story, they are intricately associated with highly emotional issues and experiences. […] McAdams (1985a) argued that the self is composed of a multiplicity of more or less stabilised characters (imagoes) that are
often arranged as dialectical opposites and structure the relationship the person
has with other people and him- or herself” (Hermans, 1996: 37).
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From the point of view of migrants and cultures I would argue that just as
significant interpersonal relationships are internalised so, too, are scenes, atmospheres, environments, languages and cultural codes internalised. A striking example of this was my six-year-old son when moving from Limburg to Friesland.
Within the first three months of his move to the new schooling environment he
had completely lost any trace of his soft singing thick Limburg accent to the more
guttural sounds of Frisian. However, on revisiting Limburg he quickly regained
the Limburgian accent in reconnecting with his friends there. Once internalised,
cultures often have an organising effect on the relationships one enters into and it
is child’s play to detect through speech and mannerisms from which culture
people come, if it is a familiar culture. One seems to be subliminally drawn to
familiarity. With the example I have given earlier about meeting, as if by chance,
many global nomads in Singapore I found myself wondering if I had been drawn
prereflectively into these seemingly spontaneous meetings. Was I registering
subtle subliminal clues which drew me towards individuals who, too, had multicultural contexts influence their personality even before becoming aware of their
cultural complexity? When in conversation with another global nomad this prereflectivity comes into awareness and physical consciousness, as it is easy to discern
different cultural influences that are often expressed in subtle non-verbal communication, such as an accent or non-verbal behaviour and expressivity. Within personal construct psychotherapy, Hermans argues that the self is most appropriately
seen as a plurality of voices with no necessary centre of gravity around a core. I
found myself wondering if this was typically a statement voiced from the perspective of a person who had been born and raised in one culture. I was amazed that I
felt completely different living in Singapore as opposed to living in The Netherlands. My Singaporean self was more sensual, playful, sociable and sunnier. My
Dutch self is more serious, intellectual, heavier and ambitious. These different
experiences add depth, richness and at times confusion to the personal symphony. These experiences seemed to suggest that culture provides an organising
principle for different personal positions like specific strains or themes of music
in the choir of personal voices.

s) An experiment
Curious to find out if others had similar experiences, I invited an old and trusted
multicultural friend (American, Dutch, Jewish, Russian) to participate in a first
explorative experiment. I asked her which positions she could identify. She described the following different personal and cultural positions.
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Cultural Positions
Jewish
Dutch
American
Russian

Personal Positions
Mother
Woman
Independent

She then related her personal feelings to the different personal and cultural positions. The list of feelings she came up with is depicted in Table 2.

Table 2: Feelings related to personal cultural positions
Personal
Mother
positions →
Cultural Positions ↓

Woman

Independent

Jewish

Protective
All encompassing
Aching
Yearning
Fear

Breasts
Pride
Sensuality
Flirtatiousness
Physically independent

Pride
Professionalism
Freedom
Satisfaction

Dutch

Organisation
Hygiene
Gezelligheid
Distance
Nuchterheid

Cool
Organised
Large Stomach

Adventurous
Cycling
Flat landscapes
Distance

American

Structure
Compassionate
Physical exertion
Physical concern
Identity seeking
Space
Development

Independent
Adventurous
Strength
Broadmindedness
Professional nature

Nature
Wide open spaces
Mountains
Freedom
Wisdom
Hard Work

Russian

Overly protective
Warm
Dramatic
Hurting
Feeling
Poetry
Love

Hard working
Strong
Tender
Vulnerable
Sensuality

Beauty
Nature
Extreme temperature
Pride

From this simple experiment I clearly show that people with multicultural experience can discern different cultural positions and that different feelings are connected to these positions. The feelings that are used to describe the different personal positions of each culture evoke a specific atmosphere that seems to reflect
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and generalise to that specific culture. Furthermore, different personal positions
(woman, mother, independent) carry similar emotional connotations when
viewed from the perspective of a certain culture and flavours of personal positions
seem coherent in the cultural position itself. So in a sense the concept of culture
in contrast to Hermans’ thinking does seem to provide a centre of gravity for the
subtle emotions that are embodied in different personal positions. I felt it would
be interesting to explore whether it is feasible to think of imagoes in cultural
terms as my English self, my Singaporean self etc. How do these different cultural selves manifest themselves in day-to-day interactions with the environment,
and how are they manifest when we experience situations as evoking an internal
conflict?
“People with more than one cultural identity often struggle with the contradictions in behaviour that is expected from them in different cultural contexts”
(König, 2008).
An Iranian client whose wife was being sexually intimidated by her manager used
his Dutch empathic way of dealing with the problems she was having, but his
wife expected him to act in an Iranian way, to be angry with her and punish her.
This caused considerable confusion in their relationship, until they discovered
that their different cultural expectations and ways of behaving were at odds with
each other. The explaining, elaborating and sharing of different cultural viewpoints is especially interesting for the therapy of problems in bicultural marriages, as often friction is caused by the irregular interaction of different cultural
positions and values between partners.
One of the reasons that I decided to use the Self Confrontation Method in this
research was that this methodology makes it possible to explore personal cultural
positions with a standard set of affect denoting terms. I describe this procedure in
chapter four. Hermans' (2001) Personal Position Repertoire could also be used to
explore these cultural selves and how they relate to personal selves or imagoes.

t) Dialogical Self and innovation
Hermans (1996) describes two factors that make the dialogical self open to innovation:
1. A new position because of its relative autonomy can bring in new information and knowledge different from the information and knowledge associated
with already existing positions in the self. Under the influence of dialogical transactions existing and established positions can, under conditions of low resistance,
learn from recently introduced positions so that a process of repositioning starts.
2. Positions are not to be understood as stabilised centres of knowledge but as
perspectives that may for a shorter or longer time play a role in direct interchange
with the social environment. That is, individuals interacting with the person in
the present situation can be reflected as positions in the self and may in this way
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greatly influence the internal dynamics of the self from the outside. Nevertheless,
the internal positions are not simply replicas of the real others because the process of positioning implies an active process of imagination as demonstrated in
the example below.
According to Hermans (1996), “in a process of negotiation between personal
and collective positions new thoughts stories and ideals may emerge that return
not only to the personal part of the self but also to the collectivity in which the self
participates. In this way the person and the collectivity to which he or she belongs
are involved in a never ending process of change and innovation” (Hermans,
1996: 47).
An example:
The process of refinding myself in the new Singaporean cultural context consisted of moving and negotiating between a number of positions.
1. My remembered old actualised self (curriculum developer and trainer),
which had literally disappeared in the move to Singapore, provided a solid base.
2. A part of my old self that had not been actualised fully in my previous situation (part time psychotherapist, dormant language skills) provided a powerful motivating factor as the new environment offered new opportunities to realise
dreams that had not yet been fulfilled.
3. A third part of the positioning interaction were the perceived and imagined
opportunities the new environment presented (different cultures, needy, affluent
and stressed expatriates, consultancy and coaching opportunities). By acting on
these opportunities I entered into my new life (setting up a business as a psychotherapist, coach and consultant to English, German, Dutch and French communities) while at the same time maintaining a certain distance and permission
to change should the experiment with the environment prove to be less satisfactory than expected.
This distanced position, a metaposition or as I shall call it in the following
chapters a “bird’s eye view position” was a new experience for me, something I
had not come across embedded as I was in my old world, and it proved to be quite
a liberating position well worth taking along to new environmental surroundings.
The extension of the self towards the environment is becoming more apparent
as our lives change in the shifting contexts of traditional, modern, postmodern
and dialogical societies (Hermans & Konopka, 2010). To be born and to die in a
single traditional rural village allows for a relatively stable concept of self, where
the environment as an influencing force on the self is largely ignored in the way
that a fish only realises he thrives in water when placed on land. In our increasingly interconnected postmodern societies, made up of a patchwork of traditional,
modern and postmodern communities and instant connectivity mediated by digital communication networks, travel opportunities and migration tendencies, a
lack of contextual awareness and dialogical capacities can easily result in misconstruals, misunderstandings and exacerbated emotions.
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u) Habitus
Bourdieu, a French sociologist, coined the word “habitus” for the embodiment of
a past social framework, which I have illustrated with the African smile and
“mummy it’s so terribly hot here” examples, mentioned previously.
“The “habitus” – or embodied history, internalised as a second nature and so forgotton as history – is the active presence of the whole past of which it is the product. As such it is what gives practices their relative autonomy with respect to
external determinations of the immediate present. This autonomy is that of the
past enacted and enacting, which, functioning as accumulated capital, produces
history on the basis of history and so ensures the permanence in change that
makes the individual agent a world within the world” (Bourdieu, 1990: 56).
The concept of habitus can be applied to society but also to identity. Applying the
concept of “habitus” to the concept of identity Ghorashi (2003) raises two points:
“[...] Firstly people do not change their identities freely. This change happens
through negotiations, which include past and present settings. Habitus as a past
social framework gives certain, often unconscious, directions to the practice of
people, but there are also present frameworks in which people find themselves.
In other words, the process of identity formation includes different settings from
the past and the present. Secondly, people do not always choose identity consciously”. She also quotes Stuart Hall as saying that “identity emerges as a kind
of unsettled space… between a number of intersecting discourses” (Hall 1991, 10)
and concludes that identity is a process of becoming that occurs at the crossroads
of past and present discourses, involving elements of both change and continuity.
She says “embodied history in the form of habitus gives the process of identity
formation a certain amount of continuity or the permanence in change” (Ghorashi, 2003: 28).
Habitus is learned and embodied from an early age onward through dialogical
verbal and non verbal mirroring and role modelling behaviour (Petzold, 1985;
Fogel et al., 2002; Hermans and Konopka, 2010) and is in this sense from the
perspective of an adult self largely unconscious.
The reality we perceive and the way we act is peculiar to our cultural hypnosis or
conditioning. We only become aware of the unconscious conditioning when in
interaction with people that have been conditioned in a different cultural context.
We only realise how much of our identity is upheld by the environment once we
leave a familiar environment and feel the erosion of our identity as we lose the
support of our familiar habits, routines, ecosystems and friends which are all part
of our “habitus” or embodied dialogical environment and encounter different cul-
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tural customs, or a different “habitus”. The walking on a certain side of the pavement that caused the bumping incident described earlier shows how habitus
gives unconscious direction to behaviour. Another incident illustrating the persistence of habitus occurred when my husband’s sister visited us in Singapore. As
we left the house to go sightseeing my husband, casually chatting with his sister
in Dutch automatically started to drive on the Dutch side of the road. Luckily we
lived on a road without heavy traffic, but it took him a few instants to figure out
what was happening. The Dutch habitus that had been activated by his sister’s
presence automatically included driving on the wrong side of the road from a
Singaporean perspective.
These examples show that once an inkling of habitus becomes conscious through
the emotions caused by conflicting dialogical interactions a space is opened:
firstly, to explore and understand different cultural contexts and secondly, one
that offers the opportunity of choice to maintain or change habitual patterns of
behaviour conditioned by previous contexts depending on the situation at hand.
Being exposed to different languages and cultures opens new spaces of awareness, which initially may cause confusion, anxiety or hilarity within the self and/
or the environment.
When first learning Chinese pictograms it literally felt as if I was starting to use
a new part of my brain. The process of learning to value a different culture facilitates the development of a whole new area of being inside the self. While the old
part is still inside the self somewhere, and instantly reappears in the corresponding environment, new coalitions and resulting opportunities for growth expand
within the self.
Pollock & van Reken (2001), see adult global nomads as rooted in memory. Said
(1984) claims “that most people are aware of one culture, one setting, one home;
exiles are aware of at least two, and this plurality of vision gives rise to an awareness of simultaneous dimensions, an awareness that – to borrow a phrase from
music – is contrapuntal. […] For an exile, habits of life, expression or activity in the
new environment inevitably occur against the memory of these things in another
environment. Thus both the new and the old environments are vivid, actual and
occurring together contrapuntally” (Said, 1984: 171–172).
This rootedness in memory or contrapuntal experiencing can be understood by
encorporating new neuroscientific insights into the area of the self. Important
experiences are stored in the body in a sensory integrated way. A sensory experience in the here and now triggers an integrated sensory memory and that
memory pops up with all the richness of the original experience. When someone
threatens to kick my shins, at that moment all other memories of shin kicking
that I have experienced in the past are available in the present, because the experience in the here and now reactivates memories and experiences from the past and
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I can reexperience them as vividly now as I did then. In this sense the regressive
capacity of our bodies enables us simultaneously to experience events from the
past in the present and to experience events in time as if they were occuring in
space. Small wonder then that my present day consciousness is continually oscillating between experiences gathered around the globe.

v) Symbolic reconnecting of the embodied dialogical self
The dialogical self, as is the self of cultural hybrids, is continually challenged or
plagued by questions, disagreements, conflicts and has different centres of initiative each with their constructive potentials: we have witnessed this in my translation of the first part of this chapter. More dynamically formulated, the self has the
capacity of multiple positioning with the possibility of an emergence of new
knowledge as a result of dialogical interchange. The notion of dialogue implies
an interchange between mutually influencing voices. The use of the words positioning and repositioning imply a physical perspective, a position, inherent to a
bodily stance. As our bodies move through time and space our perspectives
change, as do our positions and our contexts, literally and mentally as well. When
we leave a culture it remains in us as an echo, veiled by shrouds of mist. It settles
as residue into our unconscious as we get on with the business at hand of reintegrating ourselves as best we can into the new environment. What remains in us is
a diffuse longing for the familiarity of the lost environment, a three dimensional
awareness of familiar environments when seen on television (Pollock and van
Reken, 2001) and heightened state of awareness of relativity and context.
Hall (1990) writes: “Who can ever forget, when once seen rising up out of that
blue green Caribbean, those islands of enchantment. Who has not known at this
moment, the surge of an overwhelming nostalgia, for lost origins and times past?
And yet, ‘this return to the beginning’ is like the imaginary in Lacan – it can
neither be fulfilled nor requited, and hence is the beginning of the symbolic, of
representation, the infinitely renewable source of desire, memory, myth, search,
discovery - in short the reservoir of our cinematic narratives” (Hall, 1990: 236).
We can unearth parts of a feeling of wholeness, of re-belonging to what we have
lost by connecting ourselves to symbols and products of the lost culture. In particular symbols that involve our five body senses (sight, hearing, smelling, tasting
and kinesthetic), stimulate sensory re-experiencing. I was told of a wonderful example of sensory reconnecting to a missing environment by sight and touching.
Siberian refugee children were pining away in an institution for asylum seekers
“azielzoekerscentrum”. As an experiment they were taken for a walk in the seaside sand dunes nearby. The white sand and the bleakness of the nature reconnected these children to the landscapes they were familiar with from their Siberian home country and they visibly cheered.
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Listening (hearing) to Greek music instantaneously brings to mind scenes we
have experienced, which may provide temporary relief from a gnawing sense of
homesickness. Other alternatives are consuming food (smelling, tasting). When I
cook fried rice or lemon grass chicken, the smells and tastes conjure up the environment of my tropical kitchen in Singapore and Letty (our Philippine ama) cheerfully preparing our dinner there, temporarily reconnecting me to my lost Singaporean self. Even basking under a solarium or going for a swim can temporarily
reconnect us to a familiar tropical environment (kinesthetic).
A strong sense of reconnecting and refinding a cultural self is by revisiting a
place, as this involves all senses. This can provide an instantaneous physical reconnecting to an ecological environment as if unseen nerve endings, left dangling
in space by the severance of leaving, prick their ears at familiar sensations, smells,
consistency of air, humidity, eyes focussed on certain horizons, and hurry to
refind their ecological counterparts in the environment. One is instantaneously
replugged into a familiar ecosystem on one level while simultaneously seeing the
changes from a different position.
However the strongest sense of homecoming is in the recognition of displacement in another person, even if he/she is from a completely different culture.
There is a wordless sense of recognition and connection and often a delight in
exploring each other’s journeys of becoming.
As people engage in more and more varied relationships, both real and virtual,
they become aware of the relational and contextual nature of self, of how different
selves are produced in different interactions and contexts and how the context of a
certain culture can shape the nature of the interactions. This can lead to feelings
of inauthenticity, of not belonging and strangeness, but it can also be liberating as
people are given the opportunity and license to explore different ways of being, to
create different self-positions in different contexts. Once we enter the conceptual
space of positioning, repositioning and conflict between different positions we
start to realise that people who think differently do so for a reason, because a
particular position is more appropriate in a certain environmental context. In exploring the reasons behind the positions hopefully a better understanding between cultural positions around the globe will be developed. Additionally, people
might become more tolerant of inconsistency and strangeness in themselves and
others, providing a richer more differentiated form of contact, and less stigmatisation and stereotyping.

w) Career Consultancy
An old friend from university called me and asked me what I wanted to do,
shortly after arriving back in The Netherlands in 1999. I told her that I was resuming private practice as a psychotherapist with multicultural clients, studying
water shiatsu and was working on a PhD on the development of multicultural
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identity. I told her that I was looking for a part time job in the meantime to generate some income. She pointed me in the direction of a renowned outplacement
and career consultancy company in The Netherlands, saying that they were looking for a psychologist. I started to work for this company nine years ago and was
delighted to find German, Chinese-Indonesian and Czech colleagues, and that
many of my Dutch colleagues had worked abroad during their careers. It felt like
a homecoming to work in this organisation where spirituality belongs to the core
values of the company. The work is all about empowering people to do that which
comes naturally to them, to become entrepreneurs with their talents, so that work
becomes like playing and life becomes rich and meaningful. Coming from multicultural Singapore, however, I was amazed that most of the clients that made use
of the company’s services were Dutch. It seemed strange that in a multicultural
society such as The Netherlands the diversity was not showing up in the clients
coached by this company. The fact that unemployment rates for non Dutch residents were at least three times higher than for their Dutch counterparts in 2005
showed that talented migrants were often not successful in finding employment
that matched their talents and ambitions. This seemed a terrible waste of talent
for society and research shows that this can result in depression, isolation and
divorce (Ghorashi, 2003). Many employers were saying that they would like to
diversify their workforce but that they were unable to find suitable employees.
I mentioned my surprise at this state of affairs to a few colleagues and we shared
our concern about growing feelings of xenophobia and aggression in The Netherlands in the wake of the attack on the twin towers on the 11 September 2001, the
murder of Theo van Gogh and the negative coverage in the media of everything to
do with foreigners. We felt that the outplacement organisation under consideration could become instrumental in connecting talented migrants and potential
emplyers to facilitate the passage of organisations into diversity. This was the beginning of the “Bird of Passage” project that was designed to develop expertise in
coaching academic refugees, to assist them in their search for suitable employment in The Netherlands. Over the years the expertise generated by this learning
process has become invaluable for the coaching of second and third generation
migrants, global nomads and expatriates. This project is described in chapters six
and seven.
The name “Birds of Passage” was coined and is used in the context of the company to define people migrating between cultures in search of work. The name is
appreciated as it does not carry the many negative associations related to the term
allochtonous, foreigner, migrant and refugee and because it builds a semantic
bridge between the many different people confronted with work and identity
issues in a globalising world. It also implicitly refers to the to-ing and fro-ing of
people with hybrid identities, be it physically as in moving between familiar cultures or psychologically as in the internal comparisons and negotiations described
by Bhatia and Ram (2001). Many significant cross cultural career moves in my
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personal narrative were triggered by chance meetings and dialogues with a caring
other who took my ambitions seriously and pointed me in the right direction. By
coaching “Birds of Passage” we provide these meetings for migrants, expats, their
spouses and clients with hybrid identities in The Netherlands in a structured way,
leaving less to chance. This project has brought to light the complex phenomena
related to the development of diversity in an originally pillarised society. I participated in a masterclass on Diversity conducted by Halleh Ghorashi, in a mixed
group of refugees, migrants and HR managers. One of the concepts that was
introduced in this masterclass was Steyaert and Janssen’s (2001) concept of safe
spaces, which I shall elaborate on in chapter five of this thesis.
Now in my fifties, I am appalled by the enhanced xenophobia in The Netherlands
which has become manifest since 9/11. During a song-coaching course I did a few
years ago, I was invited to sing my longing (Verlangen). I sang a song about my
longing for people of different cultures to live peacefully together. As I sang my
longing I became aware of my rage about the ignorance and insensitivity to strangers and outsiders manifest in so many places in our societies. In that rage there
was a passion to do something to remedy this situation. This experience was a
strong motivation to write this thesis, to demonstrate different ways in which
hybrid identities may be explored in order to develop professional knowledge and
expertise. This thesis is a description of my learning process in different contexts
and environments. I no longer want to adjust and disenfranchise parts of myself
in order to fit into the Dutch monoculture. I want to follow my own path and
explore the effects of migrating between cultures and the development of multicultural identity and try to help The Netherlands to become a thriving multicultural society where difference is welcomed and valued, not ignored and criticised.
It seems as if at this point in time many individuals in The Netherlands are experiencing a process of cultural reorientation similar to culture shock, illustrated
by the increased popularity of Wilders PVV party which expresses very ethnocentric views. It is as if the learning process with which I have grappled for most
of my life is now the path of the Dutchman who, without moving, is being confronted with a considerable increase of cultural diversity because his environment
is changing so quickly. I am horrified by the recurring discussions about having a
double passport as a member of parliament in The Netherlands and the fact that
there is now a debate going on about passing a law that women wearing a Burqa
should be arrested. For the first time in my life I found myself seriously thinking
about applying for the Dutch nationality in order to finally be able to vote against
the Wilders party with its simplistic and polarising influence. In chapter five I
consider the reasons that give rise to this perceived xenophobia.
In 2009 at a conference in Hawaii, I met Garry Davis, author of the book Passport to Freedom, A Guide for World Citizens that opens with the following sentence:
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“The system of exclusive nation states poses the greatest single threat to
humanity, and the only alternative is to replace it with world law and a democratically controlled world government. As the 20th century careens to an end, the
inability of nations to resolve major problems facing their citizens – in fact, their
propensity to create problems, is further exposed with each passing day. At the
same time, many national leaders reveal their blind drive for power under a thin
disguise; these so called defenders of the public trust, these protectors of national
security, betray humanities trust and often promote global insecurity” (Davis
1992: ix). He writes that due to the system of nation states “each one of us is
designated as “alien” by billons of his or her fellow humans. The label applies to
everyone who does not share our status as a “national citizen”. And many millions
of us, despite our religious, ethnic or racial kinship, are forced to wear another
label: enemy” (Davis, 1992: 7).
He also writes:
“We are all born as citizens of the world, but we are also born into a divided
world, a world of separate entities called nations, which create wide and artificial
barriers and that there will be no peace or justice until the scourge of nationalism
is neutralised […] and that the challenge is to move beyond reactive responses to
crises and instead take a bold and pro-active approach to the creation of world
peace” (Davis, 1992: x).
Davis became aware of the foolishness of one group of human beings dropping
bombs on another group while navigating the starry skies in a bomber plane over
Germany during the Second World War. On 25 May 1948 he renounced his exclusive citizenship of the United States in Paris, France and declared himself a citizen of the world. He has since developed the World Government of World Citizens, which issues world passports for which one may apply through the internet.
Perhaps the world passport offers an even better alternative than applying for a
Dutch passport. With his compelling vision he has over the years created a strong
following of influential and innovative thinkers. Today, with the increase in connectivity and migration in virtually every corner of the world, increasing numbers
of people see themselves as world citizens. However, we have not yet managed to
align our stately and political institutions with the evolving complexity and novelty
of the times.

x) A step along the way
In the next chapter I shall describe my empirical research, in which I first explore
whether an intrapersonal dialogue between two personal cultural positions introduces novelty into the personal position repertoire. I invite my co researchers to
juxtapose two different self-positions born of experience with different cultures,
so called personal cultural positions, in a dialogical relationship. As we have seen
from the narrative above, a culture, consisting of an ecological and economical
environment and distinctive behaviour patterns born of that environment, deter-
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mines the self to a large extent. As one moves between cultures one is unwittingly
drawn into a negotiation process between past and present selves in dialogue with
the opportunities the new environment potentially offers once we start to interact
with it. In targeting global nomads as my co researchers, a group of individuals
who have had life long migration experiences, I have found a research population
adept at voicing the impact of culture on self and adept at unearthing the inner
conflicts and dilemmas that this shifting set of identities implies.

Part Two: Theory and Empirical
Research

Chapter 3: Dialogues between
Personal Cultural Positions

This chapter is an adaptation of an article that was previously published in Culture
and Psychology 2009 15 (1), 96-119 under the title “Moving Experience: Dialogues
between Personal Cultural Positions.”
“In my case the efforts for these years to live in the dress of Arabs, and imitate
their mental foundation quitted me of my English self, and let me look at the
West and its conventions with new eyes: they destroyed it all for me. At the
same time, I could not sincerely take on the Arab skin; it was affectation
only. […] Sometimes these selves would converse in the void, and then madness was very near, as I could believe it would be near the man who could see
things through the veils at once of two customs, two educations, two environments” (Lawrence, 1962: 30).
The main purpose of this chapter is to study the dialogical dynamics of people
with multicultural experiences. It is a response to the call voiced by Hermans
(2001b) to explore the self on the contact zones of culture. Using the theory of the
dialogical self as a starting point, I explore in this part of my empirical research
the hypothesis that a dialogue between personal cultural positions allows new
meanings to arise in the personal meaning system. Thirteen multicultural individuals or Global Nomads were asked if they could identify personal cultural positions and conduct a dialogue between them. Each step in the dialogue was rated
on a five-point scale measuring novelty, importance and authenticity. Results
show that in the majority of cases novelty ratings increased, confirming the hypothesis. Stable novelty ratings occurred when initial statements were rated high
on importance and/or authenticity. This indicates that acculturation occurs within
the field of tension created by the desire to maintain personal continuity on the
one hand, and self-innovation to facilitate integration into a new environment on
the other. Acculturation could thus be conceptualised as a continuing process of
self-innovation propelled by dialogues between personal cultural positions. The
focus of this chapter and the next is conceptualising, theorising and exploring
acculturation as a dialogical process. This has been done in order to raise the
sensitivity of professionals to issues related to the psychologies of migrants and
to devise a suitable methodology for assessment and coaching of multicultural
individuals: to create, facilitate and enhance mutual, dialogical acculturation pro-
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cesses between the incoming individual migrant and members of the receiving
society.

3.1 Positioning
Lawrence’s text above perfectly captures a migrant’s internal dialogue between
vying personal cultural voices. T.E. Lawrence, a polyglot, more commonly known
as “Lawrence of Arabia”, was an archeologist and a British Army officer renowned
for the role he played in the Arab revolt against Ottoman Turkish rule in 19161918. In this fragment we become a witness to Lawrence telling his tale of acculturation as an Englishman to Arabia. This literary fragment draws our attention to
the inner voices of people with bi- and multicultural identities: to the fact that
living in different cultures creates a multiplicity of occasionally incompatible cultural selves or personal cultural positions. It also addresses issues of emotional
distress caused by the disintegration of self between shifting cultures, and the
alienation and confusion that seeing things through the veils of two customs,
educations and environments can sometimes cause. Lawrence tells the tale of his
growing bicultural awareness from an elevated, somewhat removed position, a
metaposition, which I shall call the bird’s-eye-view position. From this perspective
we become aware of an almost hidden dialogue between two vying cultural positions.
First, the Arabic voice seems to utter the statement: “In my case the efforts for
these years to live in the dress of Arabs, and imitate their mental foundation
quitted me of my English self, and let me look at the West and its conventions
with new eyes: […]”
Then, the English voice utters the statement: “[…] they destroyed it all for me.
At the same time, I could not sincerely take on the Arab skin; it was affectation
only.”
Looking closely at Lawrence’s statement, we also hear this third position, metaposition or bird’s- eye-view position describe a fourth position where his two cultural selves “converse in the void, and then madness was very near”. This fourth
position is an emotionally laden, negatively valued position where “madness is
very near” which seems to occupy a space between the two other cultural positions, where they “converse in the void”.
In this fragment of literature I have identified four personal cultural positions
which converse with each other in Lawrence’s personal position repertoire during
his acculturation process as an Englishman to Arabia at that specific time in that
specific place.
1. Arab position
2. English position
3. Bird’s-eye-view position
4. In-between position
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3.1.1 Bird’s-eye-view or metaposition
From the position of Lawrence’s bird’s-eye-view we have become a witness to a
highly personalised dialogue. This dialogue seems to emerge when a person is
dislocated from his familiar embeddedness in his culture of origin and suddenly
becomes aware of his discongruence with his new cultural environment. Over
time he can observe his own behaviour in the new cultural context from the perspective of his original cultural position or from a somewhat removed position, a
meta-position where an individual as it were takes a helicopter view of himself.
Hall (1996) once said that before there were cultural textbooks and training manuals, cultures were learned by using the self as instrument and the self as teacher,
also implying a dialogue and a metaperspective between two personal positions.
According to Hermans (2003), a number of researchers have argued that the development of a metaposition (observing or bird’s-eye-view position) is of particular importance for facilitating the therapeutic reorganisation of the self (Dimaggio
et al., 2003; Georgaca, 2001; Leiman, 2002; Watkins, 1999).
A metaposition has some specific qualities:
a. it permits a certain distance towards the other positions
b. it provides an overarching view so that several positions can be seen simultaneously
c. it leads to an evaluation of several positions and their organisation
d. it makes it possible to see links between positions as part of their personal
history (or of the collective history of the group or culture to which an individual belongs)
e. the importance of one or more positions for future development of the self
becomes apparent
f. it facilitates the creation of a dialogical space in which positions and counter
positions entertain significant dialogical relationships (Hermans 2003).

3.1.2 In-between position
During the process of cultural learning people, as described by Lawrence, may
experience themselves as falling in between cultural contexts. (Hoffman, 1989)
speaks of the “space sickness of transcendence” which resonates with the “void”
of which Lawrence wrote. This position I call the “in-between position”: a position
where one is neither here nor there, in transition, in liminality. Liminality, originating from the Latin word limen, meaning a threshold, is a psychological, neurological or metaphysical subjective state, conscious or unconscious, of being on the
“threshold” of, or between, two different existential planes (Turner and van
Gennep, 1970; van Gennep, 1960). Turner noted that in liminality, the transitional state between two phases, individuals were “betwixt and between”: they did
not belong to the society that they previously were a part of and they were not yet
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reincorporated into the new society. He described liminality as a limbo, an ambiguous period characterised by humility, seclusion, tests, sexual ambiguity and communitas. Communitas is defined as an unstructured community where all members are equal.
According to Said (1994),
“There is a popular but wholly mistaken assumption that being exiled is to be
totally cut off, isolated, hopelessly separated from your place of origin. Would that
surgically clean separation were true, because then at least you could have the
consolation of knowing that what you have left behind is, in a sense, unthinkable
and completely irrecoverable. The fact is that for most exiles the difficulty consists
not simply in being forced to live away from home, but rather – given today's
world – living with the many reminders that you are in exile, that your home is
not in fact so far away, and that the normal traffic of everyday contemporary life
keeps you in constant but tantalising and unfulfilled touch with the old place. The
exile, therefore, exists in a median or in between state, neither completely at one
with the new setting, nor fully disencumbered of the old; beset with half-involvements and half-detachments; nostalgic and sentimental on one level, an adept
mimic or a secret outcast on another. Being skilled at survival becomes the main
imperative, with the dangers of getting too comfortable and secure constituting a
threat that is constantly to be guarded against” (Said, 1994: 48).
The difference between these two positions is that the in-between position is an
embodied experience of living on the margins of a culture, belonging neither here
nor there, whereas the bird’s-eye-view position is a more elevated stance from
which it is possible to overview a personal constellation of positions.
Inspired by these fragments of literature, I explore in this chapter whether multicultural individuals can conduct a dialogue between two of their cultural positions
to see if this dialogue plays a part in the process of self-innovation between cultures. I also asked them if they could voice a sentence from an in-between position. Looking at all the statements a candidate had written on different cards, the
dialogue between different cultural voices and the in-between position, I then
asked my research candidates to formulate a sentence from a “bird’s-eye-view” or
metaposition in order to explore the potential of this position as a helpful strategy
of promoting personal awareness, agency and self-innovation during acculturation processes.

3.2 Critique and Review of Popular Models of Acculturation
Acculturation takes place on the contact zone between someone’s home culture
and host culture. Prominent in this area of research is Berry's (1999) model of
four acculturation strategies: integration, assimilation, separation and marginalisation. In his research the integration strategy is viewed as the optimal strategy
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for the acculturating individual to employ as it provides the most social support.
In this strategy an immigrant becomes involved in the host culture while at the
same time maintaining connections to the home culture. It appears to be a consistent predictor of more positive acculturation outcomes than the other three
strategies. The question is that if the integration strategy works best during one
cross-cultural move, what are the consequences of using the integration strategy
in multiple cross-cultural moves? Is it possible endlessly to apply the integration
strategy? How do we actively maintain a connection with six different countries in
which we have lived, as well as immerse ourselves in the culture at hand? Do the
strategies depend solely on the acculturating individual, or are they in part influenced by the way the host culture welcomes and defines immigrants? Surely the
acculturation process is more complex and involved than the model Berry offers.
La Fromboise et al. (1993) propose that bicultural competence is related to the
capacity to alternate between two cultural positions. Are they implying the ability
to dialogue? Other research clearly shows that the self develops through dialogical
processes with the environment (Fogel, 1993; Marková, 1987), which implies that
not only significant others, but also culturally relevant stories and experiences told
by these others are from an early age part of a developing self (Bruner, 1990;
Sarbin, 1986).
According to different authors Akhtar (1995) and Bhatia and Ram (2001), who
have a background of migration between India and the United States, their process of adaptation is accompanied by a constant internal dialogue of positioning
and repositioning between then and there and here and now. In the minds of
migrants there seems to be an ongoing active dialogue between different personal
positions created in different cultural contexts. The field of tension where a
person is somewhere between new chances and dangers and a past identity in a
different cultural context requires a shift from a focus on developmental endstates (like Berry’s ‘integration strategy’ or La Fromboise et al.’s ‘bicultural competence’) towards a more process-oriented notion of acculturation that can account
for situated, negotiated and often contested developmental trajectories (Hermans,
2001; Bhatia and Ram, 2001).
Bennett (1993) sees acculturation as an ongoing process. Below we see her two
potential responses to living on cultural margins: encapsulated and constructive
marginality, which she sees as stages in a process of acculturation. In Table 3 the
characteristics of these two different marginal positions are shown.
Following Said, I prefer to use the term “in between” as the term “marginal”
has a very negative connotation. In a sense the encapsulated and the constructive
‘in between’ represent two potential emotional responses in the landscape of acculturation on the border zones of different cultures. We could situate Lawrence
as an encapsulated in between as he speaks of disintegration in shifting cultures
and alienation. He is troubled by ambiguity and never feels at home. In contrast
the following quotation by Said could be seen as the voice of a bird’s-eye-view or
metaposition describing the position of constructive in betweenness in the sense
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that he demonstrates self-differentiation, dynamic in betweenness and authenticity, and he is intrigued by complexity.

Table 3: Encapsulated vs Constructive Marginal (Bennett, 1993: 113)
Encapsulated marginal

Constructive marginal

Disintegration in shifting cultures
Loose boundary control
Difficulty in decision making
Alienation
Self-absorption
No recognised reference group
Multiplistic
Conscious of self
Troubled by ambiguity
Never “at home”

Self-differentiation
Well-developed boundary control
Self as choice maker
Dynamic in-betweenness
Authenticity
Marginal reference group
Commitment within relativism
Conscious of choice
Intrigued by complexity
Never not “at home”

“I occasionally experience myself as a cluster of flowing currents. I prefer this to
the idea of a solid self, the identity to which so many attach so much significance.
These currents, like the themes of one’s life, flow along during the waking hours
and at their best they require no reconciling, no harmonising. They are “off” and
may be out of place but at least they are always in motion, in time, in place, in the
form of all kinds of strange combinations, moving about, not necessarily forward,
sometimes against each other, contrapuntally yet without one central theme. A
form of freedom, I’d like to think, even if I am far from being totally convinced
that it is. That scepticism, too, is one of the themes I particularly want to hold on
to. With so many dissonances in my life I have learned actually to prefer being not
quite right and out of place” (Said 2000: 295).
Said (1994) describes a number of pleasures that constructive in betweenness
may provide, which are related to the position of the exile and intellectual:
— “The pleasure of being surprised, of never taking anything for granted, of learning
to make do in circumstances of shaky instability that would confound or terrify
most other people. An intellectual is fundamentally about knowledge and freedom.
Yet these acquire meaning not as abstractions – as in the rather banal statement
‘You must get a good education so that you can enjoy a good life’ – but as experiences actually lived through. An intellectual is like a shipwrecked person who
learns how to live in a certain sense with the land, not on it, not like Robinson
Crusoe whose goal is to colonise his little island, but more like Marco Polo, whose
sense of the marvellous never fails him, and who is always a traveller, a provisional
guest, not a freeloader, conqueror or raider” (Said, 1994: 44).
— “Because the exile sees things both in terms of what has been left behind and what
is actual here and now, there is a double perspective that never sees things in isolation. Every scene or situation in the new country necessarily draws on its counterpart in the old country. From that juxtaposition one gets a better, perhaps even
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more universal, idea of how to think, say, about a human rights issue in one situation by comparison with another” (Said 1994: 44).
— “You tend to see things not simply as they are, but as they have come to be that
way. Look at situations as contingent, not as inevitable; look at them as the result of
a series of historical choices made by men and women, as facts of society made by
human beings, and not as natural or god-given, therefore unchangeable, permanent, irreversible” (Said 1994: 44).
— “Different arrangements of living and eccentric angles of vision that they can
sometimes afford” (Said, 1994:44).

The constructive in between leans towards transculturalism (Cuccioletta, 2001/
2002; Ortiz, 1965) and, from the emotional implications of the words that Bennett and Said use to describe this position, seems to have a substantially brighter
and happier stance in life than the encapsulated in-between position.
Cuccioletta (2001/2002) writes
“The South American scholar Fernando Ortiz originally defined Transculturalism in 1940. His thinking which was based on the celebrated article of Jose Marti
published in 1891 entitled, ‘Nuestra America’ put forward the idea that intercultural mixed peoples (métissage) was the key in legitimizing the American, meaning hemispheric, identity. Marti referred to the process of métissage (métizos in
Latino) as a distinctive trait of a culture that is founded on the native population
and all the different immigrant groups who had come and are still coming to the
Americas. In Marti’s thinking, the inhabitants of the Americas were biologically
and culturally métis and, therefore, always part of the dialectic with the other.
Ortiz, following Marti’s lead, defined transculturalism, in its earliest stage as a
synthesis of two phases occurring simultaneously, one being a deculturalization
of the past with a métissage with the present. This reinventing of new common
culture is, therefore, based on the meeting and the intermingling of the different
peoples and cultures. In other words one’s identity is not strictly one dimensional
(the self) but is now defined and more importantly recognized in rapport with the
other. In other words one’s identity is not singular but multiple. As Scrapetta
stated earlier ‘Each person is a mosaic’” (Cuccioletta, 2001/2002: 8).
He concludes that “Lamberto Tassinari (director of the transcultural magazine in
Montreal, called Vice Versa), suggests that we can imagine and envision transculturalism as a new form of humanism, based on the idea of relinquishing the
strong traditional identities and cultures which in many cases were products of
imperialistic empires, interspersed with dogmatic religious values. Contrary to
multiculturalism, which most experiences have shown re-enforces boundaries
based on past cultural heritages, transculturalism is based on the breaking down
of boundaries. In many ways transculturalism, by proposing a new humanism of
the recognition of the other, based on a culture of metissage, is in opposition to the
singular traditional cultures that have evolved from the nation-state” (Cuccioletta
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2001/2001: 8). “Transculturalism, places the concept of culture at the center of a
redefinition of the nation-state or even the disappearance of a nation-state. This
process of recognising oneself in the other leads inevitably to a cosmopolitan citizenship” (Cucciolettta 2001/2001: 9). Cuccioletta sees multiculturalism as a first
rung in a sociocultural ladder with transculturalism being the second.
Can Bennett’s two responses, the encapsulated and the constructive in-between
which she describes as stages in a process of acculturation, be seen as a helpful
diagnostic tool when used to analyse acculturation narratives? If there are indeed
stages in a process of acculturation, how can one negotiate the process of moving
from encapsulated “in-betweenness” to constructive “in-betweenness”? What is
the mechanism by which the acculturation process is moved forwards? We have
seen that the self develops through dialogical processes with the environment.
Could the mechanism that propels acculturation be a dialogue between personal
cultural positions, or even a dialogue with the environment about the complexity
of living life as a multicultural being? According to Seelye & Wasilewski (1996),
the challenge of the bi- and/or multicultural person is to be fully aware of his or
her own complexity and the task is to be able to articulate that complex reality to
other people who do not share the same background.
Hoffman (1989) describes the intricacies of growing up between her two worlds:
Poland and the United States. She describes the process of acculturation and the
way she has found to reconcile her different cultural selves. She explains that the
cure for her space sickness of transcendence is to learn to retell the story of her
life in her new language, thus transcending the divide and reclaiming the self that
was lost in the move between two cultures and two languages. She says that by retelling her story in her new language disparate voices within her are reconciled
with each other and that this facilitates the emergence of a person who judges the
voices and tells the stories. She, too, seems to be saying that voicing her old self in
her new language facilitates the growth of a metaposition that helps her to maintain the balance between shifting cultural perspectives. In the following passage
she describes the rite of passage from encapsulated to constructive in betweenness in which self-reflection, emotional awareness, dialogue and the retelling of
the story of her life are described as important elements in that transformation.
She writes “The way to jump over my Great Divide is to crawl backward over it in
English. It’s only when I retell my whole story, back to the beginning, and from
the beginning onward in one language, that I can reconcile the voices within me
with each other; it is only then that the person who judges the voices and tells the
stories begins to emerge” (Hoffman, 1989: 272).
“In my translation therapy, I keep going back and forth over the rifts, not to heal
them but to see that I – one person, first person singular – have been on both
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sides. Patiently I use English as a conduit to go back and down; all the way down
to childhood, almost to the beginning. When I learn to say those smallest, first
things in the language that has served for detachment and irony and abstraction,
I begin to see where the languages I’ve spoken have their correspondences, how I
can move between them without being split by the difference. The gap cannot be
fully closed, but I begin to trust English to speak my childhood self as well, to say
what has so long been hidden, to touch the tenderest spots. Perhaps any language,
if pursued far enough, leads to exactly the same place. And so, while therapy
offers me instruments and the vocabulary of self control, it also becomes in the
long run, a route back to that loss which for me is the model of all loss, and to that
proper sadness of which children are never really afraid; in English, I wind my
way back to my old, Polish melancholy. When I meet it, I reenter myself, fold
myself again in my own skin, I’m cured of the space sickness of transcendence.
It is possible that when we travel deep enough, we always encounter an element
of sadness, for full awareness of ourselves always includes the knowledge of our
own ephemerality and the passage of time. But it is only in that knowledge – not
its denial – that things gain their true dimensions, and we begin to feel the simplicity of being alive. It is only that knowledge that is large enough to cradle a
tenderness for everything that is always to be lost – a tenderness for each of our
moments, for others and for the world (Hofman, 1989: 273-274).
In this passage she illustrates how the experience of migration, dislocation and
refinding herself in a new language has brought her into contact with an ultimately human experience that kindles compassion with all people and all things,
an affinity with diversity, and ultimately the valuing of transcendence and liminality.
The reflective dialogical statements between personal cultural positions that we
have witnessed in Lawrence’s, Said’s and Hoffman’s texts could be seen as a process of construing and reconstruing personal experiences to make sense and
meaning out of emotionally confusing and unsettling events in between shifting
cultural paradigms or habitus. Does reflection, articulation and learning to use a
metaposition on one’s life narrative facilitate the acculturation process?
According to Bennett (1993), experience is a function of the relationship a person
forms with phenomena – a relationship which is the product or manifestation of
the attribution of meaning. He cites Kelly (1963): “A person can be a witness to a
tremendous parade of episodes and yet, if he fails to keep making something out
of them, he gains little in the way of experience from having been around when
they happened. It is not what happens around him that makes a man experienced;
it is the successive construing and reconstruing of what happens, as it happens,
that enriches the experience of his life” (Kelly, 1963:73 in Bennett, 1993: 24).
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I, too, see acculturation facilitated by a continuous process of self-reflection, as it
were an intrapersonal dialogue, which results in a progressive process of constructing new meanings. In the empirical part of this thesis I explore the hypothesis that a dialogue between personal cultural positions introduces novelty into
the personal meaning system. This is a first step to devising a method that does
justice to the complexity of bi- and/or multicultural individuals’ psychology,
through which they themselves and their surroundings can become aware of
their complexity by exploring their cultural psychological structures. In chapter
seven the methodology that I devise in this chapter and the next is explored as a
process through which bicultural individuals can learn to reflect on their experiences in dialogue with a coach as a representative of their new environment. In
this way they may become empowered to voice their complexity to others who do
not share the same background. I shall show that both coach and coachee become
involved in construing and reconstruing their personal experience. I feel that it is
important to develop and enhance mutual learning processes between host and
migrant citizens as this could play an important part in transforming pillarised
and polarised multicultural societies to more inclusive transcultural societies.

3.3 Dialogical Self, Cultural Position and Voice
The internal dialogues we have witnessed in my story of translation, Lawrence’s,
Said’s and Hoffman’s literary examples and which are represented in some of the
diaspora theories of acculturation (Akhtar, 1995; Bhatia and Ram, 2001) that are
so familiar to bi- and multicultural selves, are theoretically represented in the dialogical theory of the self (Hermans, 2001a). This theory is rooted at the intersection between the psychology of the self in the tradition of William James and the
dialogical school in the tradition of Mikhail Bakhtin.
Hermans (2001a) writes:
“The metaphor of the polyphonic novel was proposed by (Bakhtin, 1973) in his
book Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics (1929/1973). In this work Bakhtin draws on
the idea that in Dostoevsky’s work there is a not a single author at work but a
plurality of consciousnesses and worlds instead of a multitude of characters and
fates within a unified objective world. As in a polyphonic musical work, multiple
voices accompany and oppose one another in dialogical ways. For Bakhtin, the
notion of dialogue opens the possibility of differentiating the inner world of one
and the same individual in the form of an interpersonal relationship. The transformation of an ‘inner thought’ of a particular character into an utterance enables
dialogical relations to occur between this utterance and the utterance of imaginal
others. Not only is such a dialogical narrative structured by space and time, but
temporal relations are even translated into spatial relations. […] As part of his
polyphonic novel construction, temporally dispersed events are contrasted into
spatial oppositions that are simultaneously present” (Hermans, 2001a: 245/246).
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According to Hermans (2001a), “Bakhtin’s work also paid attention to different
‘social languages’ (e.g. languages of particular groups) within a single national
language (e.g. Russian, English), and different national languages within the
same culture. As examples of social languages, he referred to professional jargons, languages of age groups and generations, languages of passing fashions,
and languages that serve the sociopolitical purposes of the day. When speakers
produce unique utterances, they always speak in social languages at the same
time. Although the speaker may not be aware of the influence of social languages,
these languages shape what individual voices can say. For this simultaneity of
individual and collective utterances Bakhtin used the term ‘ventriloquation’,
which means that one voice speaks through another voice or voice type as found
in social language. When Bakhtin refers to multivoicedness, he not only has in
mind the simultaneous existence of different individual voices, but also the simultaneous existence of an individual voice and the voice of a group (Wertsch,
1991)” (Hermans, 2001a: 262).
For example, as an adolescent I travelled to New York and had been encouraged
by my father to visit a former professor of his, a German Jew who had migrated to
the USA during the Second World War. When I heard this professor speak, it was
as if I was hearing Gothic handwriting: his language had not evolved with the
passing of time due to lack of cultural interaction and, to me, sounded calcified
in the past. In a similar vein an accent in a language is a subtle embodied trace of
a cultural chronotope.

3.3.1 Personal chronotopes and voice
In Lawrence’s quotation we are witness to a fragment of the internal dialogue that
occurs during the process of stretching a personal concept of self to accommodate
the parameters of a new environment, in which, as it were, two personal chronotopes are juxtaposed.
“In his essay, Forms of Time and the Chronotope in the Novel, Bakhtin (1981)
called the time/space matrix a “chronotope”. With reference to the novel he defines it as “the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that
are artistically expressed…”. In the literary chronotope spatial and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully thought out, concrete whole. Time, as it were,
thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible; likewise, space becomes
charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot, and history. This intersection of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the artistic chronotope” (Bakhtin 1981: 84). In his study of the novel Bakhtin traces the development of a series
of literary chronotopes that culminate in the modern story of an individual responding to real historical events. For Bakhtin the fusion of time–space relations
in the chronotope could be used to understand not just literary formations in the
adventure novel, but living formations in human development as well, a “personal
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chronotope” to consider questions about multiplicity in the dialogical self over
time. The question is: do the kinds of structures Bakhtin envisions in artistic
narratives find parallel formations in personal narratives, or personal chronotopes? It is the merging of time–space relations in the mediated experience of
“events” that provides the grounds for the creation of human chronotopes. In this
sense, personal chronotopes can be thought of as being defined by both the simultaneity and the historicity of I-positions and counter-positions as these emerge in
time–space” (Raggatt, 2010).
According to Adams & Markus (2001), Hermans’ framework works as a model
of identity construction and emphasizes the multiplicity and discontinuity of self
and identity that contrasts with and enriches the emphasis on unity and continuity of self that has long characterized the field of psychology. They question
whether his model is sensitive enough to capture the automatic shaping of self by
patterns that are implicit in everyday life.
A ‘voice’, the central concept in the theory of the dialogical self (e.g. Hermans &
Kempen, 1993), “is located neither ‘in’ the person nor ‘in’ culture, but comes into
being as a relation between person and culture” (Josephs, 2002: 161). Voices are
“born as (healthy!) borderliners on the contact zones between culture and person.
[…] A voice is rather an emotionally grounded and personally constructed- in
short: a meaningful focus on one’s life in the here and now” (Josephs, 2002:
162). The obvious characteristic of a voice is its potential to speak, to tell a story.
She shows that collective voices are not simply internalised but reconstructed as
part of the self in personal ways. Thus the range and characteristics of the voices
populating the self are in principle unlimited and also unpredictable by anybody
but the person her- or himself (Josephs, 2002). This helps to explain why different people experience very varied reactions and tell very different stories about a
new culture during their acculturation process.

3.3.2 Continuity, Distinctness and Volition
Hermans (2001a) builds on Sarbin (1986) and James (1890) when he makes a
distinction between the “I” and the “Me”: the “I” is equated with the self-asknower and the “Me” is equated with the self-as-known and as we have seen in
the previous chapter is composed of people and things in the environment as far
as they are felt as “mine” in the sense that they are personally valued. This means
that not only “my mother” belongs to the self but even “my enemy”. This extended self can be contrasted with the Cartesian self, which is based on a dualistic
conception, not only between self and body but also between self and other (Hermans & Kempen, 1993). With his conception of the extended self, James (1890)
has paved the way for later theoretical developments in which contrasts, oppositions and negotiations (Hermans & Kempen, 1993) and even culture could be
considered as part of a distributed, multivoiced self. We have seen this in the
examples provided by Lawrence, Hoffman, Said and myself.
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Hermans (1999) quotes Mead and writes that
“The I–me distinction gives Mead the opportunity to demonstrate that both the
I and the Me function as sources of values, each in its own way. The values of the
Me are those that belong to the group: ‘The “me” is essentially a member of a
social group, and represents, therefore, the value of the group, that sort of experience which the group makes possible’ (Mead 1934:214). The values of the I are
found ‘in the immediate attitude of the artist, the inventor, the scientist in his
discovery, in general in the action of the “I” which cannot be calculated and
which involves a reconstruction of the society, and so of the “me” which belongs
to that society’ (Mead 1934: 214). In Mead’s view, the I prevents the Me (generalized other) becoming purely conventional and opens the possibility for groups
and individuals to revitalize themselves” (Hermans, 1999: 69; 70).
According to Hermans (1996) and Damon & Hart (1982), the “I” has three features:
1. continuity
2. distinctness
3. volition.
“The continuity of the self-as-knower manifests itself in a “sense of personal identity”, and a “sense of sameness” through time (James, 1890/1902: 332). A feeling
of distinctness, of having an existence separate from others, is also intrinsic to the
I. A sense of personal volition is reflected in the continuous appropriation and
rejection of thoughts by which the self-as-knower manifests itself as an active processor of experience. The experience of each of these features (continuity, distinctness and volition) implies the awareness of self-reflectivity, that is essential for the
self-as-knower (Damon & Hart, 1982 in Hermans, 1996: 32).

3.4 Acculturation and the Dialogical Self
The dialogical self challenges both the idea of a core, essential self and the idea of
a core, essential culture. “Self and culture are conceived of in terms of a multiplicity of positions among which dialogical relationships can develop. This view
[…] allows for the study of the self as ‘culture-inclusive’ and of culture as ‘selfinclusive’. At the same time, this conception avoids the pitfalls of treating the self
as individualised and self-contained, and culture as abstract and reified” (Hermans, 2001: 243). The theory of the dialogical self accentuates the fact that culture
and self are deeply intertwined and acknowledges history, body and social environment as intrinsic features of a developing person, localised in time and space.
The dialogical self presents a paradox of unity and diversity, being capable of experiencing both. For the dialogical self, new meanings and possibilities of actions
emerge through achieving dialectical synthesis, unity within diversity (Hermans,
2001a ).
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In this part of my empirical research I shall explore whether James' (1890) notion
of the self can be stretched even further to include the lived experience of a culture within the framework of the self by asking multicultural individuals if they
could identify personal cultural positions as their own.
Bakhtin’s perspective on personal chronotopes led me to explore the consequences of a dialogue between personal cultural positions in a spatial opposition,
instead of as they are usually construed, as temporally dispersed events. As we
have seen in Lawrence’s example, cultures can be seen as collective voices functioning as different positions or perspectives within the self. Such voices are expressions of embodied and historically situated selves that are embedded in “personal chronotopes” that during acculturation are constantly involved in
negotiations, arguments and discourses with other voices within the self and
with the contextual environment (Bhatia and Ram, 2001). A most important
question gleaned from the theoretical context of the dialogical self is: does a dialogue between personal cultural positions lead to innovation in the personal meaning system?

3.5 Dialogical Movement in three steps
Dialogical movement is described in terms of a three-step model (Hermans,
1999):
a. positioning: where the self takes a position;
b. counter-positioning: where the voice of a real or imaginary other (another selfposition) speaks from a counter-position; and
c. repositioning: where the self reformulates its original position in the light of
the counter-position.
According to Hermans, (1999) self-innovation is achieved if the three different
steps in the dialogical process are associated with increasingly higher levels of
novelty. Novelty is a somewhat bland concept to describe the experience an individual may have when invited to juxtapose two personal cultural positions in a dialogical relationship. By novelty I mean a richer understanding and heightened
sensitivity as to how personal cultural voices clash, interact, enhance and/or restrict wellbeing and how strategies may be unearthed in order to deal with a
more complex narrative structure of the self and its conflicting inner voices as
conceived and experienced by the acculturating individual. In a dialogue between
personal cultural positions, an in between and a metaposition unconscious deeply
rooted schemata or habitus embedded in personal cultural positions could
become conscious.
To recapitulate, the questions generated by the theoretical reflection above
which will be explored in this chapter are the following:
a. Can multicultural individuals identify personal cultural positions?
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b. Can multicultural individuals formulate statements from the perspective of
their personal cultural positions?
c. Does a dialogue between two personal cultural positions (operationalised as a
repositioning exercise) introduce novelty into the personal system in the
sense that the three different steps in the repositioning exercise are associated
with increasingly higher levels of novelty?
d. Can multicultural individuals voice a sentence from an in-between and a
bird’s-eye-view position?
e. Can Bennett’s two “in-between” responses, which she describes as stages in a
process of acculturation, be used as a diagnostic tool when used to analyse
acculturation narratives?
f. How do multicultural individuals manage their different cultural positions?
In order to explore these questions I looked for a group of global nomads, individuals who grew up in different cultural contexts which I shall describe in the next
section.

3.6 Co researchers: Global Nomads
The two criteria that were important in the selection of candidates were:
— a minimum age of 25 years
— lived experience as a child, adolescent or adult in at least two host countries.
Global nomads, a term coined by Useem, Useem, & Downie (1967), make up a
population whose developmental years are marked by frequent geographic transitions and multiple cultural influences, which is the main reason why I looked to
this group of people as research candidates in this project. Pollock & van Reken
(1999) write that global nomads are the culture brokers of our generation and that
they are becoming increasingly more visible due to the globalisation of world
economies. When they see a place where they have lived on television they kinesthetically re-experience sights, sounds and smells and in that sense have a
three-dimensional world-view. As other characteristics they have high linguistic
ability, are good observers and are patient and less judgmental. On the down side
there are issues of unresolved grief, rootlessness and insecurity in relationships.
One of the defining themes of the internationally mobile childhood is frequent
change. For every experience of change, by their own mobility or another’s, global
nomads experience a parallel process of psychological transition. According to
Schaetti & Ramsey (1999), liminal space becomes the most constant, lived experience. Liminality is not only manifest during change and transition, but is also
intertwined closely with global nomads’ relationships, world-view and cultural
identity. Global nomads and their friends are forever on the threshold, simultaneously saying goodbye and hello, finding their own precarious balance between
getting close quickly while not getting too close. As members of multinational
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expatriate communities, they make friends across race, ethnicity and language.
Their developing world-views become balanced in liminality as they learn through
daily interaction that truth is contextually relative. Global nomads, in moving between cultures (a process which rates high on psychological lists of traumatic experiences), have constantly experienced the loss of a personal place and a personal
sense of identity, and some may not have taken the time to grieve over these substantial losses, being caught up in the pressures of reestablishing themselves in a
new environment. They have adjusted themselves to many new situations and
cultural influences. They learn to make sense and meaning out of the myriads of
different stimuli impinging on their senses and entering their neuronal networks.
They are experts in the field of transition and change, a field into which more and
more people in the world are thrown; refugees, migrants, expatriates and even
monocultural citizens adapting to the rapid development of multicultural societies. This is why I invited global nomads as research candidates to learn from
their experiences with liminality.

3.7 Research Procedure
Step 1: Thirteen candidates documented their cultural history in a cultural identity
questionnaire (Appendix 2). It helped them to revive and reflect on their prior
cultural experiences and that of grandparents, parents and siblings and culminated in the question which cultures they called their own, in order to identify
their personal cultural positions. They were informed about the general nature of
the research project, asked to choose a pseudonym and signed a written statement
allowing me to use their personal data in publications. The interviews were held
in 2002 and 2003.
Step 2: They were then invited to choose two of their personal cultural positions to
conduct a repositioning dialogue between them. This was done by first formulating a sentence from one position, then formulating a sentence from the second
position and subsequently in the light of the second sentence they formulated a
second statement from their first position. Each statement was written separately
on a small card (Appendix 3).
Step 3: In order to explore whether new meanings are introduced into their meaning system, they were then asked to rate each statement of the repositioning exercise on a five-point scale measuring NOVELTY.
In order to rate a sense of personal volition (Damon & Hart, 1982 in Hermans,
1996: 32) which is reflected in the continuous appropriation and rejection of
thoughts by which the self-as-knower proves itself as an active processor of experience, they were then asked to rate each statement on a five-point scale measuring
IMPORTANCE.
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In order to measure a sense of personal identity or sameness through time
(James, 1890/1902: 332), they were asked to rate each statement on a five-point
scale measuring AUTHENTICITY.
In this way the scores described in the following cases were established.
Step 4: Candidates were then asked if they could formulate a statement from the
perspective of an “in-between position”. This was left deliberately ambiguous in
order to later determine where in Bennett’s scale the formulated “in-between
statement” fitted and to see if the repositioning dialogue was helpful in moving
between the two extreme positions, encapsulated and constructive in betweenness
on Bennett’s scale. This statement, too, was written on a small card.
Step 5: Candidates were then asked to formulate a concluding statement while
viewing all the cards they had written. This statement is called a “bird’s-eye view”,
allowing a shift in perspective from their habitual stance. The cultural repositioning statements and ratings on novelty, importance and authenticity, the in-between and bird’s-eye-view positions are used to explore the workings of the dialogical self on the contact zones of culture. If in the flow of storytelling candidates
voiced more than one sentence from the respective positions these sentences, too,
were written on separate cards and included in the personal position repertoire.
Portraits of all the candidates are included in Appendix 4. I will present a number
of these portraits in the remainder of this chapter.

3.8 Results
a. Can multicultural individuals identify personal cultural positions?
All candidates easily identified different personal cultural positions within themselves, and were delighted about the fact that they were invited to talk about these
often deeply hidden aspects of self. Almost all of the candidates said they enjoyed
being able to speak about their different cultures in this way. Candidates often
spoke of being wary of showing their different cultural colours. One candidate,
Filoster, whom we shall meet in the next chapter, explicitly voices how he had
been beaten up as a German Dutch child in The Netherlands and how this experience had made him wary of exposing his German cultural roots even today in The
Netherlands.
b. Can multicultural individuals formulate statements from the perspective of
their personal cultural positions?
All candidates could voice statements from the perspective of two chosen cultural
positions in a repositioning exercise. The sentences voiced from the in-between
and bird’s-eye-view positions offered the candidates poignant insights into their
personal cultural dynamics and in some cases caused a shift from encapsulated to
constructive in-betweenness.
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3.8.1 Novelty Ratings during the Repositioning Exercise
c. Does a dialogue between two personal cultural positions (operationalised as a
repositioning exercise) introduce novelty into the personal system in the
sense that the three different steps in the repositioning exercise are associated
with increasingly higher levels of novelty?
Nine candidates showed increased novelty ratings in their dialogues, confirming
my hypothesis. Four candidates showed stable novelty ratings. Of the four candidates showing stable novelty ratings their initial statement was rated as highly
important and/or authentic, indicating that certain features of the self remain
stable while acculturating, depending on how important and authentic the individual considers them to be. In this chapter I shall describe three cases extensively.
I shall start off with a case showing stable novelty ratings and continue with two
cases showing increased novelty ratings, to give an impression of the cultural and
psychological complexity caused by high mobility during the developmental years,
and how candidates ‘manage’ this complexity. In describing the cases I shall also
provide answers to the following questions:
d. Can multicultural individuals voice a sentence from an in-between and a
bird’s-eye-view position?
All research candidates could voice a sentence from an in between and a bird’seye-view position.
e. Can Bennett’s two in-between responses, which she describes as stages in a
process of acculturation, be used as a diagnostic tool when used to analyse
acculturation narratives?
The following cases show that constructions of the dialogical self offer one of the
most exciting possibilities to capture more faithfully than hitherto the human potential for self-creation and self-transformation in between cultural contexts.
Tones of diversity manifest in polyvocality pull the self in diverse directions. If
unchecked, they threaten disintegration as in Lawrence’s example. At the same
time, tones of unity work towards reintegration, which is shown in the case study
of Lisa at the end of this chapter. The following case illustrates stable novelty ratings during the repositioning exercise, as the first statements were score as being
highly authentic (5).

3.8.2 Django: Stable novelty ratings in the repositioning exercise
Django was born in Egypt. He was 48 years old at the time of the interview. He
now lives with his German wife and two daughters aged 10 and 11 in The Netherlands.
His mother was born in Palestine, his father was born in Austria and both
parents hold a Dutch and an Egyptian passport and live in The Netherlands. His
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brother lives in Germany. Being a Christian and associated with the British, his
father’s job was endangered under Nasser’s regime in the early 1960s. Both of his
parents knew and loved Europe and believed the future would be better if the
family emigrated. At the age of 7, Django and his family moved via Switzerland
to The Netherlands. He received his Abitur certificate from a German school in
The Netherlands. At the age of 19 he relocated to a different Dutch city, where he
studied sociology. He worked for four years as a student assistant at that university, for a few months as a research assistant at the Ministry of Education in Paramaribo, eight years at the Ministries of Health and four years at the Ministry of
Labour in The Netherlands. For the past 11 years he has worked as general project
manager for a municipality in the north of the country.
Django speaks Dutch, English and German professionally, French at a conversational level and Spanish, Portuguese and Sranan Tongo with low fluency.
He calls the Dutch culture his own (if pressed to choose a national culture). If
not pressed he calls the Dutch, German, English and Egyptian cultures his own
and he acknowledges an eclectic position that encompasses at least four cultures.
He holds an Egyptian and a Dutch passport. He gained a lot of weight immediately after coming to The Netherlands. In the last year he has travelled for leisure
to France and England, and to visit family and friends in Germany and Switzerland. He has never revisited Egypt.

Table 4 Repositioning Statements DJANGO
Novelty

Importance Authenticity

1

2

5

I as a Dutchman do not do that and consid- 1
er it to be strange.

3

5

I as a German feel that men should not be 1
so uptight and show their friendship towards each other.

3

3

I adapt myself to the expectations and behavioural norms of the other (All Germans
embrace, and Dutch do not. Male friendships are defined differently in Germany;
in The Netherlands they are more taboo).

In-between
position

I believe that I adapt more as a German
than as a Dutchman because the German
culture is further away from me.

Bird’s-eye
position

I as a German like to embrace my male
friends when I meet them or leave them
(as an Egyptian as well).
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In the first statement Django clearly voices a similarity between two cultural positions (German and Egyptian) in the way he greets his male friends (table 4).
Clearly there is a fusion of two cultural positions based on a personal idiosyncratic
interpretation and perception of behaving in two personal cultures. In all three
statements the level of novelty stays low, indicating that these statements have
been rooted in his meaning system for a long time. Interestingly both statements
from the Dutch and German perspectives rate high on authenticity, indicating
that even if the actions are of opposed content (embracing and considering it
strange), from the perspectives of the different positions they are nevertheless
authentic. We could see this as two cultural positions conflicting in the appropriate behaviour preferred by differing cultural contexts. In his third repositioning
statement his authenticity score drops two points as his German position offers
criticism of his Dutch position in the statement that “men should not be so uptight”. It is clearly more difficult to feel very authentic when two personal cultural
positions are opposing each other. Django does not mention his Egyptian position
in this statement, which might be the reason why authenticity is not as pronounced as in the first statement. Judging by the relatively low levels of importance and novelty for all three statements, this seems to be an old dilemma to
which he has found a satisfactory solution. Django goes on to say: “I adapt myself
to the expectations and behavioural norms of the other. (All Germans embrace,
and Dutch do not. Male friendships are defined differently in Germany; in The
Netherlands they are more taboo),” clearly showing what Bennett calls self-differentiation and commitment within relativism.

3.8.3 Bibi: Increased novelty ratings in the repositioning exercise
Bibi is a second-generation adult global nomad as her parents, too, grew up as
global nomads in India. The interviews with Bibi were conducted through the
Internet. She identifies two personal cultural positions: an American position
and an intercultural/multicultural position.
Bibi was born in 1959 in Oklahoma, USA. She was 44 years old at the time of
interview. She now lives in Seattle, USA. Her current occupation is intercultural
coach, consultant and trainer. Her mother was born in India, and held a US passport. She passed away in 1984. Her father was born in India, of Swiss parents,
and became a naturalised American. His current place of residence is in Texas.
Bibi’s older sister lives in Canada, her younger sister in Dallas. Her father was an
executive with a multinational oil company. Her mother was unemployed outside
the home, yet was instrumental in making his career a success; facilitating the
many moves, corporate entertaining, etc.
At the age of 14 months, Bibi moved to Argentina; at 2 years to Algeria; at 2½
years to France; at 5½ years back to Algiers; at 8 years to England; at 10 years to
Senegal; at 11 years to Morocco; at 12 years to Malaysia; at 13 years to Texas; at 15
years to Singapore. She holds a BA in Political Science from a university in Texas.
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Her MA was in whole systems design at a university in Seattle. She has a PhD in
Intercultural Communication from a university in Ohio. She has been self-employed in her own company for the past 13 years. Before that she worked for three
years in a consultancy firm based in Seattle; for three years as services manager in
a victim/offender reconciliation programme; for three years as the owner and
principal of an HR Consultancy firm; and for two years as associate editor of a
newspaper in England. She speaks English professionally, French at a conversational level, German with low fluency and miscellaneous words of Urdu, Tamil
and Bahasa Malaysia.
She calls the intercultural/multicultural, global nomad, bi-national and US cultures her own. She holds a Swiss and US passport. In the last year she has travelled to visit family and friends in Canada. She has revisited France and England.

Table 5 Repositioning Statements BIBI
Novelty

Importance

Authenticity

I as an intercultural/multicultural
person delight in the global community
and the coming together of people
across differences of culture and language.

1

5

5

I as a USA person am embarrassed and
appalled by the actions of my government.

3

4

3

I as a USA person find it awkward to express my sense of delight/ belonging to
the global community – in the USA because few people share that sense, and
outside the USA because people see me
as USA and not as authentically multicultural.

4

5

5

There’s a large sometimes burdensome
sense of responsibility in holding USA
citizenship.

In-between
position

Nationalism and multinationalism are
uneasy bedfellows.

Bird’s-eye
position

Bibi’s intercultural/multicultural statement rates low on novelty, indicating that it
is an old, familiar position, one that rates high on importance and authenticity
(Table 5). The statement formulated from her American position resonates with
the heaviness of the responsibility that she feels as an American in the aftermath
of 9/11 and the war in Iraq. Its novelty ratings are slightly higher than her first
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statement and clearly show that external events can be incorporated into the personal narrative (Sarbin, 1986).
Importance rates are slightly lower, and authenticity drops with two points in
comparison to her first sentence. Her repositioning statement shows the highest
novelty score, and is scored equally high on importance and authenticity as her
first statement. In it she eloquently articulates the complexities of being American
and multicultural: inside the US, where she feels unable to share her enthusiasm
for the multicultural arena, and outside the US, where she is only recognised as
an American, her multiculturalism going unrecognised. She shows in her statements characteristics of constructive marginal (Bennett, 1993), in the sense that
she chooses a marginal reference group, shows self-differentiation and a high
score on authenticity and dynamic in-betweenness in her repositioning statement.
Looking closely, however, we see that her repositioning statement is not truly such
a statement as she voices it from her American position instead of from her intercultural/multicultural position from which she voiced her first statement. Clearly
personal cultural positions are intertwined in identity and occasionally purely the
act of naming them is not sufficient to untangle their complexities; so, too, with
the anger experienced from the perspective of the unacknowledged English position that is articulated by the Dutch position in Lisa’s case in the next example.

3.8.4 Lisa: Increased novelty ratings in the repositioning exercise
Lisa was born in 1944 in England. She was 59 years old at the time of interview.
She now lives in the north of The Netherlands with her Dutch husband. Her two
adult daughters live independently in the vicinity of her home. Her mother was
born in England, and held a British passport and stayed in the north of England
after her father passed away. Her father was born near The Hague in The Netherlands and held a Dutch passport. He passed away eight years ago after having
lived in England for 30 years. Her sister lives in the south of The Netherlands.
Her father was a naval officer during the war and met her mother in London,
where she was working as a nurse. At the age of five, Lisa and her family moved to
the vicinity of The Hague. At seven years the family moved to the vicinity of
Leiden, and at eight years to the vicinity of Utrecht. The family spent all their
holidays in England.
Lisa speaks Dutch and English professionally. She calls the English and the
Dutch cultures her own. She holds a Dutch and an English passport.
At the age of 15, Lisa was very ill. She spent three weeks in a hospital, where she
was diagnosed with stomach upset due to stress. She says: “It was difficult having
to choose between the English and the Dutch way.” Her mother wanted her to do
everything the English way; this was too much pressure. She could not do her best
for the English and the Dutch way at the same time. She regularly travels to Eng-
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land, to visit family and friends and cared for her ailing mother until she died
recently.
Lisa conducted the repositioning dialogue between her Dutch and English positions (Table 6). She mixes languages in some of her statements (repositioning
and bird’s-eye-view). For readability’s sake and to maintain the exact way she
wrote her statements I have translated the Dutch words she uses in her English
sentences into English but write them in italics. She formulates two bird’s-eyeview statements. Note that she has the highest novelty score in her third repositioning statement.

Table 6 Repositioning Statements LISA
Novelty

Importance

Authenticity

I as an English person feel at home in
England.

4

4

5

I as a Dutch person sometimes feel
angry because I think and feel they still
don’t understand and accept me.

4

5

4

I as an English person just want to be
the person I really am. I just want to be
my bumbling self and let everybody
accept that.

5

5

5

Having to choose between my English
mother and Dutch friends at school gave
me a horrible position, where was I?

In-between
position

I just want to be myself and people will
have to accept that, but I shall have to
accept that myself too!

Bird’s-eyeview position

I like to be busy with myself like this. It
makes me feel safer.

Bird’s-eyeview position.

In Lisa’s example we see that her Dutch position is tinged with the angry emotions of her English position, because she does not feel accepted in The Netherlands, showing what Bennett (1993) would call loose boundary control, which
could be seen as an element of encapsulated in betweenness. The mixing of languages in her third repositioning statement and in her bird’s-eye-view statement
could also be regarded as a phenomenon of loose boundary control. In the sentence from the perspective of her in-between position Lisa demonstrates disintegration between shifting cultures, and being troubled by ambiguity. From the perspective of her bird’s-eye-view positions she demonstrates authenticity, a
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blossoming sense of self-differentiation and self as decision maker, showing a
clear move from encapsulated towards constructive in-betweenness by the simple
procedure of conducting a dialogue between two cultural positions, and using self
as instrument and self as teacher by reflecting on herself from two additional
perspectives. Striking, too, is her last bird’s-eye-view statement: “I like to be busy
with myself like this; it makes me feel safer”, clearly showing a reintegrative quality. In this statement we almost hear the ventriloquation of the frightened hospitalized 15 year old, which shows that even the voice of a young child can be ventriloquated, as is often heard in regressive phases in psychotherapy. In the next
chapter I shall use valuation theory and the Self Confrontation Method to explore
the emotional valuation of the sentences voiced in this case in more detail.

3.9 Discussion
These cases illustrate the development of culturally rich lifestyles from an early
age onwards. This richness seems to perpetuate itself in the variety of vocations
and continued moving experience accomplished professionally in adult life in the
case of Bibi and Django. The dialogues show the sensitivity these individuals have
developed to different contexts and the resulting different positions within themselves and how they interrelate.
f. How do multicultural individuals manage their different cultural positions?
An aid to managing a multitude of cultural positions with the two candidates who
had extensive cultural exposure seems to be the emergence of an eclectic multicultural position encompassing a number of other cultural positions. Bibi has
compressed her extensive cultural experience into what she calls the intercultural/multicultural position showing that cultural complexity is more than a sum of
different parts. We see here that a certain collective position (intercultural/multicultural position) forms an idiosyncratic coalition of personal voices (Swiss, Bengali, German), showing that a voice on a higher, superordinate level can bring
together and organize a specific combination of voices at a lower, subordinate
level (Hermans, 2002).
Django calls the Dutch, German, English and Egyptian cultures his own and
he, too, acknowledges an eclectic position that encompasses at least four cultures.
Clearly, multicultural individuals may develop a certain collective position that
forms an idiosyncratic coalition of personal voices. The Canadian government
allows multicultural individuals to retain and use different passports as a reflection of their multicultural identities, as do Great Britain and the Netherlands by
mutual agreement. Increasingly cultural complexity makes cultural identification
by one national passport completely redundant in the case of multicultural individuals.
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3.9.1 Fusion of Positions
Certain positions may become more prominent in the personal position repertoire through fusion in certain aspects with other positions (Django: embracing
implying a fusion between Egyptian and German positions). In Bibi’s example she
eloquently describes how her personal fusion is disturbed when the environment
only acknowledges a part of her personal identity. It would certainly be interesting
in further research to explore the intricacies of creating a personal synthesis between cultures.

3.9.2 Novelty and Authenticity: A Dilemma
A majority of research subjects showed an increase in the novelty scores during
their repositioning dialogue, confirming to a point my hypothesis that new meanings are introduced into the personal meaning system through a dialogue between personal cultural positions, resulting in a narratively more complex structure of the self, new insights into the personal meaning system, and/or more
differentiation within the system. In the cases where novelty scores did not increase, subjects scored the first statement high on authenticity and/or importance. This suggests that resistance to change may occur when an individual considers a personal position to be highly important and/or authentic in his or her
personal meaning system.
In the light of the theory of the dialogical self, the process of acculturation could
be conceptualised as a reorganisation and innovation of the self through dialogical
interactions between cultural positions within the self and/or with the parameters
the new cultural environment affords. While attempting to tune into the new environment through innovation, the self also wishes to maintain continuity. In
other words we could see the process of acculturation occurring within the tension of two dimensions: on the one hand, maintaining and developing personal
identity; and, on the other hand, drawing close to a new environment by adapting
one’s self to the norms, values and behaviours favoured by the new environment,
thus consciously allowing new meanings and positions to develop in our personal
meaning system (Table 7). It is within the tension of these two dimensions that
change and development occur in the context between cultures. As our surroundings change, old positions may become redundant, challenged or dysfunctional in
the new context and recede to the periphery of the personal position repertoire,
whereas we may develop new positions in order to draw closer to and answer the
challenges of the new environmental context.
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Table 7: Tension in the acculturation process
Acculturation as a process of:
Maintaining
personal identity

———————————
TENSION

Drawing close to the
new environment

In Django’s example his German/Egyptian way of greeting male friends is clearly
challenged and dysfunctional in his Dutch context. Over the years he has developed his new Dutch position, “consider it strange”, in order to draw closer to and
answer the challenges of his Dutch environmental context. When the two cultural
positions are actualised in their juxtaposition in his personal dialogue, he gains
fresh insight into how he manages to reconcile these two different positions by
selectively using them according to the context at hand.
Personal stories relevant to the development of a clear personal identity become
increasingly more complex or are lost in translation and transition between past
and present discursive environments. I have shown that a dialogue between personal cultural positions leads to the construction of new meanings, thus innovating the personal meaning system in those cases where the first statement is not
considered as highly authentic. Acculturation is seen as a stretching of the self by
renegotiating and reevaluating personal positions. This requires a constant process of reflective and emotional work and the methodology described in this chapter and the next is seen as helpful in structuring this process. This methodology
can be used to weave between past and present selves in order to help individuals
to repair the rupture in their life stories by reconstituting and revitalising the
process of making sense and meaning out of their lives between cultural contexts.
As Lisa’s final statement has shown us: “I like to be busy with myself like this, it
makes me feel safer.”

3.10 Conclusion
Voicing personal cultural stories in a repositioning exercise either introduces a
sense of novelty into the personal meaning system or helps an individual to discern meaningful positions in the self that are worth being maintained. The exploration and introduction of personal cultural positions to each other in dialogical intrapersonal conversations is useful. In both cases the procedure stimulates
introspection and helps to achieve a clearer sense of personal identity by exploring, increasing awareness of and articulating personal cultural complexities on
the border zones of culture. The dialogical self in a cultural context may construct
an encompassing multicultural self under which different cultures are grouped.
Criticism may be voiced between positions and positions may merge based on
idiosyncratic reasoning. Obviously the numbers under consideration in this re-
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search are too low to draw statistically relevant conclusions. However, the research
is a serious empirical exploration of the self on the contact zones of culture and
clearly shows up the complexity lying hidden beneath the term acculturation.
Bennett’s “in between” categories seem to be a valuable diagnostic instrument
with which to analyse acculturation narratives in order to evaluate the stage of an
individual’s acculturation process. A dialogue between personal positions and the
perspective of an in-between and a metaposition was shown to be helpful in
moving a person from encapsulated to constructive in-betweenness. This aspect
becomes very clear when the emotional connotations of the personal cultural positions and statements are measured and explored in more depth with the affective scores generated by the Self Confrontation Method (Hermans & HermansJanssen, 1995). In chapter four I shall explore the emotional connotations of cultural positions and dialogues with the Self Confrontation Method to see how different cultural positions, in-between and bird’s-eye-view positions within the self,
are valued in terms of emotional well being in the personal meaning system, my
definition of acculturation.
I then relate the emotional states of personal cultural positions to the dominant
discourses on migration in Dutch society, to explore the implicit dialogical adressivity of voiced statements in their social and environmental context. This research is a detailed exploration of the inner dialogical dynamics and emotional
work multicultural people do when living the cakewalk of shifting cultural contexts. By developing theory and methods based on practical experience I hope to
raise awareness to issues of personal cultural complexity to enhance dialogical
understanding and practice. This to provide a powerful counternarrative to the
simplistic and rigid stereotyped references to minority groups in society.

Chapter 4: Exploring the dialogical
dynamics of personal cultural
positions as valuations

“I too have ropes around my neck. I have them to this day, pulling me this
way and that, East and West, the nooses tightening, commanding choose,
choose. I buck, I snort, I whinny, I rear, I kick. Ropes I do not choose between
you. Lassoes, lariats, I choose neither of you and both. Do you hear, I refuse
to choose”. (Rushdie, 1994: 12).

4.1 Introduction
Rushdie’s statement draws our attention to the fluid inner state of cultural hybrids, a term used among others by Bhaba (1994) for people with bi- and multicultural identities, who have grown up in multiple cultural contexts. It, too, shows
– as we have seen in the previous chapter – that living in different cultures creates
a multiplicity of cultural selves. “Lassoes, lariats, I choose neither of you and both.
Do you hear, I refuse to choose” is the cry of the bicultural individual who has
grown to realise that cultures, in contrast to the way we have become accustomed
to thinking, are not mutually exclusive but reside together, more or less comfortably, inside the same person. It paints a picture of the ambivalence of a bicultural
person being strangled, pulled here and there by the suffocating lassoes and lariats of his respective cultures. It clearly illustrates that each environment exerts a
strong pull on the bicultural individual and that the bicultural person struggles to
be true to both cultural influences and wishes to define his own way of reconciling these opposing forces.
The emotional connotation of the phrase “do you hear, I refuse to choose” is irritation, almost anger and the words are apparently addressing an invisible audience
that seems to assume that a bicultural individual must choose. As previously
mentioned, a story is always told, and thus cannot be separated from the act of
telling and from the audience listening. The telling of a story is a dialogical process and is in fact a co construction between teller and listener (Hermans, 1996).
Is Rushdie’s statement adressing the dominant discourse in the public arena of
many Western countries? In the dominant discourse about terrorism, cultural integration and preservation of social purity in Europe, multiculturalism is often
judged on the basis of supposed cultural loyalty. It is assumed that migrants, no
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matter how long they live in Western societies, still only feel loyalty to their original culture. In The Netherlands some politicians even feel that consequently migrants with two passports should not be allowed to hold prominent governmental
positions (Scheffer, 2007). Rushdie seems to be addressing this dominant discourse and profoundly declaims with his emotion laden words that he chooses
neither and both, that he refuses to choose!
Verkuyten (2005) writes: “It is possible to examine how ethnic identities are socially established and negotiated, but also to ask what belonging to an ethnic
group ‘feels like’ or means to a person. Ethnic identity is socially defined and
constructed, but it also provides a foundation for self-understanding and a source
of positive or negative self-feelings” (Verkuyten, 2005:3). Apparently, certain emotional states are related to social interactions. Interactions in which a large power
difference is manifest generally lead to negative emotions. Humans that often
experience oppression, repression, belittlement, and ignoring must learn to deal
with more negative emotions.
Bhatia and Ram (2001) have argued that the development of immigrant identities
in diasporic communities occurs in constant process of negotiation, intervention
and mediation that is shaped by issues of race, gender, sexuality and power.
Under the influence of an implicit or explicit dialogue with political, social, psychological and cultural factors identities may change.
More recently Bhatia and Ram (2009) argue that “the concept of diaspora as
articulated by Gilroy and Hall has implications for reframing our traditional
models of the acculturation process and the formation of immigrant identity. It
urges us to define identity not in terms of fixed, absolute essences but rather as
creations of cultural discourses, history and power. Cultural identity is not an essence but a “positioning,” (Hall, 1990: 226). The concept of positioning implies
that identity is situated in politics and does not evolve out of some authentic, universal origins” (Bhatia and Ram, 2009: 142). “Hall (1990) discusses how Black
Caribbean identities are defined ‘by two axes or vectors, simultaneously operative:
the vector of similarity and continuity; and the vector of difference or rupture’
(Hall, 1990,p. 226). One vector reveals to us some connection with the past, and
the other presents us with violent and traumatic experiences of migration, slavery,
colonization and transportation” (Bhatia and Ram, 2009: 142).
According to Bhatia and Ram (2009), “Acculturation experiences of immigrant
Indians, living in the diaspora, are constructed through a dynamic, back and
forth play concurrently between structure and self, being privileged and marginalised and is caught in the web of sociopolitical and historical forces” (Bhatia and
Ram, 2009: 147) and show that “the post 9/11 spotlight and media coverage had
suddenly thrust many South Asian male adults into the camp of the terroristenemy and their physical resemblance to “Muslim/Arab/Middle Eastern” has
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made them vulnerable to attacks from the public” (Bhatia and Ram, 2009: 147/
148). They call for a more fluid and politicised understanding of migrant identity.
“Such an approach brings in the broader sociological landscape that produce material and structural conditions that situate both the acculturation process and
migrant identity and is open to continuous engagement and negotiation” (Bhatia
and Ram, 2009: 143).
As Stuart Hall puts it: “[…] identity emerges as a kind of unsettled space […]
between a number of intersecting discourses” (Hall, 1991). Wekker (1998) argues
that the intersection of these discourses is not without tension: “[…] the tension of
the views held about ourselves in our former home, and the views held by the
current society about ourselves, that which is ascribed to us by others, and that by
which we describe ourselves, our acquired identity” (Wekker, 1998: 47).
In the previous chapter I explored whether a dialogue between personal cultural
positions introduced novelty into the personal meaning system. In this chapter I
shall explore the emotional valuation of cultural positions, repositioning statements, in-between and bird’s-eye-view statements as another stepping-stone to
developing a dialogical culture coaching approach. Building on the theory of the
dialogical self and valuation theory I shall use the Self Confrontation Method
(Hermans & Hermans-Jansen 1995) to explore the personal cultural position repertoire generated, as described in the previous chapter, on an emotional level.
Then I shall explore the web of socio-political and historical discourses related to
migrants and hybridity in the societal landscape of The Netherlands that forms
the backdrop to the stories and their emotional valuations. This is done in order
to conceptualise, explore and study the complexities of personal cultural positions, their emotional connotations and the link to the subtle power of collective
discourses in their broader sociological context. I shall relate these to hybridity
and acculturation processes that for years have gone unnoticed in the psychological field.

4.2 Research questions
In the previous chapter I explored and found answers to the following questions:
a. Can multicultural individuals identify personal cultural positions?
b. Can multicultural individuals formulate statements from the perspective of
their personal cultural positions?
c. Does a dialogue between two personal cultural positions (operationalised as a
repositioning exercise) introduce novelty into the personal system in the
sense that the three different steps in the repositioning exercise are associated
with increasingly higher levels of novelty?
d. Can multicultural individuals voice a sentence from an in-between and a
bird’s-eye-view position?
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e. Can Bennett's (1993) two in-between responses, which she describes as stages
in a process of acculturation, be used as a diagnostic tool when used to analyse acculturation narratives?
f. How do multicultural individuals manage their different cultural positions?
Multicultural individuals can identify personal cultural positions and formulate
different statements from the perspective of their personal cultural positions. Dialogues between personal cultural positions are possible, the co researchers appreciate their exploration and a dialogue between personal cultural voices has the
capacity to innovate the personal meaning system and to distinguish personal
cultural positions that are worth being maintained (König, 2009).
Multicultural individuals can voice statements from an in-between and a bird’seye-view position, and the sentences voiced from these different perspectives are
helpful in distinguishing and identifying encapsulated or constructive in-betweenness. Several conclusions as to how multicultural individuals manage their
personal cultural positions were presented in the previous chapter. I see the adaptation process to a new culture as the cumulative result of an inner dialogue
around major and minor conflicting incidents between inner self and outer
world, or between vying cultural positions within the self. This dialogical process
could be seen as a precursor to the development of new and different I positions,
within the self and the environment.
Cultural positions imply a context, a position, a perspective, a voice, a body, and
inherent feelings.
Based on my personal experience and the initial experiment described in chapter two there is reason to assume that the different cultural environments in
which people grow up are valued emotionally depending on personal experiences
and environmental voices emanating from the societal landscape. In order to find
out how people describe and emotionally value their personal cultural positions,
created by biographical and dialogical experiences in different cultural contexts
and how they position themselves with their multicultural experience in their present cultural setting, in this case The Netherlands, I shall explore the following
questions in this chapter:
g. How can we study the emotional ground of cultural positions and voices?
h. Which cultures do people, who have experienced living in a number of different cultures, call their own, demonstrating a sense of loyalty towards that culture?
i. How do multicultural individuals value their different cultural positions?
j. Do different cultural positions have different affective profiles?
k. What can we learn from studying the emotional ground of cultural voices?
l. How does an individual move from an encapsulated to a constructive in-between position?
m. What is the content of the statements voiced?
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n. What are the voices in the sociocultural web of The Netherlands saying?

4.3 Valuation Theory
Valuation theory (Hermans, Hermans-Jansen, & Van Gilst, 1985) was developed
to study various experiential phenomena. Originally formulated as a reaction to
the dominant position of nomothetic research in the field of personality, the theory’s underlying view of the person is inspired by philosophical-phenomenological
thinking (James, 1890; Merleau-Ponty, 1966).
The central concept “valuation” refers to anything the person finds to be of importance when thinking about his or her life situation. It is any unit of meaning
that has a positive (pleasant), negative (unpleasant) or ambivalent (both pleasant
and unpleasant) value in the eyes of the person. An essential feature of valuation
theory is the assumption that each valuation has a personal affective connotation,
signifying personal involvement and emotional value. In more specific terms,
each valuation implies an affective modality: a pattern of affects that is characteristic of this specific valuation. When we know which types of affect are characteristic of a valuation we know something about the valuation itself. The affective
meaning of the valuation cannot be separated from it and reveals properties of
the valuation itself (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995).
At the manifest level we see that the broad range of phenomenological valuations varies not only between individuals but also within a single individual
moving through space and time. Valuation can include a broad range of phenomena: a dear memory, a difficult problem, a beloved person, an unreachable ideal,
an intriguing dream, an influential talk with a friend and, as we have seen in the
previous chapter, different personal cultural positions. The personal importance
of a valuation is always current. As the experiencing process moves from one
point to another, or from one phase to another, the spatio-temporal orientation
shifts, producing change to a greater or lesser extent in the valuation system.
Some valuations that lose their relevance are excluded. Other valuations, which
are elicited by the change of the situation, are taken up into the system. Besides
this element of change there are also valuations in the system that provide an
element of constancy.
Personality is conceived of as an organised process. The process aspect refers to
the historical nature of human experience and implies a spatio-temporal orientation. The person lives in the present and is from a specific point in space oriented
towards a sociological landscape and context and from a specific point in time
oriented to the past as well as to the future. Man is considered to be a motivated
storyteller. Through the process of self-reflection, several valuations may be organised and integrated into a single system. The organisational aspect emphasises
that the person not only orients successively to different aspects of his or her
spatio-temporal situation but also, through the process of self-reflection, brings
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those factors together in a structure. In this structure several experiences are coordinated into a composite whole in which one experience is given a more salient
position than another, depending on a person’s stance and context in the present.
This fluid, experiential process is conceived of as a set of personally unified
events. It is assumed that a small set of basic motives is represented latently in
the affective component of a valuation. At the latent level, two basic motives are
assumed to be similar across individuals and continuously active within each individual: the striving for self enhancement or S motive (i.e. self maintenance and
self expansion) and the longing for contact and union with the other or with one’s
self, or O motive (connection with other people, one’s self and/or the surrounding
world) (Hermans & Hermans- Jansen, 1995).
Valuation theory and the theory of the dialogical self (Hermans & HermansJansen, 1995) are helpful for studying the emotional ground of cultural positions
and voices. They make it possible to show how people value their personal cultural positions and help us to conceptualise the complex psychologies of people with
culturally diverse backgrounds. Both theories start from the idea that culture and
self are deeply intertwined and acknowledge history, body and social environment
as intrinsic features of a developing person, localised in time and space. In the
theory of valuation the different self-positions are usually conceptualised as important people or things that figure or have figured in our lives and that influence
our inner dialogue and self talk. As far as I know, valuation and dialogicality have
hardly been explored empirically in relation to the concept of acculturation and
moving experiences between cultures.
Seen from the perspective of valuation theory, migration can be understood as an
interruption of the life narrative, which creates the necessity to recreate coherence
between past, present and future. Migration may cause a rupture of the narrative
texture of the self.
According to Overtoom (2000), in migration narratives the following three plots
can be distinguished:
— a chaos story: migration as trauma
— a restoring story: migration as time out
— a seeking story: migration as enrichment of the life story from a new perspective.
As our surroundings change, old positions may become redundant, challenged or
dysfunctional in the new context, and recede to the periphery of the personal position repertoire while new positions may develop to answer the challenges of the
new environmental context. On moving to Singapore from rural Friesland, where
I had practically lived in jogging pants, I became quite fashion conscious, triggererd by the immaculately groomed Chinese women in that cosmopolitan city. In
this sense even a non-verbal discourse may change behaviour. A dominant discourse may subdue personal cultural voices as I remember well how hesitant I
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was to say that I came from Germany while studying at Leiden University in the
seventies, as the dominant discourse still negatively valued the German oppressor
of the Second World War. On moving back to an old cultural environment the old
positions may resurface immediately when triggered by contextual and environmental cues.
When I occasionally meet old and cherished schoolfriends from Zimbabwe I
immediately resort to words like “super” which I do not usually use in my English
and utter the word “yeah” with a soft southern African intonation. In a similar
way I felt very much at home when visiting my German parents in different countries around the world after I had left their home in The Netherlands to go to
university. This was in spite of the fact that they were living in, for me, foreign
countries. The process of acculturation might then be understood as a reorganisation and innovation of the self in response to the parameters the culture and the
environment afford, and the personal choices made by migrants themselves to
relinquish old or try out new culturally appropriate patterns of behaviour. In spite
of change, individuals strive for continuity, memory being an important component of the experience of wholeness and continuity (Ewing, 1990). By now even
exploring a foreign country feels like a homecoming as I have experienced the
thrill of novelty and being a stranger so many times.
Hermans (2001a) states “a combination of continuity in line with James and discontinuity in line with Bakhtin is a feature of the dialogical self” (Hermans,
2001a: 248). Inspired by the Russian literary scientist Bakhtin (1973), multifacetness and multiplicity is further developed in the direction of the multivoicedness
and dialogicality of the self (Hermans, 1996; Hermans & Kempen, 1993).
Hermans, Kempen and Van Loon (1992) conceptualise the self
“as a dynamic multiplicity of relatively autonomous I positions in an imagined
landscape. In this conception the “I” has the ability to move from one spatial position to another in accordance with changes in situation and time. The “I” fluctuates among different and even opposed positions and has the capacity to imaginatively endow each position with a voice so that dialogical relations between
positions can be established. The voices function like interacting characters in a
story, involved in a process of question and answer, agreement and disagreement.
Each of them has a story to tell about his or her own experiences from his or her
own stance. As different voices, these characters exchange information about
their respective Me’s resulting in a complex narratively structured self” (Hermans,
2001: 248).
Different stories about self and world may be told in terms of valuations from
different positions. The concept of a position as a higher order unit of analysis
corresponds roughly to the problem domain for which types, roles or identities
are generally used in the literature, but with some significant differences. The
first is that these can be organised into a position repertoire that, as indicated,
functions dynamically as an “I” shifting over the various potential positions. The
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second difference is that these positions can be both personally as well as socially
defined. The concept of role has emphasised a normative and external view of
how such higher order units are defined. In contrast, emphasis is here placed on
how people perceive and construct their own positions, and how these relate and
contrast to socially defined “roles” (Harré & Van Langenhove, 1991).

4.4 Methodology: The Self Confrontation Method
We have seen so far that identity is a narrative between continuity and change
(Ghorashi, 2003; Ewing, 1990; Hall, 1990). In the psychotherapeutic discourse,
therapeutic change is viewed as entailing a process of dialectical shifts between
narrative storytelling (external narrative mode), emotional differentiation (internal
narrative mode) and reflexive meaning making modes of inquiry. According to
Angus and McLeod (2004), “the dialectical-constructivist model (Greenberg &
Pascual-Leone, 1995; 1997; 2001) views emotional processing and emergent
meaning making processes as central to the inception of change in psychotherapy. Another important element for change to occur is narrative expression and
the disclosure of salient personal memories. The Narrative Process Model
(Angus, Levitt et al.) views narrative expression as arising out of a dialectical interplay of autobiographical memory, emotion and reflexive meaning making processes” (Angus and McLeod, 2004: 79). While personally significant narratives
are marked by the expression and evocation of emotions, the significance of emotions can be understood only when organised within a narrative framework that
identifies what is felt, about whom in relation to what need or issue. According to
Angus & McLeod (2004), “personal identity is construed as the coherent integration of emotionally salient personal narratives which either explicitly or implicitly
represent core beliefs about self and others. The emotional tone of the narrative –
anger, sadness, joy or fear – appears to be one of the primary ways in which personal memories and narratives are linked to one another. Accordingly implicit
emotional themes, and the personal memories they contain, become the lens
through which we classify, story and make meaning of our new interpersonal
experiences with others in the world” (Angus & McLeod, 2004: 80).
As a way of operationalising the above within the context of coaching, the Self
Confrontation Method (SCM) is used in this part of my research. Theoretically,
the Self Confrontation Method appeals to the self-organising capacity of the
person. The method stimulates the person to organise and articulate his or her
world into a differentiated meaningful whole and is helpful in eliciting and reflecting on the associated stories and explanations embodied in the emotional
tone of personal valuations. It combines the internal emotional with the external
narrative mode in a self-reflective meaning making mode of inquiry. The person
is approached as someone capable of self-reflection and as an expert on the con-
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tent of his/her experiences. According to James (1890), the “I” is the self as
knower and the “Me” is the self as known.
In the SCM, the person as knower is invited to investigate, in cooperation with
the interviewer, the self as known. It is a methodology with which the “alterity” of
the other may be explored. Alterity means approaching the other from the position of the other, without or with as little as possible interference from the interviewer. The active, methodological, and well structured stimulation of the process
of self reflection within the framework of a dialogical model helps to narrow the
gap between assessment and change and may function as a bridge between personality psychology, culture coaching and psychotherapy. The SCM is based on
valuation theory and was originally designed as a means of studying the relation
between personal statements and types of affect and reflecting on the way both
variables are organised into a structured whole (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995). The method involves the construction of statements and the scoring of
each statement with a standard set of 16 (Hermans and Hermans-Jansen, 1995)
or as in this study 24 affect denoting terms (see Table 8) on a five point scale. The
rationale underlying this procedure is that when a person values something, he or
she always feels something about the valued object.

Table 8: Standard list of 24 affect terms
(Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995: 277)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

joy
powerlessness
self esteem
anxiety
satisfaction
strength

7. shame
8. enjoyment
9. caring
10. love
11. self alienation
12. tenderness

13. guilt
14. self confidence
15. loneliness
16. trust
17. inferiority
18. intimacy

19. safety
20.anger
21. pride
22. energy
23. inner calm
24. freedom

In valuation theory we call the statements with their affective connotation “Valuations”. I will use the following valuation uttered by Lisa as an example to demonstrate how valuations are computed following the methodology devised by Hermans & Hermans-Jansen (1995: 42).
Strength and Unity Valuation

S

I as an English person feel at home in England 20
(N4; I4; A5)

O

P

N

20

40

20

SO+

1. Index S is the sum score of four affect terms expressing self enhancement
(self esteem, strength, self confidence, pride). She scored a maximum of 5
points for each affect resulting in a score of 20.
2. Index O is the sum score of four affect terms expressing contact and union
with the other (caring, love, tenderness and intimacy). She scored a maximum
of 5 points for each affect resulting in a score of 20.
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3. Index P is the sum score of eight positive (pleasant) affects (joy, satisfaction,
enjoyment, trust, safety, energy, inner calm and freedom). She scored a maximum of 5 points for each affect resulting in a score of 40.
4. Index N is the sum score of eight negative (unpleasant) affects (powerlessness, anxiety, shame, self alienation, guilt, loneliness, inferiority, anger). She
scored a number of points for each affect resulting in a score of 20. Note that
the sumscores of the S and O indices range from 0-20, the P and N, from 040. For each valuation the P:N ratio can be studied. This indicates the wellbeing that an individual experiences in relation to the specific valuation.
If P – N > 10
If N – P > 10
If P = N

then + Wellbeing is positive
then – Wellbeing is negative
then +/– Wellbeing is ambivalent.

The computed affective profile of Lisa’s statement is SO+ Strength and Unity,
which is one of the eight different types of valuation shown in the model in Table
10.

Table 9: Acculturation and Valuation
Acculturation as a process of:

Identity maintenance
Integrating into
and/or development ———— Tension ——— new environment
S ————————————————————— O
Self Actualisation
Connection with the Other
self esteem
self confidence
pride
strength

caring
intimacy
tenderness
love
Positive
joy
satisfaction
enjoyment
caring
trust
safety
energy
inner calm

Negative
powerlessness
shame
self alienation
guilt
inferiority
anger
loneliness
anxiety
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Building on the framework of valuation theory (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995) I see the process of acculturation occurring within the tension of two motivational dimensions. The motive of self actualisation or S motive (maintaining
and developing personal identity) seeks personal continuity, while the motive of
connection or O motive (integrating into a new environment) draws us closer to
the new environment resulting in new positions in the personal repertoire and
personal innovation. This relationship is illustrated in the model above (Table 9)
which describes a variety of different feelings that on a manifest level relate to the
latent basic motives: self actualisation (S) and connection (O). The positive and
negative feelings determine if one feels positively, negatively or ambivalently
about a certain specific valuation.
Valuations can be organised by combining the sum scores for feelings grouped
under S, O, P, N into eight different affective types (S+, S-, S+/–, O+, O–, O+/–,
SO+, LL–) which provide information about the affective quality of each valuation,
and the organization of the affective system as whole. Affective types such as SO–,
SO+/–, LL+, LL+/– and valuations scored only with +, –, +/– are scored in the
ambivalent area of the circle, to preserve the purity of the model (Hermans &
Hermans Jansen, 1995).

Table 10: Types of Valuation (Hermans & Hermans-Janssen, 1995: 74)
(In the original table, the words Aggression and Anger were used to describe S- valuations, later the description Protest and Resistance was added, which I prefer to use)

SO+
Strength and Unity
S+
Autonomy, Success

O+
Unity and Love

O+/Ambivalent

S+/Ambivalent

SProtest and
Resistance

LSLOPowerlessness,
Isolation

OUnfulfilled Longing

The criteria used to establish the different types of valuations are as follows:
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SO+ Strength and Unity Valuation: when S> 12 and O>12.
An example of a Strength and Unity valuation, as voiced by Alice in her repositioning exercise.
Strength and Unity Valuation
S
O
P
N
I as a Mediterranean enjoy life outside and dancing in
the sun.

16

15

37

12

SO+

O+ Unity and Love Valuation: when O – S ≥5 and P – N > 10.
An example of a Unity and Love valuation, as voiced by Django in his repositioning exercise.
Unity and Love Valuation
S
O
P
N
I as a German like to embrace my male friends when I 9
meet them or leave them (as an Egyptian as well).

15

21

11

O+

O– Unfulfilled Longing Valuation: when O – S ≥ 5 and N – P > 10.
An example of an Unfulfilled Longing valuation, as voiced from an in-between
position by Kate.
Unfulfilled Longing Valuation
S
O
P
N
In my job I am regarded as a native speaker of a coun- 7
try that I haven’t lived in for many years and this can be
awkward at times. (in-between)

12

13

23

O–

LL– Powerlessness and Isolation Valuation: when S<8 and O<8 and N-P >10.
An example of a Powerlessness and Isolation valuation, as voiced by Alice from a
bird’s-eye-view position.
Powerlessness and Isolation Vauation
S
O
P
N
I acknowledge that I have not done myself justice.

4

5

4

27

LL–

S– Protest and Resistance Valuation: when S – O ≥5 and N – P > 10.
An example of a Protest and Resistance valuation, as voiced by Elise as the first
statement in her repositioning exercise.
Protest and Resistance Valuation
S
O
P
N
I as a third culture kid never belong anywhere comple- 9
tely.

0

4

20

S–

S+ Autonomy and Success Valuation: when S – O ≥ 5 and P – N > 10.
An example of an Autonomy and Success valuation, as voiced by Luc as the first
statement in his repositioning exercise.
Autonomy and Success Valuation
S
O
P
N
I as a Dutchman am very down to earth.

12

7

22

3

S+
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4.5 Research procedure
Having defined which cultures a person calls his own and conducted the dialogical repositioning exercise which was scored on a five point scale measuring Novelty, Importance and Authenticity of the repositioning statements, the research
candidate was invited to formulate a statement from an in-between position and a
metaposition or bird’s-eye-view position. In addition to these five steps that were
described in the previous chapter, the following steps were added to the research
procedure based on the principles described above.
Step 6: Candidates were asked to score on a five-point scale how relevant the set
of twenty-four specific feelings are for each of their personal cultural positions
and statements made. (The intrapersonal dialogue between two of their cultural
positions, their in-between and bird’s-eye-view position statement).
Step 7: Candidates were then asked to score the set of twenty-four feelings on a
five point scale how they feel in general and how they ideally would like to feel.
Step 8: Candidates were also asked how much conflict they experienced between
the two cultural positions that they had used for the dialogue. They were asked to
state on which dimension the conflict was and to rate the amount of conflict on a
five-point scale.
All ratings were computed after the interviews and resulted in the scores and
valuation types discussed in this chapter. This procedure ultimately enables the
measurement of the psychological concepts of self actualisation (S) and connection with the other (O). This helps to clarify and investigate the valuation system
of cultural voices and its organisation into a complex whole at a certain moment
in time in a certain contextual environment. In this way we can explore the emotional valuation of personal cultural positions of the thirteen global nomads and
the content and emotional valuation of the discourse between cultural positions.

4.6 Results
In the following paragraph I shall explore answers to the following questions and
illustrate them with a number of case studies:
h. Which cultures do people who have experience living in a number of different
cultures, call their own, demonstrating a sense of loyalty towards that culture?
i. How do multicultural individuals value their different cultural positions?
j. Do different cultural positions have different affective profiles?
k. What can we learn from studying the emotional ground of cultural voices?
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l.

How does an individual move from an encapsulated to a constructive in-between position?
m. What stories are told?
h) Which cultures do people who have experience living in a number of different
cultures, call their own, demonstrating a sense of loyalty towards that culture?
The way in which an individual identifies his or her personal cultural positions
seems to be related to idiosyncratic choices and decisions made during the evolution of the personal life story. It seems that cumulative experience adds to the
prominence of a certain cultural position within the position repertoire. The majority of the research candidates defined their cultures by the countries they had
enjoyed living in and/or by their parents’ cultural background (Kate, Ginger, Filoster, Lisa, Django, Elise, Alice, Luc, Henri, Mr Buwono).

Table 11: Personal Cultural Positions of Research Candidates
Name

m/f

Age in
2003

Coun- Cultures called own
tries
lived in

1
2

Kate
Ginger

f
f

45
35

3
4

3
4

Filoster
m
Mr.Buwono m

55
51

2
4

5

Bibi

f

44

9

6
7

Lisa
Django

f
m

59
48

2
4

8

Elise

f

33

5

9

Alice

f

56

3

10
11

Luc
Mimi

m
f

45
46

9
2

12
13

Henri
Lelie

m
f

46
55

4
1

USA, Russian, Jewish, Dutch
Dutch, Global Nomad, South East
Asian
German, Dutch, migrant
British, Dutch Jew, Dutch, American,
Java
Inter/multicultural, global nomad,
USA
English, Dutch
Dutch, German, English, Egyptian,
eclectic
Dutch, USA, Ethiopian, Kenian, Third
Culture Kid
Hannoveranisch Welfisch, Jewish
rooted woman, European cosmopolitan, Mediterranean
French, Dutch
Calls no culture her own, little bit of
Surinam, little bit of Dutch
Turkish, French, Dutch
Dutch, and acknowledges Chinese,
German and Frisian influences

Two people (Bibi and Alice) did not identify a Dutch position. Bibi lives in the
United States and was interviewed through the Internet. Alice comes from Ger-
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many, lives in The Netherlands, married and divorced a Dutchman and does not
identify a Dutch position as her own.
Four people described themselves as Global Nomads, inter/multiculturals,
Third Culture Kids (TCK) or eclectic (Ginger, Bibi, Django, Elise). Dr Ruth Hill
Useem coined the term Third Culture Kid. A Third Culture Kid is a person who
has spent a significant part of his or her developmental years outside their parents’ culture. The Third Culture Kid builds relationships to all cultures, while not
having full ownership of any. Although elements from each culture are assimilated into the Third Culture Kid’s life experience, the sense of belonging is in
relationship to others of the same background, other TCKs. Ginger, Bibi, Django
and Elise had lived in 4, 9, 4 and 5 countries respectively. After having lived in a
minimum of four cultures, people give a different kind of self-description. Some
mention the culture in which they currently live, while others employ a general
multicultural category. This could be seen as a strategy with which to manage the
personal complexity of the dynamic personality that grows out of exposure to
many different cultures. However, Luc, who has lived in nine different cultures,
simply states his parents’ cultures and in this case seems to be the exception that
confirms the rule.
Mr. Buwono, who has lived in four cultures, defines one of his own cultures by
adding his experience with his partner’s cultural background to his list. This
shows that a culture can also be valued and adopted without ever having actually
lived in a certain country. Lelie too was able to call her parents’ culture her own in
the sense that she describes the influence on her of their German and Chinese
cultures in The Netherlands. Kate states the Russian culture as her own, without
having lived there, as a result of having a father and grandparents with a Russian
background.
From this overview we clearly see that people grow to value cultures with which
they have had personal or visceral experience, in the sense that they call these
cultures their own. This shows quite clearly that living in different cultures results
in valuing more than one culture, and also shows that cultural loyalty is not necessarily restricted to one’s culture of origin. Mimi calls no culture her own, just a
little bit of Dutch and Surinam. I shall explore Mimi’s statements further on to
find out why she only experiences a little bit of each culture as her own.
i) How do multicultural individuals value their different cultural positions?
j) Do different cultural positions have different affective profiles?
All research candidates were able to score their personal cultural positions, their
repositioning exercise and their in-between and bird’s-eye-view statements with
the list of affect denoting terms.
Results show that different cultural positions carry different affective profiles.
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4.6.1 Ambivalent cultural positions
Four of the eleven candidates with a Dutch cultural position scored their Dutch
position with ambivalent feelings (+/-), ambivalent meaning that the difference
between the score of positive and negative feelings was less than ten points. The
ambivalence suggests a certain amount of stress in the system, as positive and
negative emotions hold each other in sway. A metaphor that is commonly used to
illustrate ambivalence is that of a car engine, where the driver simultaneously
tries to drive forwards and backwards. In this sense ambivalence is considered to
be an energetic leak, which could potentially lead to burn-out. In this paragraph I
shall explore Lisa’s valuations. Both of Lisa’s cultural positions (English and
Dutch) show ambivalent scores, her English position being of the ambivalent
strength and unity type and her Dutch position simply showing ambivalence at
the beginning of the sequence below.

Table 12: Culture and repositioning Valuations Lisa

I as an English person
I as a Dutch person
I as an English person feel at home in England.
(N 4; I 4; A 5).
I as a Dutch person sometimes feel angry because I
think and feel they still don’t understand and accept
me. (N 4; I 5; A 4)
I as an English person just want to be the person I
really am. I just want to be my bumbling self and let
everybody accept that. (N 5; I 5; A 5).
Having to choose between my English mother and
Dutch friends at school gave me a horrible position.
Where was I? (In-between position).
I just want to be myself and people will have to
accept that, but I shall have to accept that myself too!
(Bird’s-eye-view position).
I like to be busy with myself like this. It makes me
feel safer. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

8
11
20

18
15
20

37
26
40

32
26
20

SO+/–
+/–
SO+

13

15

26

26

SO+/–

9

6

7

5

SO+

8

12

17

27

-

15

14

25

25

SO+/–

18

14

37

11

SO+

18
20

16
18

31
39

14
19

SO+
SO+

The ambivalence disappears when she voices the statement “I as an English
person feel at home in England”. This statement with an affective profile of
strength and unity seems to imply that she does not feel at home as an English
person in The Netherlands. Her Dutch position answers this statement with a
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statement that has an ambivalent strength and unity score in which she says that
she is angry because she thinks and feels that they (the Dutch) still do not accept
her. In this statement she simultaneously seems to be addressing an invisible
Dutch audience, in a similar way as Rushdie did in his statement at the beginning
of this chapter. Is she, too, addressing the dominant discourse in society? She
feels that the Dutch do not understand and accept her as an English person. This
statement could be seen as an example of the effect of an environmental narrative
in the emotional household of a bicultural Dutch citizen.
I shall explore what exactly the environmental voices are saying in paragraph
4.7. For now let me say that the environmental narratives are no longer welcoming or accepting of foreigers in The Netherlands. In Lisa’s case what seems to
create a sense of emotional ambivalence is that self-image and identification by
the environment are incongruent.
The statement she voices from her “in-between” position is valued negatively:
“having to choose between my English mother and Dutch friends at school gave
me a horrible position. Where was I?” This valuation, echoing the voice of her
adolescent position at school has a negative score. It speaks of the “horrible position” of losing a sense of self, by having to choose between the two cultures her
English mother and Dutch environment provided. This valuation seems to take
us back to the roots of the ambivalence of her English and Dutch positions. It
speaks of the experience she had in her youth, presumably in the period before
she was hospitalised, because she found it difficult to choose between the English
and the Dutch way. In the context of acculturation an ambivalent score could be a
signal that the habitus of intrapersonal cultural positions are opposed or at odds.
Lisa voices two statements from a bird’s-eye-view perspective. The first carries an
ambivalent strength and unity score. In this statement she seems to realise that
she must develop a new strategy, one of accepting herself, too, if she wants others
to accept her as she is. Her second bird’s-eye-view statement: “I like to be busy
with myself like this; it makes me feel safer”, clearly shows a strength and unity
score. She seems to be discovering a different way of feeling at home by reflecting
on her experiences. In this sequence she demonstrates authenticity, a blossoming
sense of self-differentiation and self as decision maker, showing a clear move
from encapsulated towards constructive in-betweenness. This change is achieved
by the simple procedure of conducting a dialogue between two cultural positions,
by reflecting on her personal cultural positions from two additional perspectives,
the in-between and bird’s-eye-view perspective she is using her self as instrument
and self as teacher.
This case is illustrative of how an old emotional schema or habitus of the feeling of having to choose between personal cultural positions and not being accepted as an English person in The Netherlands may unconsciously be continued
through life. It shows how it can be resolved by becoming aware of it. Reflecting
on the self in this case leads to self-innovation and feelings of well being (SO+). It
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also shows how intrapersonal narratives and feelings can be influenced by dominant discourses in society. In spite of her ambivalence she says that in general she
feels a sense of strength and unity that is at the same time the way she would
ideally like to feel. Perhaps this sense of strength and unity has something to do
with her ability to voice and experience uncomfortable feelings between cultural
contexts, the ability to maintain congruence and personal authenticity in the face
of internal and external cultural disparencies. She obviously could not yet do this
as a child, when she was under so much stress that she was hospitalised with
stomach aches. This methodology makes it possible to discern and become aware
of personal cultural positions, their internal discourses and related emotions in
the personal cultural position repertoire.

4.6.2 Falling silent in numb resistance
In the following case study we shall take a closer look at another research candidate with an ambivalent Dutch position: Elise.

Elise
Elise (33) was born in Gravdal, Norway. She now lives in The Netherlands with her
Dutch husband (38), son (7) and daughter (12) in the province of Utrecht. She
works as a coordinator, consultant and social worker for a company in Utrecht.
Both parents were born in The Netherlands and hold a Dutch passport. Her father
worked in Leprosy Rehabilitation and his career took the family to various locations
around the world. Her parents now live in Pokhara, Nepal. Two siblings live in The
Netherlands and one in Liberia. At fifteen months she moved to Elburg in The
Netherlands, at three years to Kumi in Uganda, at five years to Addis Ababa in
Ethiopia, at fifteen years to Kijabe in Kenya and at 18 years to Soest in The Netherlands where she studied art therapy for two years in Amersfoort. She worked for
three years in social work. She has held a great variety of administrative functions
in the vicinity of Utrecht and holds a Dutch passport. Initially in the interview she
did not call any culture her own but said that she has mostly become affiliated to the
Dutch culture through marriage and children. She feels like she knows the American culture fairly well because of going to American schools in Ethiopia and
Kenya. She ultimately identified a Dutch, American, Ethiopian, Kenyan and a
third-culture-kid position. She has the impression she can fit anywhere at any
time. She speaks Dutch and English at a professional level and has a Dutch passport. To her great displeasure she has not travelled anywhere this last year.
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Table 13: Culture Valuations Elise

I as Dutch
I as Ethiopian
I as American
I as Kenyan
I as third-culture kid

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

5
6
4
19
14

8
9
4
14
7

15
20
10
34
11

19
6
19
4
19

+/–
+
LL–
S+
S–

Above we see that Elise shows a wide range of different affective valuations related
to her different cultural positions. Her Dutch position has an ambivalent score.
Her Ethiopian and Kenyan (African) positions have the most positive affect, her
Kenyan position being of the autonomy and success type (S+). Her Ethiopian position shows a positive valuation, and does not fall into the autonomy and success
category as the difference between her S and O scores is less than five points. She
was quite young when living in Ethiopia and possibly she has positive memories
of the African period of her life. Her American position is of powerlessness and
isolation. Her third-culture-kid position is one of protest and resistance (S-). How
can these different affective states be explained? The statements in the repositioning exercise shed some light on possible explanations of these affective profiles.
Let us take a closer look at her repositioning statements. She chose the Dutch and
third-culture-kid positions for the repositioning exercise and she rated the
amount of conflict between the two as five on the dimension of self-acceptance.
She, too, says, as does Bibi in the previous chapter, that these two positions do not
go well together, yet are both a part of her. “There is an inner conflict” she explains. She indicated that she has learned not to be “difficult” as a Dutch person
and not to be “too dogmatic” as a Third Culture Kid.

Table 14: Repositioning Valuations Elise

I as a third culture kid never belong anywhere completely. (N0; I2; A4)
I as a Dutchman say “what nonsense”. (N2; I3; A4)
I as Third Culture kid fall silent. (N5; I5; A5)
My in-between position is a sort of neutral assistant/
negotiator which brings the extremes back to the
middle.
What belongs to what and who to where?
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

9

0

4

20

S–

14
0
6

0
0
3

20
0
9

4
6
5

S+
LL–
LL+

7
3
16

1
12
15

6
13
33

11
12
5

S–
O+/–
SO+
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She starts her repositioning statement from the third culture kid position saying
“I as a third culture kid never belong anywhere completely”. This statement has
an emotional charge of protest and resistance. In response the Dutch voice says
“what nonsense”. In a dialogical sense this is quite an adamant negation of what
the third culture kid has just said. As a response the third culture kid falls silent. I
remember sitting with her quietly for at least ten minutes in her living room as
she struggled to find a reaction from the position of her third-culture-kid. As we
sat she searched within herself for a fitting reaction to the remark the Dutch position had voiced. It was obvious that the third-culture-kid had literally been silenced, had lost its voice in response to the somewhat crude and insensitive
remark “what nonsense!” voiced by the Dutch position. After a while as I saw
emotions of despair flitting across her face I suggested to her that she react with
the statement ”I fall silent”, as this was what was actually happening. With a visible sigh of relief she agreed. The valuation type of her third culture kid repositioning statement is one of negative powerlessness and isolation (LL-) as she falls into
silence during the repositioning exercise. The valid need expressed as a third-culture-kid “to belong somewhere completely” is adamantly put down as “nonsense”
by her Dutch position. In this dialogical sequence the domination is complete,
resulting in feelings of powerlessness and isolation and even the inability to
speak. The valid need of the third culture kid is ignored and remains unacknowledged. This could be seen as an example of the Dutch position dominating or
even annihilating the third-culture-kid position in the intrapersonal repertoire. If
an individual deadens a particular “I” position, perhaps influenced by “normalising” and powerful environmental discourses, he or she is also pushing away a
valid need. From a humanistic perspective, the disowning of voices within the self
is likely to mean that the individual will not be functioning to their full potential.
This dialogical sequence seems to explain why the affective profile of the thirdculture-kid position is of the protest and resistance type. Is this a way of opposing
the oppression by the Dutch voice?
She says that her in-between position “is a sort of neutral assistant/negotiator
which brings the extremes back to the middle” and carries the valuation of positive powerlessness and helplessness, perhaps indicating that this mediating position is powerless in this specific sequence.
Her bird’s-eye-view statement is of the protest and resistance type as is the
emotional valuation of the third-culture-kid position, where she states: “What belongs to what and who to where?” raising a personal question which would have
been interesting to explore further with her in dialogue. It suggests that she has
not yet sorted out the intricacies of her personal cultural positions, which is congruent to her saying at the beginning of the conversation that she did not call any
culture her own but had become affiliated to the Dutch culture. In general she has
an ambivalent feeling of unity and love (O+/-), perhaps indicating an unresolved
conflict between her personal cultural positions. Ideally she would like to feel
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strength and unity (SO+), an emotional state which is not reflected by any of the
positions in her system.

4.6.3 Power and dominance
In this interview I had the feeling of having witnessed something of tremendous
importance. I was amazed at how the candidate had literally lapsed into silence
during the repositioning exercise. I had become a witness to an issue of power
between two cultural positions, where one cultural voice dominates and actually
silences a different cultural voice. In the Foucauldian approach power is not a
zero-sum game where some are powerful and others are victims (Wilson &
Thomson, 2001 in Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006). Power is present in social
relations and incorporated into the practices of daily life. From this point of view
it is the power of discourse that deserves attention (Ghorashi and van Tilburg,
2006). Foucault’s work interrogates the boundaries of certain disciplines, problematising the borders around their methods and methodologies, their theoretical
frameworks and empirical objects of investigation.
Lloyd and Thacker write: “A discipline, for Foucault, is a ‘principle of control
over discourse’ (Foucault, 1980g: 61). One such element of control is that of
truth: in order for a discourse to be included within a disciplinary framework it
must function within what that discipline regards as the realm of truth: ‘one is “in
the truth” only by obeying the rules of a discursive “policing” which one has to
reactivate in each of one’s discourses” (1980g: 61). A discipline ‘fixes limits for
discourse by the action of an identity which takes the form of a permanent reactuation of the rules’ (1980g: 61). Any academic discipline constantly surveys its
own borders, allowing only certain discourses to be included within it, as part of a
process designed to maintain its own identity and status: too many aberrant discourses allowed within the portals of a discipline would threaten the boundaries
of the subject but would also threaten the principle of order and organization that
maintain the self identity of a discipline. Any discipline disciplines the discourses
it allows within it because of a fear of how new and different discourses might
disrupt the contours of the subject of study” (Lloyd and Thacker 1997: 3).
In this example we have seen how the Dutch voice regards what the third-culturekid has to say as “nonsense” clearly indicating that what has been said does not
fall within the realm of truth of the Dutch voice. The crude Dutch remark “what
nonsense” as a reaction to the sentence “I as a third culture kid never belong anywhere completely” seems to be an example of discourse policing related to being
in the truth.
Are the discourses between personal cultural positions that we are witnessing
in the personal cultural position repertoire in some subtle way mirroring discourse tactics of the dominant culture related to inclusion, exclusion, and (lack
of) acceptance of a bi- and/or multicultural identity? Is this an example of how
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power relationships in society are reflected in intrapersonal dialogues resulting in
ambivalent personal feelings and self-image? Does this little sequence of intrapersonal violence reflect on something going on in society in general? Is this the way
that dominant voices and discourses in society nestle themselves in the dialogical
self of immigrants? Are the discourses we hear around us in some way mirrored
intrapersonally?
And if so is this the way we want migrants to live in our country, internalising
negative discourses into the self and even annihilating the parts of themselves
that do not seem to fit into our social matrix? In this way certain cultural voices
that have different perspectives on reality may become silenced by internalised
dominant cultural voices, which shows up a subtle cultural disciplining practice.
In this example emotional ambivalence may be a signal that the “policing” or
“normalising” rules of different contexts are at odds with each other and that they
need reconciling. This reconciliation process requires reflection, clarification and
articulation, of the disparencies, so called reflective and emotional work with
which to build new areas of truth on the in-between. Foucault writes that “the
effort to think one’s own history can free thought from what it silently thinks,
and so enables it to think differently” (Foucault, 1985: 9 in Thacker, 1997: 51).
Hall (1990), coming from a British Caribbean positioning, writes about this
subtle internalisation of external positioning and cites Fanon describing the indignation about this oppression and the internal oppositioning that goes with it. In
terms of the Caribbean identity, Hall (1990) identifies three different positionings
or reference points that form the vectors of the Caribbean identity, the African,
European and New World presence. The African presence was for a long time
unacknowledged and silenced in Caribbean identities and is slowly being reclaimed as an empowering and uniting force in different Caribbean environments. Of relevance to this research is what Hall writes about the European presence.
“What of the second, troubling term, in the identity equation – the European presence? For many of us, this is a matter of not too little but too much. Where Africa
was a case of the unspoken, Europe was a case of that which was endlessly speaking – and endlessly speaking us. The European presence interrupts the innocence
of the whole discourse of ‘difference’ in the Caribbean by introducing the question of power. […] Because Presence Europeenne is about exclusion, imposition and
expropriation, we are often tempted to locate that power as wholly external to us –
an extrinsic force, whose influence can be thrown off like the serpent sheds its
skin. What Frantz Fanon reminds us in Black Skin, White Masks, is how this
power has become a constitutive element in our own identities. ‘The movement,
the attitudes, the glances of the other fixed me there in the sense in which a
chemical solution is fixed by a dye. I was indignant; I demanded an explanation.
Nothing happened, I burst apart. Now the fragments have been put together by
another self’.9
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This ‘look,’ from so to speak – the place of the Other, fixes us, not only in its
violence, hostility and aggression, but in the ambivalence of its desire. This brings
us face to face, not simply with the dominating European presence as the site or
‘scene’ of integration where those other presences which it had actively disaggregated were recomposed – re-framed, put together in a new way; but as the site of
profound splitting and doubling – what Homi Bhaba has called ‘the ambivalent
identifications of the racist world… the ‘otherness’ of the self inscribed in the perverse palimpsest of colonial identity’ 10
The dialogue of power and resistance, of refused recognition, with and against
the Presence Europeenne is almost as complex as the dialogue with Africa. […] How
can we stage this dialogue so that finally, we can place it, without terror or violence, rather than being forever placed by it? Can we ever recognize its irreversible influence whilst resisting its imperializing eye?” (Hall, 1990: 233).
In this text I recognise the being put together differently that Franz Fanon describes, as this, too, was my experience in moving between cultural contexts,
when coming to the Netherlands from Africa, or Asia, symbolised in the crumbling and rebuilding of the identity pillars. Hall and Bhaba describe the complexities of internalising and struggling with external identitfications or positionings
and the resulting dialogues of power and resistance, antagonistic emotions, terror
and violence that go with this subtle positioning. Perhaps the methodology explored in this chapter is a way of staging the dialogue in order to place it without
terror or violence and free ourselves from “being forever placed by it”. Hall conceptualises the forming of cultural identity as follows: “Cultural identity, […] is a
matter of ‘becoming’ as well of ‘being’. It belongs to the future as much as to the
past. It is not something which already exists, transcending place, time and history and culture. Cultural identities come from somewhere, have histories. But,
like everything which is historical, they undergo constant transformation. Far
from being eternally fixed in some essentialised past, they are subject to the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture and power” (Hall 1990: 225).

4.6.4 Hiding and disenfranchising
Mimi
Mimi (46) was born in Leiden and now lives with her partner in the north of The
Netherlands. Her ex husband also lives in the north of The Netherlands. She has a
daughter (25) from her first marriage, who now lives in Denmark.
Her mother was born in Soerabaja, had the Dutch nationality and passed away
in 1981. Her father was born in Nieuwolde, in The Netherlands, had the Dutch
nationality and lived in Surinam as a child. He passed away in 1996. Her father
studied Indology and went to the Dutch Indies where he met her mother. After
the independence there they realised there was no future for them so they moved
to Paramaribo, Surinam, when she was eighteen months old. At three years she
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moved to Wageningen in Surinam and at six years she spent a year in Katwijk,
The Netherlands. At seven years she was back in Paramaribo, at eight years in
Katwijk, and from the ages of nine to sixteen she lived in Paramaribo. At sixteen
she moved to Hogeveen in The Netherlands and to Groningen when she was
nineteen years old, where she studied clinical psychology.
She has worked as a psychotherapist in different environments: in a women’s
clinic, a psychology practice, and with victims of abuse. Her current partner is a
puppet player and they travel around together. She calls no culture her own, a
little bit Surinam, a little bit Dutch. In the last year she has traveled to Spain for
leisure, to Denmark to visit family and friends and to Belgium professionally. She
experiences little conflict between her Dutch and Surinamese parts, as her Dutch
self is dominant. She says the moment she starts speaking Surinamese she turns
into a completely different person, language is the gate and the barrier.
Mimi, whose story we see below, says from her bird’s-eye-view perspective “The
Surinamese is far away, oh poor Surinamese”. Is she, too, indicating that a vital
part of her is being hidden and/or disenfranchised? She also says that she experiences little conflict between her Dutch and Surinamese parts as her Dutch self is
dominant.

Table 15: Culture and Repositioning Valuations Mimi

I as Surinamese
I as Dutch
I as Dutch have learned to think and order things.
(N 3; I 5; A 4)
I as Surinamese am always myself. (N 3; I 4; A 5).
I as Dutch do not know that Surinamese so well.
(N 3; I 4; A 5)
When I am around people that are also from Surinam there is a sense of recognition. In-between
position
The Surinamese is far away, oh poor Surinamese.
Bird’s-eye-view position.
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

16
13
12

12
17
9

30
28
23

5
8
7

SO+
SO+
+

16
17

13
15

33
37

4
0

SO+
SO+

8

7

14

12

+/–

13

15

29

10

SO+

17
14

18
18

39
38

9
7

SO+
SO+

Both Mimi’s Dutch and Surinamese position are of the Strength and Unity type.
They are identical with how she feels in general and how she would like to feel.
Her first statement from the Dutch position in the repositioning exercise states
“I as a Dutch have learned to think and order things”. From her Surinamese position she answers “I as Surinamese am always myself.” Then she replies “I as
Dutch do not know that Surinamese so well”. It seems that she is well aware of
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her Surinamese position but that there is little interaction between her Dutch and
her Surinamese position. From her bird’s-eye-view position she states, “the Surinamese is far away, oh poor Surinamese”. This statement, too, is of the Strength
and Unity type, where I would have expected a score of unfulfilled longing (A–).
In this sense there is a discrepancy between the content of her words and the
expected affect. Her in-between position voices the statement “When I am
around people that are also from Surinam there is a sense of recognition.” This
statement carries an ambivalent valuation. Perhaps in these situations she becomes aware of the fact that she is missing a vital part of herself, the part where
she is always herself. These statements seem to suggest that her Dutch position is
dominant and that when this cultural position is dominant, a different part of her
self remains far away or moves to the periphery of her system. It seems, however,
that having a dominant Dutch position in the Dutch environment is a successful
strategy that results in a generally high level of wellbeing.
Candidates often spoke of being wary of showing their different cultural colours
(Bibi, Filoster) in a certain context. A candidate who speaks more explicitly about
hiding and disenfranchising a cultural position is Filoster. He voiced explicitly
how he had been beaten up as a German Dutch child in The Netherlands after
the Second World War, and how this experience had made him wary of exposing
his German cultural roots even today in The Netherlands.

Filoster
Filoster (55) was born in The Netherlands. His parents were divorced when he
was very young and he grew up moving regularly between his German mother’s
grandmother in the holidays in Germany and his father in The Netherlands. He
now lives in the north of The Netherlands and works as a SCM coach, consultant
and entrepreneur in a variety of businesses. He remembers vividly how he was
beaten up as a German boy partially growing up in The Netherlands in the aftermath of the Second World War. Below we see the affective profiles of three personal cultural positions.

Table 16: Culture Valuations Filoster

I as Dutch
I as German
I as a migrant

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

15
3
0

12
0
0

29
4
10

5
19
24

SO+
LL–
LL–

Like Mimi, Filoster’s Dutch position shows the affective profile of strength and
unity (SO+), while his German and migrant position both show the affective pro-
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file of powerlessness and isolation, with negative affect (LL-). We could interpret
this as that his German and migrant positions have been receded to the periphery
of his personal position repertoire by his Dutch position. This again clearly shows
that personal cultural positions are in fact situated in power relationships within
the self. An emotional valuation of -LL may literally mean that a personal position
is being oppressed or reduced to powerlessness and isolation by a different voice
in the system.
When we look at the sentences he formulates in his repositioning exercise we
see how carefully he hides his German identity. In his repositioning statement he
speaks from his German position about how careful he is about unveiling his
German background in the Dutch context and values this statement with a score
of affective ambivalence (+/-) with P 19 and N 23. Apparently, this hiding of the
German position causes more negative than positive affect and could be considered to be an energetic leak, as positive and negative emotions hold each other in
sway.

Table 17: Repositioning Valuations Filoster

I am extremely careful about unveiling my German
background here in The Netherlands. (N 3; I 3: A 5)
I as a Dutchman avoid sharing details about my
German roots as much as possible. (N 3; I 5; A 5)
I have not yet solved a sense of distrust, which I developed early in my life. (N 5; I 3; A 1)
As I write this I still feel vulnerable and easily
wounded (in-between position).
I feel homeless, in the past much more than now,
lonely (in-between position).
I have adapted and am wary (Bird’s-eye-view position).
If I take “calculated risks” I can feel more connected
(Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

9

5

19

23

+/–

13

2

20

11

S+

5

0

0

19

S–

4

3

0

21

LL–

6

4

3

30

LL–

13

2

21

5

S+

16

12

33

5

SO+

19
19

16
18

32
39

9
1

SO+
SO+

The Dutch position states that he avoids sharing details about his German roots
as much as possible. This strategy provides the Dutch position with a score of
autonomy and success (S+) but at the price of hiding and disenfranchising other
seemingly incompatible personal cultural positions. Apparently in order to be successful in The Netherlands, he must hide his German and migrant positions,
which may be the cause of his affective ambivalence. Again in this sequence it
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would seem that one cultural position (Dutch) dominates his other (German) cultural position?
His German position, in the repositioning exercise, comments that he has not
yet solved a sense of distrust, which he developed early in his life. This statement
is of the protest and resistance type (S-). He feels protest and resistance about still
not having solved a sense of distrust, which he developed early in his life. This
emotional charge of protest and resistance may help to move his oppressed
German and migrant positions out of their area of powerlessness and isolation in
the future. From his bird’s-eye-view position he realises that he has adapted and is
wary and in a second statement from this position he seems to devise a new more
effective strategy of taking calculated risks in order to feel more connected.

4.6.5 Powerlessness and isolation
Filoster formulates two statements from an in-between position. Both show an
affective profile of powerlessness and isolation (LL-); the same valuation that his
German and migrant position has. He speaks of feeling vulnerable, homeless and
lonely, emotions which could also be related to his state of moving back and forth
between Germany and The Netherlands after his parents’ divorce. From a bird’seye-view position he formulates two statements: one with an affective profile of
autonomy and success, “I have adapted and am wary”, and the other which has
an affective profile of strength and unity (SO+), “if I take calculated risks I can feel
more connected”. In this last statement it sounds as if he has just devised a strategy for feeling more connected with his bicultural being in The Netherlands.
Apparently, this procedure helps him to understand how he deals with his conflicting cultural positions in the context of the post war years in The Netherlands
and Germany. This procedure helps him to make sense of his personal complexity and emotions by discovering a new strategy “taking calculated risks” which
help him to feel more connected.
His general sense of wellbeing carries the affective valuation of contact and
unity after this reflection on his cultural positions, which is more positive than
the initial scores of powerlessness and isolation for his German and migrant positions. This sequence seems to show that by conducting a dialogue between personal cultural positions, exploring the in-between position and viewing the personal
meaning system from a bird’s-eye-view or meta perspective brings about an integrative quality which increases wellbeing (S+ and SO+). The chosen methodology
(SCM) makes it possible to witness the shifting emotional dynamics of the dialogical self as it flits between different cultural positions within the self. These cases
show that constructions of the dialogical self offer one of the most exciting possibilities to capture more faithfully than hitherto the human potential for self-creation and self-transformation in between cultural contexts. It also shows up how
the discourses of the dominant culture may become internalised into the personal
meaning system and how personal cultural voices may be dominated and even
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annihilated by the discourses adopted and incorporated from the dominant culture.

4.6.6 Dynamic in betweenness
We have already met Django in the previous chapter. Below we see the affective
valuations of his personal cultural positions and statements.

Table 18: Culture and Repositioning Valuations Django

I as German
I as Dutch
I as English
I as Egyptian
I as eclectic
I as a German like to embrace my male friends when
I meet them or leave them (as an Egyptian as well).
(N 1; I 2; A 5)
I as a Dutchman do not do that and consider it to be
strange. (N 1; I 3; A 5).
I as a German feel that men should not be so uptight
and should show their friendship towards each
other. (N 1; I 3; A 5).
I adapt myself to the expectations and behavioural
norms of the other. (All Germans embrace, and
Dutch do not. Male friendships are defined differently in Germany; in The Netherlands they are more
taboo) (in-between position).
I believe that I adapt more as a German than as a
Dutchman because the German culture is further
away from me (bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

14
15
6
4
14
9

16
16
11
4
16
15

21
29
13
8
26
21

10
5
20
18
13
11

SO+
SO+
O–
LL–
SO+
O+

8

4

16

9

+

11

11

21

10

+

11

11

24

10

+

9

6

15

7

+

14
18

18
20

28
40

11
0

SO+
SO+

Django’s German, Dutch and eclectic position show an affective valuation of
strength and unity (SO+). His English position has the affective valuation of unfulfilled longing, which may indicate that he does not do very much with this
English position in The Netherlands, and perhaps would like to be more active.
His Egyptian position has the affective valuation of powerlessness and isolation.
Is this, too, a sign that his Egyptian position is dominated, hidden or disenfranchised by the dominant migration discourse in the Dutch environment?
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In his first repositioning statement Django comments on a similarity between
two of his cultural positions (German and Egyptian) in the way he greets his male
friends, resulting in an affective score of love and union (O+). This is an idiosyncratic fusion of two cultural positions based on a personal interpretation and perception of two cultures. As he switches from the German to his Dutch position
the valuation type remains positive. His second statement voiced from his Dutch
position “I as a Dutchman do not do that and consider it strange” is of an opposed
content to the German and Egyptian position but still valued positively, be it that
the P score drops considerably from 21 to 16 points and his O score drops from 15
to 4 points. In his third repositioning statement his German position voices a
critique of the Dutch position “men should not be so uptight and should show
their friendship towards each other” which is again valued positively, although
the O score is considerably lower than in his first statement, 15:11. Django goes
on to say “I adapt myself to the expectations and behavioural norms of the other.
(All Germans embrace, and Dutch do not. Male friendships are defined differently in Germany, in The Netherlands they are more taboo)” clearly showing
signs of what I (following Bennett) call constructive in-betweenness. He shows
self-differentiation, dynamic in-betweenness and commitment within relativism.
It is interesting to note that there is no ambivalence in his affective valuations. He
flexibly adapts his behaviour to the norms the environment provides, he goes with
the flow. In general he feels a position of strength and unity, which is how he
would like to feel ideally as well.
Many cases showed up the ambivalent feelings related to the Dutch position in
the cultural repertoire of people with multicultural experience. Lisa is angry (S-)
because she does not feel accepted in her different cultural mode as English.
Filoster consciously hides his German identity out of a concern for his personal
safety, resulting in feelings of loneliness and isolation. Django alienates a part of
himself by selectively adapting to the “uptight” Dutchman and his norms. Mimi’s
Surinamese is poor and far away. Bibi describes an uncomfortable ongoing dialogue between her American position and her global nomad position, Django between his Egyptian, German and Dutch male positions. These cases illustrate uncomfortable choices, self-denial and selective openness. The discourses and
cultural positions described, express the sensitivity individuals develop to different cultural positions within themselves and the context around them.
The dialogical self theory attributes importance to communication as a contextualised activity where selfhood becomes addressed as a dynamic process of dialogical becoming (Marková, 2003; Salgado & Goncalves, 2007, Valsiner, 2002). We
have seen that the self is intimately connected to the surrounding environment;
in fact the self develops through dialogical processes with the environment (Marková, 2003). A non-verbal dialogue between a mother and her developing infant
(Fogel, 1993) defines the attachment developed by the child. Perhaps in a similar
way the mirroring of subtle emotional states, continually happening in social in-
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teractions (Shore, 2003), throughout life defines how well an individual attaches
to and can develop or change in a new environment. I will now explore what the
environmental voices in The Netherlands are saying in order to explore the discursive context and environmental narrative in which these cases were collected.

4.7. What are the environmental voices in The Netherlands
saying?
It is important in the social construction of self-narratives to incorporate the
moment in time when the self-narrative was made as this defines the perspective
from which the story can be understood. In this sense the stories people tell can
differ enormously depending on the stance in the here and now from which they
are told. And obviously the person to whom the stories are told as well as the
context within which they are told influences the themes and depth the stories
take on. The described cases in this and the previous chapter were collected in
The Netherlands between 2002 and 2003. This was shortly after the attack on the
twin towers in New York by Al Quaida extremists on 11 September 2001. Bibi, the
only research candidate, not living in The Netherlands and living in the USA,
explicitly refers to this event and the war in Iraq in her repositioning exercise.
In The Netherlands the twin tower event, or 9/11, led to the surprising popularity
of the scholar and publicist Pim Fortuyn who was chosen as the leader of the
newly established party Leefbaar Nederland (Liveable Netherlands) which within a
relatively short time showed great popularity with a large number of the Dutch
public (Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006). In their analysis of immigration discourses they write, “In an interview Fortuyn used phrases such as “Islam is a
backward culture” and “the real refugees do not reach Holland” (de Volkskrant, 9
February 2002). These comments shocked the foundations of politics in The
Netherlands. The shock was so severe that his own party, Leefbaar Nederland,
distanced itself from him immediately after this interview. Fortuyn did not stop
his activities but founded his own party, Lijst Pim Fortuyn (LPF). Despite this
backlash, the polls showed an enormous surge in popularity for his party. Its first
achievement was in the municipal election of Rotterdam where it won the most
seats. The party also ran for parliament however, Pim Fortuyn did not take part in
these elections because he was shot dead on 6 May 2002 before the election.
Nevertheless, his political views, which were an extension of the new realist discourse begun in the 1990s, changed The Netherlands. It is now a country where
the dichotomies between the Dutch and migrants have become greater than ever.
These dichotomies have been strengthened by the strong culturalist conviction
interwoven with the new realist discourse. This culturalist approach to migration
discourse in The Netherlands has led to increasingly negative images of migrants,
especially Muslims, in the last two years. Both the murder of Theo van Gogh in
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2004 and racist attacks like the burning of the mosques that followed the murder
are examples of the widening of the existing gap between native Dutch and migrants” (Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006: 65).
Fortuyn’s political views were an extension of the discourse initiated by Bolkenstein, the leader of the Liberal party (VVD), at the beginning of the 1990s. According to Ghorashi & van Tilburg (2006),
“He gained attention as a result of his remarks about migrants (de Volkskrant,
September 12, 1991), “Integratie van minderheden moet met lef worden aangepakt”
[the integration of minorities should be dealt with toughness]. In his presentations Bolkestein focused on the negative social, cultural and economic effects of
migrants on Dutch society. In so doing he touched on issues that were long
thought to be views of the extreme right or the Centre Democratic Party (CD). […]
Although some, who saw in him a person direct enough to express their own
discomfort with immigrants in The Netherlands, celebrated Bolkestein’s assimilative-restrictive approach to immigration, others – most political parties and intellectuals – distanced themselves from his approach. Despite the importance of
Bolkenstein’s ideas for the discourse on migration in The Netherlands at the beginning of the 1990s, his ideas were not yet considered the dominant discourse
on migration. Yet his contribution was to break certain taboos about migrants in
the Dutch public space. For the first time a major political party presented a
strong standpoint against the discourse of toleration of difference that had dominated Dutch political and public discourse on migration for some time. After
Bolkestein, Paul Scheffer, a leftist publicist, became the core figure in the media
after publishing his views in “het multiculturele drama” (NRC Handelsblad, 29 January, 2000). In this article he argued that the integration of immigrants into
Dutch society had failed and that multiculturalism was merely an illusion because
it ignored the formation of an underclass of migrants” (Ghorashi & van Tilburg,
2006: 63/64).
Judging by the analysis made by Ghorashi and van Tilburg (2006), the global
nomads that participated in my study had for some years been exposed to an
increasingly negative discourse about migrants and immigration. In chapter two
we have seen that context plays an important part in defining identity together
with the body of an individual in the continuum of time. In this sense I feel that
it is worth saying a few more words on the sociology and history of migration in
The Netherlands.

4.7.1 The historical habitus of migration discourses in
The Netherlands: Categorical thinking
Ghorashi (2011) writes that the categorical thinking inherent to the dominant discourse on culture, migration and immigrants in The Netherlands rests on two
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historical facets of the way Dutch society has been organised: pillarisation (Koopmans, 2003) and the welfare state.
Since the beginning of the twentieth century Dutch society was organised in “pillars” of mutually exclusive religious and cultural groups, based on an essentialist
thinking about cultural identity. “Pillars” were social organisations based on religious affiliations. The implicit thinking is that the essence of culture or religious
affiliation coincides with the essence of all behaviour of an individual of that culture or religion and that cultures/religions are seen as entities that are mutually
exclusive (Ghorashi, 2006). An unintended consequence of the welfare state with
its egalitarian emphasis, in combination with routine workings of the whole
system of welfare organisations, is that even active and capable people are quickly
and easily reduced to helplessness and dependency. This means that in spite of
the positive effect countering the dichotomy of rich and poor that same welfare
state has fed the categorical thinking about migrants as individuals that are
behind with respect to their societal positioning (Ghorashi, 2011).
When operating from the perspective of an essentialist approach to the concepts
of home and culture, people unthinkingly assume that migrants’ loyalty and sense
of connection is with their land of origin, even if they were born in The Netherlands, as is the case for many second and third generation migrants. According to
(Ghorashi, 2003), who is an Iranian professor working in the field of management of diversity in Amsterdam, Dutch people are always asking migrants when
they will return home. Many Dutch people seem to assume that home is the place
one has come from and not where one lives at the present time. From a psychoanalytic point of view this assumption could be seen as a projection of a person’s
monocultural identity, where an individual simply assumes that everyone thinks
the same way that he or she does.
However, from a historical or sociological point of view the following analysis
could be made. The pillarisation of cultural groups in society was devised as a
way of organising the increase of incoming diversity in society and has a relatively
short history.
“Many Chinese and Italian migrants came to The Netherlands before the Second
World War, and in the 1950s and 1960s a few thousand workers came from
Spain, Portugal and Greece. In addition, in 1951, around 12,500 South Molaccans
arrived in The Netherlands, on the basis of their status as former military personnel of the Royal Netherlands Indies Army. It was not until the late 1960s, however, that Dutch industry started recruiting migrant labour on a large scale. Most
of these migrant workers were Turkish and Moroccan men who were either single
or had left their families behind in their home country. At first all parties concerned imagined that these immigrants would remain in The Netherlands for
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only a limited period of time. Events proved otherwise, however, and in the mid1970s a process of family reunification began, as first the Turkish and later the
Moroccans, were joined by their wives and children. At the same time large numbers of Dutch nationals from Suriname (both Hindustani and Creoles) settled in
The Netherlands. In the 1990s many refugees and asylum seekers who had fled
countries such as Iraq, Iran, Sudan, Ghana, Somalia and Ethiopia sought refuge
in The Netherlands. For example in 2000 around 130 000 people came with the
intention of settling in The Netherlands. In 2002, there were approximately one
and a half million resident foreigners in The Netherlands (10% of the total population), of which the Turkish formed the largest single group (320,000), followed
by the Surinamese (309,000), the Moroccans (273,000) and the Antilleans
(117,000). More than half of these ethnic minorities live in the four largest cities,
and in many neighbourhoods in these cities, the majority of the population are
members of ethnic minorities. Where there are relatively large concentrations of
immigrants, the immigrant population itself is ethnically heterogeneous. The different groups live together with Dutch people in the same areas. There are, however, areas with a large concentration of (particular) ethnic minority groups, and
there are, for example, many Islamic primary schools attended only by Muslims”
(Verkuyten, 2005: 7).
In the period of pillarisation children were raised almost exclusively within the
boundaries of their religious communities. During that period, pillars functioned
as an intermediary between individuals and the state, particularly in areas of
health care and education, which were either self financed or based on state subsidiaries. Religious belief determined the choice for school, playground and social
contacts. When we moved as a family from Belgium to a small village in Friesland
in 1990, there were two schools available for our children, a religious school and a
public school, each with 45 children. The only place where the children of the
different schools would meet was once a week on the “korfball” playing field
(Korfball has Dutch origins and is similar to, but not the same as, netball). In this
situation the habitus of pillarisation exists up to the present day.
The habitus that the relationship between Dutch society and migrants is situated
in the tradition of a system of religious and ethnic pillarisation (Koopmans, 2003;
Ghorashi, 2006), leaves little space for individual interpretations and creativity in
personal cultural identity construction, or for mutual interpersonal encounters
through which intercultural learning could take place. In multicultural Singapore,
I had discovered the fluid way my multifaceted identity was welcomed and how it
reacted and strived to match the different cultural contexts there. In contrast to
this, the way in which I was welcomed back to The Netherlands by the Dutch
policewoman in Drachten in 1999 (see chapter two) exemplifies the Dutch thinking about identities. A product of her pillarised cultural context in The Netherlands, firmly rooted in the essentialist paradigm, the policewoman responded to
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me as one would respond to a foreigner from Singapore, and strangely enough
did not even register that I was answering her ”pidgin” Dutch language in perfect
Dutch.

4.7.2 The dominant discourse and the media
Due to the system of religious and ethnic pillarisation and the resulting lack of
diversity in many organisations, many people in The Netherlands are confronted
with the increasingly diverse environment only through negative media mediation and not in intimate physical encounters. They have little opportunity to correct their outdated essentialist views on culture through interpersonal interaction,
because ultimately it is through experience that cultural sensitivity is learned.
One of the ways that the dominant discourse can be identified is through what
appears on television, in newspapers and magazines. Ghorashi (2010) writes, “diverse research has shown that news (especially about Moroccans) is often related
to negative events (d'Haenens & Bink, 2006; Phalet & Ter Wal, 2004). Moors,
(2007) describes how “the fixation of the media on Islam, where Islam is presented as the cause of many troubles, does no justice to the diversity of interpretations of Islam. This one sided approach of Islam leads to a hardening of debates”
(Moors, 2007 in Ghorashi, 2010: 105).
According to Ghorashi (2010), the consequences that these researchers describe
are substantial: “There is a chance that citizens belonging to these groups associate themselves with these negative aspects, even though they only represent a
small percentage of the population” (Bink & Serkei, 2009). Vliegenthart (2007)
shows in his research that the negative content of articles over migrants has a
direct correlation with the success of anti-immigrant policies and the growth of
anti-immigrant parties. Engberson & Gabriels (1995) warn about the risk of stigmatisation and ethnisation because the media often suggest, “the question of
social integration is only related to the question of how to integrate allochtonous
citizens into society. According to the authors, this leads to losing sight of the
differentiation within the group of allochtonous and the similarities to autotochtonous citizens” Ghorashi, 2010: 106).
“Statistics in The Netherlands (CBS, http://statline.cbs.nl) showed that in 2003
the unemployment rate of non Western migrants was 14.4%, of Western migrants 6.9% and of native Dutch 4.1%. Thus the unemployment rate of non-Western migrants was 3.5 times higher than that of native Dutch people. Many reasons are suggested in the literature for these disappointing figures. These vary
from language and education levels to (in)direct discrimination, to age, behaviour
and motivation (Abell, 1993; Brink, Psariboe, & Hollands, 1996; Dagevos, van der
Laan, & Veenman, 1997; Essed, 1991; Odé & Dagevos, 1999; Commissie AVEM,
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2002; Veenman, 1997; Warmerdam & van den Tillaart, 2002)” in (Ghorashi &
van Tilburg 2006: 65).
Verkuyten (2005) writes that as far as housing, schooling and the labour market
goes, “the position of most ethnic minority groups is worse than that of ethnic
Dutch. For example, studies indicate that the ethnic-minority-group students consistently perform less well in school. The Moroccans and Turks have the poorest
academic results, irrespective of how academic performance is defined (e.g. Martens & Verweij, 1997; Tesser et al., 1996). The Turks and Moroccans have the
highest unemployment rates and are around twice as likely to be unemployed as
the Dutch. Furthermore, these groups are at the bottom of the ethnic hierarchy,
or, put differently, they are the least accepted by the Dutch (Hagendoorn, 1995)”
(Verkuyten, 2005: 7).
He comments: “ ‘In The Netherlands there was a notable pattern of relatively low
levels of blatant prejudice and high levels of subtle prejudice towards ethnic
minorities’ (Jackson et al., 1998; Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995). This pattern changed with the general election of May 2002 and the rise of right wing parties and
politicians, in particular the populist Pim Fortuyn, who was murdered a few days
before the election. Prejudice became more blatant and involved stigmatisation as
well as more open hostility towards ethnic minorities in general and Islamic
groups in particular. In only two years’ time, the political and social “climate”
changed dramatically from a tolerant and more multicultural perspective to one
that emphasises Dutch national identity and the need for assimilation of minority
groups. This change is most evident among political parties on the right of the
political spectrum, but it also involves left-wing parties such as the Social Democrats” (Verkuyten, 2005: 7).
According to Ghorashi (2011), the dominant discourse has and has not changed
over the years.
“In the seventies the accent was placed on keeping the original culture, later it
became ‘integration while keeping the own culture’. Since 2000 the so-called
hard approach and tendency towards assimilation of the migrant has become
dominant. It would seem that the dominant discourse has become completely
different”, however she argues that “the content of the discourse has not changed.
The categorical thinking about cultures with a strong social cultural and social
economical component has always remained the central building block in the
thinking about migrants in The Netherlands” (Ghorashi, 2011:41). What she
means by the term categorical “is the situation where possibly contrasting categories are made into dichotomies. This categorical thinking has two components.
The first component is the idea that migrants deviate socially and culturally from
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the Dutch norm. The second component is that they lag behind the Dutch from a
social economic perspective” (Ghorashi, 2011: 39).
In this chapter I have explored the effects of the dominant discourses and assumptions in my empirical research with respect to the cultural identities of
global nomads. The findings in this research clearly show that multicultural individuals value more than one culture. This contradicts the essentialistic approach
to identity that is dominant in the Dutch discourse on cultural identity. The narratives voiced show the complexities of hybrid identities and how these individuals
deal with their multiple frames of reference, in the current context of The Netherlands. By combining the personal cultural positions and repositioning exercise
with the affective scores, I have discovered another layer of subtle dialogical interactions going on within the self: the subtle dialogue between dominant environmental discourses and the emotional layer of a personal cultural position.
Is it the essentialistic dominant discourse in Dutch society which causes the ambivalence, hiding and disenfranchising we have witnessed in the valuations of the
research candidates? None of my research candidates was Moslim but still my
research shows how the negative voices inherent in the dominant Dutch discourses on migrants nestle themselves in the internal dialogical dynamics of
global nomads living in The Netherlands. This research clearly shows that there
are internal dialogues between different cultural positions within the self, which
is an area on the border zones of different discursive worlds. We see that external
dialogues that have been heard often ultimately give rise to the creation of internal
voices within the self. Small wonder then that anger, powerlessness and ambivalence colour the personal cultural positions of many of my research candidates,
and that many hide away their personal cultural diversity. Is this the atmosphere
in which we want the increasing numbers of individuals with hybrid identities to
live in the once so hospitable Netherlands? Over the years I have found myself
wondering whether the rioting in the French banlieues and the anger expressed
by Moroccan and Turkish youth, often resulting in criminal behaviour, is a similar, only more explicit, venting of feelings at being subtly dominated by the negative discourses and negative portrayals in the media. A portrayal of not being fully
accepted and unwelcome, thus almost creating a self-fulfilling prophesy!

4.8 Discussion
4.8.1 The Power of Environmental Discourses and Emotions
In this chapter I have examined what the factors are that influence whether personal cultures “live more or less comfortably together”. It seems that the dominant
discourse in The Netherlands, in which migrants are increasingly defined as unwelcome citizens, has a considerable effect on the emotional household of many
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of my global nomad research candidates. From the implicit dialogical addressivity
voiced in Rushdie’s and Lisa’s statements and the hiding and disenfranchising
voiced by Filoster and Mimi to the direct dominance of Elise’s Dutch voice annihilating her TCK position, and the ambivalence of the Dutch position it would
seem that dominant discourses affect the emotional valuation and position that
personal cultural voices have in the personal position repertoire of these individuals with hybrid identities.
We have seen that only a part of the acculturated individual’s cultural richness is
expressed, which seems a waste of talent and energy. It also does very little to
diversify an environment if multicultural individuals hide their diversity in order
to adjust to normalising tendencies in the environment. Within the self-pluralistic
literature, much has been written about the tendency for some voices to become
disowned (Stone & Winkelman, 1989), “cut off, or suppressed” (Hermans &
Kempen, 1993). There is also a substantial body of literature on the dissociation
of certain parts of self dating back to Janet (1889) in (van der Kolk, 1989). There is
a general consensus that disowning, dissociating and suppressing voices within
the self is an energetic leak which reduces an individual’s vitality. According to
Brinkgreve (2009), “ambivalence shows how changes in society influence individuals. In times of change a tension may exist between values, ideals and dangers.
These voices may become internalised resulting in different voices speaking
loudly or softly, at times, the one dominating the other. Then inconsistencies are
no longer, but something is silenced that represents a vital part of the self, that
can play up later as a psychiatric symptom or open opposition, the latter, especially when shared with others.” (Brinkgreve, 2009: 79).
Verkuyten writes “understanding ethnic identity requires an analysis of power
relations. Chances, opportunities and interests depend not only on social positions and decisions of particular individuals, but, typically, also on the fact that
social mechanisms, principles, and opinions are presented as logical and inevitable. Power hides mainly in the everyday, self-evident understandings of how
things are and should be. The consequence is that inequalities become invisible
or are considered normal and just” (Verkuyten, 2005: 59).
Kramer (2009) identifies four potent sources of power that seem relevant to dialogical interactions and discourses. The first is the ability to understand and speak
a language. Those who speak a language well can quickly and easily verbalise their
opinions and subtly adjust their strategies of influence. A second source is the
power of reference that relates to the images others may have about your cultural
identity. When this image is positive it will enhance your status more than when
the image is negative. The position a reference group has in a society will influence the personal position one has in a team, and the chances one has of finding
suitable employment. A third source of power is location; in the issue of cultural
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adjustment it is often the newcomer that must adjust to existing rules. Remember
the bumping episode I described when first arriving in Singapore. A fourth
source is the power of numbers. When many people in a team share the same
cultural background they can form a dominant group as opposed to a minority,
whose voice is subsequently suppressed or not heard. In diversifying societies it is
important to stress flexibility and openness to difference that means that the
dominant group may have to relinquish and share their power. In a discussion or
debate, the participants involved are out to win by showing that the adversary is in
the wrong. “To debate”, which is derived from the Latin word “debattuere” literally
means “to hit down” and “discussion” derives from “discutere”, which literally
means “to strike asunder”. In a dialogue, ideas are brought up and explored. The
need for quick decisions and actions are postponed in order to explore what it is
exactly that the other is trying to say. Deep listening is of crucial importance. In
this way the second nature of behaviour, thoughts and feelings becomes clearer
for both parties. The most important differences between discussion and dialogue
are shown in table 26.

Table 19: Dialogue vs Discussion (Kramer, 2009: 69)
Discussion

Dialogue

Geared towards action, fast thinking
Convince other, positioning
Thinking against the other, “Yes, but…”
Answers are central
Attack and defence
Positions and arguments
Judgements
Finding solutions
Risks: pseudo solutions, power

Geared towards understanding, slow thinking
Understanding, listening
Thinking with the other, “Yes, and…”
Questions are central
Exploring and testing
Principles, norms and values
Postponing judgements
Discovering underlying reasons
Risks: responsible abstractions, vagueness

The notion of two people in dialogue has the potential to introduce flexibility,
novelty and an expansion of our horizons of understanding and creates the opportunity to view “reality” from a new perspective, each other’s perspective.
Watkins (1999) quotes Freire (1970) who, with brilliant clarity, connects dialogue to love.
“Dialogue cannot exist, however, in the absence of profound love for the world
and for women and men. The naming of the world, which is an act of creation
and recreation, is not possible if it is not infused with love. Love is at the same
time the foundation of dialogue and dialogue itself. It is thus necessarily the task
of responsible subjects and cannot exist in a relation of domination. Domination
reveals the pathology of love: sadism in the dominator and masochism in the
dominated. Because love is an act of courage, not of fear, love is commitment to
others. No matter where the oppressed are found, the act of love is commitment
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to their cause – the cause of liberation. And this commitment, because it is loving
is dialogical […].”(Freire, 1970: 77 in Watkins, 1999: 265).
We seem to be arriving at a crossroads in The Netherlands. The number of immigrants and cultural hybrids is rising. In December 2010 the Central Bureau for
Statistics predicted that by the year 2060, The Netherlands would count 17.7 million inhabitants, which is 1.1 million more than today. The population will count
5.4 million people of foreign background which is two million more than at the
present time, their percentage growing from 20.6% to 30.6% of the population.
The percentage of originally Dutch people will decline from 79% to 69%. The
number of non Western immigrants will be 3.27 million, compared to 2.16 million Western migrants (CBS, 2010: Stoeldraijer & Garssen).
Paradoxically, the Central Bureau for Statistics define as “allochtonous or foreign” people with at least one parent born outside The Netherlands. This puts our
future king Willem Alexander and his wife Maxima in that category, as well as the
reigning queen! If we ask a group of people in The Netherlands who has a grandparent born outside The Netherlands or investigate the gene pool represented in
DNA the count may well be almost 100%! Perhaps the CBS should start registering cultural hybrids as an indication of how Dutch society is transforming from a
multicultural to a transcultural environment, as the dichotomy allochtoon/ autochtoon seems no longer to hold!
The presented cases teach us much, in particular about the context these hybrid
global nomads find in The Netherlands, and its psychological consequences. The
developed methodology and described results show that it is possible to discern
subtle power differences between cultures, which are embodied in the emotional
layers of the dialogical self. Tentative explanations related to issues of dominance
emanating from the societal landscape were offered for the subtle dialogues between cultural positions and their emotional states. It seems that under the pressure of environmental narratives, certain cultural positions recede to a position of
powerlessness and isolation, protest and resistance or ambivalence in the position
repertoire. I have also shown how internalised dominant cultural discourses may
subdue or disenfranchise a part of the self, resulting in negative and/or ambivalent emotions.
Verkuyten (2005) writes, “It is important to make a clear and concise distinction
between social identity and sense of identity and between social identity and
social identification” (Verkuyten, 2005: 4). This research shows that it becomes
increasingly difficult to make these clear and concise distinctions. From a dialogical perspective, a person’s sense of social identity is constantly influenced by
social identification discourses, and these, as we have seen, are not of the loving
dialogical kind.
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In order to prevent negative discourses in the public arena from nestling themselves in the self it is important to develop strong personal counter narratives to
oppose and enrich the dominant discourses that could be detrimental to psychological functioning (Lindeman Nelson, 2001). The power of discourse works
through all human actions, which makes any kind of active opposition a part of
the dominant discourse and not something outside it (Ghorashi, 2006). In this
sense this thesis could be considered to be a counter narrative. Perhaps the fact
that I had such a hard time finding an academic discipline in which I could publish this critical and interdisciplinary thesis illustrates the subtle limits that exist
within academia to the development of new knowledge that challenges or could
potentially innovate our old monodisciplinary belief systems. In a similar way the
voices and experiences of people who have had their identities informed by different cultural environments have a hard time being heard due to the dominant discourse. I have discussed Foucault and how a discipline, and in the case of the
above examples a cultural discourse, “fixes limits for discourse by the action of an
identity which takes the form of a permanent re-actuation of the rules” (Foucault,
1980g: 61 in Lloyd & Thacker, 1997: 3).

4.8.2 Enhancing personal diversity: a precondition for cultural
diversity in the environment?
Raising awareness of different cultural positions within the self and their emotional valuation is essential to understanding different internal points of view and
to achieving creative synthesis between them. This procedure plays a significant
role in creating new elements of meaning within the self, making it possible for
individuals to innovate themselves. They start to feel more whole and connected,
and it gives them confidence to speak out aloud with their non Dutch voices. In a
way this procedure helps to enhance cultural diversity in the personal system,
which could be seen as a precondition for cultural diversity in the environment.
As long as personal aspects of difference are silenced and we adjust to the dominant norm of the environment around us, the culture around us will not become
diverse. As clients learn how to deal with their internal complexities they become
empowered to let dissonant voices speak, that have often been silenced in organisational or cultural environments that implicitly value normative behaviour. In
this way, a subtle paradigm shift could be realised towards a more open and innovative culture. Once these hidden discourses become conscious and are uttered
they may become instrumental in changing the dominant discourse. Using this
methodology, hybrid individuals could become aware of the conflicting cultural
voices and the subtle power relationships that populate the self. In this sense
migrants could become valuable change agents in a developing an explicit multicultural society.
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4.8.3 An improvement to the procedure
In retrospect it would have been better if I had added a phase of feedback and
reflection with the research candidates to my research procedure, so that I could
have discussed the computed valuation scores with the research candidates themselves in order to hear their explanations for the different affective profiles. I realise that now I am the one offering explanations for the candidates’ affective profiles. However, this was not possible as the research contract to which we had
agreed involved only the gathering of the data and the affective scores.
The emotional reactions to the dominant discourse is a dialogical interaction on a
non verbal level and resembles the subtle dialogue between a felt sense and its
embodied meaning, much like the pang of hunger signalling that it is time to eat.
In the psychoanalytic domain Kramer and Akhtar (1992) have explored the psychological meanings in kinetic clues, that can at times be traced back to the birth
of the human mind and the reverberations of this birth process throughout the
life cycle. Only in interaction with another person can the stories that lie hidden
in the emotional reactions be revealed.
If we had been working in a process oriented therapeutic relationship instead of
in a researcher-co-researcher relationship I would for example have invited Elise
to explore the coalitions and similarities between her personal cultural positions
to further explore the question she voices: “What belongs to what and who to
where?” Possibly such a strategy could be helpful for her to achieve more of the
strength and unity type of valuation she would ideally like to feel. Within the framework of this research, however, this was not possible, as I had agreed to see the
research candidates only once to gather the data. The affective scores were computed after the interview had taken place. My therapist position felt somewhat
frustrated by the researcher position and procedure. As a therapist and a coach I
felt that working in this way has the potential to provide a valuable framework to
observe and understand the moment-by-moment process of narrative meaning
making in an experiential dialogical culture coaching procedure. In order to
reduce my frustration, I started experimenting with this procedure in coaching
trajectories with multicultural clients in my work as a career coach with Van Ede
& Partners. I shall describe a number of these cases in chapter seven. In this way
the power issues that we have witnessed between cultural positions could be explored in more depth in dialogue with the candidates themselves.

4.9 Conclusion
This research is a serious empirical exploration of the self on the contact zones of
culture and clearly shows up the complexity lying hidden under the term “acculturation”. The theoretical line of thought that has influenced my work with bi and
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multicultural clients is the theory of the dialogical self. Hermans & Kempen
(1998), who introduced the term “dialogical self”, argue that multivoicedness and
dialogue are related to cultural complexity. This theory accentuates the fact that
the self is composed of a myriad of self-positions that interact freely in negotiations, arguments and discourse among themselves and with the environment.
According to Hermans, multivoicedness is the base of interaction between the
individual and society and between the individual and himself. Multivoicedness
transcends the sharp dichotomy between the self and the other, between individual and society. Hermans’ theory of the dialogical self and valuation theory form
the heart of this thesis and I have explored them in depth in the past two chapters.
The theoretical perspective of the dialogical self helps to explain and transform
the incompatibilities and conflicts between personal cultural voices that many bicultural individuals experience. It also provides a stage for symbolic meaning
making activities through which the grief related to leaving behind familiar environments and emotions related to learning new cultural codes and dealing with
complexity may be transformed.
Hermans (1996) argued that “the dialogical view opens at least two perspectives
that are rather neglected in contemporary research of the self: the significance of
dominance or social power and the notion of collective voices. From a dialogical
perspective one may be interested in the ways people question and criticise the
collectivities, groups or culture to which they belong. A dynamic view on dominance is needed because dialogue is not only horizontally structured (moving
from here to there and vice versa among communicating positions) but also vertically structured (moving from up to down and vice versa) between power positions” (Hermans 1996: 45). In this chapter I have explored the way dominant
sociological discourses in Dutch society nestle themselves in the dialogical self by
exploring the intrapersonal cultural discourses that cultural hybrids voiced on an
emotional level. I have shown a number of their strategies for dealing with their
personal diversity given the discursive context of The Netherlands. The most
striking were hiding and disenfranchising, and falling silent.
I found myself thinking: could we change structures in society by becoming
aware of how they affect us intrapersonally and then take action to explain ourselves and thereby change the world around us? Could bi- and multicultural individuals become change agents in transforming our, at times painfully, monocultural society into a more transcultural (Cuccioletta, 2001/2002) society by using
this kind of awareness enhancing methodology and encouraging bicultural individuals to voice their personal stories in order to oppose and enrich the dominant
discourse in society, thus generating and inviting interest in the experiences of
the other? In chapter six I shall explore a number of cases describing interpersonal dialogues that occurred between experienced career coaches and their clients
from different cultures as they embarked on an intercultural learning process.
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4.9.1 Polyphonic repertoire of cultural voices and emotions
I have shown in my empirical research that individuals migrating between cultural contexts develop a polyphonic repertoire of cultural voices. They have experienced and grown to emotionally value different cultural realities. The experience
of having lived in different cultural environments creates a multiplicity of cultural
positions or traces within the self that are recognised by all of the global nomads
in my research cohort. The dialogical self in a cultural context may construct an
encompassing multicultural self under which different cultures are grouped. Criticism may be voiced between positions and positions may merge based on idiosyncratic reasoning. These different cultural voices or perspectives may collude,
oppose, oppress or cause conflict and/or emotional stress within the self. I have
shown that reflecting on what the personal cultural voices are saying from an in
between and a metaposition increases personal wellbeing and agency on the cakewalk of shifting cultural frames of reference (König, 2009). These positions or
traces are moving and malleable under the influence of environmental narratives
(Bhatia and Ram, 2009).
At a certain moment in time a person is physically and mentally oriented to his
current environment in the present. This does not mean that the other cultural
positions disappear, they may simply recede to a less active state, perhaps influenced by subtle discourses emanating from the environment, judging by the affective profile some cultural positions have of powerlessness and isolation. Certain self-positions occupy the foreground or background of the self-system
depending on the situation and context at hand. This means that, when the environment changes, the self reorients itself to the changing environmental parameters, which inevitably means a reorganisation of the self. We have seen that
“cultural identity is not an essence but a “positioning” (Hall, 1990). The concept
of positioning implies that identity is situated in politics and does not evolve out
of some authentic, universal origin” (Bhatia and Ram, 2009: 142). Depending on
the contextual environment, certain positions in the repertoire of a person with a
hybrid identity may be more active at a certain time than they would be in a different context, which shows the implicit dialogical relationship between the valuation of a cultural position and the contextual discourses of the environment.
Rapport & Dawson (1998) stress: “In diaspora being ‘at home’ and being ‘homeless’ are not matters of movement, of physical space, or of the fluidity of sociocultural times and places, as such. One is at home when one inhabits a cognitive
environment in which one can undertake the routines of daily life and through
which one finds one’s identity best mediated – and homeless when such a cognitive environment is eschewed” (Rapport & Dawson, 1998: 10 in Ghorashi, 2003:
133).
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The results that were presented in the past two chapters show that a cognitive
environment is too narrow a concept. We desperately need to include experiential
and emotional phenomena into our theorising of intercultural relationships. Perhaps the process of moving between the negative and more positive emotional
connotations related to the concepts of encapsulated and constructive in-betweenness has something to do with the development of a narrative and dialogical environment in which personal stories and emotions are heard, acknowledged and
appreciated, which helps to create an environment where one feels at home. At
this point in time it seems as if neither the immigrant nor the local feels “at
home” in The Netherlands. I have also theorised that one of the possible effects
of pillarisation is that interpersonal cultural dialogues have had insufficient space
to develop and bear fruition and shown that the media enhance negative stereotypes of specific cultural groups.
By conducting a dialogue between INTRA personal cultural voices or positions
that were born of different cultural environments with culture specific norms
and values, new elements of meaning arise in the personal meaning system as a
tiny step in the personal acculturation process (König, 2009). I have shown that a
dialogue between personal cultural positions leads to novelty in the personal
meaning system in those cases where the first statement is not considered as
highly authentic. I have described that reflection on and emotional exploration of
personal cultural positions lead to a deeper understanding as to how personal
cultural positions interact. In the dialogue between personal cultural positions
and their embodied feelings we have observed subtle dialogical processes at
work. It shows the creative potential of an empowered dialogical process of acculturation as opposed to the process of acculturation informed by adjustment to
subtle hidden norms creating seemingly docile but rebellious, adjusted but repressed multicultural individuals.

4.9.2 Importance of Professional Dialogue
The experience of diversity and hybridity touches the lives of millions of people
today, whether they are refugees, migrants, immigrants, emigrants, expatriates,
global nomads and their descendants. For a large proportion of the world, living
and functioning in at least two languages is the everyday norm. Of the 1.3 billion
English speakers today only about 330 million are native (Jones and Bradwell
2007). As a discipline, clinical psychology and many forms of psychotherapy and
coaching are predominantly infomed by Western knowledge that is constructed
using the English language and thus practised under the assumption of a monolingual norm. It is high time that professionals are made aware of the intricacies
of a multivalent consciousness.
Today many professionals are experiencing the new reality of cultural diversity
through the influx and prolonged contact with people of different cultural back-
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grounds in our societies. As our world changes, more and more culturally complex individuals partake in our daily lives, be it in our waiting rooms or as colleagues in the workplace, and everyone is exposed to higher levels of cultural complexity. I have explored and elaborated on the theory of the dialogical self in a
cultural context. I have developed a methodology with which to understand the
complexity of personal cultural positioning in a discursive context in order to develop a language with which to articulate increasing cultural complexities. This is
an attempt to enhance psychological well-being in our societies, reduce racial discrimination and stress and raise awareness and curiosity to facilitate acculturation
to a multicultural environment in which there is a space for dialogical exchange
instead of a monological defining of the other.
By stimulating communication about personal cultural complexities and their ineradicable interwovenness with identity, a bridge is built through which an individual and the surrounding environment can enrich, educate and transform each
other so that personal cultural diversity is no longer hidden away but recognised
as an asset in our global village. The adaptation of the Self Confrontation Method
in this chapter is a valuable instrument with which to measure and discern the
different affective states of personal cultural positions. The reflection on the emotional and cognitive content of the valuations seems to facilitate the wellbeing of
multicultural individuals, and helps them to discover, explore and integrate more
adequate strategies of dealing with their personal cultural complexity.
I believe that in our rapidly developing multicultural societies acculturation is
facilitated if professionals encourage a dialogue between personal cultural positions, if they are willing to explore with interest the migrant’s cultural background
and how and why individuals make and define their personal cultural choices in
an inter and/or intrapersonal dialogue. Professionals do well to enquire after the
way life was lived in a different context, and allow space for the expression of grief
and loss. They need to become sensitive to disenfranchised parts of self and invite
them back into the personal arena, thus enriching their own learning experience.
The process of acculturation in the sense of learning to value a different culture,
resulting in hybridity, is lengthy, slow, at times painful, complicated and above all
emotional and thought provoking. It is propelled by self-articulation, emotional
awareness and reflection and has the potential to empower people to become culture brokers and change agents that can help to unfold a dialogical transcultural
space if and when these experiences are shared. The procedure that I have developed is an instrument with which this narrative and dialogical environment may
evolve. In this environment we may find new words with which to discuss the
experience of personal cultural complexity and hopefully unlearn not to talk
about how, in the face of dominant discourses and the persistant tendency for the
use of one liners in society, we hide and disenfranchise the richness of our multi-
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cultural lives. It seems to be far more important to make intra and interpersonal
complexities visible and discernable for those involved. By voicing this developing
knowledge to an interested listener, perhaps dominating discourses may be transformed into more inclusive ones.
By facilitating the narrative about the construing and reconstruing of experience
and becoming, and facilitating the attribution of meaning in relation to experiential and emotional experiences cultural acculturation is enhanced. With the past
three chapters of this book I hope to have raised the sensitivity and awareness of
monocultural professionals to the issues of people with multicultural identities. I
have provided a theoretical and methodological framework with which the multicultural identity may be explored. These results provide professionals who may
have a predominantly monocultural frame of reference with a fresh understanding and an opportunity to revalue the cultural complexity and creativity of multicultural living in the emerging transcultural field. I hope that the sharing of my
experiences and knowledge has raised sensitivity and awareness to the issues of
people with multicultural identities and will encourage professionals to explore
their clients’ hybridity. This, as a tiny step towards a more friendly and efficient,
less frantic and fearful multicultural society. In chapter five I shall explore hybridity and diversity in a historical macroperspective. In chapter six I shall describe an
environment in which the interpersonal learning process of career professionals
was monitored in intervision sessions and by writing case studies on their first
interactions with clients from a different culture.

Chapter 5: A macroperspective of
globalisation, hybridity and diversity

5.1 Introduction
So far in this book I have explored the intrasubjective dialogical space of individuals with hybrid identities, created by living in between cultural contexts. We
have witnessed how personal cultural positions interact and how their voices
born of different cultural contexts may give rise to suppression, ignoring, hiding
and disenfranchising of certain cultural positions and ambivalent emotions,
under the influence of blatant and subdued discriminating discourses emanating
from the societal landscape. At the same time we have glimpsed the potential of
this dialogical space to innovate the personal meaning system and its potential to
unfold the multicultural space and diversify society. The results described in the
preceding two chapters show that as long as people who have hybrid identities
hide and disenfranchise the voices of their cultural positions that are deemed unwelcome by the dominant discourses in society, a valuable element to diversifying
the environment is hidden and lost.
An analysis of the discourses on hybridity and diversity in society must take into
account a number of different perspectives. I have already explored the discourses
on migrants and difference in The Netherlands at the time the data were gathered. These discourses, built on the habitus of pillarisation (Koopmans, 2003),
are enhanced through the influence of the media (Ghorashi, 2010; 2011). It must
also take into account the historical macroperspective of societal and globalisation
tendencies. In this chapter I shall first introduce van Oudenhoven’s (2005) migration phases, reflect on the influence of Dutch history and explore the historical
voices about hybridity to see how they have changed during the acculturation process of monocultural environments to diversity. Then I shall explore the global
macroperspective of Bauman (2000) and Kunneman (2005) and relate these to
the development of critical diversity studies (Zanoni et al., 2010) and describe the
concept of safe spaces (Janssens & Steyaert, 2001).
I attempt this analysis on these different levels as an introduction to an agentic
action research project, which was developed in 2006, to facilitate the search for
suitable employment for tertiary-educated refugees and to develop an intercultural learning process for career coaches in a Dutch outplacement company. This
project will be described in chapter six. The fact that much of the literature dis-
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cussed in this chapter was written and published after the project was developed
could be seen as an example of the synchronicity of events in a field of change that
has been evolving in the past decade.

5.2 Migration phases
Many West European countries have become immigration countries. During this
process of change, van Oudenhoven (2005) distinguishes four phases of migration. In the first phase immigrants, arriving in small numbers, are welcomed into
society and easily assimilated. In the second phase, immigrants struggle with
their personal cultural identity and the receiving culture, while their children and
grandchildren assimilate smoothly. As we have witnessed in the historical and
societal overview presented so far, over the past years The Netherlands, once renowned for their openness and tolerance of difference, have become increasingly
defensive towards migrants. Becoming closed towards difference is typical of the
third migration phase of which The Netherlands are now partaking. In this phase,
society is becoming less homogenous as more economic refugees enter the country. The pressure to assimilate is increased, “adapt to our norms and values!”,
while at the same time it is becoming increasingly unclear which norms and
values are meant. Under the flag of “integration policies”, we ask the other to
“assimilate”. The unarticulated assumption here is that people are able to just
“give up” their original culture. In the third migration phase, migrants have a
transnational approach. They experience a need to keep in touch with their homeland and have more means of travel and communication at their disposal than
ever before. At the same time they immerse themselves in their new environment, learning the new culture through sensory and experiential learning. In the
past I have often found myself wondering what it feels like, having just received
your permit of residence, to constantly see and hear in the media that you are not
really welcome. These messages are not exactly inviting foreigners to explore their
new environment with a passion. The implicit message seems to be “make yourself invisible” or “get out”, and both are, as Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson (2001)
would call them, paradoxical instructions, impossible to follow! These messages
could also be related to the feelings of ambivalence or protest and resistance
within an individual that we have witnessed in the previous chapters. The negative polarised discourses in society (RMO, 2009) do little to welcome personal
cultural diversity and the habitus of pillarisation (Ghorashi, 2006; 2011) does
little to stimulate integrative cultural learning practices.
Van Oudenhoven provides us with a glimpse of the future. He says that host
countries in the fourth migration phase become less homogenous and that the
influence of the dominant culture becomes less. In the fourth migration phase
immigrants cherish their multicultural identity and identification, which according to Hannertz (1992) is made up out of movement, change and “fuzzy bound-
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aries”. Many cultures reside together and transnational bonds are fortified. A new
common culture begins to emerge in which many cultural groups, including
members of the originally dominant cultural group, start to feel at home. A new
heterogenous national identity is created, if this is facilitated by national politics
(van Oudenhoven, 2005).
According to van Oudenhoven (2005), Canada is an example of a country in the
fourth phase of migration, and judging by the way they presented themselves to
the world during the Olympic winter games in 2010 they are fiercely proud of
their multicultural society. I recently visited Toronto in which migrants from 130
cultures live side by side. I was struck by how easy it was to strike up conversations on the street with people from India, Sri Lanka and Romania, how friendly
and relaxed the atmosphere was. The market hall in the city housed a wealth of
different food from all cultures imaginable.
To ease The Netherlands from the third into the fourth migration phase is quite a
challenge for the new coalition in The Netherlands, of which, I hope, they are
fully aware! The debates in parliament regarding the double passport of the Swedish Member of Parliament in the early days of the new coalition (NRC, 2010),
however, provide little hope! The negative atmosphere towards foreigners in general and Muslims in particular seems to have been exacerbated by 9/11 and the
propaganda vented by the Bush administration about the war on terror. The anti
Islam policy propagated by Geert Wilders in the far right party in The Netherlands
that surged to a surprising victory in the recent elections of 2010 could also be
seen in this light.
Swierstra and Tonkens (2009) shed another light on this development. They say
that voters for Wilders’ party earn less than average and are mostly men with little
education who have a leaning towards authority. Also younger generations,
coming from poorer families living in rural areas, with few perspectives for their
future, vote for Wilders. They analyse three broader developments in Dutch society that could explain the polarisation in society caused by these voters’ behaviour. Due to the developing meritocracy in Dutch society in a feminising economy, these voters have difficulty maintaining their self-esteem and can no longer
fall back on traditional roles and behaviour to carve their niche in life. They are
increasingly seen to be the only ones responsible for their failure or success. Secondly, society is becoming more complex and confusing as traditions and familiar
communities erode and the influx of immigrants increases the confusing pluriformity of values. Polarisation helps to create a certain amount of order in the
chaos. Thirdly, there are fewer routines that provide direction and meaning to life
and the creed of consumption to stimulate economic growth creates a circle of
greed and narcissism. Governments seem powerless to solve the larger problems
facing humanity at the present moment. Individuals find it increasingly difficult
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to relate their individual life narrative to the larger narrative of society to find
meaning in their personal lives. With these arguments in mind, the negative
voices about migrants could be seen as a signal of a more general sense of
unease in society, unease about finding one’s way in an increasingly complex and
unpredictable environment.
In the changing Dutch climate I feel that it is important to be able to vote. Until
fairly recently it was impossible for a German citizen to apply for a Dutch passport and keep the German passport. The paradoxical situation existed that in an
increasingly interconnected Europe Germany required me to give up the symbol
of part of my identity, the German passport, should I acquire a Dutch passport in
order to vote against the party that is currently exacerbating the migration discourse in my present country of residence, the Netherlands. Apparently this situation had changed recently, so I set out to apply for a Dutch passport. I was kindly
advised to wait another year, as it is cheaper to apply for a passport after having
lived in the Netherlands for 12 consecutive years!
At the age of 38, I had spent five years on an expatriate assignment for a Dutch
multinational as a trailing spouse to Singapore, a country outside the European
Union. To my surprise, on returning to The Netherlands, I was told that the
twenty five years that I had lived in The Netherlands before my departure to Singapore had been annulled and no longer counted towards the attainment of a
residency permit let alone a passport! At that time in the bureaucratic system of
the Netherlands it was of no relevance that I had been living in The Netherlands
from the age of thirteen onwards. In a way the writing of this thesis has become
an alternative way of voicing my opinion.
According to a recently published article in a general Dutch newspaper, 1.1 million
people have another nationality besides their Dutch nationality (NRC, 7 November 2011: 7). More than 10,000 people who have two passports signed a petition
against a new bill that the government is preparing to reduce the numbers of dual
passport holders. Perhaps it is an idea to rethink the dual passport issue from the
perspective of the European Union, globalisation, international vocational mobility and the increasing number of cultural hybrids in society, and to develop a
future perspective on the issue that is more in line with future demographic developments. In Canada, citizens are allowed to carry as many passports as they
have cultural identities and this, in an era of globalisation, seems a wonderfully
wise choice. I would perhaps finally be able to have a Dutch, American and a
German passport in recognition of my multiple identities! Could a different kind
of thinking solve the Dutch dilemma with dual passport holders?
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5.3 Influence of Dutch history
Looking further back in time, the influx of migrants to Amsterdam was a precursor to the Golden century. The 17th century was called the Golden Century in The
Netherlands because in this period The Netherlands became one of the richest
and most powerful countries in the world. The influx of highly skilled workers
from Antwerp, Huguenots from France and Portuguese Jews seeking safe havens
in The Netherlands increased the diversity, culture and affluence in Amsterdam.
Many painters who flourished in the Golden century are now world famous: Rembrandt van Rijn, Johannes Vermeer and Jan Steen. The Dutch East Indian Company (De Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie: VOC), which was founded in
1602, became the largest trade and transport organisation in the world. It built
up a network of trading posts throughout Asia, making Batavia on the island of
Java its centre. Trading practices of the East Indian Company were often far from
peaceful. The Dutch government consented in the company’s use of force to protect and expand its interests throughout the Indonesian islands. Not only were
battles fought with English, Spanish and Portuguese rivals but also local Asian
rulers were made to comply with the company. The inhabitants of the Moluccan
islands were forced to grow nutmeg and cloves for the trade to Europe. Governor
General Jan Pieterszoon Coen had a large number of rebellious Indonesians
killed in 1621 in the Banda islands to gain control of the nutmeg production and
survivors were expelled from their islands. A vivid description of the closing of
this period of Dutch history in 1799 was described by (Mitchell, 2010), in which
young naïve Jacob de Zoet arrives on the small manmade island of Dejima in
Nagasaki Harbour as part of a contingent of Dutch East Indies officials charged
with cleaning up the trading station’s entrenched culture of corruption. Other
atrocities occurred during a later period of Dutch colonial history: in 1906 the
royal family in Bali was massacred (Baum, 1999) and in 1946 and 1947 colonel
Westerling killed many inhabitants of Celebes (Ijzereef, 1984). An important gesture was made in December 2011, when for the first time after 46 years, the
Dutch ambassador in Indonesia offered an apology to the widows of Rawagede or
Balongsari, as the Javanese village is now called, at a memorial service in remembrance of the deaths of the 431 men who were murdered by the Dutch in 1947.
It is almost ironic to see that the colonial history, where proud European seafaring
nations set out to conquer the world and greatly improved local lifestyles by importing herbs, spices, oil and cloth while (among other items) exporting tiles with
which the shophouses in e.g. Singapore were colourfully decorated, was in fact
laying the ground for part of the current global migration processes, as now
many inhabitants of formerly colonised nations no less legitimately strive to
better their lives by seeking food, safety, education and employment in Europe,
America and Australia (Desai, 2006).
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In the period when I first arrived in The Netherlands in 1968, I was very much
aware of the way in which two of my personal cultural identities - the German and
the colonial African - were negatively valued by the dominant discourses in my
new environment. The negative connotations that the German and colonial culture had in The Netherlands in 1968 caused me to hide these vital parts of my
personal identity. The personal examples I gave in chapter one showed how collective cultural discourses and voices caused me, as a thirteen year old, to question previously undoubted parts of my experience and identity and change or hide
them to become congruous with the values expressed by my new surroundings in
The Netherlands. At that tender age I was in no position to speak up and correct
the (from my perspective as a post war child) prejudiced voices in the dominant
discourse at the time. In the period that I have been (directly and indirectly) involved with The Netherlands (1969 to 2012), I have noticed that this negative
valuation has since shifted from the Germans and colonials, towards people of
Moluccan, Turkish, Moroccan, East Indies and currently Islamic and Polish backgrounds.
From a psychoanalytical point of view, we have a tendency to project into the environment that with which we have not yet come to terms with within ourselves.
In Singapore I heard and read many stories related to the shady past of Dutch
colonial history in Asia, of which I had heard very little in The Netherlands. This
could be related to the fact that I attended a German high school, in which Dutch
history had little place. In that environment I was, however, exposed to the way
students were made aware of discrimination and scapegoating tendencies in society, so as never to repeat Germany’s role towards Jews during the Second World
War.
I have asked myself if these subtle and lately more blatant scapegoating tendencies where some of the Dutch, at times, have difficulty accepting the stranger in
their society occur because the collective unconscious of the country has not yet
come to terms with the stranger that presented itself in the atrocious crimes that
were committed, among others, by Westerling in Celebes during the colonial
period of the country’s history in Indonesia (Ijzereef, 1984, Baum, 1999)) and
the coalitions that were formed by many Dutch with the German oppressor to
expose Jewish families during the Second World War as described by Glaser
(2010).
It is a fact that in many countries around the world with shameful episodes in
their recent history like Germany and South Africa, complex truth finding processes were designed like the Nuremberg trials and the Wiedergutmachung policies in Germany and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa.
These are said to have played an important role in facilitating the collective
coming to terms with the committed atrocities. The United Nations established
special international tribunals in Cambodia, Rwanda and Yugoslawia to prosecute
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those responsible for atrocities during times of war and genocide. In 2002 the
International Criminal Court of Justice was installed in the Hague, however
Israel, the United States and a number of other countries have still not ratified
the contract.
This speculation may seem far fetched, and I fully realise that Western European
countries have progressed far in tolerance towards different ethnicities and cultures and that the negative valuation of the stranger to which I refer in current
Dutch society is exceedingly subtle when compared to the explicit and violent
ethnic based attacks that have occurred, and are still occuring in many countries
around the world. Even recently in the supposedly rainbow nation of South Africa
immigrants from poverty stricken neighbouring countries are brutally attacked,
beaten and killed (Lindow and Perry, 2008).

5.4 Multivalence, fluidity and the eroding of
two unifying systems of thought
Hoffman (1989) describes “multivalence” as the condition of a contemporary
awareness, and sees it as something that the contemporary world demands. She
writes that:
“The weight of the world used to be vertical: it used to come from the past, or
from the hierarchy of heaven and earth and hell; now it’s horizontal, made up of
the endless multiplicity of events going on at once and pressing at each moment
on our minds and our living rooms. Dislocation is the norm rather than the aberration in our time, but even in the unlikely event that we spend an entire lifetime
in one place, the fabulous diverseness with which we live reminds us constantly
that we are no longer the norm or the cenre, that there is no one geographic
center pulling the world together and glowing with the allure of the real thing;
there are, instead scattered nodules competing for our attention. New York,
Warsaw, Teheran, Tokyo, Kabul – they all make claims on our imaginations, all
remind us that in a decentred world we are always simultaneously in the centre
and on the periphery that every competing centre makes us marginal. It may be
only in my daily consciousness of this that the residue of my sudden expulsion
remains. All immigrants and exiles know the peculiar restlessness of an imagination that can never again have faith in its own absoluteness. ‘Only exiles are truly
irreligious’, a contemporary philosopher has said. Because I have learned the relativity of cultural meanings on my skin, I can never take one set of meanings as
final. I doubt that I’ll ever become an ideologue of any stripe: I doubt that I’ll
become an avid acolyte of any school of thought. I know that I have been written
in a variety of languages; I know to what extent I am a script. In my public, group
life, I’ll probably always find myself in the chinks between cultures and subcultures, between the scenario’s of political beliefs and aesthetic credo’s. It is not the
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worst place to live, it gives you an Archimedean leverage from which to see the
world” (Hoffman, 1989: 274/275).
According to Bauman (2000), there are reasons to consider not only fuzzy boundaries but even fluidity or liquidity as fitting metaphors when we wish to grasp the
nature of the present, in many ways novel, phase in the history of modernity. He
writes that we are witnessing the revenge of nomadism over the principle of territoriality and settlement. In the fluid state of modernity, the nomadic and ex-territorial elite rules the settled majority. “Fluids travel easily”, he writes, “they flow,
spill, run out, splash, pour over, leak, flood, spray, drip, seep, ooze; unlike solids,
they are not easily stopped. […] The extraordinary mobility of fluids is what associated them with the idea of ‘lightness’. […] We associate ‘lightness’ or ‘weightlessness’ with mobility and inconstancy: we know from practice the lighter we travel
the easier and faster we move. […] Was not modernity a process of liquefecation
from the start? Was not ‘melting the solids’ coined a century and a half ago by the
authors of the Communist Manifesto, its major pastime and prime accomplishment all along? The confident and exuberant modern spirit found society at that
time much too resistant to shift and mould to its ambitions since it was frozen in
its habitual ways. The fateful departure from traditional loyalties, customary
rights and obligations which bound hand and feet, hindered moves and cramped
the enterprise laid the field open to the invasion and domination of (as Weber put
it) instrumental rationality or as Karl Marx articulated it the determining role of
economy. The melting of solids led to the progressive untying of economy from
its traditional political, ethical, and cultural entanglements” (Bauman, 2000: 2-4).
We are currently witnessing one of its effects: the current economic and political
crisis or as some have called it “a crisis of values” (Baker, 2006).
According to Kunneman (2005), “we have inherited two large unifying systems of
thought from premodern and modern civilisations: religion and science. Both
are, each in their own way, oriented towards one ultimate truth and shut out a
different truth or only allow it a subordinate position. But the credibility of that
kind of totalitarian and hierarchical structuring is eroding, even though the seduction to resort to that kind of thinking is as strong as it has ever been. This postmodern process of relativising and eroding [one ultimate truth] is creating a cultural space in which a fertile search may be conducted for new connections
between central insights coming out of premodern and modern worldviews,
which go beyond the exclusive and encompassing tendencies of religion and
science” (Kunneman, 2005: 267). Kunneman states that such new connections
are of vital importance as our world is permeated by the developmental dynamic
of postindustrial capitalism and its scientific and technological controlling
powers. He also illustrates how we are constantly exposed to seductions powered
by excessive advertising and marketing strategies leading to overconsumption and
excessive productive pressures. These in turn lead to shortsightedness and waste-
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fulness that he calls typical “fat me” behaviour. The backdrop to my son’s graduation ceremony at the international business school in Rotterdam was a map of the
world in which the countries were represented according to income per capita.
Here the “fat me” (Kunnenman, 2005) scenario was shockingly visible: a series
of bloated and inflated countries in the northern hemisphere, and a series of emaciated, straggling and skinny countries below the equator. Hopefully the heads of
the young international business school graduates were filled with myths, stories
and inspiration on how to permanently shift that prevailing disbalance.
As the grand narratives in society disintegrate, life in postmodern societies becomes a process of increasing individualisation (Beck and Beck-Germersheim,
2002) with the responsibility to do well lying squarely on each individual’s
shoulders. Being modern means being unable to stop, and even less able to stand
still (Bauman, 2000). The enormous boom of the coaching industry could be
seen as directly related to this phenomenon as individuals seek assistance to
manage their lives and careers, in a personal quest for meaning in which they
can relate their life narrative to the larger narrative of a developing society. Increasingly, others, who are very often burned out from their constant running,
seek support to revitalise their lives.
Given the fluidity and multivalence of the times as voiced by Bauman (2000)
and Hoffman (1989), and the erosion of the two large unifying systems of
thought, Kunneman says that it is of vital importance for professionals to engage
with “plekken der moeite”, “difficult places” in order to explore slow questions
and moral dilemmas in knowledge intensive organisations. In these knowledge
intensive organisations professional problem-solving strategies stand central to
solving amalgamations of situations that are influenced by objectifying knowledge, economic and politically prioritised and orienting values. In these contexts
the daily diet of the “fat me” is produced and maintained and here, too, the poverty of this existentialist and moral script comes to light and may be transformed
(Kunneman, 2005).
As citizens of the world, we are facing larger moral questions than ever before.
These are related to the disbalance of poverty and affluence, global warming and
shrinking global resources. We can no longer decide what to do about these moral
questions based on encompassing, vertical frames of reference. No single power
can solve the complex and interconnected issues threatening the survival of the
planet. We need to share our knowledge and perceptions in order to find the best
and fastest possible solutions to these issues.

5.5 Changing connotations of hybrid identities
According to Verkuyten (2005), “In the past decade, the number of writings and
studies on (ethnic) identity has increased enormously. Several reasons can be
given for this. Identity is the key word for conceptualising the relationship be-
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tween the individual and society. ‘Identity is the best device I know for bringing
together “public issues” and “private troubles.’ (Jenkins, 1996:3). The concept
tells us something about how people place themselves and others in their social
environment, and how such positions get personal meaning and value. This
makes it understandable that in a period of important societal changes, issues of
identity are in the spotlight and that concepts such as identity crisis and the
search for one’s own identity are frequently brought up. Political, economic, cultural and demographic transformations go together with changes in the relationship between the individual and society, placing issues of identity at the forefront”
(Verkuyten, 2005: 11).
Since this is happening in a constantly changing global, national and local context, identities are always an unfinished project and temporary state. As history
and context shift and change with increased global and cultural interconnections
so, too, have the historical voices and perceptions of hybridity, presented in the
literature, changed. Words used to describe migrants change as political and societal changes occur. The early literature (Park, 1928; Stonequist, 1935) characterised cultural hybrids negatively as marginal man, dysfunctional, alienated, ambiguous and rootless. This was no doubt seen from the most common perspective
of the times, the rooted man in one culture. Identity was defined as an individualised and self contained entity. That definition is being moderated as more literature sees identity to be multicultural and interactive. As the times change, under
the forces of globalisation, gradually cultural hybrids are being seen in a more
positive light, as the culture brokers of our times (Pollock and van Reken, 1999).
Third Culture Kids (Useem, Donaghue, & Useem, 1963) and Global Nomads
(McCaig, 1992) are seen as people who live in the unclaimed territory between
the boundaries of one culture and another. It is a constructivist outlook where
identity is formed in a process of self-verification founded on both the universality
of being human and the diversity of constructed worldviews.
Every human being is a carrier of different cultures. The concept of the dialogical self suggests that most people are constituted by multiple cultural influences.
Rather than a marginal condition, multicultural being may be the norm. Just
think of the multicultural influences prevalent on a person who has never crossed
the borders of his country: the culture of a town or village at birth, the culture of
the town where one went to school or studied at university, and again the culture
of the families children marry into, the family cultures of parents and in-laws…
not to mention the different organisational cultures one has worked in. Think,
too, of a cognitive culture, an emotional or a spiritual culture. Moving between
these different families, organisational and even cultures of knowledge are considered to be rites of passage and transition in life and may cause a certain
amount of temporary stress, uncertainty and confusion in individuals. Nowadays,
however, more and more people are moving around the world between different
national cultures, and even encounter people from different national cultures in
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their daily lives without actually moving out of their original culture. As a result,
there is an increasing necessity for people to acculturate to increasingly more
complex social interactions and situations and to deal with the increasing population of voices within the self (Hermans, 2006). This permanent intermingling of
personal chronotopes can lead to experiences of uncertainty, conflict and confusion without individuals ever being aware of its causes. In the age of mass migration and the internet, cultural plurality is an irreversible fact; like it or dislike it, it
is where we live, and the dream of a pure monoculture is at best an unattainable,
nostalgic fantasy and at worst a life threatening menace. We need to change our
thinking and attitudes towards complexity, plurality and difference, and explore
new ways of working with the increase of multiplicity and diversity.
The New York Times published an article on 6 May 2010 by Anand Giridharadas
called “New Leaders find strength in Diversity”. He writes that:
“Hybrid leaders belong to multiple worlds and carry those worlds with them; they
are defined by ambivalence and complexity and are leading the world in important new ways. Their ranks include Indra Nooyi, former chairwoman of Pepsico,
President Obama, Carlos Ghosn, the French-Lebanese-Brazilian executive who
runs both a French automaker (Renault) and a Japanese one (Nissan); and Mohammed ElBaradei, the Egyptian international civil servant and Nobel laureate
who is considering a run for politics in his native land” (Giridharadas, 2010). The
defining habits of these hybrid transcultural leaders are that they are good at listening to others, and seek to include outsiders. They do not have the traditional
leader’s need to declaim and set the agenda and engage with different parties
without appearing to belong to either. They are optimistic about changing the
world because they embrace the postmodern idea that meaning depends on what
a person’s background and perspective is.
“Traditional leaders are valued for their consistency. Hybrid leaders make clever
use of inconsistency. As they often come from no one place, geographically, professionally or idealogically, they speak many languages, varying their accents, emphasizing different parts of their life story. Mr Obama, for example is described as
multilingual in David Remnick’s new biography of him, a ‘shape shifter’ who
could change styles without relinquishing his genuineness, with a subtly shifted
accent and cadences depending on his audience. Hybrid leaders have an interesting relationship with relativism. They tend to be chameleon like outwardly, but
cling more fiercely than most to what each has come to define as underlying
truths. They have known multiple ways of being in their own family backgrounds
or world scattered youths; and the divides they bridge in their personal lives
become a metaphor for the bridging of other divides. In the business world they
seek to bridge the greed altruism divide, in politics they call for transcending left
and right in the manner of Obama. They think less in terms of good and bad,
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black and white said Herman de Bode, a Belgian director of McKinsey, the consulting firm, who leads its Saudi Arabian office. They see complementarity where
others see a conflict or a contradiction or an inconsistency” (Ghiridaradas, 2010).
Hybrid identities have evolved over the past ninety years. Originally, they were
seen as the exception to the norm and considered to be marginal, negatively
stereotyped outcasts, a vision coming from a Western sedentary ideology. As the
times are radically changing with increasing interconnections between societies,
multilingualism and diversity in societies, gradually the man defined as “marginal” is fast on his way to becoming the norm and hybrid leaders are emerging to
deal with the process of change and increasing complexity in new and unusual
ways. The characteristics described by Girandharas in a way resemble the characteristics of servant leaders described by Trompenaars and Voerman (2009). They
argue that servant leadership “moves us from linear to cyclical thinking, from one
way to two way direction, from choosing between two opposite values to combining them, from one dimensional to holistic, from top down to bottom up, from
analysis to synthesis” (Trompenaars and Voerman, 2009: 25).
Hoffman (1989) describes how the experience of hybridity has led her to value
diversity:
“The gap between my two cultures (Polish and American) has also become a
chink, a window through which I can observe the diversity of the world. The apertures of perception have widened because they were once pried apart. Just as the
number ‘2’ implies all other numbers, so a bivalent consciousness is necessarily a
multivalent consciousness” (Hoffman, 1989: 274).
In this way Hoffman (1989) beautifully describes the paradigm shift to which we
are all exposed and to which we all must reorient ourselves to transform the clash
of civilisations (Huntington, 1996) into a more transformative common process
of growth towards cosmic consciousness and global transformation. Eva Hoffman
is less lost in translation than she would imagine, she provides us with a vivid
account of a new emerging reality and apparently hybrid leaders have the ability
to function well in the evolving complexity.
Braidotti (1994), herself a seasoned nomad, explores “different facets of the
notion of ‘nomadic subjects’ as a suitable theoretical figuration for contemporary
subjectivity. The term figuration refers to a style of thought that evokes or expresses ways out of the phallocentric vision of the subject. A figuration is a politically informed account of an alternative subjectivity. I feel a real urgency to elaborate alternative accounts, to learn to think differently about the subject, to invent
new frameworks, new images, new modes of thought. This entails a move beyond
the dualistic conceptual constraints and the perversely monological mental habits
of phallocentrism. I take it as the task of the feminist – as of other critical intellec-
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tuals – to have the courage to face up to the complexity of this challenge. The
black feminist writer and poet bell hooks, in her work on postmodern blackness,
describes this consciousness in terms of ‘yearning’. She argues that ‘yearning’ is a
common affective and political sensibility, which cuts across the boundaries of
race, class, gender, and sexual practice that ‘could be fertile ground for the construction of empathy – ties that would promote recognition of common commitments and serve as a base for solidarity and coalition’. In this respect, nomadic
consciousness is an epistemological and political imperative for critical thought at
the end of this millennium” (Braidotti, 1994: 2).
She argues that postmodernism “is a moment in which in-depth transformations of the system of economic production are also altering traditional, social and
symbolic structures. In the West the shift from manufacturing toward a service
and information-based structure entails a global redistribution of labor, with the
rest of the world and especially the developing countries providing most of the
underpaid offshore production” (Braidotti, 1994: 2).
In a Philips factory in Indonesia I witnessed the pride and joy with which young
Indonesian girls worked there and the enormous difference the income, however
meagre it may seem to the average European, made to their family and village of
origin. I recently visited the kick off ceremony of “Roots for Development” in the
Dialogue House in Amsterdam. A group of well educated, well earning cultural
hybrids had organised themselves to encourage the development of projects in
their countries of origin. An employee of the Rabobank was moved to tears when
she told me about the realisation of her yearning and vision to make sure that
every child in a Somalian village had a schoolbag equipped with pencils and pens
so that they could learn at the village school. Needless to say she had convinced
her employer to become a sponsor of this project.
There is potential in these and many other current initiatives to transcend the
reality described by Legrain (2006) of the often unspoken war being waged on the
southern borders of North America and Europe against the “illegal immigrants”
as they are defined by the sitting powers, that, as a legitimate survival strategy,
seek access to the rich nations of the northern hemisphere.
Braidotti’s work confirms my thinking that “rethinking the bodily roots of subjectivity is the starting point for the epistemological project of nomadism and that
the embodiment of the subject is to be understood as neither a biological nor a
sociological category but rather as a point of overlapping between the physical, the
symbolic and the sociological. In other words, feminist emphasis on embodiment
also goes hand in hand with a radical rejection of essentialism” (Braidotti, 1994:
4).
In 1994 Braidotti says that her nomadic subject is “a myth, or a political fiction”, that allows her to “move across established categories and levels of experience: blurring boundaries without burning bridges” (Braidotti, 19994: 4), and
that it is a joyful nomadic force capable of “establishing new connections and
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freeing the activity of thinking from the hold of phallocentric dogmatism, returning thought to its freedom, its liveliness and its beauty […]” (Braidotti, 1994: 8)
and believes in the “potency and relevance of the imagination, of myth making,
as a way to step out of the political and intellectual stasis of these postmodern
times” (Braidotti, 1994: 4).
My nomadic subject is a reality in 2011 and I find relevance in her nomadic myth
making for the reality of the migrants and global nomads in contemporary societies of today. Braidotti (1994) writes “Letting the voices of others echo through my
text is therefore a way of actualising the noncentrality of the “I” to the project of
thinking, while attaching it/her to a collective project” (Braidotti, 1994: 38). Braidotti regards this echoing of other voices as one of the features of a new theoretical style based on nomadism, which she described in 1994.
Another feature of this style, also reflected in my work, is transdisciplinarity.
According to Braidotti (1994) “This means the crossing of disciplinary boundaries without concern for the vertical distinctions around which they have been
organised. Methodologically, this style comes close to the “bricolage” defended by
the structuralists and especially Lévi Strauss; it also constitutes a practice of
“theft” or extensive borrowing of notions and concepts that as Cixous puts it, are
deliberately used out of context and derouted from their initial purpose. Deleuze
calls this technique “deterritorialisation” or the becoming-nomad of ideas. A related feature of this style is the mixture of speaking voices or modes: I deliberately
try to mix the theoretical with the poetic or lyrical mode. These shifts in my voice
are a way of resisting the pull toward the cut-and-dried, formal, ugly, academic
language” (Braidotti 1994: 36/37).
Braidotti (1994) also quotes the feminist literary theorist, Carolyn Heilbrun, who
“has commented on the difficulties encountered in transforming the male academic canon in such a way as to do justice to female literary talents […] and who
sees it as the task of feminist scholars to voice this difference and to act upon the
asymmetrical relationship it creates with the established academic mode” (Braidotti, 1994: 37).

5.6 Hybridity a challenge to the status quo?
Boyd (2006) writes:
“According to Joseph (1999) new hybrid identities offer new conceptions of
citizenship which challenge the limits of sovereignty because they acknowledge
the transitional, cumulative space of hybrid identities by drawing on multiple histories, and multiple emerging conceptions of ways of being. In this way Joseph
contends that new hybrid identities attempt to move beyond national and ethnic
borders, being simultaneously national and international. For many post colonial
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cultural theorists, such as Hall (1990); Gilroy (1997); Bhabha (1994); Trinh (1991)
and Ang (2001), hybridity is a critical, political force which functions as an active
intervention that destabilizes, subverts and undermines established powers, blurring boundaries, binaries and “pure” identities (Ang, 2001: 198). Nevertheless,
the performance of hybridity is not always disruptive. Ang (2001) notes that uncritical conceptions of hybridity are often misconstrued and oversimplified into
what she calls ‘liberal hybridism’ in which hybridity is reduced to fusion, a synthesis akin to the rhetoric of multiculturalism, rather than a concept that stresses
living together in difference” (Ang 2001: 195/200 in Boyd, 2006: 28/29).
If hybridity is indeed such a challenge to the status quo it is small wonder that
with increasing diversity in societies there is such a significant move to nationalism, protectionism and ethnocentrism. While there has never before been a time,
due to global mobility, with as much opportunity for intercultural contact as in the
present, there is also, judging by these discourses, an increase in antagonism,
fear and suspicion which even leads to ostracising unwelcome immigrants from
our society. Kinnvall (2004) shows in her writing that globalisation processes intensify feelings of fear and insecurity. As a reaction to these feelings, she sees a
tendency for people to seek out institutionalised religion and forms of nationalism that become important identity markers in times of rapid change and uncertain future perspectives, which help to consolidate identity, providing a sense of
“home” and a safe feeling of belonging. The problem of this withdrawal to a safe
haven of institutionalised religion and nationalism is that it delays and deters the
development of intercultural sensitivity and competence in interaction with the
different other and the development of the multivalent culture that Hoffman
(1989) describes.
According to Bennett (1993), the withdrawal from the confusing reality of a different culture in the so-called ethnocentric phase is just the first uncomfortable step
of an intercultural learning process. Could the dominant negative discourses
about migrants in Dutch society that I described in the previous chapter be a sign
that at this point in time even individuals who have never left their original environment are experiencing the unnerving sensation of the loosening of their cultural straitjackets? In a way I feel that the confusion of my own intercultural learning
process, which I described in chapter two, is at this point in time being mirrored
by the learning processes of many individuals in developing multicultural societies. Are they experiencing the initial stages of culture shock, without their having
moved, due to the sheer increase in numbers of migrating individuals with different norms and values living at close proximity? Cultural immersion is considered
a key “intensity factor” that accentuates the outcomes of intercultural experiences
(Paige, 1993). Stage theories of cultural adaptation emphasise that culture shock
and stress resulting from immersion in a new culture create a degree of psychological isolation and anxiety that actually encourages cultural learning (Ogberg,
1960). If we interpret the increasingly negative and polarising discourses in so-
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ciety as stress that actually creates the psychological isolation and anxiety that is
needed for intercultural learning, the question is: What can we do to help The
Netherlands develop from the third to the fourth migration phase? How can we
create an environment in which intercultural learning can proceed beyond the
ethnocentric stage of withdrawal to a safe haven of nationalism? The relatively
new discipline of diversity studies has grappled with this question and I shall
explore the thinking behind it in the next paragraph.

5.7 Development of Diversity Thinking
Due to the increasing diversity and corresponding societal discrimination and
unrest in many European countries, the theme of diversity, equal chances for
men, women, citizens with different cultural backgrounds, with physical or
mental handicaps, young and old was put high on the political agenda of the European Union in 2006. Society needs the diversity of women and minority groups
to make up for the growing population of the retiring baby boom generations and
shrinking younger generations. Adapting to diversity presented the greatest managerial challenge for the government and companies in general in 2006.
The rate of unemployment of non Western migrants in the Netherlands increased
from 9% in 2001 to 16% in 2004 which is three times higher than that of the
autochtonous group (5%) in 2004, (Gijsberts, 2005). According to Warmerdam
and van den Tillaart (2002) “career dynamics of migrants are best understood as
the result of the interplay between personal decisions and choices and institutional opportunities and obstacles” (Warmerdam and van den Tillaart, 2002:
160). In their research they discovered that many refugees have enough intellectual and vocational resources, but that their competence often goes unrecognised,
and therefore is not used or under-used in the Dutch workforce. They write:
“Many refugees and consultants in this research signal that the publicity on refugees and asylum seekers has negatively influenced their image. In the vocational
market they have the idea that this leads to experiences of stigmatisation, preconceived judgements and discrimination, although their experiences generally
speaking are not so negative. They argue that it is important to influence their
image in a positive way, by not only highlighting the negative aspects of migration
and integration, but emphasizing the positive aspects thereof. Refugees that have
developped a succesful career can be role models for other refugees and the general public.” (Warmerdam and van den Tillaart, 2002: 167). They raise the question and explore answers on how to use and develop the competencies of migrants in the Dutch workforce. They suggest that, as the levels of schooling and
speed of language acquisition is very diverse, it is important to adjust the process
of settling, language acquisition, schooling and vocational trajectories to the explicit needs, ambitions and initiatives of each individual, as well as keeping an eye
on each individuals social environment as this influences the direction of their
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initiatives. Migrants with succesful careers have often made the most of extra
support of colleagues and managers and study opportunities offered in company
and/or have studied as well as worked. […] However in many companies employers are unaware of specific qualities of migrants and their strong motivational
drive and run the risk of losing these motivated employees. Some consultants
say that employers are not prepared, or able to give the extra support that is
needed and in those situations specialised agencies could adjust their services to
provide career consultancy and in-company coaching to provide the extra support”
(Warmerdam and van den Tillaart, 2002:168).
Zanoni, Janssens, Benschop, & Nkomo (2010) provide an overview of the development of diversity studies. They argue that the term diversity was coined in the
mid 1980’s when the Hudson Institute published the workforce 2000 report
(Johnston & Packer 1987) which showed that by the year 2000 the labour force
would become more heterogenous, with significantly greater numbers of women,
racial minorities and immigrants than native white men.
“The report urged policiy makers and organizations to address this growing diversity if the US was to maintain its economic dominance in the 21st century. The
notion of diversity radically changed the perception of differences in organizations because for the first time in the history of management they were seen as
strategic assets, which if well managed could provide a competitive advantage
(Boxenbaum 2006; E. Kelly & Dobbin 1998; Robinson & Dechant 1997). From a
resource based view of the firm (Richard 2000) diversity was conceptualised as a
set of rare valuable and difficult to imitate resources. Companies properly managing diversity would attract and retain skilled workers in an increasingly diverse
labour market, providing better service in increasingly diverse markets by matching diverse customers with a more diverse workforce. This would improve organisational learning and creativity through employees’ exposure to a wider range of
perspectives and increase organisational flexibility in increasingly turbulent contexts (Amason, 1996; Cox & Blake, 1991; Ely & Thomas, 2001; Kochan et al.,
2003)” in (Zanoni et al., 2010: 12).
Zanoni et al. (2010) argue that “critical diversity studies emerged in the mid
1990s as a reaction to the re-appropriation of equal opportunities by business
through the notion of diversity. They initially took issue with the dominant rhetoric of diversity as a positive, empowering approach valorising employees’ different
capacities (e.g. Thomas, 1992), arguing that the theoretical shift to diversity would
obscure unequal power relations in organisation, e.g. gender, race/ethnicity and
(dis)ability, hampering the ability to challenge them” (Zanoni et al. 2010: 9). They
analyse that “attempting to build alternative understandings of diversity, the critical diversity literature has recently expanded by drawing on a broad variety of
critical theories including post-structuralism, (Bendl et al., 2008; Jones and Sta-
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blein, 2006), discourse analysis (Dick & Castell, 2002), Siebers, 2009; Zanoni
and Janssens, 2004), cultural studies (Mir et al., 2006; Prasad and Mills, 1997),
post colonialism (Prasad, 2006), institutional theory (Boxenbaum, 2006; Cavanaugh, 1997; Zanoni and Janssens, 2008) and labour process theory (Dickens,
1999; Zanoni, 2009; Zanoni & Janssens, 2007). Despite their distinct perspectives, critical approaches to diversity all contest the instrumental view of differences inherent to the diversity paradigm (Hoobler 2005; Noon, 2007). They
share, at the core, a non positivistic, non essentialist understanding of diversity
[that] the socio-demographic identities subsumed under this term [are] socially
(re)produced in on-going, context specific processes. Crucially, they underline
how such processes and the resulting understandings both reflect existing unequal power relations within a given context and contribute to maintaining, resisting and/or transforming them” (Zanoni et al., 2010: 10).
As a result of their analysis on the state of critical diversity literature, Zanoni et al.
(2010) write that there is a “need for more empirical investigations of diversity in
organisational settings” (Zanoni et al., 2010:17). They argue that “discursive microanalyses are important because they shed light on interstitial every-day forms
of resistance. Unequal power relations can be bent, circumvented, strategically
appropriated or countered through language, creating openings not only for alternative meanings but also for microemancipatory projects (Alvesson & Willmott
1992; P. Prasad & Prasad, 2000; Zanoni & Janssens, 2007). […] In particular, too
few empirical studies have taken the perspective and reported the experience of
individuals belonging to historically disadvantaged groups themselves as well as
the 'majority' colleagues” (Zanoni et al., 2010: 17).
They argue that it is time for the critical literature to become more performative, explicitly dealing with stimulating social change and say that action research
is a way of achieving more performative critical diversity scholarship together
with those studies “that examine how inclusive organisational environments for
minorities can be achieved through a variety of organisational practices beyond
classical, HR diversity management initiatives (Janssens and Zanoni, 2007)” in
Zanoni et al. 2010: 20). They “propose to learn from the challenges and build on
the achievements to advance radical, alternative diversity projects” (Zanoni et al
2010: 20).
Ghorashi & van Tilburg (2006) elaborate on two basic approaches in the diversity
literature, the deficit approach and the discrimination approach. In the deficit
approach it is believed “that when migrants improve their skills they will be able
to participate in the labour market on an equal basis. The discrimination approach opposes this view and argues that discriminatory processes in organisations prevent migrants from participating fully in the labour market” (Glastra,
1999 in Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006: 52). In their article they show that it is
neither the lack of qualifications nor visible discrimination that causes the exclu-
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sion of migrants. According to the results presented in their research, it is rather
the invisible discursive processes of exclusion and the images that employers and
other employees have of the migrants that are important. These images are influenced by the dominant discourses in society. The basic assumption in the Dutch
dominant discourse on integration is that “participation in the regular labour process, and when possible in the educational process, is the critical bridge to Dutch
society” (Glastra, 1999 in Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006: 52). However, their research shows that often in spite of high qualifications and good language skills
refugee women were not able to find or maintain their work in The Netherlands.
They argue that
“it is rather the (in)visible discursive processes of exclusion that need to be
studied in order to understand the position of migrants in Dutch society and
their access to the labour market” (Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006: 52).
Janssens & Steyaert, (2001) argue that the lack of diversity in organisations is not
only an organisational problem but is also a reflection of the historical and sociological relations of difference. They argue that the origins of the discipline of
Human Resource Management (HRM) are that employees should have a certain
“fit” with the culture of an organisation. From a historical perspective, organisations seek to find “ons soort mensen”, the Dutch term for “our sort of people”
implying a standardisation and normalisation procedure in the discipline of
Human Resource Management. Their historical overview shows that the theoretical development of this discipline has evolved from “avoiding” to “managing” and
“accepting” difference. In spite of this favourable theoretical development, HRM
practice is still geared towards catering for the employee with the “right” strategic
characteristics, maintaining an implicit norm that has not yet led to alternatives
that constructively and creatively deal with difference. Human Resource Management of the future should focus more on what works for each individual in order
to develop flexible, personal strategies that encourage employees to make the
most of their talents, enhance work/life balance and add value to the organisation.
Research conducted by the Dutch Institute of Psychologists in 2001 shows up
another subtle standardisation procedure when selecting new employees: many
test psychologists were at that time still unaware of the fact that they needed to
use culture sensitive instruments when testing individuals with a different cultural background.
According to Glastra (1999), the continuation of categorical thinking is visible in
the target group policies of many organisations. In the Dutch Institute for Efficiency’s (NIVE) diversity management network this point is illustrated by the fact
that diversity managers in the largest globally oriented companies in The Netherlands have encouraged the building of gay, lesbian, women and cultural minority
networks so that the voices of these groups may be heard in the organisational
context. The disadvantage of this identity politics is that the other is conceived as
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other from the position of an invisible fixed norm, the norm of the white male
employee. The danger of the notion of diversity as a set of attributes that reside in
some people and not in others is that it leaves dominant groups fundamentally
unchanged and relations of domination intact (Ely, 1995). Ely (1995) in Zanoni et
al (2010), therefore, proposes an approach to diversity that places power at the
centre and considers diversity as a certain condition of a relationship instead of a
set of attributes. She proposes to define diversity broadly, to distinguish people’s
experiences into experiences of dominance and suppression, and to explicitly
study both. By engaging multiple axes of identity – both dominant and oppressed
– within each person, this approach may create the conditions of empathy among
people who may otherwise feel frustrated with, guilty about or angry toward one
another.
According to Legrain (2006), “Big global cities capture the world in one place”,
which can lead to mutual understanding, tolerance and appreciation of diversity.
He quotes Florida, (2002) arguing that “regional economic growth is powered by
creative people who prefer places that are diverse, tolerant and open to new ideas.
Diversity increases the odds that a place will attract different types of creative
people with different skill sets and ideas. Places with diverse mixes of creative
people are more likely to generate new combinations. Furthermore, diversity and
concentration of creative capital work together to speed the flow of knowledge.
Greater and more diverse concentrations of creative capital in turn lead to higher
rates of innovation, high technology business formation, job generation and economic growth” (Florida, 2002 in Legrain, 2006: 119).
“Strangers instinctively question things that natives take for granted. They stimulate new perspectives because, simply, many things strike them as odd or stupid.
That’s why it’s great for any tribe to have a smart stranger injected into it” (Zachary, 2003: 68 in Legrain, 2006: 117).
On the one hand, we see that diversity can lead to an increase in tension in diversifying societies and that people with hybrid identities have difficulties finding
employment in line with their talents and ambitions whereas, on the other hand,
there is a body of literature stressing the advantages of a diverse or global workforce. In spite of the literature that describes in glowing terms the advantages of
diversity, it is apparently not so easy to access and sustain a diverse workforce in
order to reap the benefits. At the same time in international organisational contexts hybrid leaders are sought out for their ability to bridge the divides. A person
with a hybrid identity, once seen as marginal man, is now frequently sought after
as a culture broker or intercultural leader in business contexts. In this sense diversity is evolving from a social responsibility to a strategic chance or a combination
of both.
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5.8 Safe Spaces
I came across Janssens and Steyaerts concept of “safe spaces”, “alterity” and “alterity politics”, which is based on Nealon's (1999) thinking, in a masterclass that was
conducted by Halleh Ghorashi at the VU University of Amsterdam in 2006. As I
was working on the diversity project described in the next chapter, I felt the need
to know more about diversity studies from a theoretical and practical point of
view. The masterclass was made up of a culturally mixed group of individuals
working in different organisations on issues of diversity and a number of refugees studying at the university. It was fascinating to study the subject of diversity
in a diverse group and to become aware of subtle patterns of dominance and submission in the discursive dynamics of the group, related to – among other things
– normalising tendencies of turn taking in speaking time, confidence and language proficiency. It was a first taste of the relationship approach that this masterclass provided, and it was at times a confusing and emotionally laden experience.
According to Janssens & Steyaert (2001), the diversity literature seems to have
neglected theoretical reflections on notions of “diversity”, “difference” or the
“other”. They suggest that, in order to develop an affirmative politics of difference
and multiplicity, the concepts of alterity, dialogue and democracy need to be developed and they describe a number of conditions and tactics with which this may be
achieved. Among other tactics they challenge organisations to create safe spaces
where employees of different cultures can slow down their habitual speed of
speaking and acting in order to develop an inclusive and reflective dialogue in
which each other’s alterity may be explored and they encourage organisations to
celebrate difference. Rather than pursuing issues of identity, Janssens and
Steyaert explore another route, paving a possible way of conceiving the other
from the position of the other and not from fixed norms and possibilities. They
develop an alterity thinking connecting and relating to the work of Deleuze &
Guattari (1994), Serres (1995/1982), and the writings of Collins (1991) on the
black feminist standpoint and recent political studies on democracy. The point
they make is that diversity is not a matter of constructing identities but of a
moving alterity. The qualifications that they connect to the concept of alterity are
its relation to an ontology of becoming as multiplicity. “Becoming,” means escaping from accepted codings and keeping open possibilities. Multiplicity is connected to the possible, where to become is not to attain a specific form, but the
ability to take any value.
For Deleuze and Guattari “a person is an open multiplicity, a series that is open
ended. For a person on the move it is a matter of keeping open possibilities, the
ability for making ever new connections. […] What counts are the plural lines of
flight that keep one’s life open. Instead of through discipline and control Deleuze
and Guattari approach life through creativity and pluralism. […] Becoming a be-
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coming cannot “have” or “be” a fixed identity it is always a becoming other, pure
differences, multifications rather than uni-fication. The multiplicity of becoming
requires always escaping from the many accessible and accepted codings and overcodings, even one’s own name…” (Deleuze, 1995 in Steyaert & Janssens, 2001: 11).
According to Steyaert & Janssens Deleuze’s thinking is close to (Serres, 1995/
1982) in “Genesis” where he takes noise as background to all geneses:
“Noise is the multiple, multiplicity, chaos that is always there, invisible but unavoidable in things coming along. We were afraid of wind and water, we are now
afraid of disorder and the rarely predictable. In fact we are afraid of multiplicities.
We never want to conceive multiplicities as such. We run away from this thought”
(Serres, 1995/1982: 108). The multiple has been locked out since we have been
making boundaries, drawing lines and rounding off, establishing the individual
(i.e. the immigrant), the organisation (our company) as a consequence of believing that being presupposes a unity: “I am trying here to raise the brackets and
parentheses, syntheses, whereby we shove multiplicities under unities” (Serres,
1995/1982: 4 in Steyaert en Janssens, 2001: 12).
A second qualification of alterity is its crossing out of the identifiable into becoming anonymous. It refers to the modesty, the impersonal way of becoming. Anonymity means a becoming without a totalitarian definition of the “I”. Instead of
having a personality – a molar entity – this qualification stresses the option of
becoming individual among collectives, experimenting with many things in a not
narcissistic way (Steyaert and Janssen, 2001).
A third qualification of alterity is its dependence on safe spaces which reflect a
sociocultural process through which persons can develop a room of their own for
a different voice. Steyaert and Janssens (2001) refer to the arguments of Collins
(1991) in her book “Black Feminist Thought” for the concept of safe spaces. Collins
considers developing a knowledge of the self as essential to black women’s survival. Challenging the uniformly negative controlling images and replacing them by
a black woman’s standpoint is, according to Collins, an essential component in
resisting systems of race, gender and class expression. She identifies three safe
spaces in which efforts to find a voice have occurred: black women’s relationships
with one another, the black women’s blues tradition and the voices of black
women writers. It is not through an increasing autonomy that black women develop their standpoint but through their relationships and affiliation with each other.
“The qualification of safe spaces nurtures basically what Putnam (2000) calls
bonding relationships. Some might object that these spaces contain only limited
interaction, don’t address issues of power and difference and will not be sufficient
to bring about fundamental social change. The process of becoming will, therefore, also involve a process of democratising, or the possibility of developing bridging relationships. Becoming other requires a process of democratising in which
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the public spaces are empty, open to different opinions and voices. The public
spaces cannot be taken a-priori but are open to possibilities for experiments from
the margin. The fourth qualification of alterity implies that parties can only
‘occupy’ the public space for just one moment and then immediately empty it for
others… As Bauman (1999) summarizes, living together in the world of differences means that we need to understand each other in the Wittgensteinian sense
of understanding – of knowing how to go on – but also how to go on in the face of
others which may go on – having the right to go on – differently” (Steyaert and
Janssens, 2001: 19-21).
Steyaert and Janssens (2001) distill four critical issues out of discussions and debates in the diversity literature that expose implicit theoretical choices prioritising
the concept of “identity” and turning the issues of identity into a managing of individuals and their identities. The four critical issues are a narrow or broad definition of diversity, a stable or dynamic definition of identity, the role of power and the
importance of the sociohistorical context. Their inspiration is that they start to
focus on becoming instead of being, which opens challenging possibilities.
Having read their work, I recognise in retrospect within my own research a
number of safe spaces in which the alterity of the other has been explored. The
notion of open-ended becoming and development coincides with what Hall (1990)
and Braidotti (1994) envision and fits well with the way career coaches work with
clients at Van Ede & Partners, which shall be described in the next chapters.

5.9 Conclusion
As the vertical structures and grand narratives in society erode we become aware
of multiplicity and multivalence, as we have already witnessed in the cases described in chapters three and four. These developments in postmodern societies
cause feelings of fear, anxiety and insecurity in the minds of many citizens. Polarisation and scapegoating of migrants can be seen as a way to reduce the complexity causing these feelings. It could also be seen as a first step of an intercultural
learning process. In the paradigmatic shift we are experiencing at the present
time, the echoes of many positions and voices of different eras and connotations
with regard to the concepts of hybridity and diversity still linger in the thinking of
many people, depending on their awareness of and positioning in their personal
intercultural learning process, and their exposure to the rapid social changes in
the environment. The way the policewoman greeted me, as a former resident of
Singapore, mirrored my first experience of meeting my Chinese neighbour,
whose British accent took me by complete surprise. Both the policewoman and I
had not expected to find elements of familiarity in the stranger. In my case I had
not expected to find an English person in my new Chinese neighbour and in the
case of the policewoman in Drachten she did not expect a Dutch person in the
holder of a German passport that was issued in Singapore. In the case of my
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Chinese neighbour we voiced our surprise and started to explore each other’s
alterity. In the case of the policewoman the opportunity to share, explore and reflect on our consternation and surprise in the context of a safe dialogical space
was missed. Perhaps if we had been able to explore the place of difficulty (Kunneman, 2005) in the context of a safe (Steyaert en Janssens, 2001) dialogical space
we would both have progressed along our intercultural learning path.
Over time, as a result of international mobility and intercultural learning experiences, hybrid identities and a sense of multiplicity are developed, be it through
intermarriage, asylum, living for extended periods in different cultures, growing
up in different cultures or experiencing different cultures at close proximity. While
living in Asia I met many Dutch, Swiss and German people whose ancestors had
been involved in the trading history of their countries. It seemed as if patterns of
migration were perpetuated over generations in certain families. In my own family
the migration history started when the brother of my paternal grandfather migrated to Uruguay and another great uncle was sent to Namibia, to fight in the war
there. Our migration history continues with my eldest son who has lived in Japan
and China for his work with ASML (a Dutch chip producing company) for the past
three years. In this very successful globally operating Dutch company his colleagues come from India, Bulgaria, Malaysia, China, Spain and Portugal, exemplifying the advantages of diversity in a global organisation. He now commutes to Korea
once every three to four weeks for ten days, while living with his girlfriend in Den
Bosch, who regularly travels to America for her own work. Recently he mentioned
a Chinese colleague of his in China who had grown up with chickens scratching in
the yard in the rural vicinity of Shanghai. Over the years she had worked for ASML
and Philips in Wuxi and Shanghai, married a Dutchman and relocated to The
Netherlands, leaving behind a baffled family! While international companies actively seek to diversify their boardrooms because of the advantages of diversity and
hybridity, many national companies are still hesitant to increase the diversity of
their workforce. In the next chapter I shall describe a diversity project in a Dutch
career consultancy programme where migrants and career consultants embarked
on a mutual cultural learning process that was devised within a number of safe
dialogical spaces. It was set up to facilitate graduate refugees finding work in line
with their talents and ambitions in the Dutch working environment and simultaneously to enhance the knowledge and skills of career coaches in dealing with clients of different cultural backgrounds, enabling them to explore the complex social
mechanisms involved in the unemployment statistics of immigrants. The focus is
on the voices of both career coach, coming from the cultural majority group, and
the client, coming from a minority group. It is a performative, action-oriented project, which explored subtle discursive processes and in this sense fits with some of
the challenges described in the critical diversity literature. Where politics fail perhaps professionals will prevail! But first, a reflective intermezzo, a meditation.

A reflexive intermezzo, a meditation

Parts of this chapter were previously published in: König, J.R. (2010). “Spirituality
and Diversity” in Nandram, S.S. & Borden, M.E. Spirituality and Business: Exploring Possibilities for a New Management Paradigm. (pp. 101-109) Heidelberg/Berlin:
Springer.
The uses of not
Thirty spokes meet in the hub,
but the empty space between them
is the essence of the wheel.
Pots are formed from clay,
but the empty space between it
is the essence of the pot.
Walls with windows and doors form the house,
but the empty space within it
is the essence of the house
– Lao Tse
In a meditation session that was conducted by William Wray of the “Wisdom
Works” website in November 2007, I was asked to meditate on the question what
my unique contribution to this world is. To my surprise my ever-roving mind
produced the intriguing words “I am a railway crossing!?” This meditation was
done at a time when I was puzzling how to build a bridge between the context of
the dialogical self and the context of diversity. Starting the thesis as a psychotherapist in the field of personality psychology, my occupational field shifted during the
writing of this book into career consultancy, coaching and management of diversity in organisations. Professor Hermans, with whom I had started the thesis, had
retired and advised me to find a new professor. Halleh Ghorashi, an Iranian refugee and a cultural anthropologist, had advised me to write a theoretical chapter. In
retrospect that, too, was a stage in the process which illustrates, as I have mentioned before, that my migration between cultural contexts continues in the process of my professional development and in the process of finding a biotope for
the writing of this dissertation. After a long quest it has finally found a place in
which it can find its completion, a space where my words are heard, critically
appraised or appreciated and related to the theoretical context of the dialogical
self, the self reflective practitioner, the horizons of Foucault and critical diversity
studies. I had been struggling to incorporate new literature into old articles and
pieces I had written, and came to the conclusion that this does not always work. A
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new environment needs new pages and fresh space. The story continues, moves
from the past through the now and into the future. So instead of starting afresh,
as I have done so often in my life, I was trying to write and integrate new lessons
into old experience. It does not really work, I start afresh again and integrate as I
write.
At some deep level the metaphor of the railway crossing was appealing but I could
not make head or tail of it at the time and decided to sleep on it. Early in the
morning I awoke and the following thoughts flitted through my mind. I often
wake up early in the morning and lie there observing my thought processes,
lazily wondering whether to get up and write them down but usually preferring
to linger in that drowsy state between sleep and wakefulness and mull the
thoughts over gently. This morning I stood up and started to write, with a sure
feeling that the writer’s block I had been suffering from was lifted, and a sense
that now I would find my own voice between the cacophony of voices that have
been occupying my thoughts. Is there an own voice? Are we not all a compilation
of all the voices in our environment that we have heard, as Bakhtin (1929/1973)
and Byron Katie (2002) would have us believe?
“Bakhtin (1929/1973) held that speakers always speak in social languages when
producing unique utterances and thus social languages shape, beyond awareness
what the individual voices can say. This simultaneity of individual and collective
utterances involves a specific kind of multivoicedness that Bhaktin termed ventriloquation. With this term he characterised the process in which one voice speaks
through another voice or voice type as found in a social language. The term multivoicedness thus refers not only to the simultaneous existence of different individual voices but also to the simultaneous existence of the voice of an individual
and the voice of a group” (Hermans, 1996: 46). In Bakhtin’s view, dialogical relations include, but also extend far beyond, face-to-face contact. It shows how in
voices residues of internalised cultures can be detected in a similar way to that in
which internalised people can be detected by gestures, intonations and figures of
speech. In this sense the habitus of pillarisation in The Netherlands still conditions the words in which many Dutch speak.
Byron Katie (2002), a US American coach, says there are no new thoughts, all
thoughts have been thought by millions of people all over the world, and she
questions “ who would you be without your story?” If one really ponders this
question, one comes into a space where everything is possible. It is only our stories that keep us where we are. It arouses feelings like the contemplation of nothingness beneath the stars, which I described in chapter two.
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My unique contribution is that I am a railway crossing?
What is a railway crossing? Is it a “Weiche” a “switch” in the railway system? A
smooth transition to a different path, direction or destination, in the mass of railroads leading to different destinations? By the shifting of a lever the rails move in
a new direction. Just a small shift of a lever of perception at a critical moment can
lead to a very different destination. Or am I the lights flashing on and off and bells
tinkling to warn the driver of a car to stop until the rushing train has passed his
path, at the place where a road crosses the railway, so that a driver can continue
safely on his way? The driver of the car sits for moments in a reverie watching the
train carriages flash by, a metaphor for the story of his life, and then continues his
journey, preserved by the railway crossing from an accidental collision with an
oncoming train. Am I a safe space that prevents potential disaster, I wonder now
after having written about safe spaces in chapter five?
Or am I a railway… crossing the land of different countries, two tracks of iron
spreading endlessly into the horizon disrespectful of borders… ever into an
unseen future lying just around the corner? I am there so that trains carrying
their freight of people and products can move from one place to another. Am I
both the road and the railway moving in four directions or four directions coming
together at the crossing? The physical, cognitive, emotional and spiritual?
The disaster we are headed towards is exemplified by the current economical
crisis, and the apparent powerlessness of politicians to “do” something, the
voices rising in the public arena to dissolve the European Union and ostracise
flailing Greece… the tsunami disrupting and annihilating Japanese lives on its
eastern coastline near Fukushima… and the severe drought and hunger in the
Horn of Africa. The shocking killings on the small Norwegian island near Oslo,
which Anders Breivik, a 32-year-old Norwegian, planned for ten years, killing
many innocent adolescents, as appalling as it is strange. Was this individual’s life
so lonely in his increasingly individualised society (Beck & Beck-Germersheim,
2002) that no one noticed his scheming? Intriguing, too, that he said Wilders
inspired him. Mass communication’s fingers have an ever-widening reach and
decontextualised messages are easily misunderstood and misinterpreted in different contexts. Perhaps to solve these problems we need to shift to a next level of
conscious evolution, to develop a new paradigm as the present one has lost its
power in today’s complex world.
In 1988 the cofounder of the Institute of Noetic Sciences and founder of the Spirit
at Work Award, Willis Harman (Harman, 1988), wrote in his book “Global Mind
Change” about a fundamental shift of dominant metaphysics happening in western society. It involves a shift from the metaphysical perspective of M-1 Materialistic Monism to M-3 Transcendental Monism.
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“In M-1 the basic stuff of the universe is matter energy. We learn about reality
from studying the measurable world, and the positivist, reductionist, scientific
worldview is the only way we learn. In transcendental monism M-3 the basic stuff
of the universe is found to be consciousness. Mind or consciousness is primary
and matter energy arises in some sense out of mind… Ultimately the reality
behind the phenomenal world is contacted not only through the physical senses
but through deep intuition” (Harman, 1988: 34 in König, 2010: 101). Harman
identifies three ways of knowing: the rational, emotional and intuitive. He recognises that in most western societies there has been a bias towards exclusively
rational ways of knowing. As the complexity in the world increases, the rational
mind becomes less efficient. Recent research has shown that it can only handle
up to seven items at once (Draaisma, 2001). We need to increase, facilitate and
explore the use of our other knowledge capacities in our organisations and as
human beings. “Creativity and intuition are terms we use to refer to those occasions when unconscious knowing is made accessible to the conscious mind”
(Harman, 1988: 76).
Rowan (1999), exploring Wilber’s (1980) stages of psychospiritual development,
states that the normal definition of the self that we use in our culture is the stage
Wilber (1980) labels as the mental ego. At this stage people see themselves as
capable of playing social roles, of handling language, logic, mathematics etc. He
feels that the most disappointing feature of our culture, which is at the most part
located at the level of the mental ego, is that it always thinks of mysticism as
something vague and uncertain. He goes on to describe four stages of psychospiritual development beyond the mental ego, the first being the Centaur, which
resonates with Maslow’s (1987) actualised self or Roger’ s (1961) fully functioning
person, or the self as opposed to the self image (Perls 1969).
The second stage beyond the mental ego is the Psychic/Subtle, which Rowan prefers to call the subtle. This self “questions boundaries between me and others,
and has a much more ecological sense of the world. It is essentially multiple and
polytheistic in its orientation and it glories in symbols and images, ritual and
romance” (Rowan, 1999: 17).
According to Rowan (1999), Jung was very much at home at this level, and
preferred to stay at this level, where he entertained notions of the collective unconscious. In a way this subtle self seems to resonate with the dialogical self,
exploring the multiple cultural voices that I have described in the preceding chapters. It, too, questions the boundaries between “me” and others and has a more
ecological sense of the world. In this sense I feel that it is important that we gradually incorporate psychospiritual theories into the field of psychology and intercultural encounters to conceptualise the possibility of humanity’s shift towards
novel psychospiritual levels.
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The last two levels are the causal self, which according to Rowan “is different
and new…very much oriented to the One, and has abandoned all need for symbols and images. It is in the deep water of Western mystics like Meister Eckhart
(Blakeny, 1941) and Eastern mystics like Sri Ramana Maharshi (Ramana, 1972). It
is a state of consciousness which is generally only reached by meditative or contemplative practices, but when we do, seems to be strikingly uniform, no matter
where in the world we live” (Rowan, 1999: 18).
Contemplative practices like meditation and mindfulness are becoming more
commonplace in contemporary society. Spiritual practice enhances consciousness
by making us aware of how we think, feel and construe the world. It enhances the
capacity of the contemplative mind to tap into the universal stream of connection
and love without the distraction of the divisive “chatter” of the discursive mind.
This contemplative state helps one to develop an eye for one’s place in the larger
picture, the ability to take a bird’s-eye view of life. In this way a metaposition is
developed from the perspective of which choices can be made calmly while observing the stream of thoughts and emotions produced by the discursive mind. Perhaps as the world becomes more complex, confusing and interconnected and the
self more saturated (Gergen, 1991), meditative techniques will help to facilitate
the exploration of other knowledge centres than the rational, empiricial, “mental”
mind providing an entrance to comprehending the world as fundamentally interconnected. In this way, too, we may start to adjust our patterns of overconsumption to more respectful and preserving modes of functioning.
According to Leewens (2003), in the past these disciplines were practised whenever there was a Renaissance. These disciplines were nearly lost due to the scientific and positivistic thinking that developed in the 17th century. All knowledge
and experience was placed outside the human being, and people believed that the
universe could be expressed in terms of systems and formulas. Newton’s certainties have had to make way for the uncertainties of quantum mechanics and relativity theory. With that the accent is shifting from knowledge and doing to reflection and being. Investing in diversity is an intense learning experience. The
quality of seeing one another as legitimate human beings is the first step towards
reaching unity. The Unity of all consciousness is facilitated by contemplative
action and breathing. Inspiration is the waking of spirit, the breath of life that
connects each individual with the whole, which frees the psyche from preconceived ideas, and formulas and opens it to universal concepts. Inspiration leads
the mind from knowledge about something to knowledge as a form of being,
from feelings to deep emotion. It opens and cleanses the heart so that everything
may be reflected without judgment and readies it for a loving and dedicated relationship with the world.
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I am at a railway crossing in the sense that I have sat in a reverie in my car watching the train of my life pass, coming out of the landscape of the dialogical self and,
now that the barriers have opened, moving into the theoretical landscape of cultural anthropology, diversity management, the esoteric and the spiritual. A border
crossing, a nomadic subject. I am beginning to understand why there was no
space within the framework of rigorous science for my own words, my own
story…why there is so little space for diversity in our organisations, and how the
theme of multicultural identity with which I started this thesis leads to themes of
diversity in society and in organisations, to dialogue, transcendence and spirituality. The move from the discursive, divisive, analytic mind to the contemplative
mind. Moving experience as in on becoming…
I am also a railway crossing in the sense that my path of cultural learning is now
mirrored in the path of society, a weird kind of crossing over, a feeling of having
lived life back to front. As society diversifies, I start to feel less of an outsider and
more at home. In spite of the negative discourses about foreigners in Dutch society, which I construe as a first stage of culture shock without having actually
moved from one place to another (see Bennett in paragraph 6.1), many “newcomers” are by now established citizens and here to stay. It seems high time for
more dialogical intercultural encounters to learn intercultural sensitivity, to transform these confusing, ambivalent and negative emotions and what better place to
do this than in the world of studying and working together! It is increasingly
becoming as important to facilitate cultural learning processes for locals as it is
for immigrants.
The fact that more and more people in the world are confronted with these confusing emotions could also be a sign that we are living through a paradigm shift
signified by greater understanding of how the parts and the whole are connected.
Senge, Scharmer, Jaworski and Flowers write in their book “Presence”, “When we
grasp the wholeness of nature, it can be shocking.” They quote Bortoft (1996)
saying “In nature the part is a place for the presencing of the whole.” This is the
awareness that is stolen from us when we accept the machine worldview of
wholes assembled from replaceable parts. A living system continually recreates
itself, but how this occurs in social systems such as global institutions depends
both on our individual and global level of awareness….”(Senge et al., 2004: 7 in
König, 2011: 101).
They also say that “As long as our thinking is governed by habit, notably by
industrial, machine age concepts such as control, predictability, standardisation
and faster is better – we will continue to recreate institutions as they have been,
despite their disharmony with the larger world, and the need of all living systems
to evolve. In short the basic problem with the new species of global institutions is
that they have not yet become aware of themselves as living organisms. Once they
do, they can become a place for the presencing of the whole as it might be, not
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just as it has been (Senge et al., pp. 9-10). What is needed to access this field of
the future is presence as in ‘pre sensing’ or deep listening, of being open beyond
one’s preconceptions and historical ways of making sense. It is the importance of
letting go of old identities and the need to control and making choices to serve the
evolution of life. We allow the shift, by consciously participating in a larger field
for change” (Senge et al, 2004: 13 in König 2010: 102).
Scharmer and Senge (2009) developed a U theory with which to facilitate this
process in fields of like-minded organisations. Leaders using this new social technology are able to facilitate dialogues, and listen carefully in a contemplative mode
by creating an atmosphere where people can open themselves to the universal
layers of creativity that are evolving and other sources of knowing than the rational.
The current financial crisis has made us painfully aware of the interwovenness of
our planet. It is time now to implement sustainable ways of working together in
our organisations to manage complexity in a new way in order to create a sustainable future. We need to liberate ourselves from our limiting thoughts and align
ourselves to the world as it is developing. During this paradigm shift we see that
management in organisations is slowly evolving from seeking personal power to
empowering others, from controlling people to enabling them to be creative. As
managers make a fundamental shift in values, the corporation undergoes a radical reorientation to a greater worldview.
“These leaders appreciate the futility of trying to control complex systems from
the top down. They focus instead on arranging conditions which foster the individuals’ actualising their own latent creativity, and on evolving highly autonomous
business units in which local initiative and control can operate to the fullest extent
possible” (Harman, 1988). As Harman points out, real leadership is helping a
group and individuals create a vision that is as nearly as possible in alignment
with their individual sense of purpose. “Once a vision is created and there is commitment to it the factors and forces to bring about its realization are already set in
motion. Coincidences, lucky breaks and following hunches are likely to play a
part. Actualisation comes about in ways that felt mysteriously like something
more than planned steps plus chance events. Exertion is unnecessary – exertion
being the inner struggle between conditioning and deep intuition.” (Harman,
1988: 166 in König, 2010: 103).
Instead of racking our brains perhaps we need to open our hearts. In complex
systems too much intervention causes the system to break down. If I, in my speed
of thinking, issue too many commands to my computer it shuts down, stubbornly
refuses to move. If I, however, breathe, take a walk and return, suddenly the
whole confusion finds a simple solution on a different level of complexity. In dialogical terms we perhaps need to explore an open space in which we can think
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together on the edge and make use of intentional learning processes (Ouspensky,
1966; de Dreu, 2005) that work with the more subtle levels of transformative
processes.

Second naturedness, Ma and Cultural Mediator
As hopefully it has become apparent during the reading of this book, it is important for us all to realise that human beings are “second natured”, that we occupy a
social, cultural and historicised horizon that is a “constructed reality”. Generally,
one only becomes aware of this second naturedness of culture when placed in a
new cultural matrix, in which one must embark on a journey of intercultural
learning and understanding of one’s own and different implicit cultural codes,
norms and values. This confusing cultural crossing is not only applicable to different global cultures but also between professional cultures and in different cultures of knowledge.
I was most surprised when I worked in an organisation and information technology project in Leeuwarden that the simple word “process” held a host of different meanings depending on whether it was used from a psychological, sociological, or engineering perspective. It took a while for us as colleagues to figure out
how to communicate with each other so that each could understand the other’s
reference point and really work together from there. With the increase of intercultural encounters in globalising societies this learning process is becoming the
path of all citizens, not only migrants or participants in software engineering systems.
Intercultural experiences offer us the opportunity to become aware of our
second naturedness. They expand our consciousness and enrich our lives with
other perspectives on life and “reality”. In the sense of the poem above the empty
space between and within people of different cultures is the essence of our shared
humanity. The statements which people voice in the intercultural arena could be
understood as voiced from positions that are related to the different stages of their
personal individual acculturation process. Once acculturation is understood as a
developmental and dialogical process of expanding experience instead of a fixed
state, new perspectives for sharing, growing and understanding are opened.

Ma
So far in this book I have explored the complexities of dialogical cultural dynamics
intrapersonally and related them to the dominant discourses about migrants in
the context of The Netherlands. This has opened a door of perception to the
potential that the exploration of the intersubjective “ma” space of the in between
has to unfold the multicultural space of diversity in society. “Ma” is a Japanese
concept that was introduced to the dialogical self by Morioka (2008).
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“When one is involved in self talk or self explorations (as I have described in
chapters two, three and four) a distance will appear between talking self and
talked self in one’s internal world. We call this distance ma (pictogram). The feature of Japanese consciousness of time is not linear – such as the past-presentfuture sequence – but has a circularity of time connected and held by nature. And
the feature of Japanese consciousness of space is not an empty space but a space
that includes everything. We use the word ma for a space between a thing and
another thing, and also between one moment and another moment. ma is a concept including both time and space (Kimura, 2005). We can use ma in referencing human relationships – ma indicates the creative lively tension between I and
you. If this tension diminishes ma is lost. We say ma-nobi (overextension of ma)
and ma-nuke (missing ma), which means boredom, crazy or bad timing.
The concept of ma may be concerned with the boundary zone between A and
non A field where meaning is constructed and reconstructed (Valsiner, 2004).
There occurs a tension in the boundary zone A <> non-A. This zone is a domain
for creative meaning construction. The sense of tonus implies essentially opposite
themes and intention (Dunham, 1938). Therapist and client co-investigate the
emotional experiences of ambivalence for realizing a new form of feeling. One
can be creating ma – distancing oneself – through his self-narratives. He could
talk about himself with his own word in this distance ma. At this moment the
tension could be dissolved. He confronted to himself with authenticity never in
self-deception. At the same time the therapist (the other) had to listen to his talk
within a constant tonus. The talking and listening space makes unique ma in
between the persons” (Morioka, 2008: 105).
The Japanese word ma can be roughly translated as ”gap”, ”space”, and “pause” or
as ”the space between two structural parts.” In Japanese, the word for space suggests interval. It is best described as a consciousness of place, not in the sense of
an enclosed three-dimensional entity, but rather the simultaneous awareness of
form and non-form deriving from an intensification of vision. Ma is not something that is created by compositional elements; it is the thing that takes place in
the imagination of the human who experiences these elements. Therefore, ma
can be defined as experiential place understood with emphasis on interval. There
is no equivalent single term for ma in the English language, although I feel that
the terms liminality, interstitial and transition are closely related to the concept.
Perhaps the essence of hybrids and the Birds of Passage we shall meet in the next
chapter is not their differing cultural positions but the space they occupy in the in
between.
To me, ma is a helpful concept in the in-between field. Ma plays an important role
in Japanese culture, in the construction of teahouses, in tea ceremonies and rock
gardens. The concept resonates with an open space and a safe space (Janssens &
Steyaert, 2001), whose work I have explored in more detail in chapter five, a space
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in which imaginal transitionary work may take place. A time and a place for silence, meditation, dialogue and reflection in between solid structures to regather
vitality and new approaches to old dilemmas. A space in which paradigm shifts
may occur in increasingly complex environments. The Taoist philosopher Lao Tse
wrote extensively on the concept of ma including the poem The Uses of Not quoted
above. In the theory of the dialogical self, so far little work has been done on
contemplation and silence, the interstitial space between words and positions, in
which the subtle words of an intuitive knowing may arise and be heard.

The original pictogram of ma appealed to me as it seemed to represent new
meaning (the lower block) arising between two dialogical partners (the flag like
symbols to the right and the left). In a true dialogical conversation, conducted in
an interval or space between structures, new meanings arise providing new insights for both participants, developing and expanding thoughts and perspectives.
Human beings stand at the crossroads of continuum and context, in the here
and now of body awareness and interpersonal correspondence processes. The
concept of ma, safe, open spaces and acceptance are central to my understanding
of a social relational and sociocultural perspective on engaging with others. We
always exist in our historicised “horizon of understanding”, our second naturedness, and cannot transcend this “reality”. I mean by second natured that humans
occupy a social, cultural and historicised horizon that is a “constructed reality”.
The most ideal way of conducting the exploration of the in between space, the
intersubjective, social relational and socioculturally bounded space between two
people that are “second natured”, that are conditioned by different contextual and
cultural environments is – as we have seen – in the form of a dialogue, and not in
a discussion or debate. Dialogue needs, love, trust and safe interstitial spaces.

Safe interstitial dialogical spaces
In this thesis so far I have described various safe dialogical spaces in which slow
questions and difficult dilemmas (Kunneman, 2005) were explored in a number
of different contexts. Safe dialogical spaces are desperately needed in an environment that is experienced as threatening and potentially dangerous. In my research I have shown that the dominant discourses in society feel unsafe for
global nomads with multiple frames of reference, who as a consequence hide
away their cultural diversity. Processes of individualisation (Beck and Beck-Ger-
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mersheim 2001) and the increasing diversity in society result in feelings of insecurity in many established citizens, causing them to retreat to within the safety of
their private worlds. Both reactions do little to create the interactions and safe
dialogical spaces needed to develop intercultural sensitivity in intercultural learning processes. The conceptualisation of safe interstitial dialogical spaces in which
this learning could occur, which I have described so far in this thesis, are spaces
of hope, spaces in which it is perhaps possible to recreate a sense of community
and belonging on a very small scale to provide an environment in which new
discursive texts may be written in the landscape of diversifying and increasingly
interconnected global societies. These processes could ultimately lead to an expanded sense of self, and the tolerance of ambiguity much needed in the transformational process of which the world is currently partaking.
The first safe dialogical space was the masterclass with other migrant women.
This experience provided me with the opportunity to write my life story in which I
was able to reflect on my personal moving experiences. The successful collaboration of fifteen women who came to The Netherlands from different countries in
the last forty years documented their migration experiences and life stories in the
book Light and Shadow (Ghorashi & Brinkgreve, 2010). It provides a compelling,
powerful and healing counternarrative (Lindeman Nelson, 2001) to the oppressing dominant discourse in society, and clearly shows up successful integration
strategies and the resilience but also the trials and at times the frustration of migrant women. There is nothing like the respectful sharing of stories to build a
sense of wonder, connection and community.
A second safe dialogical space was created by listening to the moving experience
of protest and resistance that ensued as I tried to translate my personal story from
Dutch into English. It was not simply a matter of translating the Dutch text into
English, quite a different story appeared when voiced from my English perspective! This shows that cultural positions are a part of a dispersed plural self (Hermans, 2002) each with its own story to tell.
A third safe dialogical space was the one in which the global nomads explored
their moving experiences and personal cultural complexity in an intrapersonal
dialogue between two of their cultural positions. As a researcher, aware of my
own cultural complexity, I was able to create a safe space in which the global
nomads could reflect on their verbal, emotional and reflective dialogues, an in
between and a metaposition. I had discovered in my own life story that during
my developmental process I had the tendency to hide personal cultural positions
that were not compatible with dominant Dutch discourses. Issues of dominance
and repression are part and parcel of the multivoicedness in society. Some of the
global nomads I interviewed in The Netherlands also had this tendency, resulting
in feelings of fear, despondency and powerlessness. This means that energy is
being invested in scanning an environment as to its safety to express dissonant
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personal voices. When necessary energy is also invested to camouflage and hide
those parts of the self that seem not to fit with dominant discourses, resulting in
energetic leaks. Hiding and disenfranchising dissonant personal cultural voices
actually leads to a stagnation of the diversification process of the environment
because the dissonant voices that have the potential to diversify and unfold the
multicultural space of the environment are carefully repressed. These hidden dialogues, however, have a tremendous potential to facilitate the diversification process of the environment if they can be voiced in interstitial dialogical processes
within safe spaces (Janssens and Steyaert, 2001).
All of the cases described in chapters three and four show that the debate between
mono- and multiculturalists, where the phenomenon of culture is neatly defined
in terms of “us” and “them” like easily discernible blobs of jelly, is increasingly
becoming a sign of cultural insensitivity and/or ignorance. This research shows
that in individual identities these supposedly separate “blobs of jelly” almost immediately become runny when introduced to each other and form idiosyncratic
personal mixtures of colour and texture, combinations which make the discussion
between assimilation or segregation in acculturation issues to be too simple a
description of the complexities involved in acculturation processes (König,
2009). The results described in the preceding chapters show that as long as
people with hybrid identities hide and disenfranchise those of their cultural positions that are deemed unwelcome by the dominant discourses in society, simply
hiring migrants without establishing safe dialogical spaces in which to explore
and reflect on difference and alterity will not establish the desired diversity in
organisations and society.
In the third part of this thesis, implementing theory into practice in a fourth
and fifth safe dialogical space, I shall describe a project in which the complexities
of interpersonal cultural complexities are explored using a number of case studies
that narrated the first encounters between career coaches and their graduate refugee clients. They discovered that the expanding of the cultural straitjacket of the
self is an uncomfortable learning process, which initially causes difficult feelings
of uncertainty, fear and confusion. In this emotional sense their “moving experience” is explored. Although this was not a comfortable experience it is considered
to be a normal experience during the growth of an enlarged sense of self by many
cross- and intercultural trainers. I shall describe the experiences of career coaches
as they entered and engaged in a “place of difficulty” bounded within the safe
dialogical space of intervision.

Part Three: Implementing
theory into practice

Chapter 6: A description of the “Birds
of Passage” diversity project within a
leading career consultancy company
in The Netherlands

The cases described in this chapter were previously published in the book Birds of
Passage: Disillusion and Surprise. König, J.R. (Ed). Heemstede: Van Ede & Partners
East is East and West is West, and never the twain shall meet,
Till Earth and Sky stand presently at God’s great Judgment Seat
But there is neither East nor West, Border, Breed nor Birth,
When two strong men stand face to face,
Though they come from the ends of the earth.
(Rudyard Kipling, 1889)

6.1 Introduction
In chapter two I described my personal and professional experiences of migration
and integration from the perspective of two of my personal cultural positions and
I narrated my developing understanding of self, body and culture. In chapters
three and four I explored the multicultural dynamics of thirteen global nomads
and showed that a dialogue between two personal cultural positions introduces
novelty into the personal meaning system and that reflecting on an INTRA personal dialogue between two personal cultural positions and inherent feelings raises
awareness to issues of power and dominance between personal cultural positions.
Results show a subtle reflection or intrapersonal mirroring of discursive power
relationships in the environment as they nestle themselves within the self and/or
personal tactics with which to deal with the discursive power relationships as they
are practised in society.
Parallel to working on the research described in the preceding chapters, I started
working for a leading career consultancy company in The Netherlands, Van Ede &
Partners (VEP), from 2000 onwards. I realised that a company like this would
have been helpful for me to efficiently find my professional way in Singapore and
on reentering The Netherlands after my sojourn abroad. Freshly arrived back
from multicultural Singapore, I also realised that the cultural diversity featured in
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Dutch society was not reflected in the clients who approached the organisation, or
in many Dutch companies’ workforces, for that matter. In this chapter the question is explored whether an INTER personal dialogue between an experienced
career coach and clients of different cultural backgrounds could facilitate the clients’ search for work in their new cultural environment.
In 2005 an action research diversity project called “Birds of Passage” was developed to explore whether career coaching could facilitate the finding of suitable
work for graduate refugees in The Netherlands. The project was developed as a
joint venture between van Ede & Partners (VEP) and the University Assistance
Fund (UAF). UAF is an organisation in The Netherlands that provides advice and
funding to graduated refugees on how to start or continue their studies after relocating to The Netherlands. The term “Bird of Passage” was coined, as it does not
carry the negative connotation of other words commonly used to describe migrants. It also refers to the internal and external to-ing and fro-ing between familiar personal cultural positions and environments that, as we have seen in chapters
three and four, is so common to the psychology of cultural hybrids. This project
with the UAF refugees was a way of exploring the complex social mechanisms
involved in the unemployment statistics of migrants on the one hand, and enhancing the knowledge and skills of career coaches in dealing with clients of different
cultural backgrounds on the other.
Since 2005 the project group has identified a number of different Birds of Passage, the contexts where they are to be found, and some of the issues they face:
1. First generation migrants and refugees
2. Expatriates, inpatriates and their trailing spouses
3. Global nomads
4. Second and third generation migrants.
These different Birds of Passage are usually differentiated semantically, but are all
dealing with issues of hybridity at different stages of their intercultural learning
process.
In this chapter I shall first describe the organisation and their method of coaching, then the Bird of Passage project group. Subsequently the learning goals of
intercultural communication and a theory of intercultural competence development (Bennett, 1993) will be discussed as well as the methodology of intervision
that was used during the project. I shall present four case studies, two from the
beginning of the intercultural learning trajectory and two towards its end, that the
coaches wrote in cooperation with their refugee clients while reflecting on the
coaching process. I shall explore the subtle discursive practices described in these
cases and relate them to Bennett’s (1993) theory of intercultural learning and describe the strategies of inclusion that were developed. To conclude, I shall present
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two other case studies, one of a trailing spouse and the second of a global nomad
illustrating different stages of their intercultural learning process.
The project showed up many a blatant cultural misunderstanding and troubling
stories of exclusion and discrimination while at the same time it facilitated a
mutual intercultural learning process between coach and client as a step towards
integration in our multicultural society. In this integration strategy, host and migrant develop mutual understanding by exploring each other’s “alterity” or difference in an interpersonal dialogue in the context of an open and safe interstitial
dialogical space. Through the coaching dialogue, coaches and clients became acquainted with each other’s cultural frames of reference, and their awareness was
raised to how these differing frames of reference can lead to misconstruals and
misunderstanding, and how these can be transformed to restore and develop a
dialogical relationship through the practice of exploring emotions, reflection and
metacommunication (Watzlawick et al., 2001; Hermans & Konopka, 2010). These
experiences helped coaches to become aware of their professional blind spots and
often unconscious frames of reference. Ultimately, many clients found work that
matched their personal talents and aspirations, but retention of these jobs was
often not easy. The coaches’ awareness to diversity issues and normalising tendencies in society was raised.

6.2 The organisation
In 2005, 120 consultants and psychologists work part time in VEP, the career
consultancy, coaching and outplacement company under consideration, in twelve
offices spread over the country. They are encouraged to be independent entrepreneurs with their talents in their own specific fields, providing a vibrant, state of
the art network for clients. The company received the Spirit at Work Award in
New York in 2005, as it has implemented spiritual practices into the organisation.
The spiritual view of the company is based on a fundamental belief in human
dignity and in the potential of each human being to grow in consciousness and to
progress towards liberty and responsibility. This process is neatly symbolised by
the company’s logo and organisational metaphor depicting Nils Holgerson on the
back of the gander Marten. Nils is the protagonist in a Swedish geography book
written by Nobel Prize laureate Selma Lagerlöf (1906). The book relates in a fairy
tale fashion the amazing journey of Nils, a metaphor for the human being striving
to free himself from ingrained habits and thoughts, by which he makes himself
small and trivial. In rising up above the world he is able to see things from a
different perspective, and in choosing different places to land he discovers his
true strength in contact with the world. For thirty years this value - based company
has been dedicated to empowering individuals to making full use of their talents
in order to serve society. There is a firm belief that when a person is not putting
his or her talents to use, a need in society is not being met. It is the vision and
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mission of the company to play a vital role in helping the nation make full use of
the talents of the whole population.

6.3 Method of coaching
At the beginning of their trajectory, clients are invited to write a self-analysis, a
reflection on their life history, achievements and biography. In an intimate dialogue with a psychologist, the written narrative is taken as a starting point for exploration, discussion, elaboration and reflection to discover unique personal talents, life scripts, themes and personal voices that may have dominated the
personal meaning system or become subdued over the passage of time. Then a
coach is found who can work with the client to explore the developed scenarios by
networking in relevant fields.
Identity is seen as the narrative of the self (Giddens, 1991) and identity development as an active process of reflection and agency in respect to change and continuity. Narrative is the form that explores life as a temporal unfolding (Polkinghorne 2004). Change depends on a conscious process of reflection and meaning
making during the lifespan. Narrative coaching, as does narrative therapy, views
people as unique histories rather than, say, a female, an Indian or a depressive.
“As histories people give meaning to the events that happen to them and to the
actions they undertake through the stories they construct about their lives. A repertoire of life stories is provided by the culture in which a person lives. These
stories are often internalised and employed by people to make sense out of their
lives; however these culturally provided stories are regularly constricted and blaming. Narrative therapy works to assist clients to revise these internalized culture
stories into ones that are more inclusive and appreciative of clients’ personal
power and responsibility” (Polkinghorne, 2004: 51). Elsewhere Polkinghorne
writes: “Narrative coaches believe in personal transformation through the generation of revised life stories, this belief separates these therapists from what has
been the view of postmodern philosophers that the subject is a passive creation of
the social discourse” (Polkinghorne, 2001: 65).
Clients discover during this process that different contexts may draw out different
facets of their identity. The narrative approach facilitates this development. The
backdrop to the narrative approach and metaphor is a contextual world view in
which everything is connected with everything else, where employees and organisations, each with their own stories and motives, co-construct social reality (Wijsbeck & van Loon, 2003). In the narrative approach, the individual is the main
actor in a story of which he is at the same time the author. Being author and actor
in the story of your own life allows an individual to integrate fact and fiction,
rational thinking and emotions, chance and destiny, aspects of self and context,
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free will and predetermination in a constant process of dialogical meaning
making within the context of past, present and future. This approach inspires
development and agency as context and subjective feelings find a place in the
story an individual constructs about his life. Reflecting on one’s life narrative provides a sense of perspective depending on the interpretation of past life events,
which are highlighted at any given moment.
In this approach, a person is partly determined by the past and the context in the
present and has the freedom to create and choose perspectives of the self and its
future. By encouraging personal projections of self into the future, different scenarios may be developed about how the personal narrative will evolve. Clients are
then encouraged to explore the feasibility of these scenarios by networking and
entering into dialogue with experts in relevant fields. In this way they gain knowledge from these experts, make themselves known and develop relevant expertise,
which ultimately enables them to find their destined profession or position in
society. Over the years many professionals have explored their personal life narratives to identify personal talents. They are encouraged to relate these talents to the
problems they see in society, and in this way are able to find meaningful work, in
which they can contribute to society with their talents.
As individuals become aware of their personal calling, they strive to achieve
their personal destiny, in the sense thay they feel they are on their way to becoming and actualising the fullest potential of their self. They become empowered to
act as a force of nature, where they feel guided by forces beyond their making.
This process is facilitated by applying methods, implicit in the esoteric “perennial
wisdom” of the world’s spiritual traditions, like writing and reflection on life narratives, dialogue, meditation, singing, non verbal exercises, latifa (a sufi transformational learning process), creative art and poetry. In this way, the capacity of the
contemplative mind is enhanced in order to raise and develop consciousness
above the “chatter” of the discursive mind. Many of the methods used are more
recently known as belonging to the discipline of mindfulness. Mindfulness training increases the activity in the left prefrontal cortex (Davidson, Kabat-Zinn, Schumacher, Rosenkrantz & Santorelli, 2003). This part of the brain is responsible for
an attitude of openness and approach. Recent research by Lazar (2005) has shown
with functional MRI scans that meditating monks are better able to recognise
emotions and feel compassion which shows up in a thicker insula-cortex. According to Hermans and Konopka (2010), promoter positions such as “I as accepting”,
“I as artistic”, “I as loving”, and “I as spiritual” are helpful aids in managing the
increasingly complex repertoire of personal positions for many people in the
sense that they “do not lead to a dualistic organisation of the self in the sense of
the emotional domain and the position repertoire as a whole, but lead to an experience of ‘suchness’ typical of a broader field of awareness” (Hermans & Konopka, 2010: 315). An increasing number of organisations are installing meditation
spaces in their organisations in order to decrease stress in their employees and
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help to sustain their vitality. During coaching trajectories, clients are invited to
become more aware and mindful of their inner dialogues, so that they become
more a master of their inner thoughts than their slave.

6.4 Birds of Passage project group
In 2005, four colleagues felt deeply concerned about the increasingly negative
voices heard in the media construing foreigners as dangerous, lazy or helpless
and the apparent lack of cultural sensitivity in society. When they met for the first
time to discuss what they could do to remedy the situation, they entered into a
brief meditative reflection on Kipling’s (1889) poem, described at the beginning
of this chapter, as is the custom in the organisation. After the reflection they
shared their surprise about the ending of the text. They realised that they had
never heard the positive note on which the famous first lines ended. They then
shared their life stories: One was an Indonesian Chinese refugee and had fled
with her parents to The Netherlands at the age of seven during the political
unrest in Indonesia. Two were global nomads and hidden aliens (a hidden alien
looks like a Dutch citizen but was conditioned in different cultures and thus at
times feels like a foreigner and migrant without explicitly being recognised as
one). One had spent his childhood in Curacao, the other had grown up as the
daughter of a German diplomat, who was born in America and had spent her
childhood in France, Australia and Zimbabwe as a child, and lived as an adult in
Belgium, The Netherlands and Singapore. The fourth was a Dutchman who realised his descent from a seventeenth century Scottish mercenary and who remembered the Star of David which his Jewish grandfather was forced to wear during
the Second World War. They had had no notion of each other’s cultural diversity
before this first session and discussed the problem of identity that arises when
identifications from outside are not congruent with how one identifies from
inside. A colleague mentioned a statement by Rosa Luxenburg who had apparently said I am a woman, a Jew and a communist and I choose (as identity ) to be
a communist. The Indonesian Chinese colleague shared the story of her surprise
when she realised for the first time that she had Chinese traits in her face, which
she had previously simply assumed were Dutch.
Being successfully integrated into Dutch society somehow meant that they had let
their cultures of origin go unrecognised and hidden. They shared, explored and
explained their concern and came to realise that their common theme was that
they themselves felt unwelcome in their hidden strains of foreignness under the
dominant Dutch discourse.
Intuitively they felt that a vocational bridge could be built for refugees and migrants by introducing them to multinational companies. Also national companies
could be enriched and enhanced with knowledge from other cultural contexts that
could broaden their horizon and perhaps expand their business. They had both
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kinds of companies in their network and felt that their own company could fulfil a
mediating role between migrants and the Dutch workforce. They felt that if more
organisations would open their doors to Birds of Passage mutual cultural codes
could be experienced, explored and learned. If people could learn to work together
surely it would be easier to live together! They were idealistic in their thinking that
the advantages of global interconnectivity and diversity in the workplace might
even lead to more peaceful global relationships and that Dutch society could
become less frantic and fearful of the “unknown”. If it were possible to gradually
shift the dominant paradigm of reality to incorporate the notion of diversity, polyvocality, dialogue, safe spaces and the exploration of alterity into our organisations, a magnificent opportunity could be created to learn locally about what is
going on in the world and react accordingly. Could this process facilitate the shift
from the third to the fourth migration phase as described by van Oudenhoven
(2005), discussed in chapter five? The company, being a member of CNI, an international network of career consultancy companies, seemed perfectly situated to
facilitate the process of global migration and professional continuity for migrants
inside and outside The Netherlands in cooperation with this network.
The project group delved into the literature on diversity, culture and hybridity,
reflected on their experiences in periodical meetings, consulted many experts in
the field and visited conferences, masterclasses and workshops. They quickly realised that it was important to raise the level of awareness to the diversity issues in
society and companies at large if they were to be successful in facilitating their
clients’ entrance into the workforce. As a consequence of this realisation, they
regularly reported on their learning experience in newspapers to generate interest
in the project and developed a network of like-minded individuals, keen to open
the doors of organisations to diversity in general and graduate refugees and migrants in particular. Among others, an article was published in a major Dutch
newspaper “Cold Water Fear of Allochtonous” (van der Graaf, 2005), in a magazine for women with an academic background (VVAO), (Bogaards, 2006) in
Switch, a magazine for career coaches (Schaapman, 2009), and in Expatica Magazine (Rusby, 2006).
Dialogues evolved with interested readers out of the writing of articles in newspapers and Human Resource Journals. In this way, a network of interested parties
was actively developed. The project group also regularly held workshops for HR
managers, among others at the Input conference of Tilburg University, and the
Learning Lane of De Baak. They gave interviews and networked with politicians,
organisations and municipalities at conferences and meetings. They devised the
learning process described below. Within the organisation, their experiences were
shared with colleagues through publications on the intranet and in workshops.
They regularly prompted the board of the company to develop a formal centre of
competence for Birds of Passage.
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The Bird of Passage project has shifted the attention in the organisational metaphor from Nils to the gander Martin, symbol of the universal Self. The Vedic
Tradition teaches that before the caste system came into existence there was just
one caste called Hamsa. The word gander comes from the Sanskrit word
“Hamsa”, symbol of the one and undivided “Self” of consciousness (also implied
in the German word “Gans” meaning goose and “Ganz” meaning whole!). Nils
Holgerson’s gander is a symbol for this Self: white, flying high, landing untouched on water, a symbol of integrity (like the lotus flower, that other symbol of
godly presence). A person who comes unto himself knows of this Unity. With a
mild eye he can observe the division of self and world. By coining the word Bird of
Passage the organisational myth was expanded and transformed, creating an
opening to develop the organisational narrative in the direction of diversity and
consciousness. The organisation anticipates a Renaissance period in the 21st century visible in a Zeitgeist longing for cosmic consciousness, as traditional culturally based codes of conduct erode in our globalising society (Leewens, 2003).

6.5 Learning goals of intercultural communication
The Association for Coaching stated in 2008 that cross-cultural coaching was one
of the hottest trends (Plaister-Ten, 2008) due to increased processes of migration
and globalisation. Given the fact that coaching has emerged from a Western perspective that may not be appropriate across cultures, Plaister-Ten (2008) explored
the strategies used by cross-cultural executive coaches and concludes that the qualities of a cross-cultural coach include: “challenging assumptions; remaining
open; capacity for change; coping with ambiguity; the use of self as an instrument; and the need to work with their own cultural self awareness” (Plaister-Ten,
2008: 4). She also argues, “that most cultures appear to have a need to be safe and
cross cultural coaches saw it necessary to create a safe space in the relationship
although ways of creating this varied. Some of the techniques utilised were: “a
neutral space”; “suspended belief” and “holding different values lightly” (PlaisterTen, 2008: 3).
Plaister-Ten (2008) developed a cross-cultural kaleidoscope model as an aid for
cross-cultural coaches as they navigate cross-cultural relationships. She sees it as
a dynamic model of the interaction between the cultural self and the personality
on the inside and the cultural environment on the outside, and sees in agreement
with Hall (1994) values as being the brokerage unit between inner and outer
worlds. Her model describes the complexities that influence a personal cultural
self. She concludes her paper by saying that in order to do justice to a coachee’s
cultural sensibilities “it may require working with culture-as-meaning on an emotional level in order to understand differing emotional, cognitive and behavioural
responses. Coaching has the potential to work with the culture self-concept and to
facilitate the unlearning of cultural responses that no longer make sense for the
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coachee” (Plaister-Ten 2008: 5). In the previous chapters I have illustrated how in
the concept and experiences of the dialogical self the distinction between inner
and outer world merges and becomes blurred. I have also shown how important
it is to work with culture as meaning on an emotional level using the Self Confontation Method. In this and the next chapter, the methodology that was developed
in chapters three and four is explored in the context of (career) coaching.
Bennett (1993) sees experience as a function of the relationship a person forms
with phenomena, a relationship which is the product (or manifestation) of the
attribution of meaning and cites Kelly (1963: 73) saying that “A person can be a
witness to a tremendous parade of episodes and yet, if he fails to keep making
something out of them, he gains little in the way of experience from having been
around when they happened. It is not what happens around him that makes a
man experienced; it is the successive construing and reconstruing of what happens, as it happens, that enriches the experience of his life ” (Bennett, 1993: 24).
He also quotes Hoopes (1981: 20), saying “the critical element in the expansion of
intercultural learning is not the fullness with which one knows each culture, but
the degree to which the process of cross cultural learning, communication and
human relations has been mastered” (Bennett, 1993: 23). This approach to learning does not stress cultural literacy so much as that it emphasises intercultural
competence. “The basic learning goals of intercultural communication are also
generally agreed upon, encompassing cultural self awareness, other culture
awareness, and various skills in intercultural perception and communication (Gudykunst & Hammer, 1983; Paige & Martin, 1983)” in (Bennett, 1993: 22).
Bennett’s (1993) model is phenomenological in the sense that it describes the
meaning that is attached by people to personal experience of cultural difference
when confronted with a different cultural environment. He defines the development of intercultural sensitivity in terms of stages of personal growth. His model
describes progressive phases of how cultural difference is comprehended and also
identifies the strategies that impede such comprehension. His developmental
model posits a continuum of increasing sophistication in dealing with cultural
difference, moving from ethnocentrism through stages of denial, denigration
and superiority towards what he termed ethnorelativism implying greater awareness, recognition and acceptance of difference, assimilation and adaptation towards a plurality of cultural positions.
He writes: “The term ethnocentric is defined in the simplest possible way, as assuming that the worldview of one’s own culture is central to all reality. As such,
ethnocentrism parallels egocentrism, wherein an individual assumes that his or
her existence is necessarily central to the reality perceived by all others. All the
various functions commonly attributed to ethnocentrism such as racism, negative
evaluation of dissimilar cultures and the construction of in group/outgroup dis-
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tinctions can be seen as derivative of the centrality assumption. Operating from
an ethnocentric assumptive base, the meaning a learner attaches to cultural difference will vary from total denial of its existence to the minimization of its importance” (Bennett, 1993: 30).
By contrast, fundamental to ethnorelativism is the assumption that cultures can
only be understood relative to one another and that particular behaviour can only
be understood within a cultural context. There is no absolute standard of “rightness” or “goodness” that can be applied to cultural behaviour. Cultural difference
is neither good nor bad, it is just different, although some cultural behaviours
may be more adaptive than others to particular environmental conditions. “The
latter stages of his model include concepts such as “multicultural man” (Adler,
1977), “mediating person” (Bochner, 1979), “maturity” (Heath, 1977) and the concept of “intercultural competence” as discussed by many authors (Dinges, 1983);
(Brislin, Landis, & Brandt, 1983)” in (Bennett, 1993: 27) and (van der Zee, 2011).

Table 20. A DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL OF INTERCULTURAL
SENSITIVITY (Bennett, 1993: 29)
THE ETHNOCENTRIC STAGES
I DENIAL
A) Isolation
B) Separation
II DEFENSE
A) Denigration
B) Superiority
C) Reversal
III MINIMISATION
A) Physical Universalism
B) Transcendent Universalism
THE ETHNORELATIVE STAGES
IV ACCEPTANCE
A) Respect for Behavioural Difference
B) Respect for Value Difference
V ADAPTATION
A) Empathy
B) Pluralism
VI INTEGRATION
A) Contextual Evaluation
B) Constructive Marginality

As cross-cultural coaching is an important intervention for global executives
during international sojourns, for multicultural teams and during international
mergers and acquisitions, it was felt to be important for career coaches to learn
the necessary skills. It was also assumed that cross-cultural coaching could possi-
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bly also facilitate the job search champagne of refugees and other cultural migrants, and so a project was developed to explore the feasibility of this idea.

6.6 Method: Joint venture with UAF:
Coaching first generation immigrants:
refugees with an academic degree
Since 1948 the University Assistance Fund has offered support and finances to
refugees with academic degrees in the years after their arrival to The Netherlands
to facilitate the attainment of a (second) university degree. After graduating, these
students have official status of residence but they experience difficulty finding
work in line with their intellectual capacities. They are relatively unfamiliar with
the structure of their new environment, lack social networks and knowledge of
cultural codes in The Netherlands and how their behaviour is construed in the
Dutch context. As they are often somewhat older than their peer graduates due to
their migration experience, many employers are wary of taking them on, as they
do not fit their concept of a graduate. If they find employment it is often a position
far below their level of education. For example, a sociologist was working as a
night guard in an institution for the mentally handicapped, and a French teacher
was working as a postman, in spite of the shortage of teachers in high schools.
This underachieving is stressful for the individual and a waste of talent for society.
Graduates often encounter subtle discrimination and are regularly told that they
do not speak the language well enough (Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006), often
after completing a second university degree faster than the average Dutch person!
To celebrate the organisation’s silver jubilee in the period between 2005 and 2011,
each year, twenty-five graduate refugees were offered free vocational counselling
to help them find suitable employment after graduation. Each of the twelve offices
in the company agreed to accept at least two of these clients annually, so that all
offices could be involved in this learning experience. Coaches who were interested
in developing their intercultural coaching skills were invited to volunteer for the
project. It was assumed that the professional repertoire of the career coaches
would be enhanced by working with clients from foreign cultures, while at the
same time gaining insight into the mechanisms at play in this complex social
phenomenon and learning about the hurdles encountered by these clients during
their job search campaign.
Lough (2011), quoting a number of different authors, argues “when volunteers
confront new cultural realities, they often experience ‘disorienting dilemmas’ that
contradict and significantly challenge previous beliefs (Mezirow, 1996). According to transformative learning theory, individuals only learn to accommodate
these radically different experiences as they reflect critically on them (Mezirow,
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1991). A reflective appraisal of previous beliefs and assumptions leads to paradigm shifts that generate greater intercultural competence; including multipleperspective-taking, empathy, adaptation, an inclusive world-view, contextual relativism, and other intercultural competency skills” (Dirckx 1998; Hammer 2005;
Humphrey 2007; Mezirow 1996; Taylor 1994 in Lough, 2011: 454).
Two safe dialogical spaces were created in the Bird of Passage project in which the
participants could slow down their habitual pace and reflect on their experiences.
The first was the coaching dialogue that was developed between coach and coachee, a safe dialogical space in which both parties were able to explore and learn
about the intricacies of each other’s cultural codes, communication, experiences
and language. A second safe dialogical space was provided by intervision sessions
in which the coaches reflected on their coaching experiences and explored alternative strategies. The method used in these intervision sessions was originally
developed by Michael Balint (1957) for medical professionals to discuss cases in
order to develop their professional expertise. Following the Balint strategy a coach
presents his difficult or confusing experiences with a client, and is then questioned by his colleagues, in order to clarify interventions, values and strategies
used. Colleagues then offer suggestions and alternative strategies to the coach. In
this way coaches pooled their expertise in order to determine if the standard VEP
working procedures were appropriate for career coaching with individuals who
had a different cultural frame of reference. The coaching sessions were held at
one to two weekly intervals and the intervision sessions were held once every six
weeks for the first two years of this project. Both were second loop learning procedures (Argyris & Schön, 1978), in which dialogue and reflection on personal strategies and experiences were practised. In single loop learning, individuals, groups
or organisations modify their actions according to the difference between expected and obtained outcomes. In second loop learning, they question the values,
assumptions and policies that led to the actions in the first place. If they are able
to view and modify those, then second loop learning has taken place. Minutes
were made of the intervision sessions, which were published on the company’s
intranet, so that other colleagues in the organisation were informed of the proceedings. The coaches who participated in the project were also invited to reflect
on their experiences with their clients and in the intervision sessions by writing
case studies. Clients were asked to read the cases and their comments and rectifications were added to the text. In this way a series of cases describing cultural
career coaching were created and published in the bilingual booklet Birds of Passage, Disillusion and Surprise (König, 2008). The cases and data presented in this
chapter were collected from this material. I have chosen four cases with graduate
refugees, two that were written at the beginning of the two year learning process
and two towards its end. I shall also present two other cases, illustrating a trailing
spouse and a global nomad. The cases are presented in the structured format
preferred by career certification institutes in The Netherlands like the Career
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Management Institute (CMI) and internationally the Institute of Career Certification International (ICCI).
Coaches from VEP and UAF were also invited to participate in a series of masterclasses that were developed to enhance their knowledge and expertise of culture
and identity in dialogue with experts from different contexts:
— A masterclass on refugees conducted by an expert from a refugee organisation in
the Netherlands.
— A masterclass on culture, identity and hybridity for coaches with VEP conducted
by intercultural experts from “Different Voices”, in which some of the theoretical
concepts underlying this thesis were presented.
— A masterclass “diverse company” for clients with hybrid identities and Dutch clients and coaches wanting to learn more about diversity.
A constant open dialogue was held with colleagues from the University Assistance
Fund who had referred the graduate refugees to our offices, involving a regular
exchange of experiences, questions and ideas. This contact was intensified when a
number of colleagues participated in a multicultural masterclass on diversity that
was conducted by Halleh Ghorashi at the VU University of Amsterdam in 2007.
These activities and the fact that the company was awarded the second prize in a
Diversity Competition have led to intensive networking with other companies.
Networking is also ongoing in the Dutch Institute for Efficiency (NIVE) diversity
group in which diversity managers of different companies share common concerns and issues, in order to discover best practices and create an active field
approach to increase openings for bicultural clients thus actively enhancing diversity in organisations.
From the beginning it was agreed to integrate Bird of Passage clients into the
regular group work in which clients participate, parallel to their coaching sessions. It was felt that this could bring about invaluable mutual learning experiences, for Dutch and migrants alike. A young Iranian told his coach after his first
group session that he was amazed that people only responded to questions in the
group. In his culture there was a free flow of conversation in groups and he found
himself constantly wondering just how much space he could or should take. This
story shows up “normalising” practices in our society regulating length and turns
of speech. He was encouraged to express his internal wonderings by putting this
question to the group. In this way both he and the group learned about each
other’s implicit cultural codes. In another session a client from Iraq, who could
not speak Dutch very well, was invited to introduce himself to the group in his
own language. As he spoke of how he dreamed of becoming a professor in sociology in his own language, the group was amazed at his physical transformation,
from a shy, withdrawn person he suddenly appeared as an eloquent intellectual.
We discovered in this way that the habitus of an old identity becomes visible in
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body language when a person is able to express himself in his own language without becoming lost in translation.

6.7 Case studies with graduate refugees
In paragraph 6.5 I presented the process of intercultural learning as described by
Bennett (1993). Bennett’s model is usually applied to the migrating foreigner that
is immersed in a new culture. In the remains of this chapter I present a number
of case studies and explore the subtle discursive practices described. I use Bennett’s model to reflect on the coaches’ intercultural learning process based on the
coaches’ subjective experiential process during their first intercultural coaching
encounters with graduate refugees, as voiced in the case studies and intervision
sessions.

Case 1: When an architect builds a new future
August 2005
Author: John Dekkers (psychologist and consultant)
Situation
Our organisation’s silver jubilee provided the ideal opportunity for Van Ede &
Partners to make a gesture to the University Assistance Fund (UAF). On the
recommendation of the UAF, graduates are given the opportunity to undergo
career counselling at one of our branches free of charge. My client in this case
was one of these candidates. He started off with counselling from me in my
role as psychologist. When the issue arose at the office as to who would act as
his coach, I was thus far involved that the decision was soon made that I would
continue with this client, now in the role of coach.

Personal background
My client (44) fled the Middle East in 1998 together with his wife and three
children. He had graduated with a university degree in architecture in his
home country where he had his own architectural firm, as well as a firm of
contractors and a company selling unique types of stone for use in building
facades and ornaments. Dozens of the buildings in his home town were his
creations. After fleeing to The Netherlands, he obtained a Masters Degree in
Architecture with support from the UAF. He preferred to shorten the English
title of the qualification: “Architecture, Building and Planning” to the first
word, as he considered himself chiefly an architect.
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Analysis
He was very keen to apply his trade in The Netherlands as well and secure a
place for himself as an architect in the Dutch labour market. This turned out to
be difficult because there were few job vacancies in architectural firms and the
market for independent architects was highly impenetrable. A study of the
market brought to light that he was too old fashioned for the date stated on his
certificate. He had trouble working in CAD on a PC, and there was little
demand for his excellent skills in drawing in perspective with chalk and pencils. This created the well known vicious circle. Additional experience in The
Netherlands would help improve his chances, but his credentials were considered too poor to enable him to gain practical experience somewhere.

Process
I held three consultations with him, for what they were worth, in my capacity
as psychologist. It emerged that culture greatly determines the extent to which
emotions are expressed and discussed and the kind of topics that may be
broached. Initially I found it confusing that he failed to understand the metaphors I used. I then learned to express myself in more concrete terms. He
insisted on completing the PAPI aptitude test, especially after I expressed
doubts about his Dutch proficiency to complete the test successfully. The results, as I had feared, turned out to be impossible to interpret. And yet his
verbal command of the Dutch language was moderate to good. But exercises
in assuming the correct tone, conversational training and the “150 word essay”
assignment did not run smoothly. He also preferred to approach network contacts only after I had made the first call. The drafts he produced for the networking and job application letters and his CV also required a lot of editing on
my part. All in all I was far more actively and sometimes directively involved
with this client than with others. But I did it with the greatest pleasure.
During our fourth or fifth meeting he proposed a plan he had thought up.
He wanted to offer his services to architectural firms. His objective was to get a
taste of the atmosphere there and gain a better impression of his chances in
the future. Actively working somewhere for a period of four to five months at a
time would give him that opportunity and look good on his CV. He assumed
that we at Van Ede would take care of the written introductions on his behalf.
After consultation with the branch director, I rejected this part of his proposal,
and instead offered to help him select addresses and so forth. He responded –
his pride somewhat hurt – that he was perfectly capable of doing this himself.
And indeed, he managed to secure work placement at an architectural firm for
a period of five months. At the end of this period he received an optimistic, yet
honest letter, but seemed unwilling to truly accept it. He constantly gave the
impression that he felt he was not taken seriously and was not being given the
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opportunities he felt he deserved. He then started formulating an annual plan
for 2005 in order to realise his objective. He intended to flesh out his CV
through additional work placements. His wife kept him on his toes as far as
the planning went (I wonder how exactly couples from other cultures go about
this). Her equally well-educated refugee brothers had ended up in another European country where they managed to build a new life for themselves; one
found a job as a taxi driver, the other became a hairdresser and worked in a
restaurant. The wife (with an Institute of Technology diploma in Civil Engineering) felt that he should abandon his big ideas in The Netherlands and
instead follow her brothers’ modest example.

Result
During a meeting between my client and an architect who had assisted him in
the past, he met the architect’s wife, an artist. She pointed out that his architectural drawings have a certain artistic value and advised him to shift his focus in
that direction. A personal acquaintance of mine had recently opened up an art
gallery and was willing to assess his portfolio on artistic and commercial value.
After this meeting the gallery owner introduced him to the director of an interior design company where he set to work sketching for a period, still to be
determined, and with the intention of looking into the possibility of an employment contract. He produced a relatively large number of artist’s impressions of
homes and buildings, as envisaged after the intended alterations or redecoration. Although his contribution was greatly appreciated, it did not result in an
employment contract. He felt that the relevant director had not been serious
about the contract in the first place and only wanted to make use of his services
during the busy holiday period. Not that he harboured any ill feelings towards
the director, because the work he did at this company enabled him to expand
his Dutch portfolio. That was exactly what his friend the architect recommended him to do. He has in the meantime received an assignment, via this
architect, to decorate the residence of a well-to-do lady in Bergen aan Zee. A
year later my client was offered a job at a Regional Training Centre, where he
now teaches architecture.

Reflection
During the procedure described above I tried to treat my client with respect
without losing sight of the ultimate goal. I often felt that I was the foreigner
during our consultations; my play on words and sense of humour are too
Dutch. My use of metaphors, expressions and proverbs lack power of expression. The making of appointments was also remarkable. If I made a “closed”
agreement (next week Tuesday from 11-12), things went well. But “open” agree-
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ments (call me if you get stuck or feel you need to schedule a meeting) did not
work.

Conclusion
At a certain point it became clear that this client would be able to take his first
steps on the road to entrepreneurship if someone would be willing to sponsor
the initial outlay of his portfolio. He would need Euro 2500 to begin with. “Not
a large amount for Van Ede & Partners to raise. Your organisation is so wealthy.
Just look at your homes and their interior decoration.” And this comment
prompted us to investigate whether micro financing could be realised in
tandem with the counselling of clients who choose the route of independent
entrepreneurship.
This case describes a process of cultural coaching between a Dutch career coach
and a client from an unfamiliar culture. The coach explicitly says “I often felt that
I was the foreigner during our consultations: my play on words and sense of
humor are too Dutch, my use of metaphors, expressions and proverbs lack power
of expression”, clearly describing the breakdown of his familiar way of discourse.
In the intervision session he said that what unnerved him most was that he could
no longer use his humour and metaphors as these clients simply did not understand his metaphorical language. This remark could be seen as “denigration” or
negative stereotyping (Bennett, 1993: 35), which is a typical phenomenon in the
defensive phase of ethnocentrism.
By discussing his reaction with his colleagues during the intervision sessions he
learned to see this as a normal stage of intercultural development and learned to
slow down the speed of his conversations and use simpler language, as the use
and understanding of metaphor is highly dependent on an intimate knowledge of
context and language. The coach learned to express himself in more concrete
terms, indicating that he himself had adjusted his language in order to communicate without the use of metaphor, which facilitated the conversation. According
to Bennett (1993), at this level, intercultural sensitivity increases when differences
in modes of perception or expression are construed as cultural factors, rather than
as examples of incompetence. “Intercultural sensitivity can be understood as a
kind of cognitive complexity, where greater sensitivity is represented in the creation and increasing differentiation of cultural categories” (Bennett, 1993: 25).
The coach also writes: “It emerged that culture greatly determines the extent to
which emotions are expressed and discussed and the kind of topics that may be
broached”, and that his client’s “verbal command of the Dutch language was moderate to good”. The coach implies here that it is not language proficiency that
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caused difficulties in the communication between himself and his client but cultural codes as to what is expected of each other, communicated and expressed
emotionally. For example, the client expected the coach to make introductions for
his networking appointments, as is fairly common practice in the Middle East,
and was hurt and disappointed when the coach refused to do this as this is not
common practice in The Netherlands.
Another example is that the client insisted on completing the PAPI aptitude test,
even after the coach had expressed doubts about his Dutch proficiency to complete the test successfully. Strangely enough the coach contradicts himself here
(he had said that the client’s language proficiency was moderate to good!). The
results, as he had feared, turned out to be impossible to interpret, probably due to
the fact that the test was not sensitive enough to cultural difference!
The coach also writes, “Exercises in assuming the correct tone, conversational
training and the “150 word essay” assignment did not run smoothly”. The question is if the “correct” tone for the coach was the same as the “correct” tone for the
client. Cultural differences and accustomed behaviour in different contexts leads
to very different assumptions on what “correct” behaviour is.
“The drafts he produced for the networking and job application letters and his CV
also required a lot of editing”. All in all this coach was far more actively and sometimes directively involved with this client than with his Dutch clients, possibly
because the letters and CV were not written in the “correct” Dutch format. But he
“did it with the greatest pleasure”. The coach was more directly involved with this
client because he was actually mediating between the cultural context of the client
and the cultural context in which he was looking for work, by helping the client to
write letters of application that were appropriate for the Dutch cultural context.
Another interesting detail related to discourses in this case study was the fact that
the wife tried to persuade her husband to seek more modest vocational goals. Her
discourse was directly opposing what coach and client were trying to achieve together. It made us aware of how important it is to involve family members in the
career coaching process. This case also describes how important it was for the
client to be offered the opportunity of gaining work experience in The Netherlands. The goodwill and networks of various people that provided him with these
experiences and his own perseverance ultimately helped him to find a suitable
vocational environment.
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Case 2: Anger and Resistance
August 2005
Authors: Jutta König (psychologist), Boy Glaser (consultant).
Situation
My client was a Turkish Kurd, a graduate in political science who spoke Dutch
well. During our first meeting he told me that he had already posted more than
200 job applications, but had not been invited to a single job interview. His
Dutch was excellent and he earned a small amount of money through import
and export activities and by advising fellow countrymen on the integration process.

Personal background
He grew up in Turkey and moved around a lot because his father, a schoolteacher, was transferred to a new school in a different region on several occasions.
His dream was to play a role in Turkey’s accession to the European Union. A
job in Brussels seemed to him to be the ideal place to be able to realise this
dream. When I asked him whom he would like to meet in order to realise this
dream, he said “Max van der Stoel” (a prominent Dutch statesman, who had
been Minister of Foreign Affairs and Dutch Ambassador to the United Nations). Upon hearing that name, a thought suddenly emtered my mind: “What
if I do arrange such a meeting and he turns out to be a terrorist and kills the
man?” I was shocked by my own thoughts. Here I was, a defender of the right
of highly educated people from other cultures to find employment in The
Netherlands, and then I had these kinds of thoughts cropping up in my head…
how was that possible?

Analysis of the situation
This political scientist, with a good knowledge of international politics, wanted
to contribute to Turkish-Dutch relations. He was a keen observer, able to pinpoint a tender spot in an instant, but sometimes lacked awareness of the effect
of his own behaviour on others. I invited him to join the vision development
group, but he responded that he would prefer to take a month long holiday in
Turkey. I reminded him that he would have to make the effort if he wanted to
find a suitable job. I encouraged him to channel his critical attitude into writing articles for newspapers. This would help him establish a name for himself.
But he would also have to practise restraint. After all, he would not be the first
person of ethnic background to make a career out of being angry and feeling
discriminated against.
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Process
I asked him to bring along his job application documents. His letters made a
slipshod impression and his CV was seriously out of date. We decided to
update it. I sent him to a colleague for a networking meeting so that he could
practise establishing contact with an unknown party. This colleague, who had
his own minority-related history, was exceptionally suited for working with
Birds of Passage. One of his personal and social anecdotes was about his
grandfather who wore a Star of David during the war. He had always had a
fascination with foreigners, based on his desire for a society that has a place
for everyone. He had a particular interest in how differently foreigners behave
within and outside their own group. He felt honoured to be able to work with
this Bird of Passage. But his initial contact with this client soon burst his optimistic bubble.
The client had managed to infuriate him even before they met. He broke
their appointment, failed to send his CV, could not be contacted and mispronounced my colleague’s name during a phone call. When they finally met face
to face, the man complained about not having received a single reply from the
hundreds of applications he had submitted. When asked: “Does that make you
angry?” he launched into a tirade about how the Dutch had deported the Jews
during the war. During a later meeting, the client explained why he had made
this shocking statement, because he himself had been shocked by a documentary shortly before their first meeting. The documentary showed that, like him,
Jews had also been unable to find work in The Netherlands.
I decided to confront him about his sometimes overt laziness, slapdash emails and letters, as well as attire that was entirely unsuitable for the environment to which he aspired. He quickly took my advice to heart and turned up at
our following meetings in a neat navy blue pullover, a present from his sister. I
also discussed with him the shocked response of my colleague to his Jewish
comment during their networking meeting. He realised he sometimes says
things that others find hurtful. His core quadrant (Ofman, 2006) indicated
that his challenge consisted of “developing a milder and more involved attitude”. It was evident that this had hit a nerve with him.

Result
His anger seemed to subside as time passed. He cultivated a little allotment
garden and enjoyed the spring. At the advice of another colleague he decided
to follow a supplementary course in the field of international relations, which
he completed quickly and successfully. He disappeared from the scene but
kept in touch while he was studying. After completion of his studies, he came
back to continue the meetings with his coach. He received more and more
invitations to job interviews and was offered a permanent contract in a differ-
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ent line of work through a company director, the father of a friend. When my
own father passed away I received a very touching condolence message from
him.

Reflection
What shocked me most in working with this client were my own thoughts and
fears about him as a potential terrorist. Are we not all constantly bombarded
with media reports of gloom and doom that make us suspicious of people from
other cultures in our regular interaction with them? This notion was further
reinforced by his unkempt appearance and the cynicism he exuded – the
result of years of rejection from the job market. Do we not in a similar manner
keep the spiral of fear and alienation in motion?

Conclusion
I did not dare express these thoughts to my client at the time, which I do regret
in hindsight. I was simply too overcome with shock and at a loss as to how to
broach the issue without hurting his feelings. I also sensed that it would turn
our relationship sour, so I referred him to a colleague instead. If the truth be
told, I was running away from this awkward confrontational interaction, as
much with myself as with him. It was heartwarming to see how his faith in
the world was restored and how he gradually managed to let go of some of his
anger and find his way towards a working environment. When I asked him to
review the case as I needed his permission to publish it, we were finally able to
talk about my fear of him as a terrorist and laugh heartily about the absurdity
of the thought in retrospect, as our relationship was now strong enough to bear
that test.
This case was written from the “I” position of two different coaches who collaborated on this case over a period of two years, maintaining close communication
on the client’s development.
In this case, feelings of nervousness, shock, and confusion are voiced by the
coach, caused by the sudden thought of the client as a terrorist that appeared in
her mind. In the previous chapter I discussed how the media reinforces the dominant discourse and influences how foreigners and migrants are perceived and the
experience reported in this case study could be considered an example thereof.
Reflecting on this case now in 2011, having read the literature on how discourses
influence the way we see people of different cultures, I find the matter far less
absurd and laughable realising now that the thought of the client as a terrorist
was probably influenced by the dominant discourse in society at that time, and
the slipshod appearance of the client.
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Another subtle discursive mechanism also appears from this case study. The fact
that the client had written 200 letters of application and not received a single
invitation for a job interview could be related to the fact that his letters and CV
were not written in the format expected in The Netherlands. In the previous case
we also saw that the coach spent a lot of time editing and rewriting CV and letters
so that they would be written in the Dutch way. However, the fact that this client
had an explicit Turkish name could also have been of influence, as HR managers
in organisations occasionally do not invite clients with exotic surnames.
Furthermore, the client was angry because he had not received an answer to his
letters, and the coach picked up on his anger and referred the client to a colleague.
In this way a spiral of anger, fear and exclusion was maintained. The referral of
the client from me as a psychologist to a colleague who was the consultant was a
normal part of the coaching process. However, there was definitely an element of
“running away” from the uncomfortable feelings that initially rose in interaction
with this client.
The fear and confusion originally voiced in this case was ultimately transcended by voicing, sharing and confronting uncomfortable emotions, thus learning to better understand each other’s points of reference. This process was facilitated by the intervision sessions. This case makes it very clear how important it is
to reflect on uncomfortable emotions in the context of safe dialogical spaces in
order to transcend the uncomfortable emotions and increase awareness of each
other’s positions in organisations in the context of diversity.

Case 3: Two realities: dichotomous, confusing and fatiguing.
May 2006
Author: Jutta König (psychologist).
May Li Hamann (consultant).
Situation
When I first met with my client, aged 24, she had just lost her job due to a
reorganisation. She was the family’s sole breadwinner. Her home situation
caused her a lot of stress. Her parents were unemployed and their command
of the Dutch language was poor. Her brother, one year her junior, was also
unemployed, but received a welfare benefit. Her 15-year old sister still attended
secondary school. Grandmother, aged 74, also lived with them, but was still
waiting for her residence permit. My client was not only the breadwinner but
also, as the eldest sibling, responsible for matters such as accompanying her
mother on hospital visits and attempting – in vain – to obtain a residence
permit for her grandmother.
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Personal background
Her parents had fled from Armenia to Georgia when she was still very young.
At the age of 14 she came to The Netherlands with her parents, grandmother
and siblings. She spent two years at an asylum seekers’ centre in The Netherlands from where she also attended school. She currently lives in the east of
the country and holds a Dutch passport. She completed her Social Legal Service studies in 2003.

Analysis
She was a young, intelligent woman with good social and Dutch language
skills. I noticed that she kept postponing our appointments. Upon inquiry it
emerged that she found herself at a complete loss as to how to write her selfanalysis, especially when she started writing about her experiences around the
age of 12, as it brought back memories of her final years in Georgia. The years
spent in the asylum seekers’ centre were still fresh in her mind. The constant
fear of a police car appearing to collect you, to “deport” you, as she put it.
She would have liked to live in lodgings, but besides her lack of money, leaving the parental home is simply not done in her culture. She had little privacy
at home and a lot of responsibilities, and found it all very stressful. She also
found life to be very confusing. At school there was one kind of reality where
you had to “be normal”. Back at the centre you were faced with another reality:
the fear and uncertainty about what might happen to you around the next
corner. A great dichotomy existed between these two realities. She also emphasised her efforts to convince people that life had become truly unbearable for
Armenians in Georgia. And that you had to try so much harder as an ethnic
minority. During our second meeting she spontaneously remarked a number
of times: “I feel so tired inside”!

Process
She had a number of sessions with the psychologist. She indicated that she had
found it very difficult to leave behind everything in Georgia at the age of 14.
When she tried to write about it, she relived the pain of leaving in all its intensity. Together we decided that she would not be required to write the self-analysis and that we would instead discuss what was on her mind. It emerged that
she lived two separate lives. She readily adapted to our culture and felt at home
here. At home she lived according to the rules of another cultural background.
The two cultures were sometimes at odds with each other. This, combined with
the great responsibility towards her entire family, consumed every ounce of her
energy. We concluded that she was carrying far too heavy a burden for someone her age. This period of her life should be spent shaping her own life in-
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stead of bearing full responsibility for an entire family. I encouraged her to put
herself first, realising at the same time that it was easy for me to say. Soon
afterwards she found a job in Utrecht. She seized the opportunity with both
hands, regardless of the fact that she was overqualified for the position. The
extra income for the family meant greater freedom for her.
She loved dancing, had great charisma and dreamed of opening her own
dance studio one day, where she could teach people from different cultures
how to dance. She spoke five languages and considered studying law, but
doubted whether she would find time for this. Through her new job she gave a
radio interview on the obstacles that foreigners face when job hunting in The
Netherlands. Her photo also appeared in a publication in which she was interviewed on the issue of work and ethnic minorities.

Result
We kept in touch, although her new job made it difficult to meet with me on a
regular basis. A year later we learnt that she had got married and moved to the
south of the country. She found a new job at one of the ministries in The
Hague, but it meant hardly an improvement in terms of travelling time. We
received a letter from her, in which she said she liked her new job, but was
rather unsure about the future given the cutbacks… She lamented: “You have
to fight to prove yourself, especially since my former superior had introduced
me in a very insensitive manner; as a “refugee”. This raised many questions
among colleagues, such as ‘oh she’s a refugee and can she even speak Dutch?’.
That was not very pleasant. I made it clear to the P&O-department that the
matter was irrelevant in the first place and that they should have explained to
the relevant superior who was coming and should consider the potential consequences of such a comment for the new employee. I was outraged. I hope
that they will remember this experience and learn from it. Apparently I was not
the only one to complain. At first I was very upset about it, but now I feel it is
more of a reflection on them than on me. I would not have expected them to be
so ignorant and tactless here. But things are going well otherwise”.

Reflection
As a coach I could really identify with her. I came to The Netherlands as a five
year old Chinese from Indonesia and also spent some time at an asylum seekers’ centre. My interaction with this client made me realise how vulnerable
and relative the idea of free choice truly is. It concerned different priorities in
the life of this client. She had a great desire for freedom, in response to her
heavy burden in terms of the family situation. She obtained this freedom by
setting her own course during her coaching trajectory and by keeping in touch
when it was appropriate for her.
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Conclusion
This experience has shown us that the writing of a self-analysis is not an effective tool in the case of clients who have experienced a great trauma in their
lives. It is often too painful to tackle, on your own and in writing, a past experience that you have not yet come to terms with. Other methods of mapping out
the clients’ life story are now being explored in consultation with the client.
This could take the shape of a discussion, making a collage or bringing along
some photographs. We have also learnt from this client how poorly prepared
organisations are for the arrival of colleagues from other cultures at the workplace. Only by “doing” can we start the mutual process of learning more about
the interaction between people from different cultural backgrounds. The workplace as society’s meeting place.
In this case, the client clearly voices her outrage at being introduced as a “refugee”
by her former superior, which caused her future colleagues to raise the question
“can she speak Dutch?”. She showed herself a change agent by taking the feelings
the issue had raised seriously and “made it clear to the P&O-department that the
matter was irrelevant in the first place and that they should have explained to the
relevant superior, who was coming and should consider the potential consequences of such a comment for the new employee”. “I was outraged. I hope that
they will remember this experience and learn from it”. In this little sequence she
is actually teaching members of the receiving culture how to behave appropriately
by expressing her outrage and explaining to them how their behaviour made her
feel. She is metaphorically teaching people from different cultures how to dance!
She also “emphasised her efforts to convince people that life had become truly
unbearable for Armenians in Georgia. And that you had to try so much harder as
an ethnic minority”. This remark indicates that she invests much energy in correcting social identifications in the way the Dutch perceive Armenians from Georgia. She also says how tiring it was/is to be exposed to two different realities, at
school and the asylum centre; at work and at home, in a way echoing what Lisa
said in chapters three and four: The coach could empathise with her feelings of
dichotomy and desire for freedom and let the client come and go as it suited her.
She provided a safe space and was able to encourage and maintain a dialogical
relationship with more than one of the client’s cultural positions as she, too, was
familiar with two cultural backgrounds due to her own migration experience. In
this way the client could express and reflect on her experiences and feelings, and
felt encouraged to make her own decisions.
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Case 4: Know the foreigner within you; be open to what you have in common
with others.
November 2006
Author: Anjo Middel (psychologist and consultant).
Situation
Seven years ago she fled from the Middle East to Turkey with her parents. In
her home country her family belonged to a Christian minority within a mainly
Islamic, Kurdish environment. She spent 18 months in Turkey as a stateless
refugee. The family initially planned to go to Canada, because one of the sons
already lived there. They ended up in The Netherlands more or less by chance.
After four cheerless months in an asylum seekers’ centre she was granted political refugee status and took some language courses. She followed a higher
education (HBO) course in Immunology from 2001 to 2002 and went on to
study Medical Biology at HBO level from 2002-2004. She completed both
courses successfully. She completed her internship at the microbiology department of various hospitals, but was unable to find a job after graduating. Her
Dutch language proficiency was deemed inadequate in the workplace.

Personal background
The first years of her life were more or less unproblematic. She spoke with
great love about the rich cultural traditions, nature and history of the old Mesopotamia which she felt had strongly influenced and shaped her. Both her parents had good jobs in the biochemistry sector. The family lived with her grandmother who took care of the children. She grew up in a reasonably harmonious
environment. Her world might have been small, considering that the family
was not simply allowed to leave the Christian enclave, but it offered a relatively
large amount of freedom to live and grow up. Then, in 1980, war broke out.
She was six years old and witnessed the threat at close quarters. She experienced first hand what it was like to be restricted and persecuted. Since she did
well at school it was assumed that she would, in keeping with the family tradition, go on to study biochemistry/biology. Despite the difficult circumstances,
she graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Biology in 1996. She was also
employed for a period of time after that. Remarkable for a woman of her culture and the circumstances at the time.

Analysis of the problem
She showed a strong desire to perform. This competitive spirit, combined with
her proud attitude to life, resulted in others sometimes seeing her as stubborn.
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She felt a strong sense of involvement with those around her as well as a strong
drive to make a difference in other people’s lives. She was naturally inclined to
act as a confidante, a walking encyclopedia and a tower of strength for those in
her immediate surroundings. She served, for example, on the board of her
home country’s youth association in The Netherlands and acted as liaison between various Dutch and foreign organisations. She also played a coordinating
role in supporting the recent elections in her home country. She would have
preferred to fulfil a social role, where she could combine her interest and active
involvement in people with her ambitions and experiences. Her dream job
would be to work for an organisation such as Medecins Sans Frontieres, the
Red Cross or the UN. Her short-term goal was strongly focused on a practical
and pragmatic solution to her immediate future in The Netherlands. She had
to support a family (parents and a younger sister) and send money to her relatives back home. Her husband was employed and encouraged her to find a job,
too.

Process
The first meeting was realised with great difficulty. “This self analysis is so
difficult and laborious” she lamented. Can’t she simply explain it all during the
meeting instead? She sounded almost desperate on the phone. She was eager
to start with the sessions, but what were the requirements, what did she need
to bring along and how could she best prepare herself? A whole barrage of
questions. Ten minutes after the first meeting was due to start, a call came in
to cancel it. Due to illness…
The second meeting showed little sign of improvement… Some 10 minutes
late again, she finally arrived at the doorstep, red faced and out of breath. The
bus…the tram…lost her way… I found myself becoming slightly annoyed…
Why don’t you come properly prepared, I secretly thought to myself. But despite this shaky start, the meeting that followed was stimulating. She was
clearly enthusiastic. At last she could secure a job in this wonderful country to
which she had already grown so attached. She came across as a driven enthusiastic woman who expected a lot from life despite her past hardships. She
showed a certain degree of eagerness in her involvement with her surroundings. Her attitude was characterised by a feeling she described as follows:
“Here in The Netherlands I was allowed to discover that there is a place for me
as a woman, in this world.” She enjoyed this freedom to the full and was determined to put it to good use.
After a number of introductory talks – for which, incidentally, she did turn
up on time– and a temporary stint at the embassy, things were still moving
slowly in terms of exploratory talks and job interviews. She also became somewhat despondent when she constantly “just” missed being selected for the job.
And then, suddenly, she arrived for our next meeting, beaming. She was preg-
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nant! A far greater wish had been fulfilled, she was pleased and happy about
the arrival of this new life. After a few difficult months physically, we agreed
that she should put the application process on hold for a while to allow the
baby’s arrival to take place in peace and quiet. She also felt that there was little
sense in arriving at exploratory talks with such an obviously pregnant belly…

Result
She rang me up two weeks later: “I found a job!” Apparently she had made
quite an impression on the professor sitting in on her latest interview so he
recommended her to apply at another hospital where he put in a good word
for her. Against all expectations, well over 20 weeks and undeniably pregnant,
she finally got her big break! A job as Chemical Analyst! I caught up with her
again a few weeks ago. She had started her new job. Things were going well. A
few more weeks and she would be going on maternity leave. What an exciting
prospect. Then she will return. True to her typically well organised manner she
had arranged it all.

Reflection
My initial reservations vanished into thin air. I found the life story of this exceptional woman truly intriguing. It reminds me of the wonderful lines from
our Philosophy (the corporate philosophy of Van Ede): “the client is yourself”:
we talk about “ the foreigner within you”. The apparent foreignness of others
suddenly turns out to be very recognisable and familiar when we allow ourselves to be open to it. What I regard as familiar, with all the pillars and anchors of my own culture, can turn out to be rather strange at times. Strange
and unfamiliar, if I consider for a moment this foreigner’s reactions, the incomprehension and the questions about things I take for granted. Who is without blind spots, who does not display set behavioural patterns? Who does not
respond “from their genes”? (Which if you think about it, can be traced back to
your youth and the examples set by your parents, grandparents and the environment in which you grew up). How is your identity shaped? How do you
arrive at your choices? Are you truly as independent as you would like to be?
Which explicit, as well as implicit, standards and values did you learn at your
mother’s knee? Which of life’s joys and sorrows, sometimes dating back to
generations before you, do you carry around inside? All of these questions
were reviewed during our meeting and they apply to more than just her life
story. If we become aware of our own behavioural patterns and habits, then
together we can let go of the notion that we have been entirely free in our
choices and actions. Then we can start building an “open identity”, united
through values greater than the cultural. And this leads to a meeting that is
attentive and connecting without pigeonholing “the other”. That does not
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happen automatically; it requires courage and trust from both sides. It requires
letting go of established frameworks and patterns that could provide a certain
footing. But when that does happen, a small miracle takes place. Suddenly the
refugee seems very familiar and not that different at all. Even if at first I could
not understand what she meant, why she was constantly late, why she refused
or struggled to show her vulnerable side during the sessions, why she was unwilling or unable to complete the test.

Conclusion
It emerged that implicit and often unconscious assumptions about freedom of
choice, self-knowledge, identity development, which often form the basis of
our work at Van Ede, were in fact inconsequential. It also emerged that reflection on the person’s life story, an important pillar in our work, was not a matter
of course, and actually aroused resistance initially. During the actual interaction, these established and familiar milestones of our meetings with others
were instead reduced to a mere notion that offered insufficient footing in this
case and could not be understood sufficiently. The actual meeting, however,
does take shape through open and equal dialogue between two individuals –
searching, probing and contemplating.

6.8 Reflection
6.8.1 Difficulties with Self Analysis
It was confusing and unnerving for the coaches to discover that many of their
refugee clients experienced difficulties while writing their “self” analysis. At the
most they wrote a few sentences. They were unfamiliar with the concept of “self”
reflection, some barely having an idea of what we were talking about when referring to the “self”.
According to Foucault (1977), the concept of “self” in the social sciences originated in the 18th and 19th century as a result of the development of psychoanalysis and is typically a concept which has infiltrated many areas of western society.
Small wonder then that many of the clients coming from non western cultures
did not know what we were talking about when we invited them to write a “self”
analysis. Foucault sees the self as a product of social interaction, with certain mechanisms of power moulding body and mind. Milchman and Rosenburg (1983)
write that
“Foucault sees psychoanalysis as a discipline that ‘disciplines’, that helps to
create politically and economically socialised, useful, cooperative, and – as one of
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the hallmarks of bio-power– docile individuals”. They also quote John Forrester as
saying that for Foucault, psychoanalysis is “the purest version of the social practices that exercise domination in and through discourse, whose power lies in
words, whose words can never be anything other than instruments of power”
(Milchman and Rosenburg, 1983).
More than one case (cases 3 and 4) show that the writing process of the selfanalysis was extremely difficult to do and sometimes even brought up uncomfortable and traumatic memories. We realised that there was a distinct risk of retraumatisation with our well-meant procedures and that it was necessary to explain more about our way of working by communicating about what we were
communicating about, slowing our pace of conversation and regularly checking
to see if the client was really understanding what we were saying. Different ways
of exploring the background of the client were devised, by inviting them to bring
pictures or simply in a shared conversation.

6.8.2 Emotional reactions
Uncomfortable feelings of insecurity, avoidance and shock were expressed by the
coaches who wrote the case studies 1, 2 and 4 and by most of the coaches during
the first intervision session. With many clients it took more time than usual to
build rapport, in the sense of a strong working relationship based on mutual
trust between coach and coachee. Coaches exclaimed that at first the clients were
hesitant to open up to yet another person exploring their life history. It was the
clients’ experience that their histories were only being screened to see if they had
come to our country illegally. They said that they had not had much experience of
people being generally interested in who they really were as people and had often
experienced a lack of recognition and a resulting sense of distrust. It was unnerving for many coaches to hear these stories and they sensitised us to the effect of
their clients’ first experiences with the “judges of normality” in our society.
“Foucault (1977) signalled the increasing role of normality and normalisation in
the functioning of developing a disciplinary society in Discipline and Punish:
“The judges of normality are present everywhere. We are in the society of the
teacher judge, the doctor-judge, the educator-judge, the social-worker-judge; it is
on them that the universal reign of the normative is based; and each individual,
wherever he may find himself, subjects to it his body, his gestures, his behaviour,
his aptitudes, his achievements” (Foucault, 1977: 304). For Foucault, discipline
and normalisation were inseparable components of the emergence of the human
sciences and their technologies. Indeed he asserted that “a normalising society” is
the historical outcome of a technology of power centered on life” (Milchman and
Rosenburg, 1983). As Lesley Paul Thiele has argued in his explicitation of Foucault’s contribution to a theory of power: “Power forms an omnipresent web of
relations, and the individuals who support this web are as much the producers
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and transmitters of power as they are its objects” (Milchman and Rosenburg,
1983).

Anger and Irritation
In subsequent intervision sessions, anger and irritation became manifest by the
fact that appointments were not met or cancelled at the last moment. In the
second case, feelings of irritation are voiced by the writer’s colleague in his initial
encounters with this client, because the client mispronounced his name, was not
on time etc. In the fourth case, the author also mentions her irritation at the fact
that the client cancelled appointments or arrived too late.
Following Bennett, this emotional confusion was construed as being a first step of
the intercultural learning process, inherent to the stretching of cultural straitjackets, a signal that cultural paradigms were not aligned which called for a more
sensitive exploration of each other’s paradigms to sort out where the emotional
confusion was coming from. Some coaches thought that perhaps the survival
strategy of hiding and leaving was unconsciously playing a part in the way clients
failed to maintain regular connections with their coaches and this hypothesis was
discussed with their clients. By sharing the uncomfortable feelings in the intervision sessions, reflecting on them and testing implicit hypothesis and assumptions with the clients, the coaches were able to stay in contact with clients in spite
of their emotional confusion. This was considered to be emotional work in a safe
dialogical space, and we have come to call this the “open heart” method. By sharing their uncomfortable emotions, the coaches discovered that many clients were
juggling care for parents and elderly relatives with school and work to earn money
for their personal upkeep, and had little time for the luxury of our conversations.
Some clients did not even have enough money to buy a ticket for transportation to
our offices. We came to realise that we were accustomed to working with clients
whose basic needs, according to Maslow (1973), were fulfilled and who were
searching for spiritual fulfilment. Suddenly clients whose needs were on the level
of basic survival confronted us: safety and work. This increased our sense of urgency. Many of our inappropriate ideas and assumptions were corrected by sharing our thoughts and feelings.
It gradually dawned on the coaches that their routine approach to working with
these relatively “strange” clients was not working. Their emotional reactions were
directly related to becoming aware of their own cultural positioning and the realisation that their implicit assumptions do not stick with individuals that have
experienced very different socialisation processes. The coach in the fourth case
voices this realisation:
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“It emerged that implicit and often unconscious assumptions about freedom of
choice, self-knowledge, identity development, which often form the basis of our
work at Van Ede, were in fact inconsequential. It also emerged that reflection on
the person’s life story, an important pillar in our work, was not a matter of course,
and actually aroused resistance initially. During the actual interaction, these established and familiar milestones of our meetings with others were instead reduced
to a mere notion that offered insufficient footing in this case and could not be
understood sufficiently. The actual meeting, however, does take shape through
open and equal dialogue between two individuals– searching, probing and contemplating” (Middel, 2006).
“It is useful to consider intercultural development as it moves through Affective,
Behavioural and Cognitive (ABC) dimensions. The separation of these dimensions is not always clear for each stage since development is multidimensional.
Nevertheless, a tentative sequence can be suggested. Initial development is cognitive – the generation of relevant categories for cultural difference. The reaction to
this development is affective – a feeling of threat to the stability of one’s worldview. The developmental treatment for a threat response is behavioural – joint
activity towards a common goal – and the response to this treatment is cognitive
– consolidation of differences into universal categories. Subsequent appreciation
of cultural difference is affective and is combined with increased cognitive knowledge of differences. This change is followed by behavioural applications involving
the building of intercultural communication skills. Finally, all three dimensions
are integrated in the operation of ‘constructive marginality’” (Bennett, 1993: 26).
In interaction with these clients, we became aware of our own cultural conditioning and realised how important it is to make attempts to transcend it by listening
to and reflecting on the stories of the other in interaction with clients who have
experienced a different cultural conditioning. Open and equal dialogue between
two individuals was the answer to the confusion, searching, probing and contemplating. It required a “letting go of all the familiar milestones that provided insufficient footing” (Middel, 2006), a movement from a monological into a dialogical
space.

6.8.3 Denial of Difference
In the preceding cases we have seen the coaches struggle with uncomfortable
emotions, the difference in expectations, norms and values, the making of contact, and the rising of unexpected personal voices in their meaning system and
how they adapted procedures and language, by avoiding the use of metaphors,
and the speed of their conversations. By discussing these confusing emotions the
coaches were able to transcend their initial response of shielding themselves from
the emerging confusion of diversity.
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However, other colleagues in the organisation who were not participating in the
intervision sessions did not understand why all the fuss was being made about
Birds of Passage, saying that they felt there really was no difference between
these clients and their Dutch clients. This denial of difference, which became
manifest in these organisational voices, is also typical of the first stage of Bennett’s model, the ethnocentric phase where difference is overlooked through processes of selective perception. Bennett argues that in the initial stages of development, the mere existence of cultural differences may elude one’s attention and
that “generally it is only members of the dominant group who can afford, both
financially and psychologically to remain oblivious to cultural differences” (Bennett, 1983: 33). He also quotes Barnlund (1982) as saying that “people have consistently shielded themselves, segregated themselves even fortified themselves,
against wide differences in modes or perception or expression” (Barnlund 1982a:
11 in Bennett, 1983: 25).
He goes on to describe other behaviours of the ethnocentric phase such as defensive behaviour visible in denigration and superiority (“they did not understand my
metaphors” described in the first case) and writes that intercultural sensitivity
does not occur simply by bringing people from different cultures together, but
that “cultural awareness should be facilitated in such a way that depth is slowly
and inexorably developed. Unfacilitated intercultural contact tends to be more entertaining (or destructive) than developmental” (Bennett, 1983: 34). He also writes
that in the past “had defensive behaviour been seen as a normal stage of intercultural development, more effort might have been put into weathering the storm in
anticipation of smoother sailing ahead. As it was, many people retreated from
defense back to denial, opting for the relative peace of separation over what was
mistakenly seen as the unending friction of contact” (Bennett, 1983: 36).
Given the increased numbers of people migrating between cultural contexts and
the critical voices “in denial” in the organisation, it seemed to be important to find
out how much diversity was available in the organisation and to sharpen the conceptual thinking about people with a multicultural hybrid identity in order to raise
awareness to issues of culture and identity. Colleagues were invited to share their
personal cultural complexity and hybridity by writing stories about their own personal cultural diversity. These stories were shared on the organisational intranet,
under the title of “Zwaan kleef aan” (Swan stick on) referring to a Dutch fairy tale
and a Bird of Passage. Many colleagues took the opportunity of sharing information about their personal cultural hybridity, which made the organisation aware of
an untapped language and cultural potential in their coaches. In this way the
awareness was raised to the existing diversity of colleagues in the organisation
that increased the basis for interaction with clients of different cultures.
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6.8.4 Adaptation
We have seen that our habitual procedure of asking clients to write their life history was incredibly difficult for some of these clients as many were still in the
grasp of the trauma of war, unsure of their own future in our country or a relative’s future back home. Alternative ways of exploring their history were devised
by making picture collages or bringing photographs to the sessions, migration
genograms or simply sharing experiences by talking in a quiet holding environment. We came to realise that there was not only this client at our table but often a
whole floundering family and started to ask questions related to the family
system. Adjustments in our approach were made such as learning to ask explicit
questions about different cultural backgrounds and the family system, adapting
questions in the self-analysis manual to culture and developing the specialised
procedures such as the PEACE method and intercultural workshops and convivia
as networking opportunities into a Global Local Coaching product.

6.8.5 Acceptance of difference as enjoyable
Discomfort turned into fascination as we progressed through Bennett’s intercultural learning spiral where ethnocentrism is transformed through the phases of
adaptation and acculturation to appreciating difference and ethnorelativism.
Bennett argues that “stages of ethnorelativism begin with the acceptance of cultural difference as inevitable and enjoyable, through adaptation to cultural differences with intercultural communication skills, to the final stage of integration in
which ethnorelativism may be synthesized into a coherent and workable new
identity” (Bennett, 1983, 47). As our relationship with these clients deepened, we
were deeply touched by their innate spiritual wisdom, intelligence and humanity,
their poignant comments on the state of our society (where no one will pick up a
fallen bicycle, or is prepared to help an aged person cross the street), their ambition and willingness to work hard to make up for the lapse of time during their
immigration process, and their skill and speed of studying and mastering the
learning of a foreign language. Surely we were learning as much from them as
they were learning from us. We discovered how much we need each other to
freshen our minds with different points of view, how this may help us to discover
our own limiting thought processes and taken for granted implicit power relationships. These encounters have shown us glimpses of a new evolving cultural reality which we are striving to implement on a larger scale by networking with likeminded individuals, gradually striving to create a tipping point (Gladwell, 2000).
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6.8.6 Networking
In the cases described above, clients generally found suitable jobs through their
networking activities. The professor who put in a good word at a hospital facilitated the finding of work of the chemical analyst. And the political scientist found
work because the father of a good friend had tipped him on a work opportunity.
The architect found different jobs in his field through his networking activities
that ultimately led to his current position as a teacher of architecture.
Clients regularly found suitable jobs which often expanded the business or facilitated a novel approach to governmental procedures, for example at a ministry
where an Iranian sociologist’s experience and expertise was used to develop
knowledge to prevent the radicalisation of Muslims.
Or in a business operating in Northern Africa where a client’s invaluable networks were used to facilitate the marketing of products in that area.
A human resource manager that had offered a work experience position to a few
clients said that if they had applied through the regular procedure she would
never have accepted them. Their inherent modesty was often misconstrued as a
lack of assertiveness and drive. Now that they were working in the organisation,
she was delighted as these clients were resourceful, creative and an asset to the
company. “One of the most dramatic discoveries in acceptance is recognising the
cultural relativity of non verbal behaviour. Cultural variation in paralinguistics,
kinesics, proxemics, haptics, and other categories of behaviour is the subject of
both classic and contemporary literature in intercultural communication (e.g.
Hall 1973; Barnlund 1982; Jensen 1985” (Bennett, 1993: 48).

6.8.7 Retention: a problem
We also learned that retention was often a problem in their new environment as
some clients were almost as quickly dismissed from their new positions as they
were hired. In many organisations the adage for hiring and firing is “last in first
out!”
These stories made us aware of the fact that when these clients find work, our
job is not yet done, and that coaching on the job is crucial to facilitate retention,
especially teaching the receiving organisation to deal with the uncomfortable
emotions which we have found to be a signal of the unconscious awareness of a
different cultural conditioning.
For many coaches it was shocking to hear of incidences of sexual abuse and intimidation women and children had experienced in The Netherlands and to hear
how little help was available from officials at schools and the police. To the coaches it appeared as if their new environment was at times deliberately not hearing
the voices and stories of the refugees. During the intervision sessions, other stor-
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ies of isolation, misunderstanding, rudeness, and pronounced lack of cultural
sensitivity with which these Birds of Passage were approached were voiced, for
example:
– A client from Iran who had worked in nuclear physics was refused the opportunity of working in her field in The Netherlands, as she could possibly be a spy. As
she spoke her languages well and had a good business sense and problem-solving
skills she was offered a position by a manager in his international firm. He had
read an article we had written. She told us about an incident when she was invited
to a birthday party by one of her colleagues at five o’clock. She found herself to be
the only guest. The others had been invited at lunch time and had come and gone.
When she questioned her host on this invitation strategy she was told that her
host had not been sure whether she would mix well with the other colleagues.
Frustrated as she was with this experience and the lack of opportunity to find
work in her own field in The Netherlands, she has since emigrated to the US
where she could work in her own field and was welcomed as the technical expert
she was.
– His test psychologist asked another client, when she heard the level of the position he was applying for, “Why aren’t you satisfied with what you already have?”
He was so thrown by this question that he was unable to complete the test procedure. He was at that point in time unable to voice his feelings. In his coaching
trajectory he was encouraged to communicate about his experience with the test
psychologist. He ultimately did not get the job for which he had been tested, but
developed his own business bridging the divide between The Netherlands and his
country of origin, adding value to both sides.

6.8.8 Becoming conscious of cultural positioning
To become aware of one’s own worldview is to realise that one is construing it in a
particular cultural way. It is to find one’s own “meaning making” meaningful, an
activity that exists on a metalevel, above the differentiation of cultural categories
(Stewart & Bennett, 1991 in Bennett, 1993).
As we have seen in a previous passage on Foucault, one’s self is both a cultural
product and a producer of the meanings that constitute cultural patterns. As with
many of our older Dutch clients, learning how to deal with internal dialogues like
“There’s no place for me here anyway”, is important in the process of finding
adequate employment, as these internal dialogues can severely limit one’s perspectives and ambitions. Coaches became more conscious of their own implicit
assumptions during the coaching of Birds of Passage. An incident in which we
learned this was when a colleague told us that his question “what did you want to
become when you were young?” was greeted with a blank stare. He later discov-
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ered that vocational choices in that country were made on the basis of grades, for
example an eight meant that you were destined to study medicine, a seven chemistry. This made him aware of the fact that his unconscious cultural assumption
was that children and adolescents dream of certain positions they wish to achieve
in society and as adults take steps to achieve this dream. He learned that this is
not necessarily the case in other societies and cultures. This experience, together
with other experiences related in the case studies, made us aware of our own
cultural conditioning. Vice versa the clients learned about Dutch cultural norms
and behaviour from their coaches. Coaches found themselves correcting language
and grammatical mistakes in letters of application, explaining why certain behaviour could be misconstrued in the Dutch context, teaching how to dress, sit, walk
and speak in an appropriate way. Then one day in one of the intervision sessions
the coaches asked themselves the question: “Do we coach these people to fit our
norms or do we coach them to be themselves and transform our habitual ways of
thinking and doing?”
They started to wonder in line with Foucault’s thinking how much room there
was in their own life and organisation for people who differed from the norm.
We suddenly became aware of the choice we had between coaching individuals to
fit into our system by teaching them to act in our “appropriate” way on the one
hand or, on the other hand, to empower them to speak their minds and address
issues which appeared strange to them, thus widening the perspective of their
new environment and creating the possibility of transforming it.
In this way, the professional dialogical repertoire of the coaches was expanded
with the voice of the cultural mediator as they learned to explain how behaviour
coloured by a different cultural habitus is perceived in the light of the habitus in
The Netherlands. At the same time clients were encouraged to talk about how
they experience the Dutch culture to enable us to become more aware of our own
unconscious conditioning. Over the years, this project has helped to raise the
awareness of employees in the company to the issues facing foreigners looking
for employment in the Dutch labour market and the normalising, restrictive policies of power and isolation practised in society. It has helped to challenge these
discourses and policies by building counternarratives (Lindeman Nelson, 2001)
and voicing dissident opinions, that are usually swallowed as important strategies
in identity repair. We saw this practised in the third case study by the Armenian/
Georgian refugee who had lived in The Netherlands from the age of thirteen yet
was introduced to her colleagues at a Dutch ministry as a refugee. She recognised
her own feelings of indignation at this approach and by voicing her feelings was
able to educate her new colleagues and broaden their perspective and knowledge
on the language skills of refugees.
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Another example not mentioned in these case studies is the child specialist from
The Republic of Iraq, who had graduated in medical studies in The Netherlands
and was constantly refused employment because of her thick Iraqi accent. We
discovered that she seldom used the word “I” in her sentences as that is not done
in the grammatical language constructions of Iraq. Once she realised this, it was
relatively simple for her to rearrange the structure of her Dutch sentences. She
was also advised to suggest to her future Dutch employers that they could
become more “language tolerant” and that she could help them to achieve this.
Realising that she could say this has empowered her to explain herself instead of
becoming depressed and helpless at the constant refusals due to her Dutch language skills (see also Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006). She ultimately found a position in line with her talents.
While working with a client from former Eastern Germany I discovered that she
had been brought up in a habitus where it was considered dangerous to express
personal thoughts and feelings. In the work with her respective coaches she gradually became aware of how the repressive regime in which she had been socialised was related to her own feelings of stress, powerlessness and vulnerability in
our “self” oriented society in which assertiveness and speaking up about personal
feelings and ideas are often highly valued, and are considered to facilitate personal agency. In a coaching dialogue these unconscious, deeply rooted schemata can
become conscious if the coach is able to facilitate the process of giving voice to
uncomfortable feelings and reactions related to the behaviour of the client. In
psychoanalytical terms this means that he is able to work with the subtle mechanisms of transference and counter transference. This facility was enhanced in the
intervision sessions with the coaches. As a result of her coaching trajectory this
client has developed a tool called a “Vierring” (“viering” in Dutch means a celebration, “Vierring” means four rings). It is a paper tool consisting of four rings with
which to teach herself and others to express personal emotions in interpersonal
dialogues in order to transform social contexts.
The examples above illustrate that we can experience ourselves as constructs of
ourselves.
“At this level, intercultural sensitivity increases as people consciously select and
integrate culturally disparate aspects of their identities. Sensitivity at this level is
more dynamic than at the basic level of cultural discrimination or the meta level
of pattern appreciation. Here, sensitivity involves turning the attribution of meaning back onto the meaning maker – a self-reflectivity that is the essence of consciousness. Development of intercultural sensitivity is ultimately the development
of consciousness and, through consciousness, developing a new ‘natural’ approach to cultural difference” (Bennett, 1983: 26).
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Certain conditions are necessary for this development, the most important one
being able to use different centres of consciousness, other than rational thought
processes. The slow processes of reflection, dialogue and meditation help us to
use other human thinking capacities such as imagination, feeling and intuition,
which may provide surprising and wise insights into our personal state of affairs,
as I have described in my meditative intermezzo. Using different knowledge
channels can help us to manage the increasing cacophony of information constantly impinging on our senses. It could well be that these processes inherent to
the hybridisation of identity and global complexity will enable us to develop a new
approach and openness for the exception to the norm, the hidden, the unusual in
order to be able to communicate at all.
The more people who are able to create safe spaces in which they share their
authenticity, the more space there is for diversity in our organisations. As individuals in multicultural societies develop mutual understanding and hybrid identities, they become mentally more flexible and “find it easier to encode and access
information in diverse ways. They may have richer associations with a single concept and they may develop a greater tolerance for ambiguity because they become
more comfortable with situations in which one basic idea may have different
nuances depending on the community they inhabit at the time. Tolerance of ambiguity is considered a valuable trait for creativity because there is often a place in
which incompatible, ill-defined elements coexist during problem solving” (Legrain, 2006: 132).

6.9 Globalisation and Birds of Passage
The refugee clients who were initially coached in the Bird of Passage project came
from Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Somalia and Georgia. Working with these different clients has enhanced the organisation’s awareness and knowledge of issues faced
by Birds of Passage in our society, about stumbling blocks and hurdles that occur
in inter- and intrapersonal dialogical processes. These involve the making of unchecked assumptions (if we ASSUME, we make an ASS out of U and ME), subtle
emotions and subliminal and unconscious voices that must be faced in a globalising world. To conclude the chapter, I shall now present a case study of a trailing
spouse and a global nomad, to illustrate their experiences in the later stages of
acculturation. Then I shall describe a number of other strategies that we have
devised to raise awareness to the issues of these different Birds of Passage
groups. A case study of a second-generation migrant will be presented in chapter
seven.
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6.9.1 Expatriates, inpatriates and their trailing spouses
Expatriates working for multinational companies in The Netherlands and abroad
lose their social structure and may be unfamiliar with the culture of work in their
host country. Their trailing spouses are often graduates who have sacrificed their
careers in their country of origin to embark on a foreign adventure. Research
shows that the success of an expatriate contract in a multinational company depends on how well the trailing spouse adapts to the new environment (Ali, 2003).
The negative effects of relocation are often enhanced by lack of or indirect communication with the employer of the working spouse (Verolme, 2000). Many
companies are becoming aware of the necessity to provide vocational guidance
for the trailing spouse who is increasingly unwilling to give up a career in order
to embark on a foreign adventure and/or has a desire to be professionally active
while abroad. Foreign assignments are often terminated because a partner cannot
adjust to the new environment. If a partner is helped to find suitable work in the
new environment by an experienced career coach, this phenomenon of early termination may be avoided. Vocational coaching provides an efficient and effective
way of finding a satisfying vocation in the new environment and can help expatriates to learn how to navigate unfamiliar cultural currents in a new working environment in order to increase their efficiency and comfort after relocation (Kranenburg & Nije, 2002). Research shows that for many expatriates repatriation is even
more stressful than expatriation, due to lack of understanding of the personal
transformation process between cultures and psychological support during the
re-entry phase (Pascoe, 2000). A workshop on dual career issues was organised
for HR managers of international organisations. In this workshop, the importance of giving special attention to partners of expats was stressed, as they are
becoming more and more reluctant to give up their own careers to follow their
partner’s career (as a trailing spouse) to a foreign country. During these workshops the added value of hiring local refugees and immigrants to implement
their diversity strategies was stressed. In these environments, diversity is seen as
a strategic advantage, and large globally operating companies such as Philips, Siemens and ING are actively striving to implement cultural, age and male/female
diversity in the boardrooms and upper echelons of their organisations. One of the
strategies to implement diversity is by facilitating different clubs for gays, women
and people with different cultural backgrounds. In one sense this seems to be an
unconscious implementing of an essentialist, pillarising strategy. However, on the
other hand it also serves to empower group members to speak up about their
individual experiences and needs.
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Case 5: Around the world as “trailing spouse”
September 2006
Author: Jutta König (psychologist and coach)
Situation
My client was a 40-year-old Dutch woman who had recently returned to The
Netherlands and wanted to resume her career. She and her family had spent 18
years abroad, in the wake of her husband who was posted to the United States
and Great Britain.

Personal background
She studied law and started her career as account manager at a bank. But she
soon discovered that she did not like the world of finance. Nor did she warm to
its rigid hierarchical structure. In her next job, she enjoyed teaching law at an
economics faculty. She gave up this position when her husband found a new
job in the United States. That is where their four children were born. She did
volunteer work teaching detainees social skills. After 11 years in New York, the
family moved to London where she studied history of art for two years.

Analysis
She felt very insecure during our first meeting. She was keen to start working
again now that her children were teenagers and more independent, but believed that she had no added value to contribute to the labour market. After all,
she had been “out of circulation” for so long. The fact that she stood on the
sidelines watching her husband’s rapid ascent up the career ladder had contributed to her feelings of insecurity and insignificance.

Process
We discussed what she would like to do and made an analysis of her competencies. Her goal was to start teaching again. She enjoyed interacting with
young people, getting to know them well and giving the support, where relevant, as coach and advisor. Her English was excellent; she had a wealth of international experience and demonstrated flexibility, independence and good
social skills. And it is certainly no mean feat to spend 18 years relocating a
family with four children from one corner of the world to the other without a
glitch. She also had an immense appetite for knowledge and had already
started on a postgraduate refresher course in law. I assured her that her international experience would be considered invaluable in view of the increasing
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internationalisation of Dutch education. This came as a complete surprise to
her. We decided that it might be a good idea for her to get in touch with her
former colleagues to get their opinions on how the educational sector had
changed since she last worked in The Netherlands. She agreed that this was a
good idea. Within a few weeks she had spotted a vacancy at a college’s economics department and decided to apply. In her CV she was almost apologetic
about the fact that she had not been employed in the period while she was
living abroad. We discussed the importance of turning this apology around so
that it became an affirmation of her qualities instead.

Result
During our talks she discovered that she did indeed have a lot to offer. She had
a true appreciation and feel for teenagers, international experience, an easy and
direct way of interacting with people and excellent language skills. Her partner’s work offered her insights into issues that play a role in the international
economic and legal sphere. With her confidence boosted, the job interview
went well. She was offered the position, which she accepted with great enthusiasm.

Reflection
In our globalising world we see more and more people being posted abroad for
a number of years. More and more women and men are sent overseas, with
their partners following them as the “trailing spouse”. I still remember vividly
how sixteen years ago I sat surrounded by half unpacked boxes, finding myself
at a loss as to where to start after the move to Singapore with my husband. At
that time the business community left trailing spouses, eager to continue their
career in a foreign country, more or less up to their own device. It took me a
year to find my feet, start exploring the market and establish the relevant network to set up my own psychotherapy practice. There I became aware of the
drawbacks of being an expat. I saw uprooted and grieving children who constantly had to say goodbye to departing classmates and who even became suicidal in their confusion about the conflicting behavioural codes of their multicultural classmates. I also saw many relationships collapse under the stress of
relocating, or factors like loneliness, alcohol and drug abuse and/or adultery.
For children, an increasing number of International schools with curricula that
more or less dovetail across the world are available to keep them from falling
behind at school. However International schools exist only in certain locations
and even then curricula, subject choices etc. are not standardised. It is also
often extremely difficult to get into the “best” schools, not to mention expensive (not all companies finance education). For children with special educa-
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tional needs it is often difficult enough to find suitable schooling in the base
country, let alone abroad.

Conclusion
Over the years much has changed. Many international companies have become
aware of the importance of providing support to the family system. Turning to
an outplacement agency that has a finger on the pulse of the local labour
market has an accelerating and inspiring effect. It is an enormous help in gathering important information about the new environment to settle and feel at
home more quickly. This client was back in the workforce within two months,
thanks to the support of a coach who fully understood her new environment
and was familiar with the psychological consequences of intercultural relocations. Increasingly outplacement companies have organised intercultural networks which makes it possible to organise international career transitions
more smoothly.
In this case the client was unaware of the added value her sojourn abroad provided in the increasingly international context of higher education. The coach
was able to empower her and make her aware of the advantage she had, speaking
her languages well and emphasising her social skills and passion for learning.
This empowered her to apply for a job where her assets were immediately recognised.

6.9.2 Global Nomads
I shall now present a culture and vocation case study of a global nomad or Adult
Third Culture Kid. These are the children of international migrants who have
been raised in many different cultures, and who often struggle with the complexity of their cultural identity and issues of where they belong. In some cases, this
may even result in attempts at adolescent suicides and/or psychosis, as they feel
that so few people understand what they are confused about. Global Nomads have
often been conditioned by their life stories to a feeling of belonging nowhere.
Coaching helps them to see the enormous potential they have for internationally
converging markets as they speak their languages well and are able to shift between the codes of different cultural contexts. They have often experienced a lifetime of adapting to different environments which at times makes it difficult for
them to focus on their own needs.
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Case 6: Singing lessons and finding your own voice in the cultural choir
Author: Jutta König (psychologist and coach)
April 2005
Situation
My client worked as a tax lawyer for a large international company. He was in
his early thirties and had, as he said himself, made it in his career. A nice
apartment overlooking the Vondelpark, a nice car, nice clothes, but no fixed
partner yet. He was bored and wanted to do something truly worthwhile that
would make the world a better place. Something along the lines of microfinancing or sustainability.

Personal background
He had spent part of his childhood in The Netherlands Antilles and North
America because his father had worked there. He called himself a “global
nomad”, a Dutchman who grew up in a variety of cultural environments. He
sometimes felt that he did not belong anywhere. He had done a brief stint in
New York for his work and enjoyed the English language environment there.
Now that he had been back in The Netherlands for a few years he missed that
English atmosphere.

Analysis of the problem
During our talks it became clear that this client had hardly any idea as to what
truly inspires him. The constant move from one country to the next had taught
him to adapt to his new environment automatically. Even now he still conformed to what was expected of him. He admitted to not displaying sufficient
managerial skills at work. He said he enjoyed music and playing the saxophone, and had for some time been contemplating singing lessons. But he
had been unable to find the time due to the demands of his work. He also had
plans to renovate his apartment, but could not find the time for that either.

Process
I encouraged him to take up singing, which he did. He signed up with a teacher specialised in singing coaching, with a view to discovering his own special
passion. He also did a number of networking meetings with people involved in
the field of sustainability and discovered that he would earn far less in this
sector than in his current position. He enjoyed his singing lessons and
became better skilled at setting his own boundaries and expressing his wishes
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at work. He read Pollock & van Reken's (2001) book about “Global Nomads” in
which he recognised many of his own patterns.

Result
He discovered that his company had a British branch that specialises in sustainability issues. At the office he discussed his desire to work in Britain and
was subsequently given an assignment there. This allowed him to see firsthand what his company did in this field. He met a charming British estate
agent and rented an apartment in Notting Hill. He initially commuted between
the two houses while renovating his Dutch apartment, and gradually made
Britain his home.

Reflection
At the start of his trajectory, this client had been unaware of the connection
between his relocations as a child and his instinctively adapting to circumstances. The singing lessons and our meetings helped him to get in touch
with his own feelings, moods and desires, and to give these a voice. This enabled him to initiate a significant and rewarding change in his professional
and private life. As he started to manage his own life better, he became a better
manager of others.

Conclusion
People who have lived in more than one country while growing up often have a
broader outlook on life. They understand how relative different realities can be
and often have the urge to do something for the greater good of the world.
They often have a desire to maintain ties with their current as well as their old
cultural environment as this contributes to their sense of “wholeness”.
A creative link is often possible on the work front. This young man, for example, could commute between The Netherlands and the UK for work while
slowly setting up home in Britain. He learned to live his life more according to
his own wishes rather than always adapting to the environment where he happened to find himself at that moment.
This client was so used to adapting to new environments that he had lost his
ability to prioritise his own needs. Singing is an exercise where an individual becomes clearly aware of his own emotional state, so this helped him to reconnect
with himself. By taking his need to work in an English environment seriously, he
was able to find work that fitted with his ambitions and skills.
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6.10 Discussion
In this chapter I have shown that career coaches experience uncomfortable feelings in their initial encounters with their refugee clients. Could the negative polarising discourses apparent in The Netherlands at the present time be interpreted as a similarly ethnocentric reaction to the increasing diversity in Dutch
society? Cultural hybridity and global consciousness are on the increase, and with
it an increased complexity of knowledge, norms and values not only for the foreigner but for all citizens. Migrants must learn to deal with the complexity of
adjusting to the new cultural paradigms of their host country as members of the
host country must adjust to the increasing cultural complexity in society. In this
chapter we have seen that the coaches, during their first interactions with refugees from different cultures, experienced an intercultural learning process similar
to that of sojourners to foreign lands. For many, a first experience in an environment where the cultural programming is radically different is an emotionally confusing experience called “culture shock” (Ogberg, 1960). According to Bennett
(1993), the tendency to withdraw from the confusing reality to a position of ethnocentrism is a natural first reaction to the increase of complexity in an environment, a reaction often experienced by expatriates after migrating to a new culture.
Almost all of the cases above mention confusing emotional experiences at the
beginning of the trajectories. These emotional, often uncomfortable “awakening”
experiences occurred as coaches found themselves unable to function in their
routine mode of working. During the first interactions with their “Birds of Passage” clients, the coaches were confronted with their own blind spots, unconscious assumptions, prejudices and preconceived ideas which were, as we like to
say, an introduction to the foreigner or “stranger within ourselves” (Kristeva,
1991).
“Kristeva suggests that the antidote to xenofobia, racism and the marginalization
of others is to recognize the foreigner within ourselves: “He is the hidden face of
our identity, the space that wrecks our abode, the time in which affinity and understanding founder. By recognizing him within ourselves, we are spared detesting him in himself” (Kristeva 1991:1). The other exists in our minds through imagination even when he or she is not physically present. […] This unconscious self
is neither and object nor a subject; it is an abject. “Abject. It is something rejected
from which one does not part, from which one does not protect oneself as from
an object” (Kristeva, 1982, 4). The construction of an abject-other becomes a
means to securitize subjectivity as it reduces anxiety and increases ontological
security. Abjection is caused by that which disturbs identity, system or order, such
as traumatic changes in the light of globalization” (Kinnvall, 2004: 753). This
emotionally confusing but often fascinating learning process made coaches
aware of their largely unconscious ethnocentric norms, values, habits of discourse
and the influence of environmental voices.
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The coaches were able to maintain the professional relationship with the help of
the Balint intervision sessions in which they ventilated, explored and reflected on
their initial uncomfortable emotions. The expression of emotional reactions often
opened up a whole new area of mutual understanding. Relying on the expression
of gut feelings and honest dialogue worked and brought about an intense personal and transformational contact for coach and client. It seems that reflecting on
emotions in safe spaces is a valuable way to raise awareness of the impact of
subtle cultural codes and assumptions that often influence intercultural misunderstandings. This process of reflection and the sharing of confusing emotions
has helped the coaches to develop a new sensitivity towards alterity, towards the
different voices, uniqueness and complexity of the other and of themselves in the
presence of “the other”. This also with regard to the different levels of knowing:
the rational, emotional and spiritual levels within the self. By creating safe dialogical spaces in the organisation, culturally “different” voices could be heard and
shared. It was unsettling to hear how many of the refugee clients felt that natives
of Dutch society were not invested enough in the ideals of a true democratic society, where there was a space for differing voices and opinions, ideals for which
some had fought ferociously in their country of origin. Clients explained that they
felt that no one in our society really seemed to care about other people any more
and opened the coaches’ eyes to a very different reality than the one they were
accustomed to seeing. Birds of Passage are citizens of the world and have taught
the coaches at Van Ede & Partners to become migrants between cultural realities.
Their initial uncomfortable emotional reactions led the coaches to wonder if this
was perhaps a reason why people in general had the tendency to avoid contact and
interaction with strangers, it was culture shock turned around. While experiencing their emotional reactions, they began to understand the complications that
are involved when cultural straitjackets are stretched as worldview expands.
The Birds of Passage project has facilitated the coaches’ movement through the
intercultural learning spiral, from ethnocentrism (avoiding) to adapting, accepting and valuing the diversity and creativity of the multicultural experience. The
experiences, dialogues and reflections in the intervision sessions have enhanced
the professional knowledge and intercultural proficiency of coaches in the organisation and helped them to adjust to this new client population. Not only have we
as coaches become aware of the subtle developmental process of intercultural
learning described above, but in exploring and reflecting on the mutual acculturation experiences shared with our clients, the clients themselves are becoming
powerful agents of change. They become empowered and learn to actively share
their “dissonant” knowledge and experiences in their new working environments.
The uncomfortable emotional experience of the loosening of the primary cultural
straitjacket can also be construed as a first step towards hybridity and ultimately
global and cosmic consciousness. We have already seen in chapter two that
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Akhtar (1995) calls a move to a different cultural context a third individuation, the
first being birth, as an individuation from the womb, the second being the leaving
of the parental home. He says that every individuation brings about a fundamental shift in consciousness. The process of adjusting to a new culture, let alone
finding work in line with talents and ambitions, is complicated owing to the
subtle discursive and emotional mechanisms that occur when cultural codes
from different contexts are at odds.
Over the years, the Birds of Passage project has shed a light on the complex phenomena at play during the job search campaign of graduate refugees in the Dutch
working environment. Birds of Passage increasingly associate looking for work
with learning to deal with the (mostly unconscious) prejudices and images that
surface when they meet people from the Dutch cultural environment. Being introduced as a refugee caused new colleagues to question language abilities and
wanting to meet a prominent politician even caused the coach to wonder whether
the client was a terrorist! I have shown that strategies of human resource management, which seek to find employees that fit the norm, test psychologists using
culture insensitive tests, and modesty construed as lack of drive unconsciously
hinder the development of diversity in organisations.
The interactions between coaches and clients were invaluable to both parties. For
the clients, the coaches’ intimate knowledge of networks, job opportunities and
codes of conduct with regard to dress codes, application and resume writing was
invaluable. Clients were eager to learn all we could teach them so that they could
make a difference in our country as well as their country of origin in the future.
Many were dedicated to improving the lives of their compatriots in the countries
from which they had fled. Gradually it dawned on the coaches that perhaps the
reason for the migration on a global scale was to correct the disbalance of wealth,
poverty and misunderstanding. If we could facilitate the learning and work experience of Birds of Passage we would in the long term make a difference to their
country of origin as well. They discovered that many clients were still in close
contact with home as they were supporting extended families, not only financially
but also with their knowledge and ideas. By finding work in The Netherlands,
these clients facilitate the development of intercultural learning that can enhance
mutual understanding. They simultaneously support networks in their country of
origin and are often able to facilitate business development of Dutch companies
in these areas. In the current economical crisis this is indeed a chance!
The coaches also learned that in our pillarised society, Turkish and Moroccan
professionals have long built their own networks and newspapers, which helped
to explain why Dutch employers wanting to diversify cannot find the people they
are looking for by placing advertisements in mainstream Dutch newspapers.
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The learning process of the career coaches with Birds of Passage can be seen as
an acculturation process from working in a monocultural Dutch environment to
working in a multicultural environment. It led the organisation to rethink and reevaluate routines and implicit assumptions. We discovered that some of the implicit assumptions with which we for years have done our work with Dutch clients
were not applicable to clients who come from a different cultural background.
Accordingly we developed new ways of working which have benefited all of our
clients. Methods were devised with which the psychological identity of people
with bi- and multicultural backgrounds, so called hybrid identities, could better
be understood. A person can have more than one identity, which are more or less
interconnected. If someone was socialised in Britain and India he has a British
and an Indian self, narrative and perspective on reality. This hybrid nature, once
appreciated and valued, makes it possible for individuals to become bridge
builders as they have intimate knowledge of two or more very different social
paradigms and can act as culture brokers and decoders between different cultural
contexts. These identities are not static but mobile and evolving. Different personal identities have different narratives resulting in a complex web of narratives
within a single person: a dynamic process where positions may dominate, conflict, overrule and obliterate each other. A dynamic process, in which images
about the self and the other can acquire ever new forms and meanings (Giddens,
1991). This process, of course, depends on the social context, the listening ability
of the coach and the historical moments in which the development occurs. The
past, the present and how we perceive the future influence the process of identity
development. These perspectives constantly interpenetrate the here and now. We
have seen that certain self-positions occupy the foreground or background of the
self-system depending on the context at hand. This implies that change and development in the context and self-system occur when positions that have been suppressed or removed to the periphery of the self-system acquire a more prominent
position. Coaches have become more sensitive to the multiplicity of dialogues,
often inviting subdued and suppressed voices to the forefront, as powerful
change agents in the personal meaning system. Inviting repressed personal
voices to the forefront of the personal meaning system has the potential to revitalise people and to reduce feelings of isolation and depression. It is this polyvocal
reorganisation process of the self that the coaches have become aware of and are
learning to facilitate while coaching many of their Birds of Passage and Dutch
clients.
As the voice of the culture coach developed in their professional position repertoire, the coaches found themselves to be Birds of Passage as they moved from
their monocultural perspective into a multicultural environment. By now we consider almost everybody to be a Bird of Passage, as we are all being moved into a
more complex cultural reality in our developing multicultural societies. In the
paragraph on the literature of diversity in chapter five it has become clear that
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much is to be gained from increasing diversity in organisations; however, reorienting oneself to a new culture is a lengthy, painful and complicated process.
Expatriates working for international companies often receive intensive training
about their new posting and the psychological process of adjustment to another
culture in order to facilitate a smooth transition into their new environment. This
knowledge has been adapted and implemented to the specific needs of refugees,
expats and inpats, second and third generation migrants and even Dutch coaches
and managers in diversifying organisations and environments so that they better
understand their own and each other’s psychological adjustment process. By educating Birds of Passage on the complexity of identity, culture and intercultural
learning processes, they may become valuable change agents in the development
towards a well-functioning multicultural society. In this way, the pitfalls of psychological and social adjustment to diversity in our multicultural society may be
avoided and the advantages of diversity augmented.

6.11 Conclusion
In retrospect, in a dialogical sense the negative voices represented in the media
had appealed to the hidden strains of foreignness of the project group members,
calling them into action. Perhaps, in a similar way, the exclusion from mainstream Dutch society of many foreigners is in a dialogical sense responsible for
the increasingly violent actions in society as frustrated people vent their emotions
in an aggressive way. Our experiences with Birds of Passage have taught us that,
in the wake of 9/11, it is vital to facilitate the meeting of people from different
cultures in order to reduce prejudice, raise mutual levels of understanding and
expand each other’s view of the world in order to cooperate to solve the increasingly complex problems facing humanity. One of the best ways of doing this is by
creating safe spaces to facilitate mutual reflection on shared experiences while
working together in organisations. The need in society that was not being met
was developing and enhancing intercultural awareness and dialogue between increasingly heterogenous individuals. At the present time, both Dutch and foreigners are seen as Birds of Passage in the sense that both are looking for new ways
and means of living together in a globalising society. Ideally, once they have experienced this kind of mutual learning process they will become valuable change
agents to facilitate our society’s rite of passage into moving from multiculturalism
to transculturalism and developing a more cosmic world view.
Someone in one of our intervision sessions called Birds of Passage leaders and
change agents on our way towards a cosmic world in which the themes of diversity and spirituality resonate. The Bird of Passage project has become instrumental in bridging the vocational, culture related gap many foreigners experience
when looking for employment, while on the other hand encouraging and facilitating diversity in their own and other workforces. As experts in managing the com-
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plicated and painful process of coaching an employee made redundant in one
company into finding a new and suitable position in a different company, coaches
can now do the same for people who migrate between cultural contexts, in their
search for employment. In 2005 the company made the strategic decision to
become the best outplacement company for migrants, refugees and expatriates,
so called Birds of Passage, in The Netherlands. Judging by discussions in the
NIVE (Dutch Institute for Efficiency) Diversity network, in recent years, gradually
Dutch organisations, headed by multinational companies, seek to find access to
the available diversity and to discover the benefits and pitfalls of developing a
diverse work culture in an increasingly complex environment.
Over the years many clients were coached from a host of different cultures and
countries: among others the USA, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, Colombia,
Great Britain, France, Germany, former Eastern Germany, Greece, Morocco,
Mexico, New Zealand, Poland, Russia, Moldavia, Belarus, Suriname, Sweden,
Switzerland and Vietnam. Our expanding knowledge of international career consultancy and diversity was further developed in close cooperation with these different groups of clients during their coaching trajectories. All candidates found
suitable employment, either in The Netherlands or abroad. This shows that once
the basic skills of intercultural communication have been learned they are applicable to individuals from many cultures, as we have learned to be aware of the
limitations of our own cultural codes and individuals together can share and reflect on their unique history and uncomfortable emotions.
Birds of Passage have become highly instrumental in facilitating the passage of
the organisation towards diversity in our evolving global society. On an organisational level the coaches participating in the intervision sessions have become Bird
of Passage ambassadors in all Van Ede offices to enhance awareness among colleagues, implement new working procedures and increase networking activities
with like minded individuals in the field to encourage diversity in municipalities
and organisations. The current economic crisis, which is strangling our economies, could provide us with a wonderful opportunity to slow down and really
start to learn the ins and outs of intercultural communication to make organisations in our global society great places to work and live for everybody! Working
together with people from different cultures in organisations provides an ideal
environment for intercultural contact and the development of reflective dialogical
encounters that are a precondition for intercultural learning processes as described in this chapter. It is a way of transcending the cognitive structures that
Dutch citizens have developed as a result of decades of living in a pillarised society, on which I have reflected in chapter four and five. This was a stepping-stone
to describing the dialogical tactics that have been implemented in the career consultancy firm and the career consultancy trajectories that I shall describe in the
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next chapter. I have shown the potential of a safe space like intervision and reflection to open and widen dialogical spaces in society.
Hopefully this thesis has helped to become aware of how our old mental images
and mind sets or habitus at times act against the grain of the new cultural context.
In order for these learning processes to develop I have shown how important it is
to create safe spaces (like the Balint intervision sessions) in which colleagues may
reflect on the complex and at times confusing emotions that are aroused when
cultural norms and values collide. Over the years different organisations have invited us to conduct masterclasses and lectures on Diversity and Birds of Passage
at conferences in the Netherlands and abroad. In speaking with like-minded diversity advocates I have often heard people discuss the severe risk of becoming
burned out and how tiring it is to be an avatar of diversity in this society. It would
be naïve to think that the job is done. Organisations and societies are resistant to
change and constant creativity is needed to reinforce and consolidate the pattern
of change described in these pages. In a meeting held in May 2011 many of the
diversity managers representing large multinational companies expressed their
feelings of regret and apprehension that under the new political coalition in the
Netherlands attention to the theme of diversity was on the decline. I recognise
this tendency in VEP as well which has given me the time to finish my thesis, in
order to move on from there.
In chapter seven, in a fifth safe dialogical space, I shall explore whether the procedure that was developed with the global nomads is helpful in raising the consciousness and expanding the sense of self of career clients with a bicultural
frame of reference. In chapters three and four I have shown that this procedure
has the potential to move cultural hybrids from encapsulated towards constructive
in betweenness, a more peaceful state of mind! In the context of career consultancy, I call this procedure “PEACE”, which stands for Personal Emotional Account of Cultural Experience. We have already seen that with an increased consciousness of how culture is manifest in personal identity, individuals become
freer to construct and choose which elements of culture they wish to maintain or
change, in respective cultural fields. In chapter seven I shall show that once positions of dominance or repressed positions within the self are acknowledged, they
can become important change agents within the self and ultimately within society.

Chapter 7: Implementing the
dialogical approach into career
consultancy trajectories

7.1 Introduction
According to Verkuyten (2005), in the social sciences the theoretical studies on
hybridity greatly outnumber the empirical work and it is unclear whether these
new identities are really as multiple and fragmented as they are posited to be and
how people actually manage their belonging to different social groups. With the
empirical research described in this and the preceding chapters, I have made an
attempt to remedy this situation. In this chapter the method described in chapters
three and four will be explored during process oriented vocational coaching trajectories with bi and multicultural clients. To evaluate if it is an aid to enhancing the
reflexivity on the cultural dynamics of hybrid identities and their embodied personal cultural positions in the context of vocational coaching in the Netherlands.
Based on the realisation (see chapter four) that it is important to discuss the
scores with the clients themselves in developmental trajectories, an addition to
the procedure was made. The addition, that was explored and developed in collaboration with a number of career clients, is that once the scores were computed,
coach and coachee explored the resulting scores together. In this way, the issue
that was raised in chapter four, that I was the one making the interpretations, was
remedied. In this way clients were invited to share their stories of how personal
cultural positions interact, enhance or undermine each other. Awareness is raised
to different and even antagonistic personal positions, and to internal voices that
for years may have been silenced by dominant discourses in society. Again, the
clients were asked for their permission to use the material in my thesis.

7.2 PEACE: Personal Emotional Account of
Cultural Experience
As a patient reader you have been a witness to the development of the PEACE
procedure: Personal Emotional Account of Cultural Experience. This procedure
was originally devised to explore if dialogues between personal cultural positions
could innovate the personal meaning system and as a way to enhance the awareness of professionals to the complexity of hybrid identities cultural frames of re-
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ference. The experiments and reflections described in the preceding pages have
also inspired its exploration and development as an acculturation coaching methodology, based on narrative theory, the theory of the dialogical self (Hermans,
1996; 1999; 2001a; 2002; 2003; 2006) and the Self Confrontation Method (Hermans & Hermans Jansen, 1995).
The focus in this research has been on the flexible, dialogical and ambivalent
ways in which global nomads and migrants define themselves in relation to
others in the surrounding culture. In the light of the theory of the dialogical self,
the process of acculturation is conceptualised as a reorganisation and innovation
of the self through intra- and interdialogical interactions: between cultural and
personal positions within the self and/or with the voices heard in the new environment. Cultural adaptation is conceptualised as a dialogical process where novelty and personal wellbeing is increased by conducting dialogues between personal cultural positions and by reflecting on this dialogue and the embodied
emotions of personal cultural positions from a meta position and an in-between
position. We have seen in chapters three, four and six that this method enables
people with hybrid identities to become aware of and share their cultural complexity, “where identity is no longer seen as a fixed and natural state but as a
process of becoming” (Kinnvall, 2004: 748) influenced by dialogical interactions.
In this chapter I shall present a few more cases using the PEACE methodology,
showing that not only global nomads but also clients from ethnic minority groups
so called first and second generation migrants coming from different cultures or
having grown up in The Netherlands (a Russian, a second generation bicultural
Turkish professional, and a Surinamese professional) are also involved in the dialogical processes related to the complexity of their hybrid cultural backgrounds as
they try to come to terms with the divergent cultural codes of their home and host
cultures. The world of their parents or country of origin often does not correspond to their position and future in the country in which they now live or have
studied. The procedure that was explored and developed in close collaboration
with global nomads was found to be helpful in facilitating the process of articulating and sharing personal cultural complexity and the exploration of the emotional
component of personal cultural positions within the context of career consultancy
trajectories as well. We shall see that with an increased consciousness of how
culture manifests in personal identity development, an individual becomes freer
to construct and choose which elements of culture he wishes to maintain or
change, in respective cultural fields.

7.2.1. Culture and Vocation: Case 1: A First Generation Migrant
The first client, whose cultural valuations are described below, was Jewish and
had fled from Russia to the Netherlands with her siblings in her teens. After
studying psychology she had found work as an occupational psychologist and was
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deliberating a next step in her career, having finished postgraduate training in a
specific coaching methodology. She was interested in my work and kindly agreed
to participate in an exploration of the methodology developped in chapters three
and four. She was in her late thirties at the time of the interview.
She stated her personal cultural positions and decided to conduct an interview
between her Russian and her Dutch position. She was able to formulate a sentence from an in between position and two statements from a bird’s eye view
position.
In order to determine the emotional value of each cultural position and statement, she was invited to relate each statement to a standardised set of twenty four
emotions with a five point scale, reflecting positive (+) and negative feelings (–)
and feelings related to self actualisation (S) and connection with the other (O).
This results in six affective profiles based on a combination of positive, negative,
self actualisation and connection affects: S+ (Autonomy and Success), S– (Protest
and Resistance), O+ (Unity and Love), O– (Unfulfilled Longing), SO+ (Strength
and Unity) SO– (Powerlessness and Isolation) (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995: 74). While attempting to tune into the new environment through personal
innovation, the self also wishes to maintain continuity. In other words, we can see
the process of acculturation occuring within the tension of two dimensions: on
the one hand maintaining personal continuity (S=Self) and on the other hand
drawing close to a new environment (O=Other) by adapting the self to the norms,
values and behaviours favoured by the new environment. It is within the tension
of these two dimensions that identity change and development occur in the context between cultures (König, 2009).
In a subsequent session I presented the computed results of her scores and she
was invited to reflect on the meaning of these scores.
As we can see in Table 21 this client’s Russian position carries an ambivalent
Autonomy and Success score (S+/–) and the Dutch position carries an ambivalent
Strength and Unity score (SO+/–). The cosmopolitan score is of positive Strength
and Unity score (SO+). In the voiced dialogue we see that she describes her Russian position as closely associated with passion and drive whereas the Dutch position is described as more laid back and playful. In the dialogue both positions are
able to clearly voice their experience and share a positive Strength and Unity score
(SO+). It would seem that the ambivalent score has something to do with the fact
that these two positions oppose each other in their different values, resulting in
an ambivalent emotional charge. The third dialogical step expresses a rather bossy
conclusion, “Fine but just don’t forget that…” This is the Russian position speaking. The emotional valuation is highly negative (N23), which could be seen as a
dialogic emotional reaction of the antagonistic Dutch voice that objects to being
bossed around!
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Table 21: PEACE: Culture and Vocation: Case 1

I as Russian
I as Dutch
I as Cosmopolitan
I as Jewish
I as Russian find it very important to be passionate
and committed to what you are doing.
I as Dutch sometimes think and feel that if I feel/do
half then it is still twice as much as most people
here. That thought gives me space to breathe and
play.
I as a Russian say fine! Just don’t forget that passion
and commitment are your compass, stay connected
to them.
My in-between position gives me the feeling that I
do not belong anywhere.
As a reaction to that feeling, a cosmopolitan position
immediately arises. It is an extremely strong opponent to the in-between position, it is me.
I see variety and richness, a special and unique
person. Someone that inspires interest, curiosity and
respect.
Generally I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

11
5
17
9
18

5
10
14
8
14

15
23
31
11
30

19
20
2
29
4

S+/–
O+/–
SO+
–
SO+

17

18

34

1

SO+

10

6

14

23

–

6

6

12

19

LL+/–

17

6

27

12

S+

14

12

27

12

SO+

16
19

12
18

28
37

16
2

SO+
SO+

We see that her Jewish position has a high negative emotional charge (N=29).
When asked about this score, the client says that she learned to hide her Jewish
position in Russia, as it was not safe to show her Jewishness in that environment.
As we speak she realises that even in The Netherlands she has the tendency to
hide her Jewishness, in spite of the fact that it is no longer unsafe in her new
environment. She realises that she has unconsciously continued a survival strategy from her former place of residence. She associates her Jewish position with
personal creativity, and starts to smile when she realises she no longer has to hide
her creative streak. This client has since developed a culture sensitive assessment
procedure for bicultural clients and changed jobs because she felt there was insufficient creative space in her former job!! With an increased consciousness of how
culture is manifest in personal identity development, an individual becomes free
to construct and choose which elements of culture he wishes to maintain or address and influence, in respective cultural fields. This procedure is reminiscent of
practices in Buddhist meditation where the contemplative mind (the metaposition) observes the “chatter” of the discursive mind (internal dialogue) with a mild
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and open awareness, allowing a more process oriented dialogical application of
the method described in chapters three and four.

7.2.2 Culture and Vocation: Case 2: A Second generation migrant
These Birds of Passage were born and raised in The Netherlands, have the Dutch
nationality, excellent command of the Dutch language but regularly find they deal
with prejudice and exclusion as they are seen and treated as first generation migrants. They juggle with the complexity of multiple cultural frames of reference
and often, at a relatively young age, carry the burden of responsibility for their
parents and even grandparents, who are less integrated into Dutch society. These
increased responsibilities and the survival strategy of working hard to make sure
they are up to par with their Dutch compatriots (an often quoted phrase is “I work
three times as hard”) increases the risk of becoming burned out. These talented
bicultural Dutch are ambitious but often lack an intimate knowledge of where
their skills are best put to use in a society in which they have no social networks
in their parents’ generation to provide vocational guidance. They may be unaware
of how cultural codes learned in interaction with their parents are seen in the
context of The Netherlands. At the same time they are comfortable in two or
more cultural environments and once empowered to speak their minds frankly,
they are ideal culture brokers in diversifying organisations.
The next case is an example of a second-generation migrant.
The client (30) was born in The Netherlands to Turkish parents who had migrated
to The Netherlands for financial/economic reasons. Both parents now have the
Dutch and Turkish nationality and live in Amsterdam, as she herself and her
elder brother and sister do. They spend their summer holidays in Turkey visiting
family and friends.
She had moved to two different cities in The Netherlands by the age of three.
She spent three weeks in Madrid studying Spanish when she was 21 years old.
She studied Business Information systems and Computer Science in Amsterdam.
At the age of 26 she spent a year studying Japanese in Japan, building on her
knowledge of Japanese, which she had acquired at Leiden University. For two
years, she worked as a management trainee with KLM, and as a language teacher
in Amsterdam and Japan. In the past, during her studies, she worked as an office
assistant, waitress, front desk officer, business analyst, call centre agent, software
demonstrator and student mentor. She speaks English, Dutch and Turkish professionally, German, French and Spanish at a conversational level and Japanese at a
low level of fluency.
She indicates that she has experienced a cultural identity crisis twice in her life,
once when changing schools in Amsterdam and the second time when she
moved to Japan at the age of 26. She remembers feeling lost, disoriented and
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unable to find her place in the new environment. As an adolescent she experienced conversations with a therapist as beneficial and in Japan she met a crosscultural trainer who was very helpful in enabling her to settle in. She indicates the
amount of conflict between her Dutch and Turkish position as 5 on all dimensions.

Table 22: PEACE: Culture and Vocation: Case 2

I as Turkish
I as Dutch
I as Turkish am a warm woman. (N1; I5; A5)
I as a Dutch woman am at a distance. (N2; I3; A4)
I as a Turkish woman show my hospitality to bridge
the difference. (N 4; I5; A5)
From my in-between position I see the good in both
positions. (In-between position).
Turkish and Dutch women are not in harmony, no
balance, “not a match made in heaven”. (Bird’s-eyeview position).
The Turkish woman is deeper, stronger and more
extreme in her statements. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
The Turkish woman wants to be seen more, get attention, take in more space. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

21
14
20
16
20

26
10
25
13
25

19
15
20
8
19

18
18
15
17
15

SO+/–
+/–
SO+/–
–
SO+/–

20

25

20

15

SO+/–

10

5

10

10

LL–

18

18

18

18

+/–

26

24

19

24

SO+/–

18
20

19
25

18
20

17
15

+/–
SO+/–

She says that she suffers from feelings of ambivalence in her Turkish and Dutch
positions and goes on to specify “how I react to confrontations internally and how
that takes form externally”. She says that she can show strong reactions, but because she knows that people get a fright when she does this, it causes an internal
conflict, because on the inside she is trying to figure out how to say something in
an appropriate way, which stops her from speaking freely. And by the time she
has figured out how to say what she wants to say in an appropriate way, the conversation has moved on. A tip she gathered from our conversation is to say what
you want and when you want to say it and do damage control if necessary afterwards.
In spite of the fact that she found the PEACE procedure superficial, having experienced psychodrama and role-playing with her different cultural positions in her
psychotherapy conversations, the coaching process has helped her to feel less am-
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bivalent by understanding the roots of her ambivalent positions. She has learned
to set better boundaries between her parents and herself, defining her right to
make her own choices. She has learned to express her feelings instead of feeling
thwarted and unable to express them. She has found her way into a new professional environment and is learning to deal constructively with power relationships in her workplace.
Migrant youth that find a balance between their old and the new cultures are
fortunate according to international research (Berry, 2006). To disavow one’s history is asking for trouble. Young successful migrants choose integration, the best
of both worlds. A person can only express himself in all his selves in an open
climate. Dutch people with a multicultural identity want to participate and
belong. This research shows that in our rapidly developing multicultural societies,
acculturation is facilitated if an inter- and/or intrapersonal dialogue is encouraged
between personal cultural positions: a dialogue about how and why individuals
make and define their personal cultural choices. Safe and open spaces are required in order for the dialogues between different cultural positions to be articulated and heard.

7.2.3 Culture and vocation: Case 3: A variation of PEACE
with Voice Dialogue
Inspired by the comment the client had made about her experiences with the
PEACE methodology and psychodrama, I implemented the principles of the
PEACE instrument in a role-playing exercise with elements of voice dialogue, illustrated in the following case study.
A client from Suriname had arrived in The Netherlands for his vocational studies
at the age of seventeen. He had become a teacher, then headmaster of a “black”
school, and later moved into a prominent position in a municipality, where he
supervised building projects. In our first session he talked about how depressed
he felt, he said “there is no sun in my life”. In a more playful variation of the
methodology described above, in a voice dialogue setting, I asked the client which
cultural positions he called his own. He answered Dutch, Cosmopolitan, and Surinamese positions. I invited him to find a place in the room for each of these
positions, and let them speak. To my surprise he stood at a huge white board and
began a lecture using pen and paper. This was his Dutch schoolteacher position.
Then he went and sat in the sun in the window opening. His whole body posture
changed. “I am relaxed, I see many different people from different cultures and
know exactly what their customs and habits are”, he said, smiling contentedly. For
the cosmopolitan position he chose to sit at a table in the middle of the room. He
became very philosophical in this position, speaking of the importance of the liberal arts to foster global consciousness. After he had voiced these positions, I invited him to find a position in the room from where he could look at all of these
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positions, the metaposition or bird’s-eye-view position. From that position he felt
compassionate towards the Surinamese position and realised that he had lost that
part of his personality, as his system had been dominated by the Dutch schoolteacher position for such a long time. Ultimately, he founded his own company
where he worked in The Netherlands and Suriname supervising building projects, and developing a number of cross-cultural ventures.
Clients become really enthusiastic when I work with them in this way in relation
to their coaching questions on work, career or life, as they feel themselves recognised in their unique cultural and emotional make-up. Reflecting on the results
together with the client leads to a clearer sense of personal identity, increases
perspective, a sense of agency, and well-being in clients as the emotional component of personal cultural positions sheds a light on the way different personal
cultural positions are organised in the self system. Clients often realise that a
story told from a non Dutch perspective is a long lost story, or reserved for private
and/or family life. It is frequently related to shame and secrecy, sometimes idealised and often never related. The Dutch position is often related to study, work,
and success and in some instance love life (Clarke, 2003). We have seen in chapter four that often a cultural position’s voice that is incongruous with the environmental discourse is silenced and hidden (Germans in The Netherlands). Silencing or disenfranchising dissonant personal cultural voices can over time lead to
an identity crisis, energetic leaks or burn out. We have seen that with an increased
consciousness of how culture is manifest in personal identity development, an
individual becomes freer to construct and choose which elements of culture he
wishes to maintain or change, in respective cultural fields.
The PEACE procedure has since been implemented in a workshop, called Diverse Company (Divers Gezelschap), for Dutch, bi- and multicultural clients. To
conclude this chapter, I will describe some other strategies and tactics of developing safe dialogical spaces to enhance intercultural learning experiences in various
settings that were developed in the context of the career consultancy company as a
result of the research described in chapter six.

7.3 Convivium: Subtle Communion
While there has never before been a time with as much opportunity for intercultural contact as in the present, there also has never been as much antagonism,
fear, suspicion and ostracism towards people of different cultures. According to
Kinnvall (2004) “this process of turning the stranger into an enemy is an attempt
to securitize subjectivity in times of uncertainty. Within this process, self and
other are both seen as essentialized bodies, which means reducing self and other
to a number of cultural characteristics. These characterisitics, although constructed and fabricated, come to be seen as natural, unified features for describing the group” (Kinnvall, 2004: 755). It shows that at this point in time even in-
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dividuals who have never left their original environment are experiencing the unnerving sensation of the loosening of their cultural straitjacket as their environment changes radically with increasing numbers of people of different cultural
backgrounds living in close proximity. I feel that in a way the confusing personal
learning process which I described in chapter two is at this point in time being
mirrored by the learning processes of many individuals in developing multicultural societies (without their having moved), due to the sheer increase in numbers
of migrating individuals caused by global mobility.
More and more Dutch clients appeared saying that they were interested in doing
something to enhance diversity in our society. It was as if providence was helping
us on our way and at times felt magically like the consciousness shift described by
Harman (1988). Over the past five years a number of dialogical strategies and
interventions were employed to raise the level of awareness to the cultural complexity of different Birds of Passage, all based on the theoretical assumption that
cross-cultural learning occurs through contact, dialogue and reflection. With the
realisation that not one organisation alone can solve complex social problems, a
Theory U type of field approach (Scharmer & Senge, 2009) was generated.
According to Watkins (1999),
“David Bohm, physicist and colleague of Krishnamurti, describes a kind of
large group dialogue where it is through the difference that is present that one
can begin to hear one’s own assumptions. Bohm asks that once we hear these
assumptions we try to suspend them, rather than using our characteristic defensive modes of overpowering the other voices, defending our assumptions as truth.
This acknowledgment and suspension of assumptions is done in the service of
beginning to see what it is one means. It is through the diversity of the group
that the partialness of a single mind can be grasped. The opportunity for this
kind of large group dialogue begins to release the self from such partiality, and
makes possible a more complex and subtle form of thinking. […] When we defend
an assumption, says Bohm, we are at the same time ‘pushing out whatever is
new…. There is a great deal of violence in the opinions we are defending’ (1996:
15). Through coming to see our own and others assumptions we arrive at a place
where we can begin to think together, seeing more of the totality that comprises
our situation. Bohm releases thought from the confines of an individual person.
To adequately think, we need to invite and witness the multiplicity within the
group. Without this reflective, conscious practice, mind remains partial-blinded
by the assumptions it has identified with” (Watkins 1999: 265/266).
What Watkins (1999) is describing was practised in African tribes and mediaeval
cloisters, and by Ficino in Florence (1433–1499) where with respect to a problem,
every member of a clan is invited to a communal thinking session. As each voice
rises without question or debate, often the total complexity of the situation is ex-
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posed and the solution rises magically up out of the different perspectives. Ficino’s most important work was the immortality of the soul, Theologia Platonica de
immortalitate animae. In 1949 he was accused by Pope Innocentius VIII of magic
and almost convicted for heresy.
I have experimented with this approach with the result of focussed, attentive,
stressless and constructive conversations. In a joint venture between ICP Advies,
(a company where young Moslims receive vocational coaching) and Van Ede &
Partners, two convivial sessions were organised which were called “subtle communion”.
In the first session, ten young adults from Muslim and Dutch environments were
invited to a subtle communion session, a convivium. A convivium is a shared
meal held in a spirit of reflection as Ficino practised dialogue in Florence (Leewens, 2003). The session started with a reflective meditation exercise where participants were invited to focus on their breathing and body in the here and now. As
the group quietened, a short poem was read aloud, and participants were invited
to share whatever thoughts popped into their minds. Great care was taken to respect each utterance and to avoid debate and discussion in these sessions. The
atmosphere was one of profound sharing and respect, in which participants
shared their thoughts and feelings about life in Dutch society in the present time.
In a subsequent session, the original group invited their friends and met at a
mosque for a meditative session in a prayer hall. Subsequently, all thirty participants shared their experiences after the meditation. Although the atmosphere was
not as focused as in the smaller group, all participants experienced a feeling of
openness and shared humanity. The short meditation at the beginning of the session helped the participants to speak from their hearts. In this way they were able
to learn through direct experience about shared concerns instead of indirectly
through media and newspaper representations.
A third convivium, a conference with the motto “Small Scale Works” was organised as a “coming out” event of the Birds of Passage in the “Moses en Aaron”
church on Valentine’s Day 2008, in which special attention was paid to creating a
festive atmosphere of safety and trust. 170 people attended. The guests participating from all over The Netherlands had one thing in common, the desire to create
a well functioning multicultural society. They worked in municipalities, businesses and government agencies. They were invited to participate in a brief meditative session, lasting no longer than ten minutes to focus on their breathing and
a short poem by Rumi was read aloud. At round tables they were first invited to
share their experiences with personal diversity in a dialogical conversation based
on theory U principles. A Georgian harpist played angelical music as music, too,
has the capacity to unify and open the heart. In the second round table session
that was held after the concert people who lived in the same environment were
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introduced to each other and asked to explore how they could create synergy with
others in the area where they worked to facilitate diversity in organisations. Over
the past year this meeting has resulted in extensive collaboration between different organisations to develop initiatives to facilitate employment for migrants in
Dutch society.
Meditative reflection helps to create an open and safe dialogical space, which
Steyaert & Janssens, (2001) see as a tactic to help people become aware of alterity
as a first step to helping companies organise with difference. Other tactics they
advise in addition to the ones described in previous chapters are stepping aside
and becoming sensitive to diverse possibilities by learning to listen to multiplicity,
and celebrating life. Being together in difference is a kind of critical multiculturalism where differences are considered instructive and useful for a creative theoretical engagement and the mutual development of understanding and knowledge. If we take Bakhtin's theory of dialogue as a starting point, one of the first
things that come to mind is that no one can develop themselves in isolation. Differences in opinion and meaning bring dialogue into movement (König, 2009).
We need the critical difference provided by our interaction with others to develop ourselves. In this sense, alterity and dialogue reinforce each other in the politics of difference. Dialogical leaders (van Loon, 2010) are needed in our organisations in order to facilitate profound dialogues between people where difference is
fast becoming the norm. They are able to listen carefully in a contemplative mode
in order to create an atmosphere where people can open themselves to each other
and to other sources of knowing than the rational. In this way, the emotional and
the intuitive modes of knowing will help to access the universal layers of creativity
that are evolving to provide profound solutions to the ever more complex problems facing a global humanity.

7.4 Extension of “safe space” approach into other companies
It was felt that a safe-space dialogical approach like the Balint intervision sessions
and the masterclass on diversity could be implemented in organisations in which
the Birds of Passage land, so that the uncomfortable initial stages of the intercultural learning process are channelled into a reflective meta positioning approach.
In cooperation with companies willing to develop diversity by recruiting Birds of
Passage, a concept along these lines is being developed to facilitate retention by
helping the organisation to deal with the first emotional reactions of culture
shock, and learning about the intercultural learning spiral, as the Van Ede coaches
had done in the intervision sessions. This, in a nutshell, were some of the eye and
mind opening experiences which the Birds of Passage provided the coaches
during their flight of passage, an emotional flight of organisational change into a
company now experienced in intercultural career coaching.
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7.5 Conclusion
Encountering cultural complexity has led to a paradigm shift in our thinking
about identity and culture in relation to the work of career coaches in globalising
societies. In our society everyone is living and operating within a web of different
contexts with different norms about appropriate behaviour and many individuals
are the carriers of hyphenated identities. A typical example of this hybridisation
was recognised in an Iranian migrant who arrived promptly on time for our appointments, but when his Iranian friends come for a visit he reckons with a belated arrival of half an hour. His behaviour is context appropriate, and he flexibly
handles different norms, behaviours and values depending on the context at
hand, an invaluable skill in negotiating the intricacies of doing business in a globalising world. However, in an environment operating from a monocultural perspective, this can lead to complicated scenarios when people accustomed to juggling skilfully with their multicultural hybrid identity find themselves defined,
perceived as and addressed by only one aspect of their hybrid identity. A Turkish
Kurd client told us the following story: He had been living in The Netherlands for
twelve years and on visiting Turkey was addressed as an Englishman, who surprised everybody with his ability to speak Turkish fluently. In The Netherlands he
is seen as Turkish and was unable to find suitable employment for many years.
He says sadly “I do not belong anywhere”. These stories, too, reflect the concepts
of encapsulated and constructive in betweenness that were discussed in chapter
three and show how very differently a person can feel about his personal cultural
hybridity. One person may become insecure, confused and depressed while the
other, on an emotionally more positive note, cherishes his sense of autonomy and
freedom. As we have seen, according to Seelye and Wasilewski (1996), the challenge for people with hybrid identities is to be fully aware of their own complexity
and the task is to be able to articulate that complex reality to other people who do
not share the same background. After my move to Singapore I was amazed that I
was constantly asked by local Chinese whom I met what I thought of Singapore
and how it was different from the place I had come from. They were so interested
in me and my background to broaden their world view, and it made me realise
how much this interest was lacking in Dutch society, and how easy it is to learn
and share knowledge of difference and explore alterity by being naturally curious
and inquisitive about a stranger’s thoughts, feelings and experiences when placed
in a new cultural matrix.
If inter- and intrapersonal dialogue is such a crucial element in dialogical becoming as in an acculturation process, it seems sad to realise that most integration
programmes for asylum seekers in The Netherlands submerge the fresh immigrant under a layer of knowledge about the new environment in a classroom setting. Very few programmes explore the personal background of the immigrant
with an open interest, or invite him or her to gently oscillate in a personal dialo-
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gue between then and there and here and now. The only relevant questions asked
are to determine if the individual has a right to assume legal asylum, and the
implicit emotional connotation seems to be “be like us or leave!”. This research
shows that in our rapidly developing multicultural societies, mutual acculturation
could be facilitated if a dialogue is encouraged between personal cultural positions about how and why individuals make and define their personal cultural
choices, and these decisions are explored in an intra- and/or interpersonal dialogue in the ma like setting of a safe dialogical space. The PEACE procedure can be
used independently and can also be integrated into an exploration of the self with
the Self Confrontation Method (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995).

Chapter 8: Harvesting

The Guest House
This being human is a guest house
Every morning a new arrival
A joy, a depression, a meanness
Some momentary awareness comes
As an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all
Even if they are a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture,
still treat each guest honourably.
He may be clearing you out for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice.
Meet them at the door laughing and invite them in.
Be grateful for whatever comes
Because each has been sent
As a guide from beyond
Rumi (1207-1273)
Translated by Coleman Barks (1997)

8.1 Introduction
The writing of this thesis and the development of the Bird of Passage project was
fuelled by my wanting to unpack my travelling bags of Moving Experience, my
subliminal rage at the blatant cultural insensitivity at some levels of Dutch society
and a vision shared by a number of colleagues of a more inclusive future. Now
that I have voiced my thoughts in this book, the rage has subsided and there is
uncannily little left to say, showing that rage when shared, acknowledged and
heard dissipates. What is it that I have written, what use has it been to voice these
thoughts and stories and why was I so set on writing this thesis? I am still too
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close to see and need the voice of the other to evaluate what I have done. It is only
in a relationship that I can define my position and I shall use a series of recommendations with which to improve acculturation research made by Chirkov
(2009b) as a way of evaluating my work. But first I shall gather together the
eddies and currents that were addressed here and there along the way and review
what I have written.
The journey I have described was a personal trek of fifty-six years, which spans
five continents and is embedded in chronotopes ranging from colonialism to
postmodernity. I describe the time warp of the present by juxtaposing my own
voice with the voices of other nomads and migrants, eloquent writers, dominant
discourses and theories like a modern age, virtual Marco Polo or Ibn Battuta. Was
it laziness that prompted me to include so many quotes and citations or was it a
hesitance to incorporate the word of the other through paraphrase, thus losing the
rich and subtle levels of meaning they could contain when pondered from a different stance: remember tu es moi, tu et moi, et tuez moi? We have seen that
Braidotti (1994) regards this echoing of other voices as one of the features of a
new theoretical style based on nomadism as a way of “actualising the non centrality of the ‘I’ to the project of thinking” (Braidotti, 1994: 38).
When I re-read my words, I get the sense of being in a time machine. Lying in the
leafy branches of that bush in the Rhodesian garden, time was endless and the
pace at which I write those words is slow. Gradually, the pace speeds up during
the book, culminating in a description of postmodern fluidity (Bauman, 2000)
and complexity. The combination of ma (Morioka, 2008) and safe spaces (Janssens & Steyaert, 2001) became a safe interstitial space in which the reflective
meditation in the intermezzo was an attempt to sort out the cacophony of voices
to access the complexity of my contemporary reality from a different level of
knowing. Through the symbolic activity of retelling my story I have invited emotional, spiritual and intuitive voices into an interstitial theoretical space between a
number of previously unrelated theoretical discourses in order to expand the
theory of the dialogical self towards the context of acculturation and migrants.

8.2 Diversity and a paradigm shift
According to Hall (1993), the biggest challenge for the next hundred years is the
capacity to live with difference. Never before have there been so many generations
at work in our organisations that have experienced completely different educational conditioning, largely due to the rapid development of information technology and social media. Mass migration has led to an increase in cultural hybridity
and with it an increased complexity of knowledge, languages, norms and values
not only for the foreigner but for all citizens in society. The current economic
crisis has already resulted in many European countries considering raising the
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pension age, increasing the need to facilitate intergenerational learning processes,
and to change the perception of elderly workers in organisations. I was amazed to
discover that “old and out” in many organisations starts at the age of 45, whereas
our life expectancy has increased dramatically and there are more centenarians
alive in the world today than ever before in history. The age of 55 is, according to
Wilber (2001) and Sufi wisdom, the age at which physical energies of humans
start to recede and their spiritual capacities increase, which means that the baby
boom generation is now at or entering the peak of their spiritual lives. The pragmatic generation (Diepstraten, Ester and Vinken, 1999), born after 1970, are
street wise in instant digital interconnectivity and capable of getting things done.
To connect and integrate the wisdom, talents and capacities of cultural hybrids,
the spirituality of the baby boom generation and the pragmatism and interconnectivity of the pragmatic generation in transgenerational and transcultural learning
processes holds a tremendous potential of change for the future. One of my conclusions is that we are all Birds of Passage acculturating to a new paradigm of
reality: a paradigm of complexity, diversity, creativity and dialogue instead of
structure, monologue and control. A paradigm in which regular explorations into
the alterity of the other on the contact zones of culture have tremendous potential
for new understandings and fresh perspectives of feasible solutions for the issues
facing humanity in a co-constructed and increasingly complex reality.

8.3 An interstitial theoretical space
In my theoretical analysis I seek answers to the question how to facilitate The
Netherlands’ shift from the third migration phase, which according to van Oudenhoven (2005) is characterised as being closed towards difference, to the fourth
migration phase. In the fourth migration phase immigrants cherish their multicultural identity which is made up out of movement, change and fuzzy boundaries and where a common culture is developed where the dominant culture is
less influential. According to Cuccioletta (2001/2002), the reinvention of a new
common culture requires a shift from multiculturalism to transculturalism,
which is based on the meeting and intermingling of different people and cultures
and an exploration of each other’s alterity. By describing my own story of migration I hope to have provided a glimpse into the alterity of a global nomad as a
counter narrative to the simplistic discourses about migrants which have become
so prevalent in the media discourses in Dutch society.
In a search for answers to this question I describe and explore a variety of theories that have inspired me, in which I as a nomadic student have felt at home.
The first was integrative movement psychotherapy (Petzold, 1984a). From this
perspective, the human being is seen as an embodied subject that stands in an
inseverable relationship with its social and ecological environment. Identity is
seen as an achievement of the self, resulting from a collaborative process between
the body and it’s context in the continuity of time. The body as a sensory organ-
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ism includes the physical, psychological and spiritual dimensions of the human
being. Using myself as a longitudinal case study to illustrate the complexity of
acculturation processes, I have expanded Petzold’s identity pillars towards the
context of acculturation by developing the crumbling pillars of identity to show
how the identity of migrants is affected by a crosscultural move. The influences
of a new cultural context on health, financial, social, work and belief pillars over
time leads to a new sense of cultural identity, resulting in a many-layered multicultural identity. In this sense I have extended Petzold’s theory of embodied identity towards the concept of culture. With this theory comes a number of methodologies with which to explore the embodied meanings stored in the archives of our
body memories. Creative methodologies like the drawing of pictures, psychodrama techniques, genogram analysis and singing have the advantage of giving
access to and facilitating the knowing that is inherent to the intuitive as opposed
to the rational mind.
A second and major inspiration was the theory of the dialogical self (Hermans,
1999; 2001a; 2001b; 2002; 2003; 2006) that challenges both the idea of a core
essential self and the idea of a core essential culture. It conceives of self and culture as a multiplicity of positions among which dialogical relationships can be
established and encompasses valuation theory that sees storied experience as
emotionally valued (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen & van Gilst, 1985).
By analysing the dialogicality and emotionality voiced in the texts of acculturating writers like Lawrence, Said, Rushdie and Hoffman, a pattern began to
emerge. This pattern consists of a voiced dialogue between personal cultural positions, a reflection from an in between and a metaposition, and the articulation of
embodied feelings. The implicit dialogical acculturation pattern that emerged
from these texts was also reflected in the to-ing and fro-ing between personal
cultural positions as described by researchers of diaspora and acculturation like
Akhtar (1995), Bhatia and Ram (2001; 2009), La Fromboise et al. (1993) and
Seelye and Wasilewski (1996). In this sense, narrative and diaspora studies were
a third and fourth inspiration. A fifth and sixth source of inspiration were Janet
Bennett’s (1993) conceptualisation of acculturation as a process of moving from
encapsulated to constructive in betweenness and Milton Bennett’s (1993) process
of intercultural learning, where emotional reactions are construed as the first
stage of an intercultural learning process. An especially important inspiration
came from critical humanistics and critical diversity studies, especially the concepts of difficult spaces (Kunneman, 2005) and safe spaces (Janssens and
Steyaert, 2001) and the way dominant discourses influence identity formation
(Hall, 1990; Ghorashi & van Tilburg 2006).
I am fully aware that without the safe spaces I have encountered along my way
in my psychotherapy training with Petzold, learning to use the Self Confrontation
Method with Hermans and the safe space that was provided by Kunneman, Ghorashi and the University of Humanistics, this thesis on dialogicality, becoming and
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multiplicity (Hermans, 2001; Hall, 1990; Janssens and Steyaert, 2001) could not
have been written.
In this way I have expanded the interstitial theoretical space of the dialogical self
towards the embodied voices on the contact zones of cultures and empirically
explored the voices of embodied cultures or habitus (Bourdieu, 1993). I have
stressed the importance of safe spaces (Janssens and Steyaert, 2001) in which to
voice “difficult” and emotional experiences at the nexus of converging cultures. By
voicing and sharing these difficult and emotional experiences dilemmas may be
explored and identified so that outdated representations of cultural identity may
be transformed. In the first and second part of this book I have phenomenologically and empirically explored my own “difficult” experiences and those of others
at the nexus of converging cultures in a space in which the body, in all its richness
of perception and expression, was contemplated in the context of culture.

8.4 Creative Tension and Novelty in Acculturation Dialogues
In my empirical research I have shown in chapter three that the dialogical self of
global nomads and migrants acknowledges different cultures within the self that
make up their hybrid identity. A dialogue between personal cultural positions introduces novelty into the personal meaning system or makes it possible to identify personal cultural positions that are important to be maintained, thus providing
continuity. Acculturation is thus conceptualised as a process of maintaining personal identity and drawing close to new cultural contexts. The creative tension
caused by these two parameters is what acculturation is about.
The personal cultural positions could clearly voice very different evaluative
comments when reflecting on themselves, and this evaluative stance was further
facilitated and enhanced by the introduction of two promoter positions (Hermans
& Hermans-Konopka, 2010), the bird’s-eye- view and the in-between position. I
have shown that the concept of in-betweenness (Said, 1994) is useful when analysing the storied dialogues between personal cultural positions, and that my coresearchers could easily voice statements from their in-between and birds-eyeview positions when contemplating their cultural selves. The in-between position
was shown to have a diagnostic quality of finding out the positioning of an acculturating individual in his personal process of meaning making between encapsulated and constructive in-betweenness. Voicing the cultural positions of the self,
in a dialogical sequence and formulating a sentence from an in-between and a
metaposition in the context of a safe dialogical space enhances the awareness of
personal complexity and facilitates the sharing of that complexity with others.
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8.4.1 Dominant discourses, hiding and disenfrachising
In chapter four the voices of the embodied cultural positions were also explored
on an emotional level with a procedure that is based on the SCM (Hermans and
Hermans-Jansen 1995). The statements voiced by the different personal cultural
positions resonated with embodied emotions resulting in an even more complex
narrative structure of the self. I explored the dialogical dynamics and embodied
emotions on the contact zones of cultures within a nomadic individual and related the valuations to the discourses occuring in the sociological context at the
time the data were gathered and to the historical habitus in The Netherlands.
By focusing on bi- and multicultural experts, valuable information was gleaned on
the development, management, challenges and pitfalls of a multicultural identity.
Strategies of dealing with personal cultural complexity in The Netherlands that
were unearthed were, among others, silencing, hiding and disenfranchising, as
well as the merging of personal cultural positions based on idiosyncratic reasoning, selectively using appropriate behaviour in different contexts, and voicing the
embodied, emotional self to an interested other. I show how important it is to
include emotional expression into the conceptualisation of dialogue between cultures because, ultimately, it is the emotional experience that signals a dilemma
and facilitates the emergence of new meanings when the norms and values of
two juxtaposed cultural positions are at odds.
By exploring the dominant discourse at the time the narrative statements were
constructed, the different affective profiles could be traced to the dominant discourses in the environment, showing up subtle relationships of power and dominance in the acculturating dialogical self. I show that the ambivalence and negative valuation of non-Dutch cultural positions could be related to the
internalisation of the dominant discourse on migration in The Netherlands, in
which migrants are seen as unwelcome strangers. This is possibly the most important finding from my empirical work: the discovery that the power differences
in the embodied emotional valuations of cultural positions subtly mirror existing
power differences apparent in the dominant discourses in society. It shows that
the dialogical self is not only “a society of mind” (Hermans, 2002) but also a mind
of society.

8.4.2 Voicing uncomfortable emotions as a first step to intercultural
learning
On another level of my theoretical analysis, I theorise that the habitus of pillarisation (Koopmans, 2003; Ghorashi & van Tilburg, 2006) in The Netherlands has
not been conducive to intercultural learning trajectories between host and migrant. An intercultural learning process between career coaches and refugees em-
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bedded in the safe dialogical space of intervision (Balint, 1957) was devised to
explore the complex discursive processes reflected in the unemployment statistics
of migrants in chapter six. I have presented a number of cases in which subtle
discourses are analysed in an action research approach following recommendations of critical diversity studies (Zanoni et al, 2010).
In this way a fundamental disconnection between host and migrant was uncovered. On the one hand, fear and uncomfortable emotions (Kinnval 2004) enhanced the tendency to withdraw from complexity in career coaches at the outset
of their coaching trajectories and on the other hand, cultural hybrids hide their
cultural diversity due to the dominant discourse in society. This discovery led to
the question that if individuals were encouraged to discover and voice their positions, thoughts and feelings could they potentially become change agents in changing the power structures of society? This question was further explored in the
coaching sessions with graduated refugees. I show that both host and migrant
can adapt to each other’s habitus (Bourdieu, 1990) through dialogical exchange
enhanced by the safe dialogical space of intervision (Balint, 1957), in which difficult emotional experiences may be reflected, discussed and transformed. I have
shown that the voicing of uncomfortable emotions in a safe space is helpful in
moving beyond the first uncomfortable emotional stage of intercultural learning
processes (Bennett, 1993).
I have also described different phases and aspects of the acculturative learning
process of multicultural clients by presenting and analysing a number of case
studies, including refugees, expat trailing spouses on re-entry, a seasoned global
nomad who has overadapted to different environments and forgets to listen to his
inner voice, and second generation migrants that at times struggle with the differing cultural codes of their parents and their present environment, which can consume a lot of energy.
In the past, according to Plaister-Ten (2008), “the majority of inquiries into the
culture concept have been ethnographies conducted by cultural and social anthropologists such as Hall (1959, 1966, 1976, 1983) or attempts to describe culture
using large-scale quantitative studies of national values Hofstede (2001, 2003)
and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1997). Whilst these studies have contributed positively to understandings of cultural norms the (latter ones) have contributed negatively to generalisations about individuals within groups. Cross cultural coaching literature is largely dominated by Rosinsky (2003). Seemingly, his
contribution has raised the culture concept to the collective consciousness of the
coaching profession, despite the fact that his approach has seemingly not been
widely adapted in practice. However, relatively little understanding exists pertaining to the internalisation of cultures and the way meanings attributed by individuals to cultural values and beliefs (Gilbert and Rosinski, 2008) and how inter-
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nalised cultures were managed within the self” (Plaister-Ten, 2008: 2). I hope to
have somewhat remedied this situation with the research presented in this thesis.
As our organisations diversify, we may feel frustrated as we discover that new
colleagues are unfamiliar with our unspoken rules of conduct. I have shown that
by sharing uncomfortable feelings in the context of safe dialogical spaces, awareness of conflicting cultural codes and limiting thoughts was increased. This process, over time, co-created a new habitus (Bourdieu, 1990), through mutual first
hand experience. The newcomer becomes conscious and aware of how his old
habitus works and is perceived in the new cultural context. At the same time
locals become aware of what the normalising rules of their own environment are,
and they learn to work together in between cultural contexts. As our routines are
questioned, we may suddenly start to question them, too, and could discover that
they are no longer appropriate. For diversity to take root and grow, we need to
learn to appreciate new approaches and develop openness for the exception to the
norm, the hidden and the unusual in order to be able to communicate at all. We
need to develop a new sensitivity towards alterity, towards the different voices and
uniqueness of the other. This process is greatly facilitated when we slow down
(Janssens and Steyaert, 2001) the speed of our communication and create safe
dialogical spaces in our organisations in which the dissonant voice dares to speak
up and may be heard.
While navigating the in-between space, both the newcomer and the local professional are able to confront unconscious, automatic, often outdated and even
dysfunctional behaviour in the new cultural setting, of which they were previously
unaware. The outcome of this process of “moving experience” is a heightened
sense of awareness in relationships with people from different cultural contexts.
It appears to be a process that brings us into a new consciousness, and in a certain
sense a new spiritual reality.
From the dialogical perspective that was developed in the previous chapters, the
ideal way of integrating into a new society is to have ample contact with its citizens, preferably by working together in organisations, and creating the opportunity to reflect together on each other’s experiences on how these interfere and
interact in the subtle emotional layers of the self. I hope that it has become apparent that processes of meaning making occur through subtle dialogical processes
between the individual and the environment and between the rational, emotional
and spiritual layers within the individual. My hope is that we can create safe dialogical spaces within our organisations in which to share our “difficult” and complex experiences, so that over time in diverse organisations a new habitus can be
co-created, which can transform feelings of insecurity and fear often causing “fat
me” patterns of unbridled consumerism (Kunneman, 2005), into a more caring
and preserving transcendantal global approach.
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8.4.3 Culture as a normalising practice
In the preceding chapters I have shown the complexities of acculturation that
often lie hidden in the emotional layers of idiosyncratic intra- and interpersonal
dialogues and how an agentic individual may be constrained by normalising practices inherent to cultures as well as empowered to change them. I have reflected
on culture as a normalising and disciplining environment in which relationships
of power are held in place through normalisation practices (Foucault, 1980). According to Steyaert and Janssens (2001), standardisation processes and thinking
in terms of “fit” still underlie most of Human Resource Management in our organisations. This largely unconscious adherence to the established norm in selection processes could be one of the reasons why at the present time not only bicultural citizens, but also older generations in The Netherlands have a hard time
finding suitable jobs, why women are still under-represented in boardrooms and
why members of the younger generation choose to start their own businesses
rather than adapt themselves to organisational cultures that are not in line with
their ideals of a work/life balance.
In order to realise the potential of creative synthesis of different perspectives
now being missed in many organisations, creating safe and dialogical spaces has
the potential to raise awareness to our unconscious norms and adapt our organisational practices to meet the challenges that a diverse workforce presents, so that
we can reap the benefits. Diversity in organisations raises our consciousness to
different worldviews and has the potential to facilitate an incredible learning experience that may open our minds to a larger frame of reference by making us
aware of our own cultural conditioning and limiting unconscious thoughts
(König, 2008).
The developed procedure seems to facilitate the “decolonisation of the mind” by
raising awareness to the subtle cultural conditioning practices in place in cultures
and societies. It will hopefully help to empower individuals to engage, confront,
challenge and change these issues, thus facilitating personal and societal transformation. Personal experience is socioculturally constituted and in this sense culture is embodied by agentic individuals who can choose to change by engaging
with their surrounding culture.
One may become aware of this subtle embodiment or second naturedness of
culture when placed in a new cultural matrix, like the proverbial fish out of water,
but also in contexts of deep listening and dialogue. In this sense, the procedure
that I have developed in the preceding pages can be seen as a liberation practice in
the tradition of Freire, liberating in the sense of freeing ourselves from preconceived ideas. Crucial to processes of maintenance and reformulation of identity in
socio historical contexts is “the shift toward the acknowledgment of diversity that
invites voices to speak that have been marginalised by the dominant culture and
its paradigms. This movement from center to margin requires a process of dialogue that assumes difference and seeks to articulate it. Truth is not located in a
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particular perspective, it is to be found in the becoming of dialogue”. (Fernandez,
in Freire and Faundez, 1989 in Watkins 1999: 26).

8.5 Towards the development of an embodied and dialogical
theory of acculturation
As a pioneer or early settler, by describing my journey of acculturative learning
from the stance of a self-reflective professional, I have explored an interstitial theoretical space between a number of previously unrelated theoretical environments.
By inviting global nomads to contemplate (Triandis, 1989 in Plaister-Ten,
2008) their cultural selves, I have addressed and filled a gap in knowledge related
to the theoretical implications of identity on the contact zones of culture. With my
empirical research, standing on the shoulders of Hermans and Hermans-Jansen
(1985), I have explored the dialogical dynamics on the contact zones of cultures
within an individual and explored their embodied emotions. I have shown that
the dialogical self of global nomads and migrants acknowledges different cultures
within the self that make up their hybrid identity and that a dialogue between
personal cultural positions introduces novelty into the personal meaning system,
my definition of acculturation. In this way I have stretched the theories of integrative movement psychotherapy and the theory of the dialogical self towards a conception of an embodied and dialogical theory of acculturation. This was done in
order to do more justice to the complex psychologies of cultural hybrids. I realised
early on in the process of defining my research that a question like “what is your
independent variable?” did no justice to what I was trying to explain.

PEACE Methodology
My research also fills a methodological gap related to the exploration of the dialogical dynamics on the contact zones of culture between professional career coaches and bi- or multicultural individuals in an attempt to facilitate their psychological adaptation process and that of local professionals from encapsulated to
constructive in betweenness as they move between each other’s cultural frames
of reference. I realise that I have been working with professionals that are seasoned in the art of self reflectivity and that in other contexts this kind of learning
process may be exceedingly more difficult to realise. However I hope to have
raised awareness to the process-like nature of acculturation and to the subtle discursive mechanisms which may influence it.
The exploration of the dialogical dynamics on the contact zones of culture in the
multicultural identity of global nomads with the SCM (Hermans & HermansJansen, 1995) has led to the development of a procedure with the help of which
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bi- and multicultural clients can reflect on their emotional cultural experience
within the context of career consultancy.
I have shown that the PEACE procedure can be used with multicultural clients
who wish to explore their personal cultural complexity in the context of a coaching
or psychotherapy trajectory. It could also be integrated into a regular exploration
with the Self Confrontation Method. Obviously, further research is needed to explore the feasibility of these ideas and the value of this instrument in other contexts as now it has only been explored in the context of the Netherlands, at a certain time and place. In the future I hope to collaborate with researchers in other
cultural contexts to explore the validity of what I have observed in different cultural contexts.
My research fills a theoretical and methodological gap related to the exploration of
the dialogical dynamics on the contact zones of culture. It is an attempt to facilitate the psychological adaptation process from encapsulated to constructive in
betweenness as individuals move between cultures and develop a bi- and/or multicultural identity, and professionals that need to acculturate to the increasing
complexity of their environment and develop concepts and tools to work with the
increasing numbers of migrants in our developing multicultural societies.

8.6 A Homestead
By reflecting on my life story and relating it to the context of The Netherlands at
the beginning of the 21st century, I have tried to show at least part of the richness
and complexity that lies dormant beneath the simplistically used word “allochtoon” in an attempt to inspire more sharing of moving experiences between host
and migrant, clients and professionals in the literal, emotional and metaphorical
sense of the word. With my empirical research I have expanded the theories of
integrative movement therapy and the dialogical self towards the concept of culture, thus creating an integrative and embodied, dialogical acculturation approach.
This interstitial theoretical space between the theoretical discourses described
above and my empirical research using the PEACE and Balint (1957) intervision
methodology could be seen as the rough structure of a homestead in which I
invited global nomads, career coaches and graduate refugees to explore their
moving experiences. Their stories and statements have put walls and windows
into the homestead. In this way we have built a home where travellers may experience a sense of homecoming - a safe interstitial dialogical space in which the
moving experiences of acculturating individuals, be they literal, emotional or metaphorical, could be shared. Perhaps over time this analysis could lead to devising
new policies to restructure our society towards more dialogical and inclusive
spaces.
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8.7 Recommendations for future research
Further research could:
a. focus on exploring and validating these empirical findings in other cultural
contexts.
b. explore personal cultural positions in more depth. Instead of asking for a
statement, as I have done, in an effort to reduce the complexity that became
apparent in my own life story, and the stories described in Licht en Schaduw
(2008), future research could focus on exploring the web of storied personal
cultural positions in more depth, for example by asking cultural hybrids to
write stories from their different personal cultural positions.
c. explore scoring the PEACE procedure from the perspective of two cultural
positions. Perhaps the emotions are scored differently when asked to do so
from a Dutch or German position. This has been explored in one case and
the valuation profiles were in fact scored differently. Obviously this result is
too meagre to draw relevant conclusions and needs to be further explored.
d. explore the effects of meditative practices on thinking in multidisciplinary
groups.

8.8 Benchmark
In a special issue of the International Journal of Intercultural Relations on Critical
Acculturation Psychology, a number of prominent acculturation researchers were
invited to critically review research in the field of acculturation psychology.
Chirkov (2009a) provides an account of the historical and philosophical contexts of the emergence and development of acculturation psychology. He argues
that acculturation psychology emerged in the second half of the last century,
within the frameworks of cross-cultural psychology. In their research, acculturation psychologists used definitions and concepts of sociology and cultural anthropology. “Cross cultural psychology was shaped and moulded by the basic assumptions of psychological social psychology which historically follows a reductionistic
and mechanistic approach to studying the nature of social relations and their connection with individuals’ psychological functioning. It is widely accepted in the
literature that this form of social psychology considers individuals and their intrasubjective experiences of sociality as basic units of social psychological analyses
(ignoring the role of intersubjectively created symbolic forms and meanings that
regulate people’s actions) and aims to find general regularities and laws of individual-group, intra-group and inter-group interactions by using experimentation,
quantification and statistical analyses as basic methodological tools (Collier,
Milton, & Reynolds, 1991; Farr; 1996; Graumann, 1988; Murphy, 1939; Rosnow,
1981)” in (Chirkov, 2009a: 87). Language within this framework is seen as a way
of communication and not as an active medium for creating socio-cultural sym-
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bolic linguistic reality and its meanings. Chirkov goes on to argue that “this psychology was constructed as an a-historical and a-cultural discipline because social
psychologists in their dedication to the naturalistic model of science have been
trying to discover universal and fundamental regularities of social behaviour
which are independent of time and place” (Danziger, 1990; Farr, 1996 in Chirkov,
2009a: 87). He writes that, as a result of these and a number of other shortcomings, acculturation psychologists have not been able to apply their discoveries to
real life situations and the needs of migrants.
In his critical reflection on acculturation theory, research and development,
Chirkov (2009b) gathers together the major points of criticism made by various
authors and makes a range of useful recommendations to improve research in
acculturation psychology. He does this in an attempt to convince his readers that
a new reflective, critical, cultural, and multidisciplinary approach to studying acculturation processes is required “as the existing approach to acculturation is epistemologically, conceptually and methodologically unsatisfactory and does not do
justice to the complexity of the phenomenon” (Chirkov, 2009b: 177).

8.9 Major points of criticism and suggestions for
improvement (Chirkov, 2009b: 177-179)
In this section I will review the major points of criticism and the suggestions to
improve acculturation research made by Chirkov (2009b) and relate them to my
research. I shall first cite his major points of criticism (in capital letters from A to
E). Then I shall cite his recommendations for improvement (small letters from ae) and show how my research has addressed a number of these recommendations. I use Chirkov’s analyses in this way to evaluate my work.

8.9.1 “A: Problems with the definition of acculturation”
(Chirkov, 2009b: 177)
A.1 The process of acculturation is ill defined and the existing definition is helpless to provide psychologists with elaborated guidelines to study acculturation
based on uncovering its symbolic, social, linguistic, and psychological aspects
(Chirkov; Rudmin);
A.2 The existing definition is taken from outdated anthropological literature
(Chirkov; Rudmin);
A.3 This definition addresses the phenomena on a group level. When working on
this level acculturation psychologists identify various collective acculturation attitudes of acculturating groups and try to address the consequences of these atti-
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tudes on people’s health, well being and performance. This is a sociological type
of approach which lacks representative and reliable sampling (Chirkov; Rudmin);
A.4 There is widespread terminological confusion of the terms integration, assimilation and some others in their relations with the term acculturation across historical periods and different research communities (Bhatia & Ram; Weinreich).

“a: Suggestions for improvement: A definition of acculturation and terminological suggestions” (Chirkov, 2009b: 178).
a.1 One possible option was suggested: “Individual acculturation (in contrast to
group acculturation) is a process that is executed by an agentic individual (it is
not a process that happens to an individual) after meeting and entering a cultural
community that is different from the cultural community where he or she was
initially socialised. Acculturation involves a deliberate, reflective, and, for the
most part, comparative cognitive activity of understanding the frame of references
and meanings with regard to the world, others, and self that exist in one’s ‘home’
cultural community and which one has discovered in a new cultural community.
This process emerges within the context of interactions, both physical and symbolic, with the members of the ‘home’ and new cultural communities. Acculturation is an open-ended continuous process that includes progresses, relapses, and
turns which make it practically impossible to predict and control. This process
should be described, interpreted and understood by the researchers” (Chirkov,
2009b footnote 1);
a.2 To replace the term ‘acculturation’ with the term ‘enculturation’, meaning that
acculturating individuals socialise to various cultural elements of new cultural
communities and do not choose either to accept or reject ‘home’ and ‘host’ cultures (Weinreich);
a.3 Acculturation can be defined as second-culture acquisition (Rudmin);
a.4 The term ‘acculturative stress’ should be abandoned from acculturation psychology (Rudmin);
a.5 To include concepts of ‘diaspora’, diasporic culture, and ‘diasporic identities
into the discourse of acculturation psychology (Bhatia & Ram).

Implementation of the suggestions
In concurrence with the definition of acculturation as suggested by Chirkov
(2009b) I have shown that acculturation is a process executed by an agentic individual at the nexus of different cultures and that this process emerges in physical
and symbolic interactions (Chirkov, 2009b) in the form of intra- and interpersonal dialogues and as a result of studying the juxtaposition of personal cultural
positions, their embedded emotions and speech genres. The problem I have with
Chirkov’s definition is that he speaks of home and new cultures as if a new cul-
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ture, after a period of time, could not also be considered to be a ‘home’ culture. In
my definition of acculturation I conceptualise a dialogue between “personal cultural positions” which leaves an acculturating individual the freedom to choose
between personal cultural frames of reference. Furthermore we are not only initially socialised in an environment but constantly socialised by new cultural contexts.
An addition I would like to make to Chirkov’s definiton, based on this research,
is that it is not only a deliberate, reflective and for the most part comparative
cognitive activity of understanding, but also an emotional capacity. I have shown
in both parts of my empirical research that conflicting cultural codes are signified
by uncomfortable emotions. I have critically examined the notion that acculturation is defined by an individual’s rational choice by consciously exploring intuitive, emotional and spiritual, in the sense of reflective meaning making, acculturation discourses. Furthermore, by showing the limiting effect of dominant
disourses on intrapersonal and interpersonal communications I have attempted
to raise awareness and resistance to these subtle but toxic influences.
I incorporate a developmental dimension in my acculturation research by describing acculturation as a never-ending developmental process. I have shown
that acculturation occurs in the dynamic tension between maintaining self and
developing new personal cultural positions in order to adapt to the new environmental parameters. The in-between position can be used in a diagnostic sense in
order to discern where a person stands in the psychological developmental process of a developing multicultural identity. I have also explored the development
of the connotations of the concept of hybridity from marginal man to global leaders in the shifting context of a globalising world and explored spiritual stages of
development (Wilber, 2001 as described by Rowan, 1999). In this sense I agree
with the fact that acculturation is an open-ended, continuous process that includes, progresses, relapses, and turns which make it practically impossible to
predict and control. I have however described and interpreted the process from a
variety of perspectives in an attempt to better understand it and have developed a
methodology (PEACE) with which the acculturation process may be facilitated by
exploring an individual’s meaning making between cultural contexts.

8.9.2 “B: Problems with understanding the nature of the acculturation
process: the deficiency of its modern conceptual framing”
(Chirkov, 2009b: 178)
B.1 Acculturation is often simplistically seen as a form of a linear adaptation: the
more acculturated individuals are the healthier and more succesful they become
(Rudmin);
B.2 Acculturation is often reduced to a stress-like phenomenon that deteriorates
the mental health of acculturating minorities (Rudmin);
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B.3 The paradox of acculturation - when acculturating individuals are healthier
and more successful than the majority of the population, and their acculturation
leads to the deterioration of both health and performance– is for the most part
ignored (Rudmin);
B.4 The understanding of acculturation as a process that could promote personal
growth, individual development and family relations is not addressed (Rudmin,
Tardif- Williams & Fischer);
B.5 Studies of acculturation rely on the unsupported assumption that acculturation has universal regularities that are independent of time, place, and people
involved (Bhatia & Ram; Chirkov, Cresswell, Rudmin. Tardif-Williams & Fischer;
Weinreich);
B.6 The process of acculturation in the majority of studies is unrealistically understood as individuals’ rational choice among four fixed acculturation strategies.
The assumptions underlying this understanding, that no cultures have antagonistic or incompatible cultural aspirations between them, and that acculturating individuals are capable of choosing among acculturating strategies and holding on
to the chosen strategies for a long period of time, were found to be unsupported
(Bhatia & Ram; Weinreich);
B.7 Acculturation research, particularly the psychometric ones, tend to ignore the
historical, political, and social circumstances of the acculturating individuals and
their communities. This makes acculturation appear to happen in a contextual
vacuum (Bhatia & Ram; Chirkov; Weinreich);
B.8 Contemporary acculturation psychology tends to ignore the concept of culture. That is, research papers lack definitions and theories of culture as it relates
to acculturation. Most psychometric measures focus on surface behaviours that
are open to code switching, like language, cuisine, fashions, and other preferences, while ignoring deep meaning-generating aspects of culture (Bhatia &
Ram; Chirkov; Tardif-Williams & Fischer).

“b: Suggestions for improvement: The nature of acculturation process and its
theoretical framing” (Chirkov, 2009b: 179)
b.1 Acculturation is not the process where results are determined by acculturation
attitudes of acculturating individuals toward different cultures, rather it is an
emergent process which evolves out of the interactions of participating parties
(Bhatia & Ram; Tardif-Williams and Fischer);
b.2 A process of acculturation is embedded into the historical, political, economical, and social context of cultural communities among which acculturating indi-
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viduals are navigating. This process is underdetermined by these conditions and
by the attitudes of the people involved and open-ended, and it involves a multiplicity of domains and dimensions within the lives of people, including a developmental dimension (Bhatia & Ram; Chirkov; Cresswell; Tardif-Williams & Fischer;
Weinreich);
b.3 Human agency - people’s ability to reflect on the meanings that guide their
actions and, through the reinterpretation of these meanings, to exercise the agentic power to be masters of their social actions and their lives - should be at the very
core of future acculturation research (Chirkov, Weinreich);
b.4 Acculturation is the process of the change of intentional states and of the
meaning of the terms that acculturating individuals use to express these states.
(Cresswell);
b.5 The dynamics of various identities of acculturating individuals should be at
the core of understanding the acculturation process (Bhatia & Ram; Weinreich).
b.6 A new cultural psychology of acculturation may search for its conceptual framework in the works of cultural psychologists, anthropologists and social philosophers (Bhatia & Ram; Cresswell, Weinreich).

Implementation of the Suggestions
In my research with the career coaches and graduate refugees I show that acculturation is “an emergent process which evolves out of the interactions of participating partners” (Bhatia & Ram; Tardif-Williams & Fisher in Chirkov 2009: 179)
(b1).
I also show that this emergent process occurs out of the interactions of and
reflections on internalised personal cultural positions and their embodied emotions. With the crumbling pillars of identity I have shown that “the process of
acculturation is embedded into historical, political, economical and social contexts
of cultural communities among which acculturating individuals are navigating”
(Bhatia & Ram; Chirkov; Cresswell; Tardif-Williams & Fischer; Weinreich in Chirkov, 2009: 179) (b2).
I have situated my acculturation research in a social, political and historical
context by exploring the social, historical and political habitus of migration discourses in The Netherlands around the time the data were collected and relating
them to the feelings described by global nomads in my research. In this way I
have shown the self to be a society of mind and a mind of society and that power
relationships between personal cultural positions may be discerned by analysing
the emotional valuation of personal cultural positions. Depending on the environmental discourse in the context of the acculturating individual, certain personal
cultural positions may recede to the periphery of the personal meaning system. By
becoming aware of these subtle personal power dynamics, individuals can choose
to adapt their behaviour or confront individuals in the new environment and so
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become empowered to change cultural discourses thus exercising their human
agency (b3).
Reflecting on the dialogical dynamics between career coaches and their clients of
different cultural backgrounds has led to the realisation that it is important to
create safe spaces in which professionals in diversifying organisations can reflect
on the dialogical dynamics and initially confusing emotional experiences inherent
to intercultural learning processes in order to renegotiate and align the perceived
realities. The Balint method establishes the safe dialogical space in which professionals can reflect on their rational and emotional experiences while coaching
clients from different cultures to develop a body of professional knowledge. In
safe dialogical spaces repressed voices may be expressed creating a potential for
innovation of self and context through dialogical exchange and interaction. In this
sense, this research sees culture as a symbolic and negotiated reality within which
people function (b5).
I have explored the felt meanings of the speech genres of the participants themselves when two of their personal cultural positions or “intentional states” (Cresswell, 2009) are juxtaposed. The exploration of the dialogical dynamics on the contact zones of culture in the multicultural identity of global nomads with the SCM
has led to the development of a procedure with the help of which bi- and multicultural clients can reflect on their emotional cultural experience within the context of career consultancy. In this way, experientially felt meanings and speech
genres from the participants themselves were explored. The PEACE procedure
can be used with multicultural clients during a regular Self Confrontation
Method exploration or separately with clients who wish to explore their personal
cultural complexity in the context of a career, coaching or psychotherapy trajectory.
The PEACE procedure that was devised during the process of this research could
be seen as an instrument with which to enhance the process of change of intentional states (b4). The core of my research is an exploration of the dynamics of
various identities thus empirically exploring and expanding the theory of the dialogical self, (Hermans) and the Self Confrontation Method (Hermans-Jansen) towards the context of culture (b5).

8.9.3. “C: Epistemological problems of acculturation research”
(Chirkov, 2009b: 178)
C.1 Acculturation studies are based on the unsupported assumption that acculturation can be studied as any natural process by looking for probabilistic regularities and testing them using the logic of hypothetico-deductive reasoning (Chirkov);
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C.2 The ultimate goal of finding and using these regularities is to explain and
predict particular outcomes of acculturation (Chirkov);
C.3 Many psychometric studies of acculturation neglect the interactive nature of
acculturation process by assigning responsibility for its success predominantly to
the minority group’s acculturation strategies. (There are some variations of this
assumption related to the role of the host communities’ attitudes in the process
of adaptation.) (Rudmin; Weinreich).

“c: Suggestions for improvement: Epistemological bases of future acculturation
research” (Chirkov, 2009b: 179)
c.1 Acculturation researchers should find their epistemological underpinning in
various forms of interpretative social science, including but not limited to interpretative ethnography, phenomenology, and symbolic interactionism (Chirkov;
Cresswell; Tardif-Williams & Fisher);
c.2 Following the assumptions of interpretative social science, the goals of acculturation psychology should be to describe, interpret, and understand the experiences of people who cross the boundaries of different cultural communities; to
understand the systems of meanings that these communities have generated, and
to understand the individual meanings that they use to navigate their actions
within these communities (Chirkov; Cresswell);
c.3 System approach could also be a useful framework to organise future acculturation studies (Chirkov);
c.4 Reflective and deliberate thinking about the systems of inquiries, methodology, conceptual frameworks, interdisciplinarity, and socioeconomic and political
contexts of acculturation in different countries should be the main intellectual
resources of cultural acculturation psychologists (Chirkov); Researchers using
psychometric approach should do so in accord with the highest standards, for
example, by representative sampling of the communities about which claims will
be made, by using reliable and valid measures, by using covariate control of nonacculturation variables that affect outcomes etc. (Rudmin).

Implementation of the suggestions
I have found my epistemological underpinnings in various forms of interpretative
social sciences and in a radically descriptive phenomenological approach. Petzold
taught us as integrative movement psychotherapists to work from the phenomenon towards the structures, and in a way this is what I have done throughout this
thesis (c1).
In the case of multiple cultural positioning I described a system approach using
voice dialogue techniques to access the complexity of the personal system (c3).
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I have described, interpreted and understood the experiences of people who
cross the boundaries of different cultural communities. I have referred to the
work of Foucault, Braidotti, Ghorashi and Kunneman who all show reflective and
deliberate thinking about systems of inquiries, methodology, conceptual frameworks, interdisciplinarity and socioeconomic and political contexts of acculturation (c4).

8.9.4 “D:Methodological problems of acculturation studies”
(Chirkov, 2009b: 178)
D.1 In accord with the naturalistic paradigm, acculturation and related constructs
are operationalised through standardised scales which provide precise measurements of the phenomena under investigation. Standardised surveys followed by
rigorous statistical analysis are the primary way to study acculturation. (Some
authors of the present issue support this thesis, whereas others criticise it.) (Chirkov);
D.2 The role of language as an active, constructive, and meaning-producing
means of organising people’s lives and experiences is ignored (Chirkov; Cresswell);
D.3 Acculturation is not studied as a process that unfolds in time; acculturation
research is dominated by a cross-sectional design at the expense of a longitudinal
one (Chirkov).

“d: Suggestions for improvement: Methodological solutions”
(Chirkov, 2009b: 179)
d.1 Methodologically, the emerging cultural acculturation psychology should be a
multidisciplinary and multi-method science (Bhatia & Ram; Chirkov; Weinreich);
d.2 It should broadly use the longitudinal design to describe the unfolding process of change of acculturating individuals (Chirkov);
d.3 Identity reformulation processes in acculturating individuals and issues of
ethnic identity during changing socio-historical eras should be analysed, with a
view of distinguishing between people’s primordial sentiments and situationalist
perspectives on ethnicity (Weinreich);
d.4 Cultural acculturation psychologists should use a variety of qualitative methods to interpret and understand the meanings with which acculturating individuals are dealing, including various forms of ethnography, participant observations, and other methods to analyse people’s actions and interactions (Bhatia &
Ram; Chirkov; Tardif-Williams & Fischer);
d.5 Language and linguistic analyses should be at the core of acculturation research (Cresswell);
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d.6 Narrative analysis could be another way to study the dynamic of immigrant
lives (Tardif-Williams and Fisher);
d.7 Acculturative motivations, learning and changes can be conceived, measured,
and sometimes studied independently of health issues (Rudmin);
d.8 The use of psychometric scales to measure various aspects of acculturation
should be continued. Psychometric studies should use the bilineal format. The
items should sample the aspects of culture that are expected to be learned, given
the specific cultural context under study. Measures of biculturalism should be
computed from the bilineal measures. If the goal of the research is to describe or
make inferences about a minority community or minority population, then representative random sampling of those collectives should be undertaken. If a small N
opportunity sample is used, then avoid generalisations about the community. The
covariate control of SES discrimination and other expected confounding variables
should always be used in psychometric studies (Rudmin);
d.9 Participatory action research, when members of immigrant /minorities communities initiate acculturation research and participate in producing and utilizing
its results should be more broadly utilised (Chirkov);
d.10 Emerging cultural acculturation psychology should rely strongly on studies
in related social disciplines: anthropology, sociology, political science, history and
others. Acculturation psychologists should be in permanent dialogue with the representatives of these disciplines. It is recommended to utilize the acculturation
literature examination more broadly to grasp the historical depth and interdisciplinary breadth of acculturation studies (Bhatia & Ram; Chirkov; Rudmin; Weinreich).

Implementation of the suggestions
I have used multiple theoretical paradigms and methods in my research (d1). The
most important of these are integrative body and movement psychotherapy, the
theory of the dialogical self, critical humanism and critical diversity studies, theories of intercultural learning and discourse studies, normative professionalism,
psychology, anthropology, sociology and diaspora studies. The Self Confrontation
Method was chosen as a research methodology. It allows for an assessment, text
analysis and reflection on the affective valuation of personal cultural positions and
of the statements voiced by research candidates during the repositioning dialogues between their personal cultural positions. The Balint (1957) method was
used to facilitate the intercultural learning process of career coaches, and Theory
U methods were used to develop a field of like-minded professionals.
By describing and interpreting my personal story of acculturation, I have also
“used a longitudinal approach to explore and describe the unfolding process of
change” (Chirkov, 2009b: 180) expressed in the voices of, amongst others, my
Dutch, German and English positions (d2).
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I have also “used a variety of qualitative methods to interpret and understand
the meanings with which acculturating individuals are dealing” (Bhatia and Ram;
Chirkov; Tardif-Williams and Fischer in Chirkov, 2009b: 179), including narrative
statements, the Self Confrontation Method, intervision, the writing of case studies
and participant observations to analyse people’s actions and interactions (d4).
I show language to be at the core of acculturation research by explicitly voicing
my confusion while translating my Dutch story into English, and by using methodologies that are centred around language and voicing the self. I have also shown
that each personal cultural position has its own speech genre involving its own
vocabulary, ideology and embodied experiential aspect that amount to the social
practices of a community as recommended by Cresswell (2009) (d5).
I have rooted this research in the narrative tradition and use the theory of the
dialogical self to study the dynamics of moving experience. In my narrative theorising I move back and forth between perceptual and conceptual knowledge, between semantic (propositional) memory that is organised conceptually and episodic (narrative) memory organised in time, thus weaving a web to provide a link
between self and universe, between theory and practice, between the present and
a possible future, proving that “narrative analysis could be another prospective
way to study the dynamic of immigrant lives”. In the Bird of Passage project I
have shown that the sharing of narratives also opens new avenues for connection
between acculturating individuals (d6).
I have studied acculturative motivations, learning and changes and related them
to issues of wellbeing instead of health issues (d7).
As a researcher I have engaged in a number of concrete activities with research
participants, global nomads, locals, and migrants in order to understand them. In
this sense, I as “member of immigrant/minority communities have initiated acculturation research and participated in utilizing its results” (Chirkov, 2009b:
180). By engaging and exploring the voices of my personal cultural selves, and
those of global nomads, refugees and acculturating career coaches, I have staked
out and explored a safe interstitial embodied dialogical space in which to explore
the complexities of acculturation (d9).
In a number of safe dialogical spaces along the way, I have learned to voice
myself as a global nomad by exploring, merging and juxtaposing a number of my
personal internal dialogues with a number of other dialogues in the academic
arena, thus acculturating from practice to academia. I try to practise what I
preach (d10).
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8.9.5 “E: Problems with the application of the mainstream
acculturation research” (Chirkov, 2009b: 178)
E.1 Modern acculturation research has no or very little practical utility for immigrant communities and immigrant assisting agencies.

“e: Suggestion for improvement” (Chirkov, 2009b: 180)
e.1 Unfortunately, the authors of the current issue of the International Journal of
Intercultural Research reflected very little on the pragmatics of acculturation research: how and in what forms the results of cultural acculturation research
should be put to use by immigrants/ minority groups, various immigrant-assisting organisations and society at large. It looks as though the topic of applying
acculturation research is waiting to be more intensively discussed. Dialogues
with cross-cultural counselors, health workers, social workers in immigrant-assisting organisations, teachers and other members of communities who deal
with the problems of acculturating individuals should be more intensively exercised.
I have explored a methodology that enhances the self-reflexivity of professionals
working in multicultural environments (Balint), and developed a methodology
based on the SCM that may be used to reflect on and explore embodied cultural
complexity of clients with hybrid identities (PEACE). The developed PEACE
methodology could be implemented in diverse professional environments as a
coaching method to help professionals to become more aware of the complexities
of identities informed by different cultural environments in order to enhance
good work. The intervision method could be implemented in organisations to
reflect on issues of diversity with relevant stakeholders. I also show that “acculturation involves a deliberate, reflective, and for the most part, comparative cognitive activity of understanding the frame of references and meanings with regard
to the world, others, and self that exist in one’s ‘home’ cultural community and
which one has discovered in a new cultural community” (Chirkov, 2009b: 178). In
addition to this recommendation, I show that acculturation is not only a comparative cognitive activity but that it is enhanced by reflecting on and voicing the emotional valuation of personal cultural positions, which I see as embedded and embodied in an acculturating dialogical self. I have also shown that the exploration of
these cognitive and emotional complexities of acculturation, is possible with the
developed PEACE methodology (Personal Emotional Account of Cultural Experience). By introducing an in-between and a metaposition to enhance personal reflectivity, the acculturation process may be moved from encapsulated to constructive in betweenness and is at times helpful in facilitating the decolonisation of the
mind.
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8.10 Towards a new theory for living diversity
The scientific relevance of what has been achieved in this thesis is that a large
number of the recommendations for future acculturation research have been addressed. I have developed an interdisciplinary embodied dialogical theory of acculturation, thus theorising and implementing a living diversity approach. My
research has filled a conceptual, theoretical, methodological and ethical gap related to the ongoing acculturation process to diversity as migrants move between
cultures and develop hybrid identities and local citizens are exposed, to the increasing diversity in society. I have empirically explored the dialogical contact
zones of culture within and between individuals, and shown that in the liquid
modernity (Bauman, 2000) of the present time we are all acculturating to a more
complex reality. I hope to have sensitised the reader of this thesis to the complexities of migrant lives and to inspire similar participative diversity practices in different environments. Acculturation is often considered to be the task of the acculturating migrant. From the dialogical point of view I have shown that in a
developing multicultural environment local citizens, professionals and migrants
all need to acculturate to the shifting cultural dynamics. I have shown how, by
narrating my experiences of living and working in different cultural contexts, as a
reflective practitioner a grounded theory and practice was developped.

8.11 Achieving personal destiny and spiritual practices
In the autumn of 2010 I participated in a sufi latifa training in which my intentional learning question was: “I want to learn how to finish my thesis”. With this
question, I acknowledged my personal talent of being interested in many subjects,
as well as its pitfall of being easily distracted and discovered that it was my challenge to focus. I gave myself a year to finish. In a subsequent meditation I experienced an unparalleled existential fear of the void should the thesis actually come
to a conclusion and realised that my habitus and comfort zone had actually
become the writing of the thesis, not so much the finishing of it. It is much
easier to go on reading and incorporating new knowledge than actually sitting
back and figuring out just what the harvest is of the diligent toil. A first paradoxical and humbling discovery now is knowing how much I do not know. It was
always a pleasure to stand in front of the books in the library at the University of
Humanistics and think “ooh I should read that one and that one and that one…”.

Serendipity
A serendipitous side effect of my research is the confirmation of an implicit
knowledge that spiritual practices like reflection and meditation help to facilitate
the use of other knowledge centres than the rational as well as facilitating the
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creation of safe spaces in an organisation in which people can explore their own
and each other’s alterity. This may be the path we need to take to facilitate the
passage into global creativity where we really start to make use of the diversity of
sources of knowledge within ourselves, in our multicultural societies and on a
global scale. Both the experience of meeting people from different cultures and
spiritual practices help to make us aware of our own unconscious cultural programming and thinking processes. Both offer what at times could be considered
a confusing learning process that ultimately leads to an increase in consciousness
and the ability to feel rooted in the heart. As we learn to access the different layers
of knowing within each other and ourselves we access our innate intelligence and
progress beyond the mental ego in our psychospiritual learning process (Wilber,
2001). It has been quite a struggle to find words for these esoteric personal experiences and I have battled against my internal constraint that there is no place for
personal experiences, feelings or esoteric knowledge in scientific work. At times
the process was magical and at other times it was hard work in need of a strong
sense of endurance. The moments in which I felt in the flow of things were related to how diligently I adhered to my daily practise of yoga asana, meditation
and chi gong. Allowing for moments of ma, space and time for travel and reflection within a hectic working and household routine has helped to keep me focussed. Does that sound contradictory, well I suppose it is! By now, almost all of
my children have left the house, and my empty nest is filled with words.
While recently visiting Bahrain, I was astounded to read on a big advertisement
board by a Swiss bank that there are five times more people learning to speak
English in China than there are native speakers in Great Britain. A mind-boggling
thought!! A charming young Kenyan woman guided me through the Ahmed Al
Fateh Grand Mosque of Bahrain: her ancestors had come from India, she had
lived in Kenya, Canada, and Florida and was on her way to study religious
sciences in Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia. As she explained the ins and outs of Islamic prayer techniques, we were both astounded to realise that the rituals of purification by washing, resembled energetic cleansing as practised in certain Chi
Gong exercises. The symbolic star pattern in the windows of the mosque and on
the beautiful Scottish woollen carpet on the floor represented the enneagram or
mystic transformational steps of the sufis, the mystic octave. We found ourselves
thinking how helpful it would be for stressed out individuals to spend five minutes five times a day in a moment of meditation, energetic cleansing and reflection, and I told her that already many successful managers and professionals were
using mindfulness and meditation techniques to help them stay sane in the increasing hectic and buzz of contemporary life. When I asked her what she considered herself to be, she said “I am a human being, a child of the earth”.
Albert Einstein said “destiny is reached by freeing yourself from this prison, by
widening your circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole
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of nature in its beauty… We shall require a substantially new way of thinking if
mankind is to survive ” (Einstein)
There is wisdom in the way the world is evolving, let us work with these processes by cultivating diversity and spiritual practices to enhance morality in our
organisations and in society instead of holding on to ways of being and thinking
that have become redundant. Let us learn to engage in the amazing journey of
sharing our Moving Experiences in safe dialogical spaces.
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Appendixes

Appendix 1: Informed Consent Form
I understand the following:
1. As a part of her Ph.D. studies at the University of Nijmegen, Jutta König is
conducting research on the personal cultural dialogues of people who grew up
internationally, and who consider themselves to have more than one cultural
identity.
Emeritus Professor H. Hermans and Professor I. Josephs of the Faculty of Personality Psychology at Nijmegen University are supervising her work.
2. I have been invited to serve as a co researcher in this study because I grew up
internationally and meet the following study criteria:
– I am at least 25 years old
– I have lived experience as a child, adolescent or adult in at least two host countries.
As a co researcher with Jutta, I agree to the following:
3. I agree to answer the questions below and make a series of statements as required in this document.
Where necessary, I will rate statements on three five point scales.
I shall return the questionnaire through email as soon as possible.
At a later point in time I will rate each of my statements on a rating scale of twenty
four feelings with the instrument that Jutta will send me.
See relevant forms for further details.
I shall send them to: Jutta König
Beakendijk 8
9248WP Siegerswoude
Phone/Fax: 0512-301154
Email: kea.konig@worldonline.nl
Jutta will see to it that all information is treated confidentially.
I agree that the results of the study and quotes (using my chosen pseudonym) can
be used in this research project, in Jutta’s doctoral dissertation and in future publications.
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4. I will participate in all good faith, stating my experience with openness and
honesty. I recognise that this may call forth memories, some perhaps joyful and
some perhaps otherwise.
I have read the informed consent form and have had the opportunity to ask questions to my full satisfaction.

Signature

Date
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Appendix 2: Cultural Identity Questionnaire
1. What is your full name?___________________________________________
Date of birth? ______________________________
2. What pseudonym would you like to use in this study?____________________
3. What is your current adress:_____________________________________
Phonenumber::____________________________________________
email adress:______________________________________________
Family History
4. What is your mother’s nationality?______________________________
birthplace?______________________________
Current residence?______________________________
5. What is your father’s nationality?______________________________
birthplace?______________________________
Current residence?_____________________________
6. Stepfather/mother (if applicable) nationality?___________________________
birthplace?_________________________
Current residence?___________________
7. What circumstances took your father/mother/stepfather/stepmother (please
circle one) to different cultures? (If both parents worked, please specify.)
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8. Starting with the city/country in which you were born, please list each city/
country in which you lived and how old you were when you moved there.
City
Country
Age at move
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________
f._______________________________________________________________
g._______________________________________________________________
h._______________________________________________________________
i._______________________________________________________________
j._______________________________________________________________
k._______________________________________________________________

9.Please list yourself and your siblings (starting with the oldest at the top), your
nationality (ies), age and where you were each born, and where you are living now.
Name
Nationality
Age
Place of birth Current place of residence
a.__________________________________________________________________
b.__________________________________________________________________
c.__________________________________________________________________
d.__________________________________________________________________
e.__________________________________________________________________
10.Which countries have you revisited?
_____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
11.What languages do you speak? With what degree of fluency? (Please tick)
Language
Fluency: low conversational
professional
a.__________________________________________________________________
b.__________________________________________________________________
c.__________________________________________________________________
d.__________________________________________________________________
e.__________________________________________________________________
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12.Are you married/single? Please circle. In case of divorce please state current
partner first, then divorcee(s).
Name partner nationality
age
place of birth
countries parents lived
a.__________________________________________________________________
b.__________________________________________________________________
c.__________________________________________________________________
d.__________________________________________________________________
13.Please list your children (starting with the oldest one at the top), their nationality, place of birth, where they live and the nationality of their partner (if applicable).
Name
Age Place of birth Current place of stay Nationality partner
a.__________________________________________________________________
b.__________________________________________________________________
e.__________________________________________________________________
14. Education
What did you study and where?
_____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
15.What is your current occupation?
________________________________________

16.Where have you worked professionally?
Employer
Location
jobtitle
period
a.__________________________________________________________________
b.__________________________________________________________________
c.__________________________________________________________________
d_________________________________________________________________
e.__________________________________________________________________
f.__________________________________________________________________
g.__________________________________________________________________
h.__________________________________________________________________

17.Which cultures do you call your own?

18.Of which countries do you hold a passport?
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19.Have you experienced physical complaints/experiences while moving between
cultures?
If so please list them:
______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

20.Please name the countries you have travelled to in the last year, and what the
purpose of the trip was.
Country
friends

professional

Thank you for answering these questions.
Please continue

leisure

visit family/
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Appendix 3: Culture Statement Questionnaire
For your own reference, please write each statement on a separate card numbering them chronologically, as well as copying your answer onto the form.
1.Insert in the following statements two cultures that you are familiar with.
1. I as a (Culture 1) person_______________________
2. I as a (Culture 2) person_______________________
In the following section please insert the relevant cultures as stated above and
formulate a statement or sentence using the given phrase.
3. I as a (Culture 1) person_______________________
4. I as a (Culture 2) person_______________________
(Again, write these statements onto separate cards, numbering them chronologically.)
We are as it were conducting a dialogue between two personal cultural positions.
As a third step, I would like to invite you to reformulate sentence 3 in the light of
sentence 4 (repositioning exercise).
5. I as a (Culture 1) person_________________________

(Write this statement on a separate card, numbering chronologically)
Rating scale
Please score each of the previous three statements ( 3, 4, 5) on a five point scale by
inserting your personal rating into the diagram below:

Novelty
Sentence 3
Sentence 4
Sentence 5

Importance

Authenticity
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Novelty
By Novelty I mean that you should rate to which degree the sentence you have
written is new for you.
You score a 1 if the statement is not very new for you and 5 if what you have
written is very new for you.
Importance
By Importance I mean that you should rate the degree to which what you have
written is important and meaningful to you in your life.
You score a 1 if the statement is not very important or meaningful for you and 5 if
what you have written is very important and meaningful for you.
Authenticity
By authenticity I mean that you should rate the degree to which you feel that what
you have written is really an authentic personal experience for you.
You score a 1 if the statement is not a very authentic personal experience for you
and 5 if what you have written is a very authentic personal experience for you.
6. Are you familiar with an in-between position
Could you formulate a sentence from the perspective of this in-between position?
________________________________________________________________
(Write this statement on a separate card, numbering chronologically)
Lay all the cards in front of you on the table and look at what you have written.
Could you write a concluding statement from this bird’s eye perspective?
________________________________________________________________
(Write this statement on a separate card, numbering chronologically)
8. In general I feel....
9. Ideally I would like to feel.....
Culture Conflict Scale
Please rate the amount of conflict (e.g. political, historical, values, ecological, cultural) you perceive between the cultures you named in question 1:
Make explicit the dimension on which you perceive the conflict.
1 being no conflict 5 being a lot of conflict
Culture 1 and culture 2
Dimension:
Rating
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If you feel you would like to comment on this procedure, please feel free to express any comments
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for participating in the research so far. I will now give you an instrument with which you can quickly and efficiently score each statement with a list
of feelings.
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Affects and instruction
Indicate by writing down a figure to what extent you experience this feeling in
connection with the statement concerned.
If you experience the feeling very much you write down a 5
much you write down a 4
reasonably much you write down a 3
fairly you write down a 2
little you write down a 1
not at all you write down a 0
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

joy
powerlessness
self esteem
anxiety
satisfaction
strength

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

shame
enjoyment
caring
love
self alienation
tenderness

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

guilt
self confidence
loneliness
trust
inferiority
intimacy

19. safety
20. anger
21. pride
22. energy
23. inner calm
24. freedom
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Appendix 4: Portraits of Research Candidates
Below is an overview of the collected data: the cultural history and the valuations
of the cultures the candidates considered their own, their repositioning exercise,
in between and meta (bird’s-eye-view) positions, how they feel in general and how
they would like to feel ideally, and the rated amount of conflict between the positions in the repositioning exercise. In the case that candidates mix languages the
statements voiced in Dutch have been translated and are written in italics.
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1. Kate
Kate (45) was born in the USA and holds a US passport. Her father was a Jewish
Russian who grew up in Russia and the USA. He worked in Scotland and The
Netherlands and later in his career worked for a Japanese company in Germany.
He now lives in Düsseldorf. Her mother is a US American citizen who worked as
a teacher, has now retired and lives in Michigan, USA. Her parents live separately
but are not divorced. Kate lives with her Dutch Indonesian husband and three
children in Leiden in The Netherlands and works as a Public Relations manager
at the National Institute for Advanced Studies.
Kate has lived in the US, Scotland and The Netherlands at different stages of
her life. She started her studies in Russian at Groningen University, then continued them at Leiden university where she also took up her studies of English.
She speaks English and Dutch professionally, Russian, German, French and
Spanish reasonably well. She indicates the amount of conflict between her Dutch
and American position as 4 on the dimension: “not being able to express myself
as I am and being understood in The Netherlands”.
Culture Valuations Kate

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as American
I as Dutch
I as Jewish
I as Russian
I as American have a passport which means that I
am a native of this country and have roots and relations there. (N1; I5; A3)
I as Dutch live in this country and am thus a part of
it’s community and customs (N2; I4; A2)
I as American feel fraudulent, alienated from those
Americans living in the US. (N3; I3; A4)
In my job I am regarded as a native speaker of a
country that I haven’t lived in for many years and
this can be awkward at times. (In-between position).
I feel like a sort of mid-Atlantic Russian Jewish immigrant who speaks a sort of mid-Atlantic English
and doesn’t really belong anywhere “little pieces of
myself strewn all over the world”. (Bird’s-eye-view
position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

10
7
10
10
12

19
14
19
19
17

23
22
21
21
26

21
20
24
24
14

O+/–
O+/–
O+/–
O+/–
O+

8

15

23

20

O+/–

10

15

25

27

O+/–

7

12

13

23

O-

11

19

27

22

O+/–

11
16

19
20

25
37

22
8

O+/–
SO+
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2. Ginger
Ginger (35) was born in Groningen, in The Netherlands. She now lives with her
Dutch husband and one year old daughter in the north of The Netherlands. She
holds a Dutch passport.
She is a teacher at an International Business School and director of a consultancy company on corporate social responsibility. Her mother was born in Gliwitz
in Germany, now Poland, and holds a Dutch passport. Her father was born in
Breda, The Netherlands and holds a Dutch passport. Both parents now live in
France. Her younger sister also lives in the north of The Netherlands. Her father
worked for the United Nations (FAO and UNICEF) and the World Bank. Her
mother works freelance as a development communicator.
At the age of two and a half Ginger and her family moved to Jakarta, Indonesia;
at ten to Washington D.C., USA; at twelve she moved to Mussoorie in India while
her parents moved to New Delhi. At the age of eighteen she studied cognitive
psychology in Portland, Oregon USA; and moved to Leiden in The Netherlands at
twenty two for her M.A in environmental studies and organisation of work; at
twenty four she moved to Jakarta in Indonesia; at twenty five back to Leiden. At
the age of twenty seven she went to The Hague, where she worked as project
coordinator for Global Action Plan; at twenty nine to the north of The Netherlands
where she worked for Imaginal Training for six years; at thirty she moved to Delft,
working as a NOVIB consultant; and at thirty two back to the north of The Netherlands. She speaks English and Dutch professionally, Indonesian and French at a
conversational level and Hindi with low fluency. She calls the Dutch, Global
Nomad - global citizen, and South East Asian cultures her own and aspires to
global leadership. In the last year she has travelled to visit family in France and
Switzerland.
She has revisited Indonesia, India and USA. Culture conflict scale: 3-4 on spirituality, curiosity, finding wisdom in that.
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Culture Valuations Ginger

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as Dutch
I as Global Nomad
I as South East Asian
I as a Global Nomad have a responsibility for what
happens in the world. (N 1; I 4; A 4)
I as influenced by SE Asia am a servant to that which
would improve the world. (N 3; I 3; A 4)
I as global nomad influenced by S.E. Asia have the tendency to take my responsibility with a somewhat passive
sense of servitude. (N 5; I 4; A 5)
The global nomad is based in multiple cultures and
aspires to constructively bridge the difference. (In
between position).
Multiple influences are united in a universality, that
certain underlying things in which you believe remain
stable in spite of different influences. (Bird’s-eye-view
position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

8
17
14
14

5
12
11
8

13
30
25
17

24
6
11
20

/–
S+
+
S+/–

12

13

27

8

SO+

5

4

10

26

LL–

13

10

25

10

+

14

12

25

5

SO+

10
16

10
17

18
31

16
9

+/–
SO+
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3. Filoster
Filoster (55) was born in The Netherlands. His parents were divorced when he
was very young and he grew up moving regularly between his German mother’s
grandmother in the holidays in Germany and his father in The Netherlands. He
now lives in The Netherlands and works as a SCM coach, consultant and entrepreneur in a variety of businesses. He remembers vividly how he was beaten up
as a German boy partially growing up in The Netherlands in the aftermath of the
Second World War.
Culture Valuations Filoster

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as Dutch
I as German
I as a migrant
I am extremely careful about unveiling my German
background here in The Netherlands. (N 3; I 3; A 5)
I as a Dutchman avoid sharing details about my
German roots as much as possible. (N 3; I 5; A 5)
I have not yet solved a sense of distrust which I developed early in my life. (N 5; I 3; A 1)
As I write this I still feel vulnerable and easily
wounded. (In-between position).
I feel homeless, in the past much more than now
(lonely). (In-between position)
I have adapted and am wary. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
If I take “calculated risks” I can feel more connected.
(Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

15
3
0
9

12
0
0
5

29
4
10
19

5
19
24
23

SO+
LL–
LL–
+/–

13

2

20

11

S+

5

0

0

19

S–

4

3

0

21

LL–

6

4

3

30

LL–

13

2

21

5

S+

16

12

33

5

SO+

19
19

16
18

32
39

9
1

SO+
SO+
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4. Mr. Buwono
Mr Buwono (51) was born in Oostzaan, The Netherlands. He now lives in Enschede, The Netherlands with his Javanese girlfriend and works as a counsellor,
labour consultant and writer. His ex-wife lives in Santa Rosa, California. His son
(33) lives in Peoria, Illinois, and has US American nationality. His mother was
born in Haarlem in The Netherlands and has passed away. His father is British
and was born in Djokjakarta, Java, because his parents were colonists there. He
now also lives in Enschede in The Netherlands. His elder sister was born in Oostzaan, and his younger sister in Enschede. Both of them live in The Netherlands.
At the age of four Mr. Buwono moved with his parents from Oostzaan to Enschede. At the age of seventeen he moved to Santa Rosa in California where he
received his High School degree and went on to study Theatre Arts. Aged twenty
two he moved to Amsterdam, for his military service, and aged twenty five to
Ghent in Belgium, to continue his studies in psychology and education. He
worked at the Ministry of Education in The Hague in curriculum development
for five years. Aged twenty eight he moved to Lelystad in The Netherlands where
he was a Director of several art institutions and at thirty three to Enschede where
he was an opera director. At the age of fourty one he worked in Prague, Czechoslovakia, as a labour consultant and at the age of fourty three he returned to Enschede to work as interim manager and entrepreneur. He speaks English and
Dutch professionally, German at a conversational level. He calls the British,
Dutch Jew, Dutch, American and Javanese cultures his own. He holds a Dutch
passport. He has experienced physical complaints while moving between cultures: Lyme disease, malaria and yellow fever.
In the past year he has travelled professionally, for leisure and to visit family
and friends in America. He has revisited Czechoslovakia, Indonesia and Belgium.
Culture conflict rating: 0
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Culture Valuations Mr Buwono

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as British
I as Dutch Jew
I as Dutch
I as American
I as Javanese
I as American learned and integrated independence
and entrepreneurship and personal development of
the individual. (N 1; I 4; A 4)
I as a Dutch Jew learned to play music, dance, make
typical jokes and feel pretty alone as a Jew in The
Netherlands.
(N 2; I 4; A 4)
My American side is dominant vis a vis the Jewish
roots. (N 4; I 4; A 4)
In between my different cultural backgrounds I find
myself to be the integrator of them, sort of harmonizer. (In-between position).
From the bird’s-eye-view position I see a rich mosaic
of colour, sounds and smells. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

17
17
14
17
17
17

16
17
12
14
20
12

29
22
24
32
32
27

14
19
15
10
16
23

SO+
SO+/–
SO+
SO+
SO+
S+/–

14

16

20

23

SO+/–

16

14

31

10

SO+

18

14

31

5

SO+

17

17

31

10

SO+

12
19

18
19

28
35

15
1

O+
SO+
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5. Bibi
Bibi (44) was born in 1959 in Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA. She now lives in Seattle,
USA. Her current occupation is intercultural coach, consultant and trainer. Her
mother was born in India and held a US American passport. She passed away in
1984. Her father was born in India, of Swiss parents and became a naturalised
US American. His current place of residence is in Texas, USA. Her older sister
lives in Canada, her younger sister in Dallas. Her father was an executive with a
multinational oil company. Her mother was unemployed outside the home, yet
was instrumental in making his career a success– facilitating the many moves,
corporate entertaining etc. At the age of 14 months Bibi moved to Buenos Aires
in Argentina; at two years to Algiers in Algeria; at two and a half to Marseille in
France; at five and a half back to Algiers; at eight to Walton-on-Thames in England; aged ten to Dakar in Senegal; aged eleven to Rabat in Morocco; aged twelve
to Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia; aged thirteen to Houston, Texas; aged fifteen to
Singapore. She holds a B.A. in Political Science from Trinity University in Texas.
Her M.A was in whole systems design at Antioch University in Seattle. She has a
Ph.D. in Intercultural Communication from the Union Institute and University
in Cincinnati, Ohio. She has been self-employed in her own company Transition
Dynamics for the past thirteen years. Before that she worked for three years as a
consultant for Gamma Vision based in Seattle; for three years as services manager
in a victim/offender reconciliation program; for three years as the owner and
principal of Human Resources Consultants; for two years as associate editor to
the New Times in London, England. She speaks English professionally, French at
a conversational level, German with low fluency and miscellaneous words of
Urdu, Tamil and Bahasa Malaysia.
She calls the intercultural/multicultural, global nomad, bi-national and US American cultures her own. She holds a passport of USA and Switzerland. In the last
year she has travelled to visit family and friends in Canada. She has revisited
France and England.
Culture conflict rating 5.
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Culture Valuations Bibi

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as intercultural/multicultural
I as a US American
I as an intercultural/multicultural person delight in
the global community and the coming together of
people across differences of culture and language.
(N 1; I 5; A 5)
I as a US American person am embarrassed and appalled by the actions of my government.
(N 3; I 4; A 3)
I as a US person find it awkward to express my sense
of delight/belonging to the global community-in the
US because few people share that sense, and outside
the US because people see me as US and not as
authentically multicultural. N 4; I 5; A 5)
There’s a large sometimes burdensome sense of responsibility in holding US citizenship (In-between
position).
Thank god that over the years I’ve developed friendships and collegial relationships with US Americans
who share my sense of connection to the intercultural and global albeit not necessarily based on the
same personal experiences. (In-between position).
I speak and take action where I can to influence US
policy and speak and take action every day to support
the coming together of people across differences of
culture and language. (In-between position).
Nationalism and multinationalism are uneasy global
bedfellows. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel

16
4
15

10
4
11

31
11
32

3
9
2

S+
LL+/–
+

3

5

4

17

LL–

9

6

7

5

+/–

4

5

4

11

LL–

17

18

37

0

SO+

10

8

19

3

+

3

11

8

3

O+

15
16

12
12

29
40

8
0

SO+
S+
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6. Lisa
Lisa was born in 1944 in England. She was 59 years old at the time of interview.
She now lives in The Netherlands with her Dutch husband. Her two adult daughters live independently in the vicinity of her home. Her mother was born in England, held a British passport and stayed in the north of England after her father
passed away. Her father was born near The Hague in The Netherlands and held a
Dutch passport. He passed away eight years ago after having lived in England for
30 years. Her sister lives in the south of The Netherlands.
Her father was a naval officer during the war and met her mother in London,
where she was working as a nurse. At the age of five, Lisa and her family moved to
the vicinity of The Hague. At seven years tLisa moved with her family to the vicinity of Leiden, and at eight years to the vicinity of Utrecht. The family spent all
their holidays in England.
Lisa speaks Dutch and English professionally. She calls the English and the
Dutch cultures her own. She holds a Dutch and an English passport.
At the age of fifteen Lisa was very ill. She spent three weeks in a hospital, where
she was diagnosed with stomach upset due to stress. She says: “It was difficult
having to choose between the English and the Dutch way.” Her mother wanted
her to do everything the English way; this was too much pressure. She could not
do her best for the English and the Dutch way at the same time. She regularly
travels to England, to visit family and friends and cared for her ailing mother
until she died recently.
Culture conflict scale on dimension friendliness/kindness 4 and tolerance 4.
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Culture Valuations Lisa

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as an English person
I as a Dutch person
I as an English person feel at home in England. (N 4;
I 4; A 5)
I as a Dutch person sometimes feel angry because I
think and feel they still don’t understand and accept
me. (N 4; I 5; A 4)
I as an English person just want to be the person I
really am. I just want to be my bumbling self and let
everybody accept that. (N 5; I 5; A 5)
Having to choose between my English mother and
Dutch friends at school gave me a horrible position.
Where was I? (In-between position)
I just want to be myself and people will have to
accept that, but I shall have to accept that myself too!
(Bird’s-eye-view position).
I like to be busy with myself like this. It makes me
feel safer. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel
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7. Django
Django (48) was born in Cairo, Egypt. He now lives with his German wife and two
daughters (aged eleven and ten) towards the north of The Netherlands. His
mother was born in Jerusalem, Palestine, his father was born in Vienna, Austria
and both parents hold a Dutch and an Egyptian passport and live in Voorburg,
The Netherlands. His brother lives in Germany. Being a Christian and associated
with the British, his father’s job was endangered under Nasser’s regime in the
early sixties. Both of his parents knew and loved Europe and believed the future
would be better if the family emigrated. At the age of seven, Django and his family
moved to The Hague in The Netherlands via Switzerland. He received his Abitur
certificate from the German School of The Hague. At nineteen he relocated to
Rotterdam where he studied sociology. He worked for four years as a student
assistant at the Erasmus University of Rotterdam; for a few months as a research
assistant at the Ministry of Education in Paramaribo; eight years at the Ministry of
Health and four years at the Ministry of Labor in Rijswijk, The Netherlands; two
years at a local labour office in Deventer, two years as a manager in Apeldoorn and
for the past seven years has been working as general project manager for Deventer municipality.
He speaks Dutch, English and German professionally, French at a conversational level and Spanish, Portuguese and Sranan Tongo with low fluency.
He calls the Dutch culture his own if pressed to choose a national culture: if not
pressed he calls the Dutch, German, English and Egyptian culture his own and he
acknowledges an eclectic position which encompasses at least four cultures. He
holds a passport of Egypt and The Netherlands. He gained a lot of weight immediately after coming to The Netherlands.
In the last year he has travelled for leisure to France and England, and to visit
family and friends in Germany and Switzerland. He has never been back to Egypt.
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Culture Valuations Django

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as German
I as Dutch
I as English
I as Egyptian
I as eclectic
I as a German like to embrace my male friends when
I meet them or leave them (as an Egyptian as well).
(N 1; I 2; A 5)
I as a Dutchman do not do that and consider it to be
strange. (N 1; I 3; A 5).
I as a German feel that men should not be so uptight
and should show their friendship towards each
other. (N 1; I 3; A 5)
I adapt myself to the expectations and behavioural
norms of the other. (All Germans embrace, and
Dutch do not. Male friendships are defined differently in Germany; in The Netherlands they are more
taboo). (In-between position).
I believe that I adapt more as a German than as a
Dutchman because the German culture is further
away from me. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel
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8. Elise
Elise (33) was born in Gravdal Norway. She now lives in The Netherlands with her
Dutch husband (38), son (7) and daughter (12) in the province of Utrecht. She
works as a coordinator, consultant and social worker for a company in Utrecht.
Both parents were born in The Netherlands and hold a Dutch passport. Her
father worked in Leprosy Rehabilitation and his career took the family to various
locations around the world. Her parents now live in Pokhara, Nepal. Two siblings
live in The Netherlands and one in Liberia.
At fifteen months she moved to Elburg in The Netherlands, at three years to
Kumi in Uganda, at five years to Addis Ababa in Ethiopia, at fifteen years to
Kijabe in Kenya and at eighteen years to the centre of The Netherlands where she
did two years of art therapy. She then did three years of social work in Utrecht.
She has held a great variety of administrative functions in the vicinity of Utrecht.
Initially, she did not call any culture her own but has mostly become affiliated to
the Dutch culture through marriage and children. She feels as though she knows
the US American culture fairly well because of going to US American schools in
Louisiana, Addis Ababa and Kenya. After I explained the nature of the research
she identified a Dutch, US American, Ethiopian, Kenyan and Third Culture Kid
position. She has the impression she can fit anywhere at any time. She speaks
Dutch and English at a professional level. She did her repositioning exercise between her Third Culture Kid and Dutch positions and rated the amount of conflict
between the two as five, saying that on the dimension of self acceptance there is
an inner conflict. These two do not go well together, yet are both part of her. She
has learned not to be difficult as a Dutch person and not to be too dogmatic as a
third culture kid. She holds a Dutch passport. To her great displeasure she has not
travelled anywhere this last year.
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Culture Valuations Elise

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as a Dutch
I as a Ethiopian
I as American
I as Kenyan
I as Third Culture Kid
I as a third culture kid never belong anywhere completely.
I as Dutch say “what nonsense”.
I as Third Culture kid fall silent.
My in-between position is a sort of neutral assistant/
negotiator which brings the extremes back to the
middle. (In-between position).
What belongs to what and who to where? (Bird’s-eyeview position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel
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9. Alice
Alice (56) was born in Hannover, Germany. Her first husband was a German
military officer, her second a Dutch military officer whose careers took her to
different locations. She is divorced and now lives in centre of The Netherlands.
Her parents both had the German nationality, her mother, a dentist, was born in
Flensburg and her father, a lawyer and an economist, in Schwerin. Both parents
have passed away. Her two children were both born in Hamburg. Her son (33)
lives in London and her daughter (30) lives in Amsterdam.
She has two sisters and a brother, now all living in Hamburg. All siblings have
lived in different cultures: her brother in England, Thailand and Taiwan, one
sister in England and USA, the other in France, USA and Australia.
At the age of twelve she moved to Würzburg, where she lived with a different
family. Aged seventeen she moved to Hamburg where she worked in a hospital.
Aged twenty-two she moved to Celle with her military husband. At twenty-eight
she spent a year in München doing an internship.
Aged thirty three she moved to Zeven in The Netherlands, at thirty-seven to
Syria in Damascus. At forty-two she moved to the east of The Netherlands and at
the age of fifty to the centre of The Netherlands. She is now studying humanities.
She has studied languages, theatre, homeopathy, economics, beauty care and
make up. She speaks German, English and Dutch at a professional level, Arabic
and French with a low degree of fluency.
Physical complaints she has experienced while migrating between cultures
were nightmares, weight gain, living too much inside her head, not listening to
the signs her body was giving her.
She has revisited Syria, Lebanon, Turkey and Jordania.
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Culture Valuations Alice

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as Hannoveranisch-Welfisch.
I as a Jewish rooted woman.
I as a European cosmopolitan woman.
I as a Mediterranean woman.
I as Hannoveranisch-Welfisch feel deeply rooted in
art and culture. (N 1; I 4; A 4)
I as Mediterranean enjoy life outside and dancing in
the sun. (N 4; I 4; A 4)
I as Hannoveranisch Welfisch would like you to
know that dancing keeps you fit and young. (N 2; I 5;
A 4)
I choose to my own advantage what I say to others: I
am German or Dutch. (I avoid it in The Netherlands
with tricks) (In-between position).
I acknowledge that I have not done myself justice.
(Bird’s-eye-view position).
Even if the context does not ask, I wish to feel whole.
(Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel
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10. Luc
Luc (45) was born in Melbourne, Australia. He now lives with his Dutch wife, son
(12) and twin daughters (10) in The Netherlands and works as a civil servant for
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
His mother was born in St Samson, France, and holds a Dutch and a French
passport. She now resides in Le Peq, France. His father was born in Rotterdam,
The Netherlands, holds a Dutch passport and worked for the Dutch Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. He has passed away. His two elder sisters were born in Saigon
and now both live in The Netherlands. His younger sister and brother were both
born in Saigon and now live in Paris, France and Malmö, Sweden respectively.
At the age of one and a half Luc and his family moved to Saigon in Vietnam;
aged five the family moved to Abidjan on the Ivory Coast, where he attended a
French primary school; aged eleven to Teheran in Iran where he attended a
Dutch school; aged thirteen he was sent to a secondary boarding school in Mook,
Venlo and Nijmegen; at the age of eighteen he relocated to Leiden to study law.
He worked for two years as a staff officer in The Hague; and has worked for the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the last eighteen years at embassies in Pretoria,
South Africa (2yrs); Paris, France (3yrs); The Hague, The Netherlands (3yrs); Singapore (4yrs), New York, USA (4yrs) and The Hague in The Netherlands (1yr).
He speaks Dutch, French, English and German professionally, Spanish at a
conversational level. He calls the Dutch and French culture his own. He holds a
Dutch passport, and he has not experienced any physical complaints while
moving between cultures. In the last year he has travelled professionally to the
US, Belgium and Kenya, and to Austria to visit family and friends. He has revisited Australia, Vietnam, South Africa and France.
Culture Valuations Luc

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as a Dutch person
I as a French person
I as a Dutchman am very down to earth (N 1; I 4; A 3)
I as a French man am more oriented towards relationships. (N 3; I 2; A 3)
I as Dutch rationalize relationships. (N 3; I 4; A 4)
I as a cosmopolitan adapt easily (chameleon). (In-between position).
My self has the tendency to rationalize the situation
but also to integrate it. I am aware of the integration
process. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel
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11. Mimi
Mimi (46) was born in Leiden, and now lives with her partner in the north of The
Netherlands. Her ex-husband also lives in the north of The Netherlands. She has
a daughter (25) from her first marriage, who now lives in Denmark
Her mother was born in Soerabaja, had the Dutch nationality and passed away
in 1981. Her father was born in Nieuwolde, in The Netherlands, had the Dutch
nationality and lived in Surinam as a child. He passed away in 1996. Her father
studied Indology and went to the Dutch Indies where he met her mother. After
independence there they realised there was no future for them so they moved to
Paramaribo, Surinam, when she was one and a half years old.
Aged three she moved to Wageningen in Suriname and aged six she spent a
year in Katwijk, The Netherlands. Aged seven she was back in Paramaribo, aged
eight in Katwijk, and from her ninth to her sixteenth year she lived in Paramaribo.
Aged sixteen she moved to Hogeveen in The Netherlands and at nineteen to Groningen where she studied clinical psychology.
She has worked as a psychotherapist in different environments: in a women’s
clinic, a psychology practice, and with victims of abuse. Her current partner is a
puppet player and they travel around together. She calls no culture her own, a
little bit Suriname, a little bit Dutch. In the last year she has travelled to Spain for
leisure, to Denmark to visit family and friends and to Belgium professionally. She
experiences little conflict between her Dutch and Surinamese parts, as her Dutch
self is dominant. She says the moment she starts speaking Surinamese she turns
into a completely different person, language is the gate and the barrier.

Culture Valuations Mimi

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as Surinamese
I as Dutch
I as Dutch have learned to think and order things. (N
3; I 5; A 4)
I as Surinamese am always myself. (N 3; I 4; A 5)
I as Dutch do not know that Surinamese so well. (N
3; I 4; A 5)
When I am around people that are also from Surinam there is a sense of recognition. (In-between position).
The Surinamese is far away, oh poor Surinamese.
(Bir’d-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel
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12. Henri
Henri (46) was born in Istanbul, Turkey. He now lives in Laren, The Netherlands
with his new partner whose parents lived in Hong Kong, Japan and Indonesia. He
is separated from his Dutch wife, son (8) and two daughters (11 and 5) who also
live in Laren.
His mother was born in the Belgian Congo and held a Dutch passport. She has
passed away. His father was born in France, holds a Dutch passport and currently
resides in France. His younger brother and sister also live in The Netherlands.
His father worked for an international bank. At the age of fifteen Henri and his
family moved to Beyruth in Lebanon; at twenty-one years of age his parents
moved to Casablanca and he went to Rotterdam where he studied Economics. He
worked for six years as CFO with Paribas in Istanbul; three years in Paris as general manager of Mees Pierson; three years in Singapore as general manager; two
years as CFO/COO in London; one year for Kempen and Co in Amsterdam as
CFO/COO; one year for Escador as CFO/COO and for a year for Smartfix as CFO.
He speaks French, English, Turkish and Dutch professionally, German at a conversational level. He calls the Turkish and French cultures his own and holds a
Dutch passport.
In the last year he has travelled for leisure to France, England and Turkey, to
visit family in France and friends in England. He has revisited Turkey, Morocco,
Lebanon, France and the UK. Culture conflict scale 5 on the dimension of religion
and politics.
Culture Valuations Henri

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as a Turkish person
I as a French person
I as Dutch
I as a Turkish person feel stronger family values. (N
0; I 3; A 5)
I as a French person feel myself to be on top of the
world. (N 0; I 4; A 4)
I as a Turk care about hospitality and my neighbours.
(N 0; I 3; A 5)
I have no in-between position as I do not feel comfortable in a consensus model. (In-between position)
I feel a great richness in cultures, societies, history,
landscapes and mores. (Bird’s-eye-view position)
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel
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13. Lelie
Lelie was somewhat different to the other candidates as she has not travelled between cultures physically. In her home she was exposed to the different cultures
of her parents.
Lelie (55) was born in The Hague in The Netherlands. She now lives with her
Dutch husband and youngest son (11) in the north of The Netherlands. Her two
elder children (19 and 17) also live in the north of the Netherlands. Her mother
was born in Duisburg Hamborn, Germany. Either work or health reasons brought
her to The Netherlands where she changed her nationality from German to
Dutch. Her father was born in Kediri, East Java, Indonesia. His nationality was
Chinese and he came to study in The Netherlands. Both parents have passed
away. She has three elder sisters who live in Leiden, Amstelveen and The Hague
and an elder brother who lives in Enschede, The Netherlands. She spent the first
eighteen years of her life in The Hague in The Netherlands, then relocated to
Utrecht where she studied psychology. She stayed in Utrecht for twelve years,
working at the Rotterdam Polytechnic as a psychology lecturer for six years; as a
nature food storekeeper for two years. She has been living in Opsterland now for
twenty five years but has moved seven times within the municipality. She worked
as a work coordinator at a child care centre for two years in Leeuwarden; at the
University of Groningen as head of a social science project and has been working
as consultant, coach and trainer in private practice for the last eleven years. She
speaks Dutch professionally, English, German and Frisian at a conversational
level and French with low fluency. She calls the Dutch culture her own and acknowledges Chinese, German and Frisian influences. She has difficulties accepting her German influences. She holds a Dutch passport. In the last year she has
travelled for leisure to Sweden, East Germany and Germany. She has visited
China for three weeks with her three sisters. Her culture conflict rating was 5
Dutch Chinese on the dimensions of respect for elders and the value of personal
freedom.
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Culture Valuations Lelie

S

O

P

N

Valuation
type

I as Dutch
I as Chinese
I as German
I as Frisian
I as a Dutch woman am happy to have been born
here in this rich country with freedom of thought. (N
1; I 5; A 5)
I as Chinese am intrigued by Chinese culture in all
its extremes of inner civility and spirituality to placing the system above the individual. (cruel, direct,
splitting off feelings, poverty). (N 1; I 3; A 5)
I as Dutch have not learned to deal with such extremes and wrestle with a different item: how wealth
and a great deal of personal freedom makes it hard
for people to find a goal in life. (N 1; I 4; A 5)
At home it was always different from others. Family
far away, isolation. (All kinds of memories: pictures
on the wall, family stories, a pagoda on the wall, a
parcel from Indonesia, a far away land, unfamiliar
visits from Germany). (In-between position(.
Diversity. The realization that I am integrated here,
but that there is also the diversity of influences.
(Bird’s-eye-view position).
It seems a pity to do so little with it. It will happen
when the children are grown, more time, to give attention to traveling. (Bird’s-eye-view position).
In general I feel
Ideally I would like to feel
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Abstract

In part one of this thesis, written from the perspective of a self reflective practitioner, I reflect on the moving experiences I had as a child growing up as a global
nomad in different cultures.
As a child, I regularly experienced not only the pain of having to give up friends
and a familiar environment, but also the confusion of discovering that a word had
a certain meaning in one context and a very different meaning in another context.
In this way different cultural environments and positions grew in me. Returning
to the Netherlands after a five year sojourn in Singapore was a discomfiting experience. It felt as though the negative discussions in the media and in politics
about immigrants and migrants, double passports etc. were also addressing me.
By reflecting on my professional development, I have been able to formulate an
embodied dialogical theory of acculturation that will facilitate understanding of
the complexities of moving experience and individuals with bi and multicultural
identities.
This theory was developed to free ourselves from the prison of our outdated
cultural mental images by “widening our circle of compassion” (Einstein, 1950)
and as a counternarrative to the at times all too simplistic thinking about adaptation and acculturation in the Dutch public domain.
In the second part of this thesis I explored with a group of global nomads whether
they, too, could discern different cultural identities within themselves and
whether a dialogue between two personal cultural voices introduced new meaning
into their personal meaning system.
Subsequently, I also explored the emotional component of their personal cultural positions and dialogical valuations. An exciting discovery was that the non
Dutch voice or positions were often valued with ambivalent feelings and that
these positions were often hidden, subdued or disenfranchised. It would seem
that dialogues in the social domain are mirrored in the dialogical self of migrants,
and that we can recognise an internal power structure between personal cultural
positions that is related to dominant discourses in society.
In addition I monitored an acculturative learning process of career consultants as
they started to work with tertiary educated refugee clients. They reflected on their
experiences in Balint intervision sessions and wrote case studies. Their confusion
became especially obvious during their first sessions, when they realised that
their routine way of working was not appropriate when dealing with a person
from a completely different cultural context. In dialogue with each other and with
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their clients they adjusted their approach so that they could better explore the
alterity of the other and at the same time identify their own cultural conditioning.
This shows that both the acculturating foreigner and the native Dutchman partake of a process of acculturation to an environment that is becoming increasingly
diverse and complex.
I also describe a number of case studies in which subtle discursive strategies
are unveiled that could play a part in the fact that diversity in organisations is hard
to realise and/or maintain. In this way I identify a number of factors that could
explain why the Netherlands seem stuck in the third migration phase as discussed
by van Oudenhoven (2005). If cultural migrants hide their personal cultural diversity due to the dominant discourses in society and locals avoid the initial discomfort of the first stages of an intercultural learning process, due also partly to the
habitus of pillarisation (Koopmans, 2003) in The Netherlands, then there is a
fundamental gap in bridging a communicative divide.
A practical result that emerges out of the two parts of my research is the development of a PEACE methodology (Personal Emotional Account of Cultural Experience), with the help of which the complexity of personal cultural positions of
multicultural migrants may be explored and discussed. This as an inspiration and
suggestion, for others to follow.

Nederlandse samenvatting

In dit proefschrift, geschreven vanuit de positie van een zelf-reflectieve professional, blik ik in het eerste deel terug op een veelbewogen leven waarin ik opgroeide in verschillende culturen. Als kind voelde ik regelmatig de pijn van het
opgeven van vrienden en een vertrouwde omgeving, maar ook de verwarring die
er kon ontstaan als een woord dat in de ene taal een vanzelfsprekende betekenis
had in een andere context een geheel andere lading kreeg. Zo groeiden in mij
verschillende culturele posities. Terugkomend van een vijfjarig verblijf in Singapore was de confrontatie met Nederland groot en voelde ik mij zeer aangesproken
door de negatieve stemmen in de media en politiek over allochtonen en buitenlanders, het al of niet mogen hebben van een dubbel paspoort, et cetera.
Reflecterend op mijn professionele leerweg ontwikkel ik een lichamelijke en dialogische theorie met behulp waarvan de complexiteit van mensen met een multiculturele identiteit inzichtelijk gemaakt kan worden. Deze theorie is ontwikkeld
in een poging om ons los te maken uit onze vastgeroeste denkbeelden met betrekking tot cultuur “door onze kring van compassie te verruimen” (Einstein, 1950)
en als tegenstem tegen het soms al te simplistische denken met betrekking tot
aanpassing en acculturatie in de publieke ruimte.
In het tweede gedeelte van het boek verken ik met een groep global nomads of zij
verschillende culturele identiteiten in zichzelf kunnen erkennen en of een dialoog
tussen deze identiteiten of posities nieuwe betekenis doet ontstaan in hun persoonlijk systeem van betekenisgeving. Vervolgens onderzoek ik ook de emotionele component van hun culturele posities. Een opvallend resultaat is dat de nietNederlandse stem of positie wordt gekenmerkt door ambivalente gevoelens. Deze
niet-Nederlandse posities worden vaak verborgen gehouden, verwaarloosd of tot
zwijgen gebracht. Het blijkt dat in de verhalen van deze global nomads de dialogen
uit de samenleving zich in zeker opzicht spiegelen, dat er als het ware een inwendig machtsbolwerk herkenbaar wordt dat gerelateerd is aan het dominante discours in de buitenwereld.
Ook kijk ik naar hoe het acculturatieproces verloopt bij een groep loopbaanadviseurs die werken met hoogopgeleide vluchtelingen. Zij reflecteren op hun ervaringen met elkaar in Balint intervisiesessies en schrijven case studies over hun
ervaringen. Vooral tijdens de eerste sessies bleek hoe veel verwarring er ontstaat
als je vertrouwde manier van doen niet blijkt aan te sluiten bij iemand die uit een
andere culturele context komt. In dialoog met elkaar en met de cliënt ontspon
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zich een leerproces met behulp waarvan adequater op het anderszijn van de ander
kon worden ingegaan. Daaruit blijkt dat zowel de Nederlander alsook de buitenlander een proces van acculturatie doormaakt in een omgeving die steeds complexer en diverser wordt.
Ik beschrijf een aantal voorbeelden uit de praktijk waarin subtiele discursieve
strategieën zichtbaar worden waardoor diversiteit in organisaties niet beklijft of
moeizaam van de grond komt. Op deze wijze worden een aantal factoren zichtbaar die zouden kunnen verklaren dat Nederland lijkt de stagneren in de derde
migratiefase (van Oudenhoven, 2005). Als de immigrant zijn culturele rijkdom
verbergt en de Nederlander door de habitus van pillarisatie (Koopmans, 2003)
niet toekomt aan een intercultureel leerproces, blijft alles zoals het is en was.
Het praktische resultaat uit beide onderdelen van mijn onderzoek is de ontwikkeling van een methodiek genaamd PEACE (Personal Emotional Account of Cultural Experience), met behulp waarvan de complexiteit van multiculturele posities bij
migranten onderzocht en bespreekbaar gemaakt kan worden. Dit ter inspiratie en
als suggestie ter navolging door anderen.
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